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I 

ABSTRACT OF THESIS 

This thesis is a study of the pneumatology of Gregory of 
Nazianzus which aims particularly to discover the grounds in his 
thinking for his strong and forthright assertion of the deity of 
the Holy Spirit. 

Three areas of his pneumatology are considered. First, from 
the work of the Holy Spirit in the life of the Christian, it is 
Gregory's conviction that only if he is God can the Holy Spirit 
bring Christians to that true knowledge of God which transforms 
them. Secondly, from his work in the intelligent creation, In the 
prophets, with Christ, and in the disciples and the Church, the 
Holy Spirit is seen to be the Creator and the one who re-creates 
and perfects intelligent life. His distinction from the Father 
and the Son is known from his coming, sent by the Father, at 
Pentecost, so that in the unfolding of the divine economy the 
Trinity is gradually revealed. Thirdly, Gregory's understanding 
of the Spirit is seen within the context of his doctrine of the 
Trinity. For Gregory, Christian devotion is centred on the 
Trinity, whose threefold Light illuminates the mind. The truth of 
the Trinity can only be expressed in the paradox of the Three-yet- 
One. Since God the Holy Trinity is one Being, the Holy Spirit is 
not merely one who shares divine nature. Rather he is God 
Himself. But on the other hand he is distinct from the Father and 
the Son with his own personal identity. As a way of expressing 
and safeguarding this distinction which has been revealed in the 
economy we say that whereas the Father is the Unbegotten and the 
Son is the Begotten, the Spirit is the Proceeding One. Gregory 
believed that the Spirit's deity should be openly confessed. 

The study therefore shows that Gregory's belief in the deity 
of the Holy Spirit Is rooted in each of these major areas of his 
theology. It is integral to his whole Christian faith. 

This thesis has been composed by me and is entirely my own work. 
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PREFACE 

It was because the late fourth century was a crucial period in 

the development of the Christian doctrines of the Holy Spirit and 

the Trinity that my interest was f irst attracted to it. Gregory 

of Nazianzus was one of the leading f igures of the period, one of 

the Cappadocian Fathers, the three great bishops from Cappadocia 

who are still counted among the doctors of the Church. His 

eloquent and influential sermons not only shaped the thinking of 

his contemporaries, but were studied through later centuries by 

Christians both in the Greek East and the Latin West. To-day, the 

Trinitarian pattern of thought which he helped to formulate and to 

make central to Christian devotion remains fundamental to the 

understanding of God shared by countless Christians. Indeed it is 

so deeply embedded in the assumptions of many, that it is scarcely 

noticed or reflected upon. 

In order to understand Gregory's thought on the Holy Spirit, I 

concentrated first on Gregory's own statements on the Spirit, 

collating them and grouping them according to topic. This formed 

the basis for the plan of the thesis, and throughout it I have 

tried to let Gregory's own voice be heard by quoting him 

extensively. The method was exactly that advocated by P. de 

Regnon in a sentence quoted by Jean Plagnieux in his book, 

Saint Gr6goire de Nazianze Th6ologlen: 
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"Ä mon avis, le seul moyen de connaltre l'exacte pensäe d'un 
docteur grec est de le citer longuement, afin de se 
famillariser avec elle. ll 

The attempt was then made to understand the significance of each 

area of Gregory Is doc tr i ne of the Sp irit wi th the aid of the 

extensive secondary literature. 

In writing the thesis I have tried to keep a clear and 

uncluttered line of thought in the main text expounding Gregory's 

own thought, and to keep other matters to the footnotes. The work 

can therefore be read on two levels. The general reader with some 

knowledge of theology should f ind the main text readable, but may 

wish to leave the footnotes to the specialist. Greek words in the 

main text are accordingly transliterated. To be consistent in 

transliteration, the plural of hypostasis appears not in its usual 

Latin form, hypostases, but (except in quotations) in its strict 

Greek plural form, hypostaseis, I have generally used the Sources 

chr-6tlennes text of Gregory's works where these are available, and 

where they are not, the text from J. P. Migne's Patrologle Graeca. 

The English translations frequently are (or are based upon) those 

of C. G. Browne and J. E, Swallow published in the Nicene and Post- 

Nicene Fathers (Second Series), Vol. 7. Other orations and lines 

of poetry have been translated as necessary. The system of 

numbering the footnotes was taken from the thesis by F. Dinsen 

listed in the bibliography, and seems to me to give the easiest 

mode of reference for the reader. 
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It was Prof essor T. F. Torrance who fi rs t sugges t ed when I 

expressed an interest in working on the pneumatology of- the 

Cappadocians that I should concentrate attention on Gregory of 

Nazianzus. I am grateful to him not only for initial guidance but 

for the interest he has expressed from time to time since his 

retiral. My thanks are due also to Professor Alasdair Heron for 

guiding the first year of research, and to Dr Noel O'Donoghue who 

has been a supervisor throughout the whole period. Not least 

among his many points of practical guidance was the suggestion that 

I should focus particularly on Gregory's view of the deity of the 

Spirit. I am also grateful to Professor James Mackey for his 

supervision during the final stages, particularly his helpful 

comments on the text. 

My gratitude must also be expressed to a considerable number 

of people who have helped in innumerable ways. Several have come 

to my rescue with translations. Mr & Mrs Nunzio Faranda translated 

two articles from Italian and Miss Ciska Verwoerd one from Dutch. 

Mr Antonino Tamburello also helped me to read a little Italian. 

When time proved too short to read all the relevant German 

material, Mrs Brenda Cant kindly translated sections of A. M. 

Ritter's Das Konzil von Konstantinopel and Mrs Hazel Maciver some 

pages from Karl Holl's Amphilochlus von Ikonium. My thanks must 

also go to the Governors of British Isles Nazarene College and to 

the former principal, Dr Hugh Rae, and the present principal, the 

Revd Herbert McGonigle, for all the facilities put at my disposal. 
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All my colleagues have been most helpful. I must particularly 

mention Dr Kent Brower, who assumed my administrative 

responsibilities for a year during his own sabbatical, and also the 

former administrative assistant, Miss Eleanor Brocklebank, and the 

former registrar, Mr Peter Rae, without whose efficient help, 

administration would have crowded out the work of scholarship. My 

thanks are also due to the library staff at New College, Edinburgh, 

the John Rylands University Library in Manchester and Mrs Heather 

Bell, the librarian at the Nazarene College. I am grateful also 

to Mr Hamish Ralston, Mr and Mrs Andrew Downie and Mr R. M. 

Pinkerton who so kindly gave me hospitality on my visits to 

Edinburgh, and to Mrs Jean Prestwich for typing the entire thesis 

and coping with the mysteries of word processing. Dr Robert Lock 

was kind enough to proof-read the Greek. 

But my chief thanks must go, of course, to my family who have 

cheerfully endured my absence on too many occasions and for longer 

than expected. Above all my wife deserves the greatest thanks, 

not only for coping with my absence and my share of the chores, but 

for all the support and encouragement without which this work would 

never have been begun and could certainly never have been 

completed. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

Gregory of Nazianzus is indisputably a significant figure in 

the development of the Christian doctrine of the Holy Spirit. 

At least, a brief recitation of the facts seems to indicate so. 

A close ally of the brothers, Basil of Caesarea and Gregory of 

Nyssa, who together with him are known as the Cappadocian 

Fathers, he was archbishop of Constantinople during the Council 

of Constantinople of 381. This was the council, later 

recognized as the second ecumenical council, which finally Judged 

Arianism (the view that Christ was not God but a subordinate 

divine being) to be a heresy and sealed its fate within the Roman 

Empire. It also seems to have produced the Church's definitive 

statement on the deity of the Holy Spirit, which was also a 

matter for dispute. I It was Gregory who prepared the way for 

the triumph over Arianism within the Eastern imperial capital 

itself. He was the one who at this critical moment in church 

history enunciated the Cappadocian doctrine of the Trinity within 

which the doctrine of the Spirit was articulated as an integral 

part. It was Gregory Nazianzen who gave the definitive 

exposition later accepted by East and West as the measure of 

orthodoxy, and who for his Five Theological Orations particularly 

was surnamed with John, "the Theologian" or "the Divine". 

The objective of this study is to produce an account of the 
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teaching of Gregory of Nazianzus on the deity of the Holy Spirit. 

To do this it will be necessary to consider some related areas of 

his thought. Specifically, his understanding of the work of the 

Spirit in the life of the Christian must be studied, touching 

therefore on his view of Christian spirituality. HIs under- 

standing of the work of the Spirit in the divine economy, the 

work of God in creation and redemption, must also be examined, 

touching on his Christology and soteriology. It will also be 

necessary to look at his doctrine of the Trinity. These areas 

of his thought provide the grounds for his strong assertion of 

the deity of the Spirit. After dealing with introductory 

matters. in this first chapter, we shall therefore examine 

Gregory's thought on The Christian and the Spirit in the second 

chapter, and his thought on The Economy and the Spirit in the 

third. The fourth and fifth chapters will be concerned with his 

doctrine of the Trinity. The sixth chapter will summarize the 

findings in these three major areas in a review of Gregory's 

pneumatology which will lead to a concluding study of Gregory's 

open, almost passionate, proclamation of the Spirit's deity. 

It must be emphasized, however, that none of the related areas 

in Chapters 2 to 5 can be examined fully in Its own right. A 

study of Gregory's thought as a whole cannot be attempted here. 

There are areas of his Christology, soteriology and theology (in 

the strict sense), even areas of his pneumatology, which cannot 

be fully examined. The focal point of this study is Gregory's 

teaching on the Spirit's deity, and insofar as we take a general 

view of his thought it will only be seen from the angle of this 
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one theme. 

Before coming to Gregory's own thought, however, it will be 

helpful in this f irst introductory chdpter to consider the wider 

context. Gregory's tedching on the deity of the Spirit can only 

be understood within the historical context of the development of 

doctrine in the fourth century. His teaching must be seen 

against the background of the Arian controversy which engulfed 

the Church for sixty years. Arius, a presbyter of Alexandria, 

carried to its conclusion a general tendency in much Christian 

thought of the period to make the Son or Logos a divine being 

subordinate to the Father, by denying that the Son was God at 

al 1. Although the Council of Nicea, in 325 (later recognized as 

the first ecumenical council) declared the deity of the Son by 

saying that he was "consubstantial with the Father (homoousion 

t5(i) Patrl)", the controversy continued and became more complex 

in the succeeding decades. The deity of the Spirit also became a 

matter for debate, particularly in the 360s and 370s, the period 

of Gregory's active ministry. It was denied not only by the 

Ar i ans but also by those referred to as "Spirit-fighters 

(Pneumatomachi)", who accepted the deity of the Son but denied 

the deity of the Spirit. The Arians and the Pneumatomachi were 

the major opponents Gregory had to face in proclaiming that the 

Holy Spirit was none other than God himself. Gregory's teaching 

on the deity of the Spirit must also be seen in relation to his 

predecessors and contemporaries. Athanasius and Basil are the 

two most obvious influences, but there is also the more distant 

influence of Origen over a century earlier to be considered, and 
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the secular influences of Hellenism generally and Neo-Platonism 

in particular. Contemporaries like Gregory of Nyssa and 

Didymus the Blind, whose pneumatology was similar to Gregory's, 

had less influence on him than Athanasius and Basil. 

Once again it must be emphasized, however, that we cannot 

attempt here a full study of the pneumatological, debates of the 

period, and certainly not of the whole Arian controversy. 

These other theologians and parties will only be considered 

insofar as they throw light on Gregory's own view of the Spirit's 

de ity. That implies that we shall be concerned mostly with 

those whose influence on Gregory was strong and immediate, 

especially Athanasius and Basil. Even then we cannot attempt a 

full first-hand study of either of those, and we shall 

consequently be dependent on the researches of others. 

It will be useful to begin this introductory chapter with a 

brief account of the extant works of Gregory Nazianzen available 

for study and of the state of critical scholarship. This will 

be undertaken in section (a), The Corpus: Modern Editions. The 

main body of the chapter will look at Gregory's background and 

context in two sections. Section (b), Gregory's Life and Work 

In Historical Context, will trace Gregory's personal history 

against the background of the Arian controversy. Section (c), 

Predecessors and Contemporaries, will review the pneumatology of 

Origen, Athanasius and Basil. As a final preliminary to the 

study of Gregory's pneumatology, it will be useful to take note 

in section (d) of the mystical and apophatic character of his 

theology which any study of his thought must bear in mind. 
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(a) The Corpus: Modern Editions 

Unlike his two fellow-Cappadocians, Basil of Caesarea and 

Gregory of Nyssa, Gregory of Nazianzus wrote no theological 

treatises. His extant works, contained in four volumes of J. P. 

Migne's Patrologia Graeca, l consist of forty-five orations, 2 244 

letters, --' 507 poems, 4 and a long tragedy, Christus Patiens. 6 Of 

the forty-five orations, twenty-two (laying aside one regarded as 

inauthentic), ýý were delivered during the brief highlight of 

Gregory's career, the two and a half years in Constantinople. 7 

Nineteen were delivered during the previous two decades in 

Cappadocia, probably almost all in Nazianzus, G and the remaining 

three were delivered there after his retiral from Constantinople 

in 381. `ý,, Fifteen or sixteen of the orations may be classified 

as primarily dogmatic. I c' The longest, Oration 2, is really an 

extended essay on Pastoral Theology, and was to be influential. " 

A group of eight may be classified as panegyrics, 12 although two 

of these may also be included in the dogmatic orations. Two 

orations are invectives against the apostate emperor, Julian. 1: 3 

Almost all of Gregory's orations relate to specific events or to 

specific Christian festivals. 

The orations are by far the most important source for 

Gregory's theology, The letters are mostly incidental and 

personal, 14 with the exception of three, the Theological Letters, 

which are important sources for Gregory's Christology. These 

were written after Gregory's retiral from Constantinople to 

counter the heresy of Apollinarianism (which denied that Christ 

had a human mind)Ic, and contain little directly relevant to his 
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pneumatology. 1 The poetry2 contains some pneumatological 

material and recurring references to the Trinity. One poem of 

94 lines is devoted to the Holy Spirit.: 2' The tragedy, Christus 

Patfens, is of disputed authorship and contains (virtually) 

nothing relevant to this study. 4 

There is no modern critical edition of the complete works of 

Gregory of Nazianzus. 6 The standard text printed in the four 

volumes of Migne6 devoted to Gregory is a reprint of the 

Benedictine text prepared by the monks of St. Maur. 7 This was 

a considerable advance on the two volume de Billy-Morel edition, G 

which was based on the text published at Basel in 1550 by Joannes 

Hervagius. ýý' The de Billy-Morel edition was published at Paris in 

1609-11 and reprinted at Paris and Cologne in 1630. Morel 

published it after de Billy's death, working from his annotations 

crammed in the margins of his copy of the Basel edition, and, not 

surprisingly, the published text was full of errors. 10 The 

Benedictine edition was consequently begun in the late 

seventeenth century, reaching completion about a century later. 

It was principally the work of Jacobus du Frische (1640-93), 

Franciscus Louvard (1661-1739), Prudentius Maran (1683-1762) and 

Ch. Clemencet (1703-78). The first volume was published Just 

before Clemencet's death in 1778, but the manuscript of volume 

two was mislaid during the French Revolution. A copy was 

eventually traced by the Abb6 Caillau several decades later in 

the possession of the heirs of de Verneuil, one of Clemencet's 

assistants, and was published in 1840.11 J. P. Migne's reprint 

in volumes thirty-five to thirty-eight of the PatrologIa Graeca 
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is (Denis Meehan notes) not absolutely reliable. ' Further, the 

Benedictine edition itself does not reach the standards of a 

modern critical text, failing, for example to give adequate 

indications of manuscript sources for variant readings. The 

Latin version, which is that of de Billy, is particularly 

suspect, being based on the faulty Basel edition of the Greek 

text.: 2 It has been evident therefore since the beginning of the 

twentieth century at least that a critical edition of Gregory's 

works was needed. 

The Benedictine texts of eight of the sermons in total were 

reproduced in three editions at the turn of the century. In 

1899, A. J. Mason published the Ff ve Theological Orations 

(Orations 27 to 31) with a commentary in the Cambridge Patristic 

Texts series.:: ý' In 1903, J. H. Verin published Oration 15, the 

panegyric on the Maccabeans., * In 1908, F. Boulenger published 

Oratfons 7 and 43, the panegyrics on Gregory's brother Caesarius, 

and on Basil, with a French translation and notes. s But a 

project to produce a critical text of Gregory's works was first 

begun in Poland, led by Tasdeusz Sinko, Jan Sajdak, Gustav 

Pryzchocki and Leon Sternbach., ý- Many scholars worked on the 

project, examining manuscripts throughout Europe. -7 Preparatory 

work was published, " and in 1939 Paul Gallay was informed in 

correspondence with Sinko and Pryzchocki that work had been 

completed. `ý' The unpublished material, however, apparently 

disappeared in the Second World War. 1c, After the war an attempt 

was made to re-activate the project in Poland, but there was 

Ii tt le progress. 'I About 1955, Heinz-Martin Werhahn began a 
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critical edition of the poems. This was taken up into a co- 

ordinated effort in which J. Mossay took charge of the work on 

the orations and M. Sicherl directed work on the poems. ' 

Meanwhile a provisional critical text of the orations, based on a 

more limited examination of the documents is being edited by the 

Institut des Sources chrdtiennes. It is not certain how much 

the exhaustive study of the manuscript traditions will improve 

this.: ý' Certainly T. Sinko expressed the view in his 

correspondence with Gallay "que le texte des Discours 6tait 

particuli6rement satisfaisant dans 1'6dition b6n6dictine. 111 

Despite the failure of the Polish project, therefore, we do have 

this indication that the Benedictine text of the orations 

reprinted in Migne (and therefore a fortiori that in the Sources 

chr6tiennes editions) is sufficiently reliable for the purposes 

of this study. The poetry4 and letters may not be so reliable, 

but neither are they nearly so theologically significant. 

As to the authenticity of the works published as Gregory's, 

we have already noted that Oration 35 is not thought to be 

authentic! 7- and that there is debate about the authenticity of the 

tragedy Christus Patiens. 6- A more general attack on the 

authenticity of several of Gregory's orations has been launched 

by Reginald Weijenborg. Weijenborg argues that the Five 

Theological Orations (Orations 27 to 31) are in part the work of 

Maximus or Herona the Cynic, who tried to supplant Gregory as 

archbishop of Constantinople and whom he identifies with Evagrius 

Ponticus, a disciPle of the Cappadocian Fathers. He regards 

as authentic only thirteen of the forty-five orations. 7 We 
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cannot attempt here a detailed examination of Weijenborg's 

arguments, but it is suf f icient for our purposes to note that he 

stands alone with almost the whole weight of scholarship against 

him. The editors of the Sources chr6tiennes editions accept the 

authenticity of all the orations except Oration 35.1 

Paul Gallay, the doyen of Nazianzen scholars, dismissed 

Weijenborg's theory about the Five Theological Orations. ' 

Frederick W. Norris analysed Weijenborg's arguments, 3 identifying 

four principles underlying them, and showing the weakness of his 

rather intricate and implausible hypothesis. He concludes: 

"Weijenborg has not been able to prove that Evagrius was the 
author of the last three Theolo8-lcal Orations. His lack of 
literary sensitivity and his misunderstanding of the four 
principles employed here to organize his efforts disallow 
his arguments. He particularly failed to establish the 
quality and quantity of contradictions necessary to demand 
forgery. 114 

The weight of critical scholarship therefore clearly 

supports the authenticity of all of the orations attributed to 

Gregory with the single exception of Oration 35. The 

authenticity of the letters is not in dispute. According to 

J. Quasten, sixteen of the poems in Migne are spurious.! The 

authorship of Christus Patlens is debated, but this work is not 

relevant to our concerns. "-*- 
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(b) Gregory's Life and Works in Historical Context 

The main task of this introductory chapter is to review the 

background and context of Gregory's pneumatology, beginning with 

the historical background of the fourth century debates, and 

setting Gregory's life and writings in their contemporary 

context. 

The great theological debates of the fourth century were 

initiated by Arius, an Alexandrian presbyter, who made more 

explicit and sharp a general tendency in the Christian thought of 

the period to think of the Son as a divine being subordinate to 

God the Father. ' As the Logos, generated or produced by the 

Father, he was regarded as the one through whom the Father 

created the world, and who later became incarnate for our 

salvat ion. Arius clarified the ambiguities in this way of 

thinking and accentuated the subordinate position of the Logos by 

insisting that although he was divine in a lesser sense, he was 

created as the first of the creatures with a view to the creation 

of the world. To say that he was "begotten" or "generated" meant 

no more than that he was brought into being or created. Arius 

went so far as to say (at least at first) that he was created out 

of nothing. 2 In reaction to this, the Council of Nicea, called 

by the emperor Constantine to settle the matter in 325, declared 

the essential deity of the Son by saying in its definitive creed 

that he was "begotten not made (8-enn&thenta ou pole-thenta)", 

"consubstantial with the Father (homoouslon t5N) PatrDII, and 

"of the Father's substance (ek t6s ousias tou Patr-os)". The 

council, however, had moved ahead of the thinking of many in the 
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Eastern Church whose thinking was still moulded by the 

subordinate position often given to the Son by theologians from 

the second century Apologists up to Origen. Consequently there 

was a reaction, led by Eusebius of Caesarea and Eusebius of 

Nicomedia, both of whom sympathised with Arius. Although the 

Nicene creed remained sacrosanct as long as Constantine lived, 

the Eusebians achieved the deposition of its most prominent 

supporters, Eustathius of Antioch, Athanasius of Alexandria and 

Marcellus of Ancyra. The West, in contrast, remained solidly 

"Nicene". 

It was at an early stage of the controversy, four or f ive 

years after the Council of Nicea, that Gregory of Nazianzus was 

born. I Several bishops, passing through Cappadocia in 325 on 

their way to the council, had baptized his father (also Gregory), 

a wealthy landowner of the curial class. 2 His mother Nonna was 

from a Christian family. Gregory the elder became bishop of his 

home town of Nazianzus in 329, the year that his son was born,:! " 

and there the younger Gregory grew up, being schooled in the 

Greek paidela so highly valued by his ClaSS. 4 Going to 

Caesarea, the provincial capital, around 343 to continue his 

education, he first met Basil, a youth slightly younger than 

himself, '-'ý whose grandfather had been converted to Christianity by 

Gregory Thaumaturgus, the apostle of Cappadocia and disciple of 

Or i gen. 6 During these years of Gregory's schooling in Greek 

paideis and Christian piety, the church at large was struggling 

with the issues raised by Arianism. By the time Gregory and 

Basil went to Caesarea in 342 or 343, the dispute had developed 
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into a serious division between East and West at the Council of 

Serdica. To the Easterners, Rome's support for the strong 

opponents of Arianism, Athanasius of Alexandria and Marcellus of 

Ancyra, was proof of naive "Sabel I ianism". Marcellus of Ancyra 

in particular so emphasized the deity of Son and Spirit that he 

seemed to be compromising their eternal distinctness from the 

Father in a way similar to the third century heretic, Sabellius. 

To the Westerners, on the other hand, the Origenistic East with 

its lack of commitment to the homoousion of the Creed of Nicea 

was under suspicion of Arianism or Arian sympathies. They so 

emphasized the distinct existence of the Son and Spirit as 

hypostaseis distinct from the Father that they appeared to the 

Westerners to compromise their true deity. 

By the time Gregory and Basil left Caesarea to go their 

separate ways and pursue their education elsewhere, a temporary 

compromise had been reached. Athanasius, having disowned the 

"Sabellian" Marcellus along with Rome, had been allowed to return 
I 

to Alexandria and was occupying his see when the young Gregory 

visited the schools there" following a brief sampling of the 

education available in Palestinian Caesarea. But Gregory did 

not wait in either of these scenes of Origen's influence. He 

hurried on to Athens, landing safely after a stormy and perilous 

voyage had impressed upon him his need for bapt ism, 2 By the 

time his friend Basil joined him in Athens, coming from 

Constantinople in 351, the temporary settlement of church affairs 

had ended. That same year the triumph of the emperor Constantius 

at Mursa supported by the prayers of Valens, the Arian bishop, 
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initiated a thirty-year period mostly characterized by Arian 

dominance. While Gregory and Basil were studying rhetoric at 

the feet of the pagan Himerios and the Christian Prohaeresios in 

Athens, Constantius was putting pressure on the West at the 

Councils of Arles and Milan to accept an Arian settlement. By 

the time Basil was on his way back to Cappadocia to be a lawyer 

(356), Athanasius was in hiding in Egypt (his third exile) and 

the Arian George of Cappadocia had been installed in his place as 

bishop of Alexandria. 

The last years of the 350s, as Gregory reluctantly tore 

himself away from his student life in Athens and followed Basil 

back to Cappadocia, saw the emergence of several ecclesiastical 

parties vying with each other for the emperor's approval. A new 

more radical and consistent form of Arianism emerged, led by 

Aetius and Eunomius. These Eunomians, as they were later called 

(or "Neo-Arians", in the useful recent designation of Thomas A. 

Kopedek), I believing that they could define the essence of God as 

"unbegotten" or "unoriginate" (and recognizing no difference 

between the two concepts), pronounced that, since the Son was 

"begotten", then by definition he was not God. He was "of a 

different substance (heteroousios)" from God. 2: The Neo-Arians 

were opposed by another emerging party, conventionally known as 

Homoiousians. This group, led by Basil of Ancyra and Eustathius 

of Sebaste, represented the old broad Eastern tradition which 

followed Origen in speaking of Father, Son and Holy Spirit as 

three hypostasels. They were opposed to Arianism, particularly 

in its new rationalistic form which claimed to be able to define 
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the essence of God, but, out of fear of "Sabel I lanism" , they did 

not wish to use the Nicene term homoouslos. 1 They proposed to 

avoid both extremes by saying that the Son was "like in 

substance (homolos kat' ouslan)" to the Father. 2 After briefly 

enjoying the emperor' s favour during much of 358, the 

Homoiousians were out-manoeuvred by an alliance of Arian bishops 

including the Neo-Arian party. The leaders of this Arian 

alliance, a group of Danubean bishops led by Valens of Mursa, 

tried to secure broad agreement at the joint councils of Seleucia 

and Ariminum for dispensing with any reference to essence or 

substance (ousla) and for simply confessing the Son to be "like 

(homoion)" the Father. At the end of 359 the warring factions 

were summoned to Constantinople by the emperor Constantius to 

settle their differences. The Homoiousian bishops, Basil of 

Ancyra and Eustathius of Sebaste, tried to draft the younger 

Basil from Cappadocia into service as a brilliant young rhetor 

fresh from his studies in Athens, to fw-. e the redoutable Neo- 

Arian, Aetius, in debate. But he fled, and Aetius triumphed. 

When Constantius himself undertook a personal investigation, 

however, Aetius was thrown out of the palace as a troublemaker, 

and both Neo-Arian and Homoiousian bishops were forced to accept 

the compromise Homoian solution. Only those on the extremes, 

Aetius the leading Neo-Arian and uncompromising supporters of 

Nicea such as Athanasius, were excluded from the settlement. 3 

But in 361, while Basil and Gregory were experimenting 

with monasticism in Pontus, the Arian dominance was briefly 

broken. Constantius died and the accession of Julian the 
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Apostate, once Gregory's fellow-student in Athens, deprived the 

Arians of imperial support and led to toleration for all. In 

362, the year of Athanasius' return to Alexandria and his 

rapprochement with the Homoiousians at the Council of Alexandria, 

Gregory was forcibly ordained in Nazianzus and preached his first 

two sermons. These were given in explanation of his reluctance 

to accept ordination and his subsequent flight to seclusion in 

Pontus. 1 They contain his earliest pronouncements on the Trinity 

and the Spirit,: 2 made only two or three years after Athanasius 

had written his major pneumatological work, the Letters to I 

Seraplon.: 3 

The year 363 was a hopeful one for the Nicene party. The 

Homoiousians, repelled by the Neo-Arianism of Aetius and Eunomius 

and shocked perhaps into a clearer understanding of the issues by 

the Apologia of Eunomius (published around 360) were now their 

allies. Basil published his reply to Eunomius, Against 

Eunomius, probably in 363, Most hopeful of all, the emperor 

Julian was succeeded by Jovian, a strong Nicene supporter. 

But it was a false dawn. The accession of Valens in 364 

re-established the Arian supremacy (and specifically the Homoian 

formula) for a further fourteen years (, ý64-378). During his 

reign, Gregory served as priest and bishop-coadjutor at 

Nazianzus. 1 In 370, Basil, who had been ordained in 364, 

became archbishop of Caesarea, the Cappadocian capital, after a 

contested election in which the elder Gregory played a decisive 

par t. But the division of the province of Cappadocia at the end 

of 371 led to an ecclesiastical power struggle between Basil and 
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Anthimus, the bishop of Tyana, capital of the new province of 

Cappadocia Secunda, who immediately asserted his claim as 

metropolitan bishop. Gregory's forced consecration by Basil as 

bishop of Sasima in Cappadocia Secunda, one of a number of 

consecrations intended by Basil to maintain his control, led to a 

rift between the two friends. ' Gregory never took possession of 

his see and it was shortly afterwards that he became auxiliary 

bishop of Nazianzus, continuing to serve after his father's death 

at an advanced age in 374.:; -' The previous year, Athanasius had 

died, leaving Basil as the leading anti-Arian bishop in the East. 

It was in 374 and 375, in response to a request from 

Amphilochius, bishop of Iconium and cousin of Gregory of 

Nazianzus, that Basil wrote his treatise, On the Holy Spirit. ' 

Fifteen years earlier, Athanasius had written the Letters to 

Seraplon against an obscure Egyptian group who denied the deity 

of the Spirit and whom he dubbed the Tropici. 4 But now the 

deity of the Spirit was a matter of widespread debate and was 

denied even by some who were regarded as orthodox on the deity of 

the Son. -'-* It was probably in 375, the year in which Basil 

completed On the Holy Spirit that Gregory went into retirement at 

Seleucia in Isauria after a serious illness. It could well have 

looked as if his active involvement in church affairs was at an 

end and that he would be left at last to a life of 

contemplation. ' 

But that was not to be. The death of Valens In 378 led to 

the appointment of Theodosius, a Westerner committed to the 

Nicene faith, as emperor of the East. At this critical point, a 
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call to Gregory to re-establish the Nicene remnant in 

Constantinople (which he received almost simultaneously with news 

of the death of Basil) thrust him from contemplative retirement 

into the eye of the storm. The next two and a half years were 

to be the climax of Gregory's career, when as the Church's 

outstanding orator he was to deliver in. the imperial capital 

major orations proclaiming the doctrine of the Trinity, and was 

to preside briefly as archbishop of Constantinople at the 

ecumenical council of 381 which re-established the Nicene faith 

and added a clearer declaration of the deity of the Spirit. 

Most of Gregory's expositions of the Trinity and the deity of the 

Spirit belong to these crucial two and a half years. 

Gregory himself, in his autobiographical poem, Concerning 

His Own Life, ' distinguished six periods in his time in 

Constantinople. These are used by Paul Gallay (following the 

work of Tasdeusz Sinko) as a framework for establishing the 

chronology of the Constantinopolitan sermons. 2 

Gregory arrived in Constantinople early in 379 and set up in 

a private house the aptly named chapel of the Resurrection, the 

Anastasia. He immediately faced Arian opposition, both verbal 

(accusations of tritheism) and physical: the Nicene congregation 

was attacked with stones during the Easter baptism.: 3 But the 

second period was marked by difficulties of another kind, 

dissension in his own congregation. This was caused probably by 

divisions over a long-standing schism at Antioch and by the 

presence of some Apollinarians., 4 Oration 22, The Second on 

Peace, r. was an attempt to calm this storm. Oration 32, On 
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Moderation In Discussion, I was an attempt to deal with the mania 

for theological discussion he found generally in the capital 

among both Nicenes and Arians. Both of these sermons, the 

earliest of Gregory's Constant inopol i tan period which we have, 

include short passages of Trinitarian and pneumatological 

interest.: 2 Oration 33, Against the Arlans and of Himself, in 

which Gregory replies to the charge that he is a stranger and a 

foreigner, may also be dated in this early part of his sojourn. 2 

But the major sermons of this second period begin with Oration 

21, On the Great Athanasius, Bishop of Alexandria, probably 

4. '5 

preached on 2nd May, and Oration 41, On Pentecost., The 

panegyric on Athanasius traces his role in the Arian controversy, 

praising him for keeping the mean between Arianism and 

Sabellianism6 and for acting as mediator in the essentially 

terminological dispute between the orthodox of East and West. 

Oration 41, On Pentecost, is notable for its gently persuasive 

approach to those who are hesitant to say explicitly that the 

Spirit is God, and on this account is placed this early in his 

ministry in Constantinople. 9 Next to the Fifth Theological 

Oration, it is Gregory's fullest statement on the deity of the 

Sp irit. *'-' This second period stretches to the beginning of 380 

and thus Includes three more major sermons, Oration 38, On the 

Theophany, or Birthday of Christ, 11c, thought to have been 

preached on 25th December, 37%ll and the twin sermons for 

Epiphany, Oration 39, On the Holy Lights" delivered on 5th 

January, 380, and Oration 40, On Holy Baptism, preached the next 

day. 13 The Christmas sermon, Oration 38, focuses f irst on the 
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doctrine of God, who is eternal and infinite "like some great sea 

of being, limitless and unbounded", ' before proceeding to the 

"secondary splendours", angels and men, and eventually to the 

paradoxes of the Incarnation. Oration 39, On the HolY Lights, 

after a long exordium, comes to two paragraphs on the Trinity and 

the Spirit identified by Heinrich Dbrrie as key ones, introducing 

phrases crucial for the debate.: 2 Oration 40, preached to the 

catechumens awaiting baptism next day is a powerful and 

persuasive piece of oratory which reaches its climax in an 

exposition of the baptismal confession of the Father, the Son, 

and the Holy Spirit. 3 This second period of Gregory's time in 

Constantinople, a period of about ten months from the Spring of 

379 to January, 380, thus includes nine of the 44 extant sermons, 

five of them, Orations 21,41,38,39 and 40 (in chronological 

order) being of major significance for his doctrines of the 

Trinity and the Spirit. 4 

The third period, the Spring of 380, was not to be so 

productive in major orations, at least according to the 

chronology of Paul Gallay. r-- It was to be dominated by the 

bizarre episode of Maximus the Cynic. Oration 25, In Praise of' 

Herona the Phllosopher, 6- is a highly laudatory address, 

eulogizing Maximus, who was an Egyptian Cynic converted to the 

Nicene faith. 7 It Is not known precisely when he arrived in 

Constantinople, but he was welcomed by Gregory who probably 

preached this oration on his departure once again to Alexandria. 

When he returned to Constantinople, however, he had managed to 

procure the support of Peter of Alexandria, brother of and 
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successor to the great Athanasius, and stole into the Anastasia 

during the night with a priest and some Egyptian sailors to 

forestall Gregory by having himself consecrated archbishop of 

Constantinople. ' The affair was ludicrous, but it shook Gregory 

and demonstrated his gullibility. Three more sermons are 

connected with those events: Oration 26, To Himself,: 2 Oration 

34, On the Arrival of the Egyptfans, ý: -, and Oration 23, The Third 

on Peace. 4 Oration 34, delivered impromptu it would seem when 

the sailors from the Egyptian corn-f leet by-passed the churches 

held by the Arians, and came to Gregory's Anastasia, contains an 

exposition of the Trinity and an assertion of the deity of the 

Sp irit. Gregory thus sought to re-establish the support of 

the see of Alexandria. 

According to Paul Gallay, the Five Theological Orations 

belong to the fourth period of Gregory's stay in Constantinople, 

during the summer and autumn of 380.1-ý, This dating has been 

challenged by Jan Szymusiak, whose one major alteration to the 

Sinko-Gallay dating is to date the Theological Orations earlier, 

during the third period, the Spring of 380, making them 

contemporary with the Maximus affair. ' Whichever dating may be 

correct the Theological Orations are generally regarded as the 

peak of Gregory's attainments. The first, Oration 27, rl warns 

the talkative and disputatious away from theology. 

"It does not belong to everyone to philosophize about God ... 
it is permitted only to those who have been examined, and 
are past masters in contemplation, and who have been 
previously purified in soul and body, or at the very least 
are being purified. "- 
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The second, Oration 28,1 entitled On Theology, is concerned with 

the incomprehensibility of God. Oration 29,2 the third, is 

entitled On the Son and deals with the heart of Gregory's 

Trinitarian concerns, the relationship between the Father and the 

Son. The fourth, OratIon 30,3 also entitled On the Son, deals 

with passages of' Scripture used by the Arians and interprets them 

according to the Nicene Christology of Christ as both God and 

4 
man. The Fifth Theological Oration, Oration 31, is Gregory's 

single most important statement on the Holy Spirit. 

Oration 20, On the Teaching and Constitution of Bishops, s is 

also regarded as belonging to this fourth period since it echoes 

the arguments of the f irst four of the Theological Orations. 

Gallay views it as a first rough draft. 6- But Szymusiak sees it 

7 as a summary of the first four, which were preached during Lent. 

The series was interrupted by the return of Maximus (according to 

this view), and Gregory later summed up their contents in Oration 

20 before preaching the fifth in the series on Pentecost Sunday, 

380. 

The fifth period of the time in Constantinople begins on 

24th November, 380, with the entry of the emperor Theodosius to 

the city. Theodosius lost no time in summoning Demophilos, the 

Arian archbishop, who refused to accept the Nicene faith. The 

Arians were expelled from the churches on 26th November, and the 

next day, the emperor led Gregory in procession through the 

streets to the basilica of the Apostles. *=1 Two sermons preached 

in the basilica between then and the following May are extant. 

Oration 36, On Himself and Those who said He Desired the See of 
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Constantinople, was preached after an assassination attempt. I 

Oration 37, On the Words of the Gospel, is an exposition of 

Matthew 19: 1-12 concerned with marriage and divorce, yet it ends 

with two passages on the Trinity. 2 

Finally, the sixth period began with the meeting of the 

Council of Constantinople in May, 381, and ended with Gregory's 

departure from the city in July. The council met under the 

presidency of Meletius of Antioch and its first act was to 

recognize Gregory as archbishop of Constantinople. The f irst 

sessions saw the withdrawal of thirty-six Pneumatomachi who 

accepted the deity of the Son, but not the Spirit. 3 The death of 

Meletius brought about Gregory's election as president of the 

council, but he, failing to gain agreement that the wounds of the 

schism of Antioch should be healed by recognizing Paulinus, the 

leader of another faction, as bishop in succession to Meletius, 

and suffering from ill-health, largely withdrew from the 

sessions. 4 The arrival of the Egyptian and Macedonian bishops at 

the beginning of July brought a challenge to the legitimacy of 

his election as archbishop, and Gregory immediately resigned. ý` 

Oration 42, The Last Farewell, was preached in the basilica 

before his flock and the 150 bishops of the council. 6 Not 

disappointing them, he included an exposition of the Trinitarian 

fai th. 

Gregory's last years of retirement in Cappadocia saw two 

more notable sermons, the Panegyric on Basil, Oration 43,9 and 

the Second Oration on Easter, Oration 45. *--4 The former gives 

Gregory's explanation of Basil's "economy", that is, his refusal 
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to state explicitly: "The Spirit is God. "" The latter has two 

sections lifted straight from the Christmas sermon, Oration 38.2 

Gregory's retirement was also notable for the three Theological 

Letters on Apollinarianism. He also wrote many of his poems 

then, including the autobiographical poem Concerning His Own 

Life. His death took place in 389 or at beginning of 390. 
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(c) Predecessors and Contemporaries 

Having set Gregory's works in their biographical context, 

and his life and work in their historical context in the 

ecclesiastical struggles of the fourth century, the next task in 

this introductory review of the background to Gregory's 

pneumatology is to look briefly at the pneumatology of Gregory's 

predecessors and contemporaries. Clearly a brief review such as 

this can be little more than a summary of the work of others, but 

it will give a useful broader perspective for the later detailed 

examination of Gregory's contribution. Basil, whose leadership 

Gregory acknowledged from their student days onwards, ' had the 

most immediate influence on his thought. On the other hand, 

Gregory of Nyssa, the youngest of the great trio, probably had 

little influence on Gregory Nazianzen. While regarded as the 

greatest philosophical intellect of the three, his development 

and elaboration of Cappadocian theology took place mainly in 

works written in the 380s, the decade of Nazianzen's retirement. 2 

Athanasius, both predecessor and contempory, may be regarded as 

the one who had the largest single influence on Cappadocian 

pneumatology, especially that of Nazianzen, 3 but the inf luence of 

Basil of Ancyra and the Homoiousian party must not be forgotten. 4 

Also, behind all the fourth century debates lies the all- 

pervasive influence of Origen. Basil and Gregory Nazianzen took 

a special interest in OrigenE, and Inherited his Influence 

specifically through his disciple, Gregory Thaumaturgus, the 

apostle of Cappadocia. 
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The object of this section will not be to trace the 

influence of these predecessors and contemporaries on Gregory of 

Nazianzus. Comments on their influence will be kept for the 

study of Nazianzen's own pneumatology in the succeeding chapters. 

The object here is the preliminary one of presenting the 

pneumatology of these men in brief outline in order that 

Gregory's contribution may be seen in perspective. ' 

1. Or 1 gen 

Origen's teaching on the status of the Holy Spirit appears 

somewhat ambivalent. In this it reflects a similar apparent 

ambivalence in his teaching on the status of the Son arising from 

ambiguities in his whole doctrine of the divine Triad. On the 

one hand, the Holy Spirit stands with the Father and the Son over 

against everything else that is. God is good by nature and 

receives goodness from none; the Word is wise and righteous by 

nature and receives wisdom and righteousness from none; similarly 

the Holy Spirit is holy by nature and receives holiness from 

none. Any other nature which is holy, receives its holiness by 

participation in the Holy Spirit.: 2 Thus Origen emphasized (in 

the words of G. L. Prestige) "the gulf which separates the Triad 

of the Godhead from all created beings. 113 He appears even to 

emphasize co-equality in the Triad: "Nothing in the Triad can be 

called greater or less. "' But, on the other hand, in complete 

contrast, there is a subordinationism in his view of the Triad 

arising from a strongly hierarchical view in which the Holy 

Spirit takes third place. The Son and the Holy Spirit transcend 
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all created beings, but the Son is transcended by the Father in 

as great a degree, or even greater, than that by which he himself 

and the Holy Spirit transcend the best of other beings. ' Part of 

this hierarchical picture is Origen's reservation of the term 

agem§tos (ingenerate, without beginning) f or the Father, 

classifying the Son and the Spirit as gen6ta (generated things, 

things with a beginning). 2- At one point, commenting on John 1: 3, 

"All things were made through him, " he concludes: 

" We Cathol ic Christians ... bel ieving that nothing is 
ingenerate (agenngton) except the Father, must admit as more 
reverent and as true the answer which places the Holy Spirit 
in the category of things made by the Father through the 
Son, although in honour he is above them all. "3 

It seems as if Origen is simply making clear here in the case of 

the Holy Spirit what is implied by the term gendta, that the Son 

and the Spirit are creatures. According to G. L. Prestige, 

however, this inference is utterly false. 4 Prestige draws 

attention to a phrase in the Contra Celsum in which Origen refers 

to the Son as "the agengtos, and first bornof all gen6tos 

nature. " 

"It must be perfectly obvious, " concludes ýrestige, "that, 
if the Logos is both agen@tos and geniftos, the one word 
cannot simply imply Just the plain negative of the other 
word. He Is agenigtos or uncreated because he belongs to 
the Triad of deity, and uncreated life is the substance of 
his being. On the other hand, he is genigtos or derivative 
because he is not himself the source and origin of that 
being, but derives it from the Father. 116 

While paradoxical, therefore, Origen's use of language is not 

inconsistent, and his subtle distinction was to be made clearer 

by the later terminological distinction between genn6tos, from 

the verb genna5, to be born, and gen6tos, from the verb ginomai 
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to become or come into being. I This distinction made it 

possible for Athanasius to argue that the Son was agen6tos, that 

is, that he had never at any time come into existence and was 

eternal as the Father was eternal, but that he was simultaneously 

genn6tos, generate,:: 2 in the sense that He was derived from the 

Father by an eternal, not a temporal, generation. 

In Origen's own thought, however, the role of the doctrine 

of the eternal generation of the Son was more subtle. 3 Eternal 

generation was less distinctive in that not only was the Son 

eternally generated, but the other gen6ta, the rational 

creatures, were also eternal. 4 Yet despite that, they were 

creatures, whereas the Son and the Spirit were not. The Father 

may be the source of being both for the Son and the Spirit on the 

one hand and for the rational creatures on the other, and the 

rational creatures may thus participate in the Father's divine 

attributes along with the Son and the Spirit; but the Son and the 

Spirit possess divinity as their proper and inalienable 

substance, whereas the reasonable creatures share in the divine 

attributes imperfectly and accidentally. According to Henri 

Crouzel, this substantial character of all which the three 

persons possess distinguishes them clearly from the creatures and 

"fonde entre elles une 6galit6 qui West pas inconciliable avec 

une hiärarchie intärleure ä la Trinitä. "s 

Origen's teaching on the Triad has frequently been compared 

with the three hypostasels of Plotinus, the One, the Mind, and 

the Soul. I'--, Certainly there are similarities. Both use the 

word hypostasis, both speak of three hypostaseis, and in both 
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schemes there is a hierarchy. For Plo'Anus, since the One (to 

hen) is beyond limitation of any kind, it is therefore beyond 

plurality, beyond thought and even beyond being. ' Only negative 

theology, denying any specific predication, can therefore be used 

to refer to it. The superabundant power of the One overf lowsý2 

as light outflows or radiates from the sun, but in a non-material 

and totally effortless emanation. 3 

The result of this emanation is the second hypostasis, the 

Mind or Intellectual-principle (ho nous). This Universal 

Intelligence is "a unity-in-plurality, a multiple organism 

containing a plurality of Forms and Intelligences. " it 

"embraces the whole Intelligible world in a single timeless 

vision, 11 and in a "perfect self-awareness... based on full 

identity between subject and object. "c- From this hypostasis 

emanates the third, Soul (hi§ psychig), indivisible and immaterial, 

but intermediate between the intelligible and sensible worlds. 

The Soul contemplates the Forms in the Intelligible world 

(although not in a single timeless vision like the self- 

contemplation of Mind or Intelligence). More accurately, the 

Soul contemplates images or verbal formulae reflecting the Forms, 

and so produces and governs bodies extended in space. It can 

thus be described as twofold, "a higher and a lower, the former 

standing nearer to Nous and being in no immediate contact with 

the material world, the latter (genn6ma psych6s proteras) being 

the real soul of the phenomenal world, " also termed nature or 

phys Is. I 

Clearly there are differences as well as similarities 
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between the two sch9mas. For Plotinus, the One is beyond 

plurality, thought, and being, but for Origen, while God is 

beyond plurality, he is not beyond thought and being. He is "an 

uncompounded intellectual nature... the mind and source from which 

all intellectual nature or mind takes its beginning, " and Origen 

speaks of his "nature", his "real substance" and "being". ' For 

Origen, the second hypostasis contains the Forms, the pre- 

existent ideas according to which the world is patterned; 2 and 

similarly, for Plotinus, Intellect, the second hypostasis, 

contains the Forms. Here perhaps with regard to the two second 

hypostasels the conceptions are most similar, but even here there 

is the major difference, of course, that for Origen, the Logos 

became incarnate and experienced death and resurrection. -` But 

the most marked difference between the two Triads is that 

between Origen's view of the Holy Spirit and the Plotinian 

concept of Soul. The Soul has a universal role. It forms 

reflections of the Forms which are in the Intellect, the logoi 

spermatikol, through which it "everlastingly forms, orders and 

governs the material universe. 11,4 By contrast, Origen gives the 

Holy Spirit no clear role in creation. The Father bestows 

existence on all things, the Son bestows rationality on the 

rational creatures, and the Spirit bestows sanctity an the 

saints. 9 This appears to give the Spirit a more restricted role, 

but this doctrine of appropriations must not be taken too far. 

According to Henri Crouzel, the idea that this implies a 

hierarchy of power is Jerome's interpretation and not a 

conclusion drawn by Origen himself. 6, Further, even the idea of 
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restricted spheres of work for the Spirit and the Son must be 

treated with caution. Origen also writes of the operation of 

both Father and Son in all things which exist, and of every 

rational creature receiving a share of the Spirit as surely as of 

the Word. ' According to Crouzel, creation is viewed by Origen as 

the common work of the Trinity. Joseph Wilson Trigg may 

consequently be going too far in saying that Origen denies the 

Spirit a role in creation.: 7-* Nevertheless Trigg is right that the 

Holy Spirit is not assigned a specific role in creation 

comparable to the role assigned to the third hypostasis in the 

thought of Plotinus. It is thus true of Origen's thought that, 

11 1 Ike the doc tr I ne of Chr I st Is Incarnat ion, the doctr ine of the 

Holy Spirit owes nothing to Platonism. "31 

2. Athanasius 

The half-century which separates the birth of Athanasius 

(c. 298) from the death of Origen (c. 254) may in part explain the 

difference in perspective in Athanasius' doctrine of the Spirit. 

But Origen's disagreement with the bishop of Alexandria leading 

to his expulsion in c. 229 indicates that the differences may also 

be attributed to different theological traditions in Alexandria, 

perhaps that of the episcopal succession, and that of the 

catechetical school. Athanasius stands in the episcopal 

succession. Certainly, significant similarities may be observed 

between the Triadic doctrine of Origen and that of Athanasius, 

most notably the doctrine of the eternal generation of the Son. 4 

But even this is set in a different perspective. For Athanasius, 
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the eternal generation of the Son is quite clearly unique. Both 

may state that the eternal ly-generated Son is homoousfos with the 

Father (although this is disputed in the case of Origen), I but 

for Athanasius, Father, Son and Holy Spirit are alone eternal. 

The cosmos of eternal logikol falls away. 2 

The quite different perspective of Athanasius has been 

attributed by Brooks Otis to his inheritance of the Irenaean 

tradi t ion. Otis sees two systems of thought contending in the 

fourth century Church, the Irenaean and the Origenist. --l He 

regards Arianism as the outcome of an Origenist tradition 4 and 

Athanasius as standing within the tradition characterised as 

Irenaean. 

For the purposes of this chapter it is not necessary to 

investigate such broad claims about the development of Christian 

thought. It is sufficient to note that Athanasius' perspective 

is different from that of Origen and to investigate Athanaslus' 

doctrine of the Spirit as it is presented in the Letters to 

Serapion. Since Athanasius' theology is so interwoven around the 

same essential themes, and since the Letters to Sersplon are a 

late work and extend his Christological perspective into 

pneumatology, an analysis of the argument of the Letters will 

give a sufficiently accurate picture of Athanasius' doctrine of 

the Spirit. c- 

Three inseparable axioms in the thought of Athanasius form a 

coherent perspective for his pneumatology. 

First, Athanasius assumes the unity and indivisibility of 
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the Triad. This axiom is first stated early in the First Letter 

in the form of a charge against the Tropici: I 

"Why have they not understood that Just as by not dividing 
the Son from the Father they ensure that God is one, so by 
dividing the Spirit from the Word they no longer ensure that 
the Godhead in the Triad is one, for they tear it asunder, 
and mix with it a nature foreign to it and of a different 
kind and put it on a level with the creatures? On this 
showing, once again the Triad is no longer one but is 
compounded of two differing natures. "2 

Athanasius then launches into twelve paragraphs (3-14) countering 

the exegetical arguments of the Tropici, concluding with a re- 

statement of the same axiom. 3 The same axiom runs through the 

next section (paragraphs 15-20). 4 Athanasius then sets this 

theme aside temporarily while he devotes attention to the 

attributes and actions of the Spirit in Scripture (paragraphs 21- 

27) but returns to it to make it one of the themes of the 

concluding section of the first letter (paragraphs 28-33). L4 Here 

he links it with baptism in paragraphs 28,29 and extensively in 

paragraph 30: 

11 ... He who takes anything away from the Triad, and is 
baptized in the name of the Father alone, or in the name of 
the Son alone, or in the Father and the Son without the Holy 
Spirit receives nothing... For as baptism, which is given 
in Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, is one... so the holy Triad, 
being identical with itself and united within itself, has in 
it nothing which belongs to things originate. This is the 
indivisible unity of the Triad... 116- 

In this concluding section, the unity of the Triad is linked to 

its unity in action: "The activity of the Triad is one. 117 The 

penultimate sentence of the letter re-iterates the theme as a 

warn i ng: 

"Let them not divide the Triad, lest they be divided from 
life. "9 
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In the second letter, devoted to Christology, this axiom is not 

explicitly stated, but it is stated in the third letter, I where 

the Christological arguments are carried over into pneumatology, 

and in the fourth letter,: 2 most prominently in his concluding 

summary: 

"The Godhead which is in this Triad is one; and there is one 
-1 faith and one baptism given therein. "' 

The importance of this axiom is recognized in standard histories 

of doctrine 1 4. and confirmed by studies such as those by Theodore 

C. CampbeI16 and George D. Dragas., ý- 

The second of the Inseparable axioms appears in subtly 

different forms. It first appears in the first paragraph of the 

first letter: 

"For as the Arians in denying the Son deny also the Father, 

so also these men in speaking evil of the Holy Spirit speak 
evil also of the Son. 14*7 

Here the axiom seems to take the form of a principle of 

proportion: as the Son is to the Father, so the Holy Spirit is to 

the Son. cl, In this form It makes a frequent appearance as an 

ontological and an epistemological principle. -: 

But It is perhaps in the second and third letters that the 

epistemological significance of this principle becomes clearest. 

The whole of the second letter is devoted to a restatement of 

Christology, specifically the homoousion, I'll the reason for which 

becomes clear at the beginning of the third letter: 

"Perhaps you will wonder why, when I was charged to 
abridge... the letter I had written concerning the Holy 
Spirit, you find me... writing against those who are guilty 
of impiety towards the Son of God... 11 

He explains: 
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11 It is natural, therefore that I should have spoken and 
written first concerning the Son, that from our knowledge of 
the Son we may be able to have true knowledge of the Spirit. 
For we sha IIfi nd that the Sp irit has to the Son the same 
proper relationship as we have known the Son to have to the 
Father. "' 

The final sentence here states the axiom as the principle of 

proportion, the relationship of the Spirit to the Son is the same 

as the relationship of the Son to the Father. But the preceding 

sentence states the same axiom in a slightly simpler form: our 

knowledge of the Spirit comes from our knowledge of the Son. 

This is repeated at 111.4: 

"We must take our knowledge of the Spirit from the Son. " 

Consequently, 

"if the Son is not a creature... it follows that the Spirit 
cannot be a creature. "2 

This second axiom is thus a statement of what Charles 

Kannengiesser has called "the Christological concentration of the 

013 # notion of Pneuma in Athanasius. T. F. Torrance concludes. 

". .. In the order of Athanasius' development of formulated 
doctrine, controlled knowledge of the Spirit is taken from 
our knowledge of the Son and of the Father through the 
Son... The mutual relation of the Son and the Father 
constitutes the epistemic ground for all our knowledge of 
God. 111* 

Similar judgments were made C. R. B. Shaplandr-, and J. A. B. Holland. 6- 

This second axiom takes yet another subtly different form when 

it is expressed in the traditional images for the Trinity which 

Athanasius traces back to Scripture: 

"As then the Father is light and the Son is his radiance... 
we may see in the Son the Spirit also by whom we are 
enlightened... Again, as the Father is fountain and the Son 
is called river, we are said to drink of the Spirit. 117 

Rather than casting the axiom in the form of a principle of 
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proportion or correlation, the images express it as a series 

relationship: ' from the Father through the Son to the Spirit. 

The question which arises is whether this series 

relationship suggested by the images is to be understood 

ontologically as a model for the intra-Trinitarian relationships. 

Despite occasional phrases which may seem to suggest an 

ontological interpretation of the images, 2 it is much more 

likely that Athanasius had mainly in mind here the economic 

movement of the Triad in revelation and redemption. That seems 

to be clear from the way the images a re made to refer to the 

Spirit as the one "by whom we are enlightened" and as the one of 

whom we drink. ", The ontological conclusion Athanasius draws 

from the series relationship depicted in the images is not that 

the Spirit proceeds from the Son, and the Son from the Father, 

but the unity and mutual coinherence of the Triad: 

"But if there is such co-ordination and unity within the 
holy Triad, who can separate either the Son from the Father, 
or the Spirit from the Son or from the Father himself? "' 

We may not understand how this may be, but divine Scripture has 

given us these illustrations to help us to apprehend that, 

"As the Son is in the Spirit as in his own image, so also 
the Father is in the Son. '16 

This second axiom is thus not only an expression of a 

Christocentric doctrine of the Spirit, but also inseparable from 

the first axiom, the unity and indivisibility of the Triad. 

The third of the three inseparable axioms is the radical 

disjunction between the Creator and the creature. This is also 

closely connected with the first axiom, the indivisibility of the 
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Triad. These two axioms appear together at the beginning of the 

First Letter: 

11. .. they I the Tropicil no longer ensure that the Godhead is 
one, for they tear it asunder, and mix with it a nature 
foreign to it and of a different kind, and put it on a level 
with the creatures. On this showing, once again the Triad 
is no longer one but is compounded of two different 
natures... What doctrine of God is this, which compounds 
him out of Creator and creature? "' 

The two axioms are restated in 1,17: 

For this reason too, it is madness to call him a creature. 
If he were a creature, he would not be ranked with the the 
Triad. For the whole Triad is one God. It is enough to 
know that the Spirit is not a creature, nor is he numbered 
with the things that are made. For nothing foreign is mixed 
with the Triad; it is indivisible and consistent. ": 2 

The Creator-creature disjunction then becomes the basis for 

a section of the First Letter: 3 in which Athanasius looks "one by 

one at the references to the Holy Spirit in the divine 

Scriptures" in order to judge "whether he has anything in common 

with the creatures or whether he pertains to God. '14 The Spirit 

sanctifies me and is not sanctified; s he gives life and he 

anoints; "=' through the Spirit we participate in God ;7 all things 

are created through the Spirit and he is the one in whom creation 

is made divine; cý' the Spirit is immutable, - and omnipresent; 1 10 he 

is partaken and does not partake; II he is one but the creatures 

are many. 12 Consequently the Spirit is "proper (IdIon) to God 

and one in essence (homoouslon) with him. "'ýý' For all these 

reasons the Spirit is the Creator and not a creature: 

"These sayings concerning the Holy Spirit by themselves 
alone show that in nature and essence he has nothing in 
common with or proper to creatures, but is distinct from 
things originate, proper to, and not alien from, the Godhead 
and essence of the Son; in virtue of which essence and 
nature he is of the Holy Triad... 1114 
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This third axiom is the one most closely related to the 

question of Athanasius' ontology. In positing this radical 

disjunction between the Creator and creation, Athanasius clearly 

ranges himself with the doctrine of creation ex nihilo developed 

by Irenaeus, Tertullian and others. ' He takes this position over 

against the hierarchical cosmologies of Gnosticism or Neo- 

Platonism where reality descends in stages from the divine to the 

less divine.: 2 But it is in the course of using this disjunction 

to establish the deity of the Spirit that Athanasius employs the 

non-Biblical, Hellenistic concept of "substance (ousia)", by 

insisting that the Spirit is "one in essence (homoouslon)" with 

God. ;: --I Does this suggest that Athanasius' theology was finally 

controlled by a Hellenistic, perhaps a Platonist, ontology? 

The fact that Athanasius scarcely uses the Nicene catch-word 

homoouslon till later in his career suggests that the answer to 

this question is no. 4 It would appear that the concept of 

"substance" was not fundamental to his belief in the deity of the 

Son and the Spirit but simply a convenient means of expression 

which performed the useful function of ruling out Arianism-' 

Having used it to defend the deity of the Son, Athanasius is the 

one who extends its usage here in the Letters to Serapion to the 

Spirit. Here also, it would appear, he is using it as a 

convenient way of defending the deity (this time) of the Spirit, 

and not as a philosophical statement on the nature of being of 

God. James Mackey diagnoses the problem with this extension of 

howouslon to the Spirit, namely that it broke the explanatory 

link of homoousion with the concept of generation. r- No doubt 
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this was an apologetic disadvantage. Athanasius seems to have 

been prepared to accept this disadvantage in order to use the 

concept of homoousion to clarify and emphasize the indivisibility 

and unity-in-being of the Triad as one God, the Creator over 

against his creation. 

Bast I 

Of all Gregory Nazianzen's predecessors and contemporaries, 

Basil had the most immediate influence. It is reasonable to 

assume that since they were fellow-students and close friends, 

the mature thought of each would be the result of reciprocal 

influence. Yet Basil is generally regarded as the leader and 

pioneer. I Once again, as with Origen and Athanasius, Basil's 

pneumatology must be seen within the context of his doctrine of 

the Trinity. The thesis of Zahn and Harnack, 2 that Basil, 

emerging from the Homoiousian party led by Basil of Ancyra, 

reinterpreted homoouslos to mean, In effect, homoiousios has been 

widely rejected. *--' Yet it is still useful to refer to Basil and 

his followers as "neo-Nicenes". The significant difference is 

not their precise philosophical understanding of ousia nor that 

they had a weaker concept of the unity of God, but the more 

obvious fact that, unlike Athanasius and the "old Nicenes", they 

spoke of "three hypostaselel. Here they represented the broad 

tradition of Eastern triadology with its strong opposition to 

Sabellianism. 11- Basil's achievement was to achieve a synthesis 

between this and the Athanasian emphasis on the unity of God 

expressed in the homoousion of the Son. 
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This Eastern triadology is frequently referred to as 

"Origenist", and indeed Origen was the originator of the 

terminology of "three hypostasels" in Christian theology. I There 

is some evidence for a direct line of influence from Origen to 

Basil in that it was Origen's pupil, Gregory Thaumaturgus, who 

evangelized Cappadocia and who laid the foundations of Christian 

teaching there. The Creed of Gregory Thaumaturgus2 has long 

-t been regarded as influential on Basil. ", There is also evidence 

of Basil's Origenism in the Phllocalla, 4 a selection of excerpts 

from the works of Origen, which he compiled along with Gregory 

Nazianzen. But the authenticity of the Creed is disputed, 6 while 

the PhIlocalla contains nothing of Origen's triadology., ý', The 

conclusion that Basil's doctrine of the Trinity is influenced by 

Origen cannot therefore be supported by the specific documentary 

evidence of references to Gregory Thaumaturgus. It must rest 

more generally upon the historical link with Thaumaturgus, and, 

more significantly perhaps, theologically, on the structure of 

Basil's thought, his use and development of the language of three 

hypostasels. 

The other element in Basil's synthesis is the influence of 

Athanasius and the Nicene party. Here again, there is on the one 

hand the external historical evidence of Basil's acknowledgement 

of Athanasius as the leading figure among the orthodox, and on 

the other the substantive theological point, the homoousion. 

Benoit Pruche particularly emphasized the influence of Athanasius 

on Basil. He wrote of Basil: 

"Dans la lbataille contre 1'Esprit' clest encore vers 
Alexandrie qu'il Jette les yeux, 11 les jettera souvent, et 
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sa doctrine du Saint-Esprit, comme celle du Fils, lui doit 
beaucoup. 111 

The combined influence of Origen and Athanasius is therefore 

to be seen in Basil's Trinitarian theology, perhaps most clearly 

in the formula m1a ousla, trels hypostasels, in which Athanasius' 

emphasis on the unity of God is brought together with Origen's 

"three hypostasels". 2 According to Boris Bobrinskoy, 

"The great theological innovation ol St Basil was to define 
the terminological distinction between ousla and h7postasis, 
between 'essence' and 'person'. This entailed elaborating 
the specific and inalienable characteristics of each 
hypostasis... 

Basil states his view briefly: 

"Ousla has the same relation to hypostasis as the common has 
to the particular... the term ousla is common, like goodness, 
or Godhead, or any similar attribute; while hypostasis is 
contemplated in the special property of Fatherhood, Sonship, 
or the power to sanctify. 114 

Basil, however, abandoned this scheme at times, perhaps because 

he was aware of the danger of tritheism which was inherent in 

thinking of ousla as referring only to common attributes. c, It is 

against the background of this Trinitarian theology (the one 

ousla and the hypostasels of Father, Son and Holy Spirit, and the 

clearer definition of terminology) that Basil's pneumatology must 

be considered as it is expressed in his treatise of 375, On the 

Holy Spirit. 'ý"- 

The occasion which led to the writing of On the Holy Spirit 

was a dispute over Basil's use of an unfamiliar doxology to God 

the Father "with the Son together with the Holy Spirit, " in 

addl t ion to the more f ami I iar 11 through the Son In the Holy 

Spirit. " The treatise was written in response to a request from 
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Amphilochius, the bishop of Iconium, who was present when the 

dispute arose. But there was another context in the colloquy 

which Basil had had with Eustathius of Sebaste. 1 

It will be helpful to identify six sections in the work. 

First, the dispute over the doxologies is reflected in the 

introductory section (Chapters I to VIII) and in the concluding 

section (Chapters XXV to XXIX). 2 Basil's defence of the 

unfamiliar doxology begins with an attack on "an old sophism 

invented by Aetius, " that 

"things naturally unlike are expressed in unlike terms, and, 
conversely, that things expressed in unlike terms are 
naturally unlike. 11: 3 

From this principle his opponents have established a rule that 

"of whom (ex hou)" must be assigned only to the Father, "by whom 

(dPhou)" to the Son and "in whom (en h501" to the Holy Spirit. 

Basil attributes this rule to pagan writers, 4 and has no 

difficulty in showing that it is not observed in Scripture. ' The 

words of I Cor. 8: 6 are 

"the words of a writer not laying down a rule, but carefully 
distinguishing the hypostasels. 116- 

In Romans 11: 36, according to Basil, Paul uses "of him (ex 

autou)", "through him (dilautou)" and "to him (eis auton)" all in 

7 
reference to the Son. 

The substantive point at issue here is the question of the 

equality of the hyposteseis. Basil is disputing with those who 

share with him the Origenist inheritance of three hypostasels, 

and Is trying to rid this tradition of its subordinationism. He 

therefore turns the argument from prepositions back on his 
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opponents to prove the identity of essence' and equality of 

Father and Son. The Son is not "after" the Father temporally 

and therefore is not to be subordinated or "subnumerated 

(hyparf thmoumenon) "'. -I but I'connumerated (synarithmoumenon)" 

as one of equal dignity (homotlmon)., * The doxology "through him 

(dl' autou)" is to be understood economically, and "with him 

(met' autou)" ontologically. c, 

When he returns to the doxologies in Chapter XXV, Basil 

extends the equality at greater length to the Holy Spirit. 

Although Scripture never uses the phrase "with the Spirit (syn t(56) 

Pneumati)", the phrase "in him (en aut5jr' does not imply a lower 

dignity, and "with the Holy Spirit (syn t6(i')hagi5(1')PneumatD" 

implies exactly the same as "and the Holy Spirit (kal tou haglou 

Pneumatos)" found in Matt. 28: 19, and in effect in 11 Cor. 13: 13 

and Rom. 15: 30.1 "In the Spirit (en t(%Pneumatl)" refers to the 

role of the Spirit economically as the "Place" of the 

sanctified, 7 but "with the Spirit" is sanctioned by tradition. 

Basil appeals to Irenaeus, Clement of Rome, Dionysius of Rome and 

': ' and Origen, l and Dionysius of Alexandria, Eusebius of Caesarea, L 

attributes the use of the phrase in Cappadocia directly to 

Gregory Thaumaturgus-1c) 

The second section of the treatise is Chapter IX. "11 Here 

Basil appeals to "common conceptions (kofnai ennofaf)" of the 

Spirit drawn from Scripture and unwritten tradition. This 

chapter has attracted much comment. Several Scriptural 

citations, and particularly the title, "Holy Spirit", lead us to 

think, according to Basil, of 
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"an intelligent essence, in power infinite, in magnitude 
unlimited, unmeasured by times or ages ... perfecting all 
other things, but Itself in nothing lacking... supplier of 
life... omnipresent, origin of sanctification, light 
perceptible to the mind... "I 

Hermann Dbrries drew attention to the special position of this 

chapter as an isolated period of calm in the midst of the storm. 2 

It has no specific references to the debate on the doxologies 

which dominates the preceding chapters, or to the colloquy with 

Eustathius of Sebaste, which forms the background to Chapters X 

to xxvll. '-ý, Hans Dehnhard 4 and S. de BoerE, maintained that it 

was influenced by Flotinus, Origen and Gregory Thaumaturgus, but 

this has been questioned by John M. Rist. ý---- 

A third major section in On the Holy Spirit, Chapters X to 

XVI, concerns the significance of baptism and the baptismal 

formula from Matt. 28: 19 for the doctrine of the Spirit. The 

baptismal formula is introduced to refute the assertion of his 

opponents that 

"it is not permissible for the Holy Spirit to be ranked with 
the Father and Son, on account of the difference of his 
nature and the inferiority of his dignity. 117 

The Issue is once again, as with the doxologies, the equality of 

the Spirit, and once again one of Basil's main arguments is the 

use of Matt. 28: 19. This time however, he is not deducing the 

equality of the Spirit from the word "and". His argument is 

rather that the Christian's faith, baptism and regeneration are 

bound Inseparably to Father Son and Holy Spirit. To deny one is 

to lose all. 

"For he who does not believe the Spirit does not believe in 
the Son, and he who has not believed in the Son does not 
believe in the Spirit. 119 
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The theme is as much the inseparability of Father, Son and Spirit 

as their equality. After dealing with some objections, ' Basil 

develops the idea of inseparability in Chapter XVI. He begins: 

"In all things the Holy Spirit is inseparable and wholly 
incapable of being parted from the Father and the Son. "2 

The inseparability is to be seen in the opera ad extra of Father, 

Son and Spirit. The three are inseparable in prophecy. Peter's 

words to Sapphira: 7: ' show us 

"that in every operation the Spirit is closely conjoined 
with and inseparable from, the Father and the Son. 114 

The three are inseparable in creation. We are to think of 

"the original cause of all things that are made, the Father; 
the creative cause, the Son; the perfecting cause, the 
Sp irIt. " 1ý-, 

The three are also inseparable in the olkonomia. c- "Our great 

God and Saviour, Jesus Chr iStI17 worked through the Spirit before 

and In His coming in the flesh. In his ministry, 

"every operation was wrought with the co-operation of the 
Spirit. "c-, 

He works now through the Spirit in the Church, and the Holy 

Spirit will be present with Him in the parousla. 9 Inseparability 

is to be seen above all in I Cor. 2: 11. 

"But the greatest proof of the conjunction of the Spirit 

with the Father and the Son is that he is said to have the 
same relation to God which the Spirit has to each of us. "Ic, 

The fourth section to be identified comprises only two 

chapters, XVII and XVIII, and is concerned with number and the 

hypostasels. "Subnumeration" is again rejected, " and Basil 

maintains that God is "above and beyond number. 111: 2 

"We proclaim each of the hypostaseis singly; and, when count 
we must, we do not let an ignorant arithmetic carry us away 
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to the idea of a plurality of gods. "' 

There is the "distinction of hypostasels (to Idlazon t5n 

hypostase5n)" but "we also abide by the Monarchy. "' This is to 

be understood by means of the mutual indwelling, 

"for the Son is in the Father and the Father in the Son 
and herein is the Unity. 103 

The Spirit similarly does not share plurality with the creatures, 

but the unity of God. ' The Spirit is "of God (ek tou Theou)" 

"in the sense of proceeding out of God, not by generation, 
like the Son, but as Breath of His mouth... Thus the close 
relation is made plain while the ineffable existence is 
safeguarded. "r, 

The fif th sec ti on of the treat i se, Chapters XIX to XXIV, is 

concerned with the Scriptural evidence for the deity of the 

Spirit seen against the radical disjunction: either creature or 

Creator. There is no third possibility, 6 The titles7 and 

operations9 of the Spirit in Scripture and the texts where the 

Spirit is called "Lord"' all lead us to glorify the Spirit with 

the Father and the Son. 1c, 

The sixth and final section, comprising Chapters XXV to 

XXIX, 11 returns, as noted already, to the defence of the disputed 

doxology. 1: 2 But a new theme makes I ts appearance here, one of 

the most original points in On the Holy Spiri t. In setting out 

the traditional support for "with the Spirit", Basil develops in 

Chapter XXVII the distinction between dogma and kerygma. 

"Dogma and kerygma are two distinct things; the former is 
observed in silence; the latter is proclaimed to all the 
wor I d. "" 

There are, therefore, 

flunwritten precepts and practices, that the knowledge of our 
dogmas may not become neglected and contemned by the 
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multitude through familiarity. "' 

The disputed doxology belongs to this secret unwritten tradition 

dating back to the apostles. 2 

Basil concludes his treatise with an epilogue (Chapter XXX) 

bewailing the state of the Church. 

From this brief examination of Basil's On the Holy Spirit, 

two comments need to be made, First, all three of the axioms of 

Athanasius are present. '*-4 The unity and inseparability of the 

Trinity is defended, especially in the third section (Chapters X 

to XVD; the principle of proportion (as the Father is to the 

Son, so the Son is to the Spirit) is also present with its 

Christocentric implications in the same section; and the Creator- 

creature disjunction is present as the axiom underlying the 

examination of the Scriptural evidence in the fifth section. The 

second of these axioms is developed somewhat with the use of 

causality in construing the relationships between hypostaseis. 4 

The second comment is that although Basil clearly accepts 

the deity of the Spirit, he refuses to state it explicitly. c- He 

refuses to state that the Spirit is homoousios with the Father 

and the Son, preferring to say that the Spirit Is homotimos, of 

equal rank; IE' and he refuses to state explicitly, "The Spirit is 

God. 117 This "economy" of Basil' seems to be linked to his 

distinction between kerygma and dogma, but all of this must be 

set in the context of his development of an apophatic theology in 

deliberate contrast to the rationalism of Eunomius. 9 
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Didymus and Gregory of Nyssa 

Of Nazianzen' s other contemporaries, two must receive at 

least a brief mention, namely Didymus the Blind and Gregory of 

Nyssa, the third of the great Cappadocian Fathers. 

Didymus was head of the catechetical school at Alexandria 

throughout the latter half of the fourth century and is generally 

celebrated for his encyclopedic knowledge rather than for his 

original intellect. ' His Trinitarian doctrine is similar to the 

Cappadocians, but it seems to be difficult to determine whether 

they were inf luenced by him or he by them. P. C. Christou and 

Boris Bobrinskoy assume the former. '2 Christou believes that 

although the authentic writings of Didymus may not have been 

disseminated until after 381, they probably included material 

taught earlier in the catechetical school. This would explain 

the similarity of the arguments of Basil and Gregory Nazianzen to 

those of I'leur maltre alexandrinll. ý' Bobrinskoy sees Nazianzen 

as closer to the Alexandrian tradition than Basil and regards him 

as a "disciple of Didymus". 4 The older standard work of Gustave 

Bardy, however, regarded it as unlikely that Nazianzen was 

influenced by his stay in Alexandria and more likely that Didymus 

was influenced by the Cappadocians. G 

Unlike Athanasius and like the Cappadocians, Didymus spoke 

of one ousla and three hypostasels. In speaking of three 

hypostesels, he stood like the Cappadocians in the tradition of 

Origen, ' but according to Alasdair Heron, he adopted only one 

side of Origen's teaching, 7 He dropped that side of Origen's 

thinking which distinguished gradations of being within the 
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Trinity itself: "The hierarchical cosmology, pivoting on the 

Logos/Son, which is fundamental to Origen's system, has been 

quietly left aside. "' Rather, Didymus emphasizes the absolute 

contrast between God and creatures: God is simple and 

uncompounded and inf inite; he is goodness, holiness and wisdom. 

The creatures only share his attributes by participation in God 

as he indwells them. Against the background of this absolute 

contrast, "the qualities and nature of the Holy Spirit are 

identical with those of the Father and the Son. 112 Being holy in 

himself, he sanctifies his creatures as he indwells them. 

Didymus therefore speaks openly of the Holy Spirit as God, 

consubstantial with the Father and the Son. 31 

Gregory of Nyssa, Basil's younger brother, surpassed both 

Basil and Gregory Nazianzen as a speculative theologian. But 

since his works were written and published mainly after 

Nazianzen's retiral it is unlikely that he had any detectable 

influence on Nazianzen's thought. ' One possible exception is 

his treatise That There Are Not Three Gods, traditionally given 

the date of 375.1 As its title suggests, this work was intended 

to rebut charges of tritheism against the Cappadocian doctrine, 

charges presumably raised among the "old Nicenes" by talk of 

three hypostasels. Gregory of Nyssa argues from a Platonist 

concept of the real unity of the humanity shared by three men to 

the real unity of the deity, and secondly that each operation of 

God in creation is a unity, having its origin in the Father, 

proceeding through the Son and reaching its completion by the 

Holy Spirit. This emphasis on the unity of God, shared by 
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Nazianzen, is complemented by an emphasis on the distinction of 

the persons with respect to causality. There is the cause, one 

which depends on the cause, and one which is derived from what 

immediately depends on the first cause, We must therefore 

distinguish between the nature of God, which is one, and cause, 

which refers to a difference in manner of existence. 

This Trinitarian theology is very similar to that of 

Nazianzen, but it is impossible to establish that Nazianzen was 

influenced by his younger contemporary since there are reasons 

for assigning the treatise a later date, probably 390.1 if 

anything, it is more reasonable to assume that the greater 

philosophical gifts of Gregory of Nyssa elaborated, refined and 

developed the Trinitarian theology pioneered by Basil and given 

its classic form in the elegant, balanced and persuasive oratory 

of Gregory the Theologian. 

The only major work of Gregory of Nyssa which was certainly 

known by Nazianzen before his retiral was Against Eunomius, l 

Gregory of Nyssa's reply to the delayed response of Eunomius to 

Basil's Against Eunomius composed between 363 and 365. Gregory 

read his first two books to Gregory of Nazianzus and Jerome in 

381 just before or during the Council of Constant inople.: 3 By 

that time however, Nazianzen's theology was well-formed, and he 

had already delivered almost all his major orations. The 

conclusion must be that if there Is any detectable Influence, it 

is more likely to be the influence of Gregory Nazianzen upon 

Gregory of Nyssa. 
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(d) The Character of Gregory's Theology 

Having briefly summarized the pneumatology of Gregory's most 

influential predecessors and contemporaries, this introductory 

chapter must conclude with a provisional glance at the character of 

Gregory's theology. The treatment must be provisional if it is to 

avoid discussing prematurely matters which will be best left to 

succeeding chapters. Two related characteristics may be noted. 

First, Gregory's theology is mystical in the sense of 

mysticism defined by Vladimir Lossky: "personal experience of the 

divine mysteries. "' As "preached" theology, formulated not in 

treatises or theses for debate, but in sermons preached by the 

bishop in the midst of the worshipping church, captured "live" for 

the most part by stenographers, it breathes an awareness of the 

reality and presence of the Triune God. It is quite possible to 

hold that Gregory was deluded, but it is scarcely possible to deny 

that he believed he was in the presence of the Father, the Son and 

the Holy Spirit of whom he spoke. Jean Plagnieux described this 

as a "r6alisme spirituel. 112 A recurri'. ng expression of it is 

Gregory's repeated insistence that it is not terminology which 

matters, but reality: "Truth is a matter not of names (onomata) but 

of realities (pragmata). 11: 3 

Secondly, this mysticism, being an awareness of the reality of 

the mystery of God rather than a concern with terminology, issues 

in an apophatic theology, one which refrains from attempting to 

express the inexpressible. Gregory shared Basil's reaction to 

Eunomius. Nicholas Gendle comments: 

"It would be hard to over-emphasize the importance of the 

challenge of Eunomius for the spiritual doctrine of the 
Cappadocians. ... his literal interpretation of Jn 4: 32 Cwe 
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worship what we know') in terms of a divine essence abso. lutely 
comprehensible in its simplicity, was anathema to them. Such 
extreme over-intellectualism threatened to eliminate 
completely the mystical and experiential element in 
Christianity, reducing theology to a mere analysis of abstract 
ideas, "' 

The result is Nazianzen's emphasis on the "radical unknowability'12 

of God, and on "the innate inadequacy of theological language. "---" 

These are the two conclusions towards which he works 

throughout the First Theological Oration. He begins by protesting 

against the Eunomians, "persons who pride themselves on their 

eloquence", "who delight in profane babblings... and strifes about 

words I". 

"Every market place must buzz with their talking; and every 
dinner party be worried to death with silly talk and 
boredom... the evil is intolerable and not to be borne, and our 
great mystery is in danger of being made a thing of little 
moment. "' 

Against this talkativeness Gregory asserts: 

"Not to everyone, my friends, does it belong to philosophize 
about God; not to everyone - the subject is not so cheap and 
low - and, I will add, not before every audience, nor at all 
times, nor on all points; but on certain occasions, and before 
certain persons, and within certain limits. 111ý1 

It is only permitted to "past masters in meditation, to those who 

have been previously purified in soul and body, or at the very 

least are being pur if ied. "-7 Gregory devotes an entire oration to 

the spiritual preparation of the theologian before coming to 

theology itself at the beginning of the Second Theological Oration: 

". . Let us now enter upon theological questions, setting at 
the head thereof the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit, of 
whom we are to treat ... '", 

He begins "to go up eagerly into the Mount, "' but soon makes a 

discovery: 

"What is this that has happened to me, 0 friends, and 
initiates, and fellow lovers of the truth? I was running to 
lay hold on God, and thus went up Into the Mount, and drew 
aside the curtain of the cloud ... And then when I looked up, 

j E40/* 
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I scarce saw the back parts of God ... And when I looked a 
little closer, I saw, not the first and unmingled nature, 
known to itself - to the Triad, I mean... but only that nature 
which at last even reaches to us. And that is, as far as I 
can learn the majesty, or, as holy David calls It, the glory 
which is manifested among the creatures, which it has produced 
and governs. For these are the back parts of God, which he 
leaves behind him, as tokens of himself, like the shadows and 
reflection of the sun in the water, which show the sun to our 
weak eyes, because we cannot look et the sun himself, for by 
his unmixed light he is too strong for our power of 
perception. "' 

ItiSIn the I ight of this experience of Godý; '--: that Gregory 

enunciates the thesis towards which he has been driving: the 

"radical unknowability" of God, and "the innate inadequacy of 

theological language. " He enunciates them first in the words of 

"one of the Greek teachers of divinity" (apparently Plato): 

"It is difficult to conceive God, but to define him in words 
is an impossibility. 11: 3 

But Gregory is not satisfied with this and strengthens it: 

"But in my opinion it Is impossible to express him, and yet 
more impossible to conceive him. '" 

The Second Theological Oration is accordingly devoted to the theme 

of the incomprehensibility of God. r-- 

It must be said that with Gregory, as with Basil, this 

apophaticism does not result in agnosticism. Positive statements 

about God follow in the Third Theological Oration: 

"But since to rebuke others is a matter of no difficulty 
whatever, but a very easy thing, which anyone who likes can 
do: whereas to substitute one's own belief for theirs is the 
part of a pious and intelligent man, let us, relying on the 
Holy Spirit, who among them is dishonoured but among us is 
adored, bring forth to the light our own conceptions about the 
Godhead... "I 

Yet all Gregory's teaching about God, and particularly his teaching 

about the Spirit, must be viewed In the light of this mysticism and 

radical apophaticism. This is the mode in which the whole of 

Gregory's theology is sung. 



CHAPTER Il 

THE CHRISTIAN AND THE SPIRIT 

Of th -0 severa 1 areas of Gregory' st 1-10 ugh t wh i ch mus t be 

considered In order to understand his assertion of the Spirit's 

de Ity, the f irst to be examined here Is that of the work of the 

Sp irj. t In the IIfe of the Christian. It may seem rather 

ind I vidua IJ sstic to begin here. It may be thought that the 

corporate, the work of the Spirit in the Church, should come first. 

Or per haps it would seem more suitable to begin with the work of 

the Spirit in Christ, proceeding then logically and chronologically 

Lo the Spirit in Lhe Church and in the Christian. It must be 

r e, me ral. ) e r- e d, howevec, that these areas 0f thought are being 

considered in order to arrive finally at Gregory's understanding of 

Lhe Eternal Spirl t. And therefore, it will give a clearer 

movement of thought to move in ascending or-der, beginning with 

Gregory' s awareness of the con t emporary ac tivity of the Sp iritin C) 

himself and others, then passing to the work of the Spirit in the 

olkonomla, that Is, in the coming of the Son and in the Church, and 

finally rising to the eternal position of the Spirit with the 

Father and the Son In the Triad. 

This movement of thought could be compared to the movement from 

the, Spirit through the Son to the Father described by Basil: 

"Thus the way of the knowledge of God lies from One Spirit 
through the One Son to the One Father, and conversely the 
natural goodness and the inherent holiness and the royal 
dignity extend from the Father through the Only--begotten to 
the Spirit. "' 
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The human ascent to the knowledge of God is thus the converse of 

God's gracious descent to man in the olkonomia. I Gregory himself 

does not use such formulae in his orations, yet clearly for him as 

for Basil, our knowledge of God begins with the work of the Spirit 

In us. He is the one 

"by whom the Father Is known and the Son is glorified; and by 
whom alone he is known. "2 

It will therefore give the clearest exposition of Gregory's thought 

on the deItY of the Spirit to begin where the knowledge of God 

begins accordIng Lo Gregory, in the contemporary work of the Spirit 

in the Christian. 

(a) Inspiration 

Even as he speaks Gregory is aware, he claims, of this work of 

the Spirit within him, enabling him to know God and to express his 

knowledge in the spontaneity of preaching. He lays claim, in other 

words, to the Spirit's inspiration. At his installation in 372 as 

bishop-coadjutor with his aged father at Nazianzus he begins his 

orat i on: 

"I opened my mouth, and drew in the Spirit, and I give myself 
and my all to the Spirit, my action and speech, my inaction 
and silence. Only let him hold me and guide me and move both 
hand and mind and tongue where they must go as he wills and 
restrain them from where they must not go as is right. 113 

The consequence Is that Gregory becomes an instrument: 

"I am an instrument of God, a rational instrument, an 
instrument tuned and struck by that skilful artist the Spirit. 
Yesterday, was his work in me silence? I mused on not 
speaking. Does he strike upon my mind to-day? My speech will 
be heard and I will muse on utterance. 114 
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This opening of the mouth to draw In the Spirit, so becoming a 

rational instrument (organon logikon), is for Gregory a part of 

that total self-consecration to God which was a necessary pre- 

requisite for ordination to the priesthood. In Oration 2, In 

Defence of his Flight to Pontus, delivered following his enforced 

ordination in 362, Gregory enlarges on this: 

"Since then I knew these things I the perfection required in 
the Old Testament priests] , and that no-one is worthy of the 
mightiness of God, and the sacrifice and priesthood, who has 
not f irst presented himself to God, a1 Iving, holy sacri f ice, 
and set forth the reasonable, well-pleasing service... how 
could I dare to offer to him the external sacrifice, the 
antitype of the great mysteries, or clothe myself with the 
garb and name of priest, before my hands had been consecrated 
by holy works... before my ear had been sufficiently opened to 
the Instruction of the Lord... before my mouth had been opened 
to draw in the Spirit, and opened wide to be fII led with the 
Spirit of speaking mysteries and doctrines. . before my tongue 
had been filled with exultation, and become an instrument of 
Divine melody... before all my members had become instruments 
of righteousness ... "I 

But it must not be thought that in becoming an instrument blown 

upon or struck by the Spirit, Gregory believes himself to be 

possessed in such a way as to lose control of his rational 

f acul ties. He is not supposing some kind of mantic inspiration or 

ecstacy like that of the priestesses of Apollo at Delphi. Nor does 

he f ind any place in his doctrine of the Spirit for glossolalla, 

meaning by that ecstatic utterances of the kind sometimes 

attributed to the apostles on the basis of Acts 2 or to the 

Corinthian church addressed in Paul's letters. In his Pentecost 

sermon (Oration 41), Gregory interprets the "tongues" of Acts 2 as 

other languages. He concludes that the miracle described there was 

one of speaking rather than of hearing. It was not that each 

listener heard a babble of sounds as if it were his own language: 
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rather the apostles spoke different languages,, In the Last 

Farewell he expressly denies that the disciples were ecstatic or 

out of their minds on the day of Pentecost. 2 Similarly, when 

Gregory himself is inspired by the Spirit, he is not in a mindless 

ecstacy, Quite the contrary: he is a rational instrument, an 

organon loglkon. fie believes that the inspiration of the Spirit 

brings about a deepening and expansion of the rational faculties 

without which it would be impossible to speak truly of God, 

Gregory makes this clear also in Oration 2, After he has given his 

first account of Trinitarian theology, he continues: 

"A suitable and worthy comprehension and exposition of this 
subject demands a discussion of greater length than the 
present occasion allows, and, what is more, both now and at 
all times the aid of the Spirit, by whom alone we are able to 
perceive, expound or understand God. '"" 

The "deep things of the Spirit" are not at the disposal of anyone. 

What is most mystical and deep is not accessible to him (Gregory), 

but only to the all-searching and all-knowing Spirit. ' Only by the 

aid of the Spirit are our minds able to form some conception of the 

reality of God and to express the resulting concepts: 

"Let us, relying on the Holy Spirit, who is among them 
dishonoured but among us is adored, bring forth to the light 
our own conceptions about the Godhead... I'S 

This is Gregory's resolve eighteen years after his ordination, 

at the beginning of the Third Theological Oration. He has already 

reminded his hearers in the previous oration that even the aid of 

the Spirit does not enable us to comprehend God: 

"Who has opened the mouth of his mind and drawn in the Spirit, 
so as by the Spirit that searches all things, yes even the 
deep things of God, to take In God, and no longer to need 
progress, since he already possesses the extreme object of 
desire... ? ", 
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Both sides are held together here. On the one hand, Pod is 

Incomprehensible, as Gregory mockingly reminds the Eunomians in the 

succeeding sentence: 

"For what will you conceive the Deity to be, If you rely upon 
all the approximations of reason? Or to what will reason 
carry you, 0 most philosophic of men and best of theologians, 
who boast of your familiarity with the unlimited? "' 

But on the other hand the mind is not by-passed. There is genuine 

knowledge of God when the Spirit enables us "to perceive, expound 

or understand. ": 2 Here is the balance of Gregory's apophatic and 

mystical theology. Our minds may not comprehend God, but by the 

enlightenment and Inspiration of the Spirit we may genuinely know 

him. Inspiration therefore does not mean a mindless babble of 

ecstatic utterances. It is the work of the Spirit In the mind, 

enabling the preacher to know God and thus to speak of him. That 

this inspiration enables us to think and not just to speak 

mindlessly is quite explicitly stated in Oration 41, On Pentecost: 

"As to the things of the Spirit, may the Spirit be with me, 
and grant me speech as much as I desire... Anyhow he will be 
with me as my Lord; not in servile guise, nor awaiting a 
command, as some think. For he blows where he wills and on 
whom he wills, and to what extent he wills. Thus we are 
inspired both to think and to speak of the Spirit. 11: 3 

Further, the inspiration of the Spirit not only enables the 

preacher to express the mysteries of God, but enables the hearers 

to grasp his meaning. That is to say, it is the Spirit who 

est, --iblishes rapport between speaker and hearer. 

"0 the wonderful chain, " Gregory exclaims, "which the Holy 
Spirit forms and fixes by indissoluble bonds. 114 

He goes on to marvel at the influence he has with his hearers and 

the attention they pay him, which, he says, is not due to his 
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powers. In his very first oration he speaks of the discourses his 

hearers long for, 

"not such as are vain and poured out into the air and reach no 
further than the hearing, but those which the Spirit writes 
and engraves on tables of stone, or of flesh, not merely 
superficially graven nor to be easily erased, but marked very 
deeply, not with ink, but with grace. "' 

This inspiration therefore implies not just the Spirit's activity 

in the preacher, but his activity in the hearer so that the 

communication Is effective and the message is carried home. 2 

That the Spirit inspired the Biblical writers, the psalmists, 

prophets and apostles, is assumed by Gregory rather than 

systematically taught. The implication, referred to in the opening 

sentences of Oration 2, is a present as well as a past activity of 

"him who spoke by David, and even now speaks through him. 113 it 

implies also as Gregory states rather emphatically later in the 

oration a certain accuracy in the Scriptures: 

" We, however, who extend the accuracy of the Spirit (tou 
Pneumatos t6n akribeian) to the merest stroke and tittle, will 
never admit the impious assertion that even the smallest 
matters were dealt with in a haphazard way by those who have 
recorded them. .. 114 

That seems to imply a lack of contradiction, and yet Gregory's 

concern at this point is rather to insist that even the details of 

the Old Testament story of Jonah have significance for his 

audience. The lack of contradiction in which he is interested is 

in substantial matters of faith, and certainly allows for different 

emphases by different writers. Gregory refuses to accept 

"that the Evangelists are at variance with one another because 
some are more occupied with the human side of Christ and 
others with the divinity... They followed the impressions of 
the Spirit within them (tou en autols typoumenol Pneumatos). 116 
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Gregory's view of the inspiration of the Scriptures is part Pf his 

inheritance from Origen. That he and Basil were particularly 

inf luenced by Origen on this point may be inferred from the fact 

tha t the first fourteen of the twenty-seven chapters of their 

PhIlocalla of OrIgen is devoted to Scripture and its inspiration. ' 

Gregory does not hesitate to compare his own inspiration to the 

inspiration of the prophets and apostles. In the Pentecost oration 

he declares: 

"This Spirit ... If he takes possession of a shepherd, makes him 
a psalmist, subduing evil spirits by his song, and proclaims 
him King of Israel. If he possess a goatherd and scraper of 
sycamore fruit, he makes him a prophet. Call to mind David 
and Amos. If he possess a goodly youth, he makes him a judge 
of elders even beyond his years, as Daniel testifies who 
conquered the lions in their den. If he takes possession of 
the fishermen, he makes them catch the whole world in the nets 
of Christ ... If of zealous persecutors, he changes the 
current of their zeal, and makes them Pauls instead of 
Sauls ... He too it is who has made me to-day a bold herald 
to you ... 11: `ý 

That he too is inspired, like David or Paul, does not detract from 

the authority of the canonical books. Gregory gives us no reason 

to think that he regards his authority as equivalent to theirs. 

But he does regard the inspiration he claims as analogous to that 

of the prophets and apostles. 

All those who are similarly inspired and are thus enlightened in 

their minds by the Spit-it, recognize the Spirit's deity: 

"They who reduce the Holy Spirit to the rank of a creature are 
blasphemers and wicked servants and worst of the wicked... but 
they who deem him God are Inspired of God and enlightened in 

mind. `1 

To those who rightly deny that the Spirit is a creature, yet 

hesitate to call him God, Gregory gives encouragement: 

"Confess, my friends, the Triad to be of one Godhead, or, if 

you will, of one nature, and we will pray the Spirit to give 
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you this word, 'God'. "' 

It Is the Spirit himself who must enlighten them to confess his 

deity, 

Gregory's understanding of inspiration by the Spirit has 

generally not been noticed. It may not be a major theme in his 

orations, but it expresses a basic epistemological assumption. 

This primitive model for divine activity in the world, 'wind' or 

'breath', which gives us the very words ruach, pneuma and 

splrltus, ý'; ' and the very concept of inspiration, is for Gregory the 

key to knowledge of God. It is only by inspiration, by the 

inhaling through the mouth of the mind (to stoma tifs dianolas) of 

the mysterious, imperceptible yet powerful divine Breath, that 

Gregory becomes able to understand and express something of the 

incomprehensible God. God alone makes it possible. And since that 

is so, he comes to recognize that the Breath of God is God himself 

breathing into him. It is by the Spirit's inspiration that he 

recognizes the Spirit's deity, 
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(b) Baptism 

The model of inspiration is, however, somewhat limited in 

its scope, Gregory claims the inspiration of the Spirit as he 

pri-aches, and by its very nature the model of inspiration tends 

to r(, Jer only to preachers, prophets and apostles, who publicly 

express the Church's knowledge of God. A wider understanding of 

the work of the Spirit in revelation is to be gained from the 

mystery of baptism, through which all Christians come to know 

God. 

According to D. F. Winslow, "perhaps no other patristic 

author is as convinced of the necessity for baptism as is 

Gregory of Nazianzus. 111 Winslow identifies Its significance for 

Gregory's thought: 

"Baptism is primarily the operative locus of the deifying 
economy of the Holy Spirit and as such provides for the 
individual what was made available to all men by the 
economy of the Incarnate Logos... The vigour with which 
Gregory underlines both the necessity for and the benefits 
derived from baptism would suggest that for him baptism is 
the nodal point in his scheme of salvation. '12 

Gregory certainly presses the necessity of baptism with vigour. 

Ifis sermon On Holy Baptism, preached on 6th January, 380, with 

catechumens before him awaiting baptism, might serve as a model 

for the modern revivalist In its pleading with the hesitant. *-1 

Yet, although baptism is of vital importance, it is not viewed 

as automatically conferring salvation in a mechanical, 

impersonal way, simply by virtue of being performed. The one 

being baptized receives by faith personal knowledge of the 

Triune God as it is given by the SpIri t. 4 
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Four models associated with baptism make It clear (as does 

the model of inspiration) that knowledge of the incomprehensible 

God Is given only by the Spirit, But whereas inspiration may 

seem to suggest a momentary knowledge of God restricted to 

certain individuals, the activity of the Spirit in baptism makes 

it clear that all Christians are initiated into a knowledge of 

God which is continuing and progressive. 

The first of the four models is regeneration. For Gregory, 

as for the Fathers generally, baptism is the moment of 

regeneration, He speaks of his father's baptism in Johannine 

terms. Gregory the Elder requested "the common salvation" from 

the bi shops hastening to the Council of Nicea and "was 

approaching that regeneration by water and the Spirit. "' Yet 

although baptism Is the moment of regeneration, the water is not 

the agent, nor is the presbyter or bishop, who simply "lends his 

hands to the Spirit. "2 The Spirit is the agent who regenerates 

and creates anew. In his panegyric for his brother, Caesartus, 

Gregory refers to "his newly regenerate soul which the Spirit 

has transformed through water. "', The Spirit is the agent and 

the water the instrument. Similarly, Gorgonia his sister 

Of rec eI ved regenera ti on f rom the Sp irit. 11 4 Gregory accordingly 

declares In his Pentecost sermon in 379 that the Spirit is "the 

author (dimlourgos) of spiritual regeneration, " a work which is 

analogous to creation and is in fact a creating anew. 1-- The 

connection with creation and the resurrection or new creation is 

restated the next year in the Fifth Theological Oration, devoted 

to the Holy Spirit. The Spirit is "the Creator-spirit, who by 
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baptism and resurrection creates anew. "' Clearly this 

identification of re-eneration with the resurrection and the new 0 

creation has implications for the status of the Spirit, for only 

God is the Creator. Thus, "if the Holy Spirit is a creature, 

you are baptized in vain. 112 

The second model associated with baptism is purification or 

cleansing (katharsis). Gorgonia, Gregory tells us in his 

panegyric, 

11 had recently received the blessing of cleansing 
(katharsis) and perfection (teleldsis) which we have all 
received from God as a common gift and foundation of our 
second life. 1113 

This katharsis is not something different from regeneration, or 

indeed, from perfection (telel5sls). All of these are models 

for baptism, even though cleansing and perfection may also be 

used (as the succeeding sentence demonstrates) to refer to 

virtue and moral progress. 

"Rather, " he continues, "all her life was a cleansing and a 

perfection, and while she received regeneration from the 
Spirit, its security was hers by virtue of her former 

life. 114. 

Gregory speaks similarly of his father: 

"He was approaching the laver with warmth of desire and 
bright hope after all the pre-cleansing (prokathgras) 

possible, and a far greater purifying (kathag7nisas) of soul 
and body than that of the men who were to receive the 
tables from Moses... The whole of his past life had been a 

preparation for the enlightenment (ellampse5s) and a 

cleansing before the cleansing, making sure the gift, in 

order that perfection might be entrusted to purity... 11 -1 

But although virtue and moral progress may be "a cleansing 

before the cleansing (pro tes katharse6s katharsis)", baptism is 

the moment of that cleansing by the Spirit which, as Gregory 
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expresses it in the oration On Holy Baptism, is a cleansing of 

sins: 

"Such then Is the grace and power of baptism; not an 
overwhelming of the world as of old, but a cleansing 
(katharsis) of the sins of each individual, and a complete 
cleansing from all the bruises and stains of evil. "' 

Therefore since at the Feast of Epiphany they remembered the 

baptIsm of Christ, his cleansing,: 2 the catechumens were to keep 

the feast spiritually by being cleansed: " Be washed, and be 

made clean! "3 Every member and every sense is to be purified, 

the seeing of the eye, the hearing of the ear, the tasting of 

the torigue, the smelling of the nose, and the touch. ' 

This purif Ication or cleansing (kathars1s) which takes place 

in baptism is also, like regeneration, the work of the Spirit. 

Gregory explains the agency of the Spirit in relation to the 

water by the twofold nature of man: 

"Since we are double-made, I mean of soul and body, and the 
one part is visible, the other Invisible nature, so the 
cleansing (kathersis) is also twofold, by water and the 
Spirit, the one received visibly in the body, the other 
concurring with it invisibly and apart from the body, the 
one typical, the other real and cleansing the depths. "E' 

The water may cleanse the body, but that is only typical 

( typikos) of the real (aldthinos) cleansing effected by the 

Spirit as the catechumen enters the water in faith. c-- It is the 

Spirit therefore who purifies in baptism. Gregory does not 

draw any inference in the context of baptism from the Spirit's 

purifying work to his deity, although he does draw this 

inference in another context, In speaking of Pentecost, Gregory 

speculates that the Spirit came as tongues of f ire, "perhaps 

because of his purifying power ... or else because of his 
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substance. " He continues: "For our God is a consuming fire. "' 

Purification is closely connected to the third model 

associated with baptism, enlightenment or illumination 

(ellampsis, ph5tisma). According to Heinz Althaus, purification 

is the preliminary step, but illumination is the heart of 

Gregory's understanding of baptism. 2 Certainly it is the 

climax of his account of his father's baptism. Having spoken of 

the cleansing (of virtue) before the cleansing (of baptism), and 

the whole life as a preparation for the illumination 

(ellamps1s), Gregory continues: 

"And as he was ascending out of the water, there f lashed 
around him a light and glory worthy of the disposition with 
which he approached the gift of faith... 11", 

But it is the twin sermons for Epiphany, Oration 39, On the 

Holy Lights, delivered on 5 January, 380 and Oration 40, On Holy 

Baptism, preached the next day, which give the most sustained 

exposition of baptism as Illumination. Epiphany had become a 

festival celebrating the baptism of Christ and hence known as 

the Feast of Lights. 4 The opening paragraphs of Oration 39 are 

concerned with Christ as the light of the world: 

"For the Holy Day of Lights, to which we have come, and 
which we are celebrating to-day, has for its origin the 
Baptism of my Christ, the true light which lightens every 
man who comes into the world... 115 

Then after a long introduction on the immorality of the pagan 

Greek festivals and the necessity for purification (katharsis), 

Gregory comes to two key paragraphs for the Trinitarian debate 

(according to Heinrich D8rriec-) in which he speaks of the 

splendid brilliance of the Trinity: 
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"And when I speak of God you must be illumined at once by 
one flash of light and by three. "' 

The sermon closes with Gregory's urging, 

"that you may be like lights in the world... that you may 
stand as perfect lights beside that great light, and may 
learn the mystery of the illumination of heaven, 
enlightened by the Trinity more purely and clearly... 112 

Oration 40 continues the theme, setting baptism in the 

context of a whole "theology of light. "ý-:, 

"To know the power of this sacrament (myst&rlon), 11 Gregory 
explains, "is itself enlightenment (phdtisma) . 

114 

Baptism (which is, he says, the second of three births, natural 

birth, baptism and resurrection) "gives its name to the Feast of 

Lights. " The "name" of baptism is thus Illumination (ph6tisma), 

and Gregory proceeds to expound the meaning of baptism, using 

Illumination as a synonym: 

"Illumination is the splendour of souls, the conversion of 
the life... the renunciation of the flesh, the following of 
the Spirit-the perfecting of the mind... Illumination is 
the greatest and most magnificent of the gifts of God. For 
just as we speak of the Holy of Holies, and the Song of 
Songs, as more comprehensive and more excellent than 
others, so is this called Illumination, as being more holy 
than any other illumination which we possess. And as 
Christ the Giver of it is called by many various names, so 
too is this Gift ... We call it, the Gift, the Grace, 
Baptism, Unction (Chrisma), Illumination, the Clothing of 
Immortality, the Laver of Regeneration, the Seal, and 
everything that is honourable. 116 

Gregory launches from this straight into his theology of light: 

"God is 1 ight: the highest, the unapproachable, the 
ineffable, neither conceived in the mind nor uttered with 
the lips, giving light to every reasoning nature. "' 

These other reasoning natures (or beings) are thus also light: 

"A second light is the angel, a kind of outflow or 
communication of that first light ... A third light is 

man. 117 
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Gregory continues with a review of the theme of light in the 

Biblical theophanies, and returns to the theme of light- yet 

again later in the oration. 

Light is clearly a significant model for Gregory's whole 

concept of God. Its significance must be examined later when 

his doctrine of the Trinity is considered. ' What is relevant 

here is that this illumination (ph5tisma) of baptism is the work 

of the Spirit as of the Father and the Son. When Gregory 

returns to the theme of light later in the oration On Holy 

Baptism, it is to use Ps. 36: 9, a favourite text of the Fathers 

on the Christian's experience of the Trinity as light. He is 

urging his hearers to baptism when he says: 

11 In the Lord' sI ight see 1 ight, that threefold and 
undivided light, and in the Spirit of God be enlightened by 
the Son. 112 

If baptism is illumination, then the Spirit, who is active in 

baptism, is God who illuminates. The Spirit too, like the Son 

and the Father, is the light who lightens every man. ' 

"I cannot bear, " he exclaims to the Egyptian sailors, "to 
be unenlightened after my enlightenment, by marking with a 
different stamp any of the Three into whom I was baptized; 
and thus to be indeed buried in the water, and initiated 
not into regeneration, but into death. "' 

The fourth model associated with baptism is deification 

( the5sis). Like regeneration, purification and illumination, 

deification is through Christ. In his very first sermon, 

Gregory exhorts his hearers: 

"Let us become like Christ, since Christ indeed became like 

US. Let us become gods for his sake since he became man 
for us. "6 
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The sI gn Ifi cance of the Incarnat i on f or our de ifi cat i on is even 

clearer in the Third Theological Oration: 

11 ... the lower (nature), the humanity, became God because it 
was united to God.... in order that I too might be made god 
so far as he is made man. "" 

Yet while the Incarnation was to make our deification 

possible, it is by the work of the Spirit in baptism that our 

individual deification is effected. The implication of that, 

which Gregory makes quite explicit, is that the Spirit must be 

God, Gregory makes the point in an impassioned plea: 

"I dare to utter something, 0 Trinity: and may pardon be 
granted to my folly, for the risk is to my soul. I too am 
an Image of God, of the Heavenly Glory, though I be placed 
on earth. I cannot believe that I am saved by one who is 
my equal. If the Holy Spirit is not God, let him first be 
made God, and then let him deify me his equal. " 

In his poem on the Spirit, Gregory comes more reflectively to 

the same conclusion: 

"Why hesitate, my soul? Sing praises also of the Spirit 
But offer no fables which beyond its nature go. 
Let us fear the great Spirit, by whom God I know, 
Yet more, who is God, and makes me god below. "3 

In the Epiphany sermon, On the Holy Lights (Oration 39), the 

deity of the Spirit is linked with our deification while Gregory 

is contrasting Christ's baptism with that of John: 

"John also baptized; but this was not like the baptism of 
the Jews, for It was not only In water, but also 'unto 

repentance' . Still it was not wholly spiritual, for he 
does not add land in the Spirit'. Jesus also baptized, but 
in the Spirit. This is the perfect baptism. And how is 
he not God, if I may digress a little, by whom you too are 
made sod? 114 

Later, in the Fifth Theological Oration, he repeats the point: 

11 1f he is the same rank wi th myse If, how can he de ify me, 
or join me with Godhead? "r- 
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The moment of baptism is specified towards the end of the 

oration as the moment of deification: 

"For if he is not to be worshipped, how can he deify me by 
baptism? But if he is to be worshipped, surely he is an 
object of adoration, and, if an object of adoration, he 
mus t be God; the one is linked to the other, a truly 
golden and saving chain. "' 

Brooks Otis saw the development of the idea of deification 

as the one crucial respect in which Gregory went beyond Basil 

and laid down the lines for Gregory of Nyssa. Neo-Arianism had 

reduced the Father to "a bare philosophical theorem", whereas 

(according to Otis) "the anti-philosophical piety of the East 

(especially of Egypt) was steadily tending towards a more and 

more physicalist and even crassly materialist concept of Christ 

and salvation. " The Cappadocians therefore had to show that God 

was "neither a static Platonic Form (to reach whom the inferior 

human psyche required a semi-divine mediator) nor a kind of 

magician mainly concerned to impart immortality to human flesh. " 

Salvation was neither simply physical on the one hand nor 

philosophical on the other, but was essentially deification, 

"the finite's pursuit of the infinite. " It was Gregory who 

first developed this, according to Otis, drawing on Clement of 

Alexandria, especially for his image of Moses in the mountain- 

c1 oud. The5sis is thus the core of Gregory's theology, and, 

according to Otis, his great theological significance lies in 

that he was the one who first used the Clementine theology and 

the Clementine metaphors in the new Nicene context.: 2 

D. F. Winslow follows Otis in giving deification a central 

place in Gregory's thought. Particularly, it is for him the 
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significance of baptism. According to Winslow, the Trinitarian 

and Christological thought of the Fathers rests -upon 

soteriological principles. This is particularly true of 

Gregory of Nazianzus who was "primarily a soteriologian", I and 

the central concept in his soteriology is deification or 

the5sis. Winslow writes: 

"Gregory's characteristic term for describing that union 
which is both the origin and the goal of the theological- 
soteriological process was the6sis, a term he used perhaps 
more freely than any of the Greek Fathers. 112 

Baptism is to be seen as "the primary locus of the Spirit's 

deifying action",: 3 and is therefore to be understood primarily 

with reference to deification. The other terms used to explain 

baptism 

"are but variations on a single theme, namely, that of the 
'deifying' operation of the Holy Spirit who is God. "' 

The deifying work of Christ is for mankind as a whole. In 

baptism, "that most I individual' and ' personal' of Christian 

rites", 6 the Spirit makes this universal salvation particular in 

the deification of the individual. This is the "chief work"r- 

of the Spirit. And since only God can deify, Gregory is as 

convinced of the deity of the Spirit as he is of the deity of 

Christ. 

The thesis of Otis and Winslow that deification is Gregory's 

central concept of salvation is open to debate. 7 As Winslow 

notes, Heinz Althaus would take a different view, seeing 

illumination as the central concept. ' Nor is it necessary to 

accept Otis's picture of the "crassly materialist" and "anti- 

philosophical piety of the East" as much more than a caricature 
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if it is intended as a description of what Otis sees as the 

Irenaean or Athanasian tradition. ' But what is beyond dispute 

is that deification is a significant model for Gregory's 

understanding of salvation and particularly for his 

understanding of baptism. And along with the other three 

models connected with the baptism, it leads directly to the 

conclusion of the Spirit's deity. The logic is clear. The one 

who regenerates or re-creates us must be the Creator; the one 

who purifies us must be God who alone is pure; the one who 

illuminates or enlightens us must be God, for God is light; and 

the one who deifies us, bringing to us the divine life, must be, 

and can only be, God himself. 

One more point must be made about baptism, namely, that it 

provides grounds for Gregory's assertion of the deity of the 

Spirit through the ancient Triadic baptismal formula found in 

the New Testament itself. 2 Christian baptism is baptism into 

the common name of Father, Son and Holy Spirit. In the oration 

On Holy Baptism, Gregory tells each waiting catechumen 

"I will baptize you and make you a disciple in the name of 
the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit; and these 
three have one common name, the Godhead. "3 

Gregory had expounded this theme more fully in the magnificent 

conclusion to a sermon preached early in his ministry in 

Constantinople. In what was probably his first explicit 

declaration in Constantinople of the deity of the Spirit, he 

declares that the members of his flock are those who 

"worship the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit, one 
Godhead; God the Father, God the Son and (do not be angry) 
God the Holy Spirit... " 
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The Father, he continues, will not bear to be deprived of the 

Son, nor the Son of the Holy Spirit. 

"Neither will I bear to be deprived of my perfecting 
(telel5sls). One Lord, one faith, one baptism. If this 
be cancelled, from whom shall I get a second? What say 
you, you who destroy baptism or repeat it? Can a man be 
spiritual without the Spirit? Has he a share in the 
Spirit who does not honour the Spirit? Can he honour him 
who is baptized into a creature and fellow-servant? It is 
not so! It is not so for all your talk! I will not play 
thee false, 0 unoriginate Father, or thee, 0 only-begotten 
Word, or thee, 0 Holy Spirit! I know whom I have 
confessed... "I 

The point at issue is obviously the deity of the Spirit, for it 

is at that assertion that he expects them to be angry, and his 

emphasis is upon the implication of being baptized into the 

Spirit, namely, that the Spirit must be God. The basis for 

this implication is that baptism is into the common name: 

"Remember your confession. Into what 
The Father? Good, but still Jewish! 
longer Jewish but not yet perfect. The 
good. This is perfect. Now was it inI 
some common name of them? The latter. 
common name? God! "; 2 

were you baptized? 
The Son? Good, no 
Holy Spirit? Very 

to these simply, or 
And what was the 

Perfect baptism is baptism not only into the Father and the Son, 

but also into the Spirit, and it is baptism into the common name 

of all three. 

There is possibly a link to be discerned here between the 

description of baptism as "perfection" or "perfecting" 

Uelei5sis)O- and the particular role of the Spirit as the one 

who perfects. He is our Perfector, Gregory also seems to say, 

because he is the one in whom the Godhead comes to completion or 

perfectness. He urges the waiting catechumens. 

"Let us hasten your salvation. Let us go up to your 
baptism. The Spirit is eager, the Perfector (telelotds) is 
ready, the Gift prepared. But if you still halt and will 
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not receive the perfectness (teleion) of the Godhead, go 
and look for someone else to baptize you - or drown you! I 
have no time to divide the Godhead and make you dead in, the 
moment of regeneration... For whatever you may subtract 
from the deity of the Three, you will have destroyed the 
whole - and your own perfecting (telel5sls). "' 

Baptism implies the Spirit's deity therefore not just 

because God alone is the one who regenerates, purifies, 

illuminates and deifies. Baptism implies the Spirit's deity 

because it is baptism into the Holy Trinity. For Gregory, the 

doctrine of the Trinity is not a "second order" doctrine, a 

theological construct required to explain the deity of Father, 

Son and Holy Spirit, each separately established. He does not 

begin with the Three and move to the subsequent conclusion that 

the Three must be One. He begins with the Three-in-One already 

illuminating the expectant Christian in the very initiation of 

bap t ism. For Gregory, it is within the context of a faith 

already intuitively Trinitarian that the belief in the deity of 

the Spirit is to be seen as an integral part. 
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(c) Living in the Spirit. 

Baptism does not, of course, conclude the work of the Spirit 

in the life of the Christian. Although it is a teleidsis or 

perfecting, it is at the same time an initiation. In a sense, all 

is achieved in baptism, but yet the subsequent life of the 

Christian is also a telel5sls. Gregory reflects the Pauline usage 

of teleldsis when he speaks of the different kinds of teaching 

needed by different groups in the church. 

"For some need to be fed with the milk of those most simple 
and elementary doctrines, namely those who are in habit babes, 
and, so to speak, new-made... Others require the wisdom which 
is spoken among the perfect ... 11 

The Word produces "that laudable increase" in one who is rightly 

f ed, 

"by making him a perfect man, and bringing him to the measure 
of spiritual stature. "' 

So, towards the end of his career, Gregory can refer in the Last 

Farewell to his whole congregation in Constantinople as advancing 

in perfection. 

"If it be not yet in perfection it is, however, advancing 
towards it by constant increase, and I prophecy that it will 
advance. "2 

This "laudable increase (epainet6n aux6sin)" towards 

perfection is the outworking of the purification or katharsis which 

took place In baptism. A consecrated and disciplined life issues 

from the total consecration which is demanded of the candidate for 

baptism. Gregory's exhortations to the catechumens in his 

baptismal sermon made this clear. 

"Let us give to God all our members which are upon the earth. 
Let us consecrate them all ... let us bring ourselves entire, 
let us be reasonable holocausts, perfect sacrifices... 113 
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The head, "the workshop of the senses", I must be purified, to hold 

fast the head of Christ; the shoulder must be sanctified and 

purified to take up the cross of Christ; the hands and feet must 

be consecrated. But it is when he comes to the loins (osphys) and 

the "reins (nephrof)" that Gregory speaks of discipline. 

"Let the pur ifi cat ion take hold of these also. Let our loins 
be girded about and kept in check by continence, as the Law 
bade Israel of old when partaking of the Passover, For none 
comes out of Egypt purely, or escapes the Destroyer except he 
who has disciplined these. 112 

The secret of this discipline is the Inner conversion of the 

nephroi (literally 'the kidneys', but understood as the seat of the 

affections): 

"And let the reins (nephrol) be changed by that good 
conversion (allol5sln) by which they transfer all the 
affections (epithym&tikon) to God... for you must be a man of 
desires (epithymi5n), but they must be those of the Spirit. 11: 3 

Katharsis can then refer by extension to the purified and self- 

disciplined life. In the Pentecost oration, Gregory tells those 

in his congregation who were hesitating to confess the Spirit's 

deity, that he reveres their continence, 

'land those sacred assemblies, and the august virginity, and 
purification... 1'4 

Here "purification" must refer to their life of self-disciplined 

purity. Jean Plagnieux sees spiritual progress as "une seconde et 

incessante purification" in Gregory's thought. l` Yet Gregory does 

not describe this as a progressive purification. It is the 

ceaseless outworking of the purification accomplished once for all 

in baptism, which Gregory sees as radical and complete. He exhorts 

the catechumens in the baptismal sermon: 

"Let the washing be not only for your body, but also for the 
image, not only a releasing from sins, but a correction of 
your way of life. Let it be not only a washing away of 
previous mire, but let it cleanse the source Udn pi§S76n). 116 
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If having been cleansed by the gift of God, as he exclaims in a 

poem, the spring yet remains and sprouts forth evil again, 
- 

how 

wretched a salvation! " 

Purif ication and the purified life are necessary for those who 

are to exercise pastoral care. Before being entrusted with the 

priesthood, Gregory the Elder had to "add to his own katharsis the 

skill and power to cleanse (kathairein) others. " Gregory calls 

th is" the I aw of sp irit ua I sequence. He deprecates the conduct 

of "illegitimate and intrusive priests" who "undertake the 

cleansing of others before being cleansed themselves. "; ý51 In his 

seminal work on the Christian ministry, the oration, In Defence of 

his F1 igh t to Pon tus, Gregory lays down that it is not suf f ic ient 

for a man to keep himself "pure from all sin. " He must 

"outstrip men further in virtue than he is superior to them in 
dignity. He should know no limits in goodness or spiritual 
progress, and should dwell upon the loss of what is still 
beyond him rather than the gain of what he has attained... I'll 

Purification and the purified life are necessary above all for 

those who would engage in theologia, the contemplation of God. 

This is the theme of the First Theological Oration. 

"Not to everyone, my friends, does it belong to philosophize 
about God... Not to all men, because it is permitted only to 
those who have been examined and are past masters in 
contemplation (the5rla), and who have been previously purified 
(kekatharmen5n) in soul and body, or at the very least are 
being purified (kathairomen5n). For the impure (m5 kathar5) 
to touch the pure (katharou) is, we may safely say, not safe, 
just as it is unsafe to fix weak eyes upon the sun's rays. 116 

All of these aspects of Christian li, ring are closely linked in 

Gregory' s thought wi th the work of the Spiri t, f or the SPiri t is 

the agent of purification and perfection, katharsis and telei5sls. 

It is not that men are passive. There must be on the human side a 

total consecration to God which must then be expressed in a life of 
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purity and self-discipline. But the Spirit is the one who 

purifies the Christian at baptism and so all of the subsequent life 

of purity and discipline is the result of the work of the Spirit 

and is under the Spirit's guidance. The Christian's life is life 

In the Spirit. It is a matter of 

"living in the Spirit, walking in the Spirit, drawing your 
knowledge from him... " 

So lie tells his flock at Nazianzus, shortly after his ordination, 

praying that they 

"may walk in the King's highway, turning aside neither to the 
right hand nor to the left, but led by the Spirit through the 
strait gate. 11" 

Gregory Is conscious of "the Spirit's guidance of our affairs. 11: 7Lj 

fie speaks of it after being prevailed upon to become bishop- 

coadjutor of Nazianzus in 372. He is torn between retiring to the 

mountains and deserts to engage in contemplation and serving the 

church. 

"The former are imaginings of desire, the latter the teachings 
of the Spirit, 114 

He resolves the tension: 

"But hereafter I will offer my wing to the Spirit to be borne 
whither, and as, he wills. 111ýý 

Later he similarly proclaims that it is the agency of the Spirit 

which has brought him to Constantinople. He has come not of his 

own accord, he says, 

"but because I was invited, and compelled, and have followed 
the scruples of my conscience and the call of the Spirit. 116 

But It is particularly in the moral sphere that the agency of 

the Spirit is to be seen, for it is by the Spirit that the 

Christian lives a life of purification and self-discipline. This 

involves a struggle which Gregory describes in the classic Pauline 
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terminology of the Spirit against the fI esh. Baptism, or 

Illumination, is, among other things, "the renunciation of the 

flesh, the following of the Spirit. "' But baptism is not the end 

of the struggle. Gregory speaks about it at length in his Defence 

of hiss Flight to Pontus when he is describing the struggles of 

those called to the Christian ministry. 

"I have said nothing yet of the internal warfare within 
ourselves, and in our passions, in which we are engaged night 
and day against the body of our humiliation, either secretly 
or openly, and against the tide which tosses and whirls us 
hither and thither, by the aid of our senses and other sources 
of the pleasures of this life; and against the miry clay in 
which we have been fixed; and against the law of sin, which 
wars against the law of the Spirit, and strives to destroy the 
royal image in us, and all the divine emanation which has been 
bestowed upon us... 112 

Gregory seems to understand this internal warfare as a 

struggle against the passions inherent in the physical body and 

inf lamed by the tempter. Despite the Pauline terminology of flesh 

and Spirit, used not infrequently, the context in which Gregory 

uses the words leads to more than a suspicion that he understands 

the flesh not in the distinctively Pauline sense of man's guilty 

self as an inner power in opposition to the Spirit, but as the 

physical body. In Oration 2, he speaks of "the depressing power of 

matter" as that which must be overcome. ' In his oration on 

becoming bishop-coadjutor, he asks who is spiritually stronger and 

more fervent than his father, "especially now, when the powers of 

the f lesh are ebbing and fading, like so many barriers which 

interfere with, and dim the brilliancy of a light. " In his 

panegyric upon Athanasius he proclaims that it is necessary "to 

escape by reason and contemplation from matter and this fleshly 

cloud or veil" in order to hold communion with God, the purest 

I ight. This deification takes place "by rising superior to the 
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dualism of matter (t6n hylik&n dyada)". 1 

It is clear that victory over the flesh is only possible through 

the action of the Spirit within. He counsels the catechumens: 

"If after baptism the persecutor and tempter of the light 
assail you (for he assailed even the Word my God through the 
veil, the hidden light through that which was manifested), you 
have the means to conquer him. Fear not the conflict; defend 
yourself with the water; defend yourself with the Spirit, by 
which all the fiery darts of the wicked shall be quenched. It 
is Spirit, but that Spirit which rent the mountains. It is 
water, but that which quenches fire. "2 

In the Last Farewell, he states simply: 

"The Spirit can beget those who rise superior to the body. 113 

Purification comes about therefore not just through human agency or 

human desire, but through the work of Christ and the work of the 

Spirit. Thomas Spidlik summarizes Gregory's view: 

"Il est vrai que le d6sir de Dieu est en soi d6JA une force 

purifiante, encore qu'insuffisante. Le chr6tien sait que par 
ses propres forces il ne peut parvenir A la kathersis totale, 
mais il sait aussi que le Christ, qui se manifeste au regard 
de la foi dans les paradoxes de son l6conomiel, achE)ve en 
Phomme la purification en Pilluminant de son myst6re... Et 

parce qul il est le feu qui brOle et qui 6claire, llEsprit 
Saint ach6ve notre purification. 114 

The guiding and purifying Spirit also indwells the Christian. 

His sovereign guidance may imply his deity, as does his purifying 

act ivi ty as "consuming f ire, "' but his indwel 1 ing makes his deity 

plain. A Christian is one who 

"has become the temple of God, and the habitation of Christ in 
the Spirit. "16- 

The alternative is not to be borne: 

"Why do you make me, who am the temple of the Holy Spirit as 
of God, the habitation of a creature? '" 

For Gregory the implication is clear, as it is in every other 

activity of the Spirit in the life of the Christian. The Spirit 

must be God himself. 



CHAPTER III 

THE ECONOMY AND THE SPIRIT 

The second area of Gregory's thought which must be considered 

in order to understand his assertion of the Spirit's deity, is the 

work of the Spirit in the Economy. At its widest, the term 

olkonomia embraces all of God's dealings with the world from 

creation to the f inal consummation. Yet for the Fathers, the 

olkonomle mainly concerned God's redemptive activity, and was 

centred to such an extent on the coming of Christ (from his birth 

to his Ascension) that olkonomia frequently refers to that alone, 

In moving therefore in this chapter from Gregory's awareness of the 

contemporary work of the Spirit in himself and others to Gregory's 

exposition of the work of the Spirit in the history of redemption, 

we are moving riot only from the contemporary to the historic (the 

whole sweep of redemptive history), but also from the individual to 

the corporate (the Church), and indeed to the cosmic. We are also 

moving in Basil's words already quoted "from One Spirit through the 

One Son. .., "I for the coming of the Son is the focal point of the 

olkonomla. The main concern, however, w'll continue to be with the 

work of the Spirit, and an examination of what Gregory has to say 

abou t the Sp iritIs work in Christ will illuminate Gregory's 

Christological basis for his teaching on the Spirit in the 

Christian, as well as elucidating further grounds for Gregory's 

assertion of the Spirit's deity. The work of the Spirit before 

the coming of Christ must be considered first. 
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a) The Spfrlt In Creation and on the Prophets 

Gregory does not have a great deal to say either about the 

Spi rI t' s role ill creation or about his inspiration of the 

prophets. I Therefore, although the latter is an activity of 

redemption rather than creation, it will be convenient to include 

both activities in one short section. 

There Is no doubt whatever that Gregory believed that the 

Spirit was active In the creation of the world, but he is usually 

more concerned to assert that the Spirit is to be identified with 

the Uncreated who was in the beginning before creation than to say 

what his role in creation was. Only the Pentecost oration among 

his sermons gives us any indication. 

"He wrought f irst in the heavenly and angelic powers, and such 
as are first after God and around God. For f rom no other 
source f lows their perfection and their brightness, and the 
dif f iculty or impossibility of moving them to sin, but from 
the Holy Spirit. " :2 

Gregory passes immediately to the Spirit's work on the men of the 

Old and New Testaments, beginning with the patriarchs and prophets, 

but he returns briefly a little later to the work of creation: 

"This Spirit shares with the Son in working both the creation 
and the resurrection ... " `71 

Gregory quotes three standard proof-text-s of his day to validate 

the Spirit's role in creation. 4 The linking of creation and 

resurrection is echoed later in the Five Theological Orations where 

the Spirit is called 

"the Creator-Spirit, who by baptism and by resurrection 
creates anew. "-' 

The role of the Spirit In creation is thus understood in connection 

with his role In the resurrection. He is "Life and Llfe-giverll, *ý` 

that is, the one who gives personal life to the creature, as 
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distinct from mere existence. He is the source of vitality. It 

therefore appears to be signif icant that his role in creation is 

fi rs tin the heaven Iy and ange I i. c powers , and that Gregory passes 

immediately to his work in men throughout the course of salvation 

history, Gregory seems to see the Spirit's creative activity as 

the inspiration of sentient, intellig: 3nt, personal life in 

communion with God. ' The heavenly and angelic powers are "such as 

are af ter Gbd and around God. " The patriarchs and prophets knew 

God because each mind or "master part" was "moulded by the 

Spirit. "2 

The Spirit's inspiration of the prophets was traditionally one I 

of the main elements in the Church's doctrine of the Spirit (to be 

reflected in the phrases apparently added at Constantinople in 381 

to the Nicene Creed), 3 but Gregory has little to say about it. 

Apart from the references in the Pentecost oration to the Spirit's 

inspiration of the patriarchs and prophets, with further references 

to David, Amos and Daniel before passing on to the New Testament, 

4 there are only a few other references to the inspiration of David. 

The continuity which there appears to be between the Spirit's 

role In creation In the heavenly and angelic powers and his role in 

inspiration, working on the "master-part (h@gemonlAon)ll of the 

patriarchs and prophets, suggests that Gregory thought of the 

Spirit as bringing the intelligent, living creation to perfection 

through communion with God. This coheres well with his view of 

angels and men as "secondary lights" drawing their life from the 

"primal light. 1'r- And clearly, if the Spirit is the one who imparts 

the divine intelligent life of personal communion to creatures as 

part of his continuing work of bringing creation to its telos or 
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pe rf ec LI on, it. is hard to see that the Spirit could be anything 

other than God. Yet this view of the Spirit's role in creation is 

only sugg ested in Gregory's works. It Is not developed, 

Generally, when he relates the Spirit to the creation, it is not to 

elaborate on his precise role, but simply to make the point 

(Inherited from Athanasius and shared with Basil)' that, given the 

great gulf fixed between the Uncreated and the created, between the 

Lord and the servants, the Spirit must be ranked with God, 2 
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(b) The Spirit and Christ 

When it comes to the life of Christ, Gregory has more to say, 

for the coming of Christ is the focal point of the whole olkonomia. 

He gives his most comprehensive survey of the role of the Spirit in 

the life of Christ in the Fifth Theological Oration. Having set 

out to answer the charge that he is introducing a "strange and 

unscriptural God ýxenon Theon kal agraphon)", I he comes to the 

Scriptural evidence for the Spirit's deity at the end of the 

oration. First to be considered in the Scriptural evidence is the 

role of the Spirit in the life of Christ: 

"Look at these facts: Christ is born; the Spirit is his 
forerunner. He is baptized; the Spirit bears witness. He is 
tempted; the Spirit leads him up. He works miracles; the 
Spirit accompanies them. He ascends; the Spirit takes his 
place. 112 

Clearly the implication carried by the cumulative style, is that 

throughout the life and ministry of Christ, the Spirit works with 

him, going before him, bearing witness to him, guiding him, 

accompanying him and eventually taking his place with the 

disciples. It will be useful in considering the theme of the 

Spirit and Christ in this section to follow the outline Gregory 

presents in this comprehensive survey in the Fifth Theological 

Ora tI on. 

The first major point in this series is the work of the Spirit 

in Christ's birth from the Virgin. Gregory had more fully 

described this a few months earlier in his Christmas oration, On 

the Theophany or Birthday of Christ: 

41 ,, * the Word of God himself ... came to his own image and took 
on him flesh for the sake of our flesh, and mingled himself 
with an intelligent soul for my soul's sake, purifying like by 
like; and in all points except sin was made man. Conceived by 
the Virgin, who first in body and soul was purified by the 
Holy Spirit (for it was needful both that childbearing should 
be honoured, and that virginity should receive a higher 
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honour) he came forth then as God with that which he had 
assumed, one out of two opposites, flesh and Spirit, of which 
the latter deified the former. "' 

"Spirit" appears twice in this passage, First, the Holy Spirit 

is said to purify the Virgin before the conception. A similar 

point is made in the poem, On the Soul: 

"Nor does he c, ome by man from the seed of man. 
But yet from flesh, the precious Virgin Mother 
Whom the Spirit had previously purified; 
Self-formed he became mortal, for my sake cleansed. 112 

In neither passage does Gregory make the Spirit the agent of the 

conception itself. The agent of Incarnation is the Son himself who 

came forth "self-formed (autopag&s). " D. F. Winslow considers it 

not surprising that Gregory does not see the Spirit as the agent of 

conception, "since the phrase 'conceived by the Holy Spirit' was 

not yet a part of the Eastern credal tradition. "' For Gregory, the 

Spirit' s role is the purif icat ion of the Virgin, who had to be 

purified "in body and soul" in order that both child-bearing and 

virginity should be honoured. 

The second reference to "Spirit" in the passage from the 

Christmas oration Is in the statement that the Incarnate Son was 

"one out of two opposites, f lesh and Spirit, of which the latter 

de IfI ed the f ormer. 11 Here "Spirit" does not refer to the Holy 

Spirit as such, but to "Spirit" as deity or Godhead, that which God 

is. As man is flesh, so God is Spirit. The two are "opposites", 

but out of the two opposites comes the one Incarnate Son, his 

humanity deified by his deity. 4- This use of "Spirit" by Gregory to 

mean deity is signif icant. Spirit Christology of this kind has a 

long history In the early Fathers, -1 and clearly it had not died 

out. Gregory apparently does not find it incompatible with the 

inore restricted use of Spirit to refer to the Holy Spirit. The 
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concept of Spirit still retained a certain f lexibility and,.. along 

with that, its connotation in the Biblical literature, that to 

.,, peak of the Spirit was to speak of God himself and not some other 

intermediary being. ' The fact that to speak of the Spirit of God 

in the context of Hebrew monotheism was a way of speaking of God 

and not of another intermediate being is ultimately what justifies 

Gregory's insistence on the deity of the Spirit as an 

interpretation of the New Testament and invalidates the effectively 

polytheistic hierarchy of his Arian opponents. 

Gregory's use of "Spirit" to mean deity in this passage from 

the Christmas oration should also be seen in the light of his 

statement In the Fourth Theological Oration: 

" He is Christ because of his deity, For this is the 
anointing of his manhood, and does not, as is the case with 
all other anointed ones, sanctify by its action, but by the 
presence in his fullness of the Anointing One. '12 

Gregory does not mention the Spirit here, but the figure of 

"anoint Ing" is suf f ic ient ly connec ted wi th the Spiri t in Bibl ical 

literature to suggest that this sentence should be taken as a 

paral lel to the statement in the Christmas oration. -` In the 

Christmas oration Gregory speaks of the Spirit (by which he means 

the deity of Christ) deifying the f lesh. In this statement from 

the Fourth Theological Oration a few weeks later he speaks of the 

deity anointing the humanity. It is difficult to see how the two 

statements could be referring to different things. In Gregory's 

thought, as men are anointed by the Spirit, so Christ himself is a 

man anointed by the Spirit, not just from his baptism, but from 

birth, for his deity anoints his humanity, or, expressed otherwise, 

"Spirit" deffies flesh. 

This wly of thinking clearly rules out Adoptionism, the view 
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associated with the name of Paul of Samosata that the deity of 

Christ was nothing more than the divine Spirit which came on Christ 

at his baptism. I The Adoptionists (like the Spirit Christology 

tradition) equated "Spirit" and deity. Gregory accepted that, 

1) LI ", $ possibly in reaction to AdoPtionism, he insisted that the 

union of delty (Spirit) and humanity (f lesh) in Christ begins with 

the Incarnation and riot at the Baptism. It Is moreover a true 

union, Ilone out of two opposites, " and comes into being not when 

the Spirit descends on an already existing man, but when the Word 

of God, who as God Is Spirit, came forth in birth from the Virgin 

with the humanity he had assumed. 

In the Incarnation therefore Gregory holds that "Spirit" or 

deity delfles flesh or humanity. In preparation for this, the one 

who is the Holy Spirit sanct If ies the Virgin, in order that the Son 

may assume humanity in her and from her, and come forth self-formed 

as a mortal, yet deifying the humanity he has assumed. The Ho 1y 

Spirit purifies; the Son assumes, deifies, comes forth. In 

Gregory's language the roles are distinct within the one act but 

there is simultaneously a close identification between the "Holy 

Spirit" and the Word who also is "Spirit", in the sense of 

"dei ty". 

If the birth is the first major point in the series of acts of 

the Spirit in the life of Christ, the second is the baptism: "He is 

bap ti- ed; the Spirit bears witness. ": ý-' When Gregory placed this as 

his second point in his outline survey of the olkonomia in the 

Fifth Theological Oration, he had already expounded this at some 

length a few months earlier in both the Christmas oration and more 

fully at Epiphany. In the Christmas oration he spoke of the 

witness of the Spirit to Christ at the Baptism: 
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"A 11 ttIe later on you will see Jesus submitting to be 
pur ifI ed in the Ri ver Jordan for my pur ifi cat i on (ka tharsis), 
01- rd ther sanctifying the waters by his purification 
(A-a thar-sis) (for indeed he had no need of purification who 
takes away the sin of the world), and the heavens split open, 
and witness borne to him by the Spirit who is akin to him. "' 

Nothing is said here about P Christ's receiving the Holy Spirit, or 

his being anointed with, or energized by, the Holy Spirit. There 

is no thought of the Spirit as power (dynamls). Nor is the Holy 

SpIrit said to purify Christ. Gregory does begin by saying that 

Chr Ist submi ts to be purified, thus giving Christ at f irst a 

passive role, but there is nothing to suggest any thought here of 

the Holy Spirl t as the agent purifying Christ. Rather, Gregory 

seems to have in mind the outward purification by the waters of the 

River Jordan. Moreover, Gregory is unhappy with a passive role for 

Christ, and immediately substitutes as preferable the statement 

that Christ sanctifies the waters by his purification. "For 

I ndeed ," he adds, 11 he had no need of pur ificati on who t ak es away 

the sin of the world. " The role given to the Holy Spirit is 

neither that of purifying nor that of empowering. He is In no way 

superior to Christ, rather he is equal to Christ ("akin to him") 

and his role is to bear witness. 

The baptism of Christ, introduced in this way at the 

conclusion of the Christmas oration, becomes the centre of interest 

at the feast of Epiphany and receives its most extended treatment 

in the Epiphany oration, On the Holy Lights: 

11 1-1 ow we come to another action of Christ, and another 
rays t ery ... Christ is Illumined, let us shine forth with him, 
Christ Is baptized, let us descend with him that we may also 
ascend with hini. "2 

The Pure One (ho katharos) is baptized by John, therefore we are to 

purify ourselves, says Gregory, and to be lowly minded. He draws 

some other lessons and then returns to the theme: 
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"But John baptizes, Jesus comes to him, perhaps to sanctify 
the Baptist himself, but certainly to bury the whole of the 
old Adam In the water; and before this and for the sake of 
this, to sanctify Jordan; for as he is Spirit and flesh, so 
he perfects by Spirit and water. "' 

Once again, Gregory portrays the role of Jesus as actfve rather 

than passive. John Is baptizing, but it is Jesus who sanctif les 

John in being baptized. He buries "the old Adam" totally in the 

water, sanctifying Jordan for the purpose. Again this is said to 

be f or our sake. Gregory had said at Christmas that Christ 

sanctified the waters "for my purification. " Now he repeats the 

point: in this act, Christ perfects us. Moreover, he perfects us 

by "Spirit and water" as he himself is "Spirit and flesh. " Here 

the usage of "Spirit" for deity, f irst noticed in the Christmas 

oration, recurs. Christ is Spirit and flesh, that is to say, God 

and man, and so it is fi tt ing that he consecrates us by Spiri t and 

water. The paral lel is somewhat rhetorical. Yet the 

Juxtaposition of ideas is significant. "Spirit and water" in the 

context seems to refer to the Holy Spirit and the waters of the 

Jordan. Yet the phrase also carries the Johannine reference to 

the bapt ism of the Christian, :2 Thus an intimate link is suggested 

between the act of Christ then in his own baptism and the baptism 

of the Christian now, The purification of the Christian at his 

baptism is somehow rooted in the consecrating action of Christ. 

The play on the word "Spirit" seems to suggest that if "Spirit" 

stands for the deity of Christ in the phrase "Spirit and f lesh" 

then It implies deity also when it refers to the Holy Spirit in the 

phrase " Sp irit and wa t er. 11 This use of the word "Spirit" to refer 

both to the deity of Christ and to the "Holy Spirit" as a distinct 

hypostasis may appear rather confusing, but if the question is 
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raised whether it impl ies in Gregory' s mind an ident if icat ion of 

Son arid Spirit in such a way as to lose the distinction between 

them, the answer is definitely no. To Gregory that would have been 

" Sabe 111 an i sm". The fact that "Splrlt" may be used as a synonym 

for "deity" simply strengthens the point that the Holy Spirit is 

who God I s. 

Gregory continues his exposition of the Baptism: 

"But further, Jesus goes up out of the water, for with himself 
he carries up the world, and sees the heaven opened which Adam 
had shut against himself and all his posterity, as the gates 
of Paradise by the flaming sword. And the Spirit bears 
witness to his Godhead, for he descends upon one that is like 
him, as does the voice from heaven (for he to whom the witness 
Is borne carne from there), and like a dove, for he honours the 
body (for this also by deification is God) by being seen in 
bodily forin; and moreover, the dove has from distant ages been 
wont to proclaim the end of the deluge. "' 

In the midst of the somewhat rhetorical references to Paradise 

and the Flood, Gregory's interpretation of the role of the Spirit 

at the baptism Is the same here as in his outline summary in the 

Fifth Theological Oration: the Spirit bears witness to the deity of 

Christ. Christ is not said to receive the Spirit or to be 

anointed or empowered. The Spirit descends upon one who is like 

him. ,2 As with the birth of Christ, so also here the action of the 

Spit-it is distinct from the action of Christ. Although Christ who 

sanctif ies, buries, perfects, and goes up, is "Spirit and flesh", 

he is not the Spirit who descends and bears witness. He does not 

descend upon himself or bear witness to himself. The Spirit is 

like him but distinct from him. 

Gregory adds to his exposition a paragraph on different kinds 

of baptism. Moses' baptism was 

"typical as Paul says; the sea of the water and the cloud of 
the Spirit ... John also baptized; but this was not like the 
baptism of the Jews, for it was ncA only in water, but also 
I to repentance' . Still It was not wholly spiritual, for he 
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does not add 'and in the Spirit' . Jesus also baptized, but 
in the Spirit. This is the perfect baptism. "' 

Here the baptism of Jesus himself is not included, but Moses' 

" bapt ism" (as Paul calls it in I Cor. 10: 2) is typical of the 

perfect and spiritual baptism Jesus gives, baptism in the Spirit. 

Gr, egory adds his little aside on the deity of the Spirit: 

"And how is he not God, if I may digress a little, by whom you 
too are made god? '1ý2 

The link between our deification through baptism and the deity of 

the Spirit is now seen to have a Christological reference. The 

Spirit deif ies us through baptism, but Jesus Is the giver of the 

Spirit, the one who baptized "in the Spirit", and who is therefore 

the source of our deification. The present experience of the 

Christian in baptism is rooted in the oikonomid and specifically in 

Christ's own baptism. Our purification in baptism somehow becomes 

possible because of' his purif icat ion (kathars1s) in the Jordan. ý3 

After the birth and the baptism, Gregory's outline survey in 

the Fifth Theological Oration of the activity of the Spirit in the 

life of Christ passes thirdly to the temptations and the miracles: 

"He is tempted; the Spirit leads him up. He works miracles; 
the Spirit accompanies them. "' 

The role assigned here to the Spirit in leading Christ is an 

unusual expression for Gregory, who avoids speaking of any action 

of the Spirit upon Christ. Yet it accurately reflects the mode of 

expression in the Gospels, where Christ is said to be led by the 

Spirit into the desert, 1: 5 and where the miracles are associated with 

the Spirit. *2, But Gregory does not develop his thinking on the 

Spirit's role in Christ's ministry. It appears to be mentioned 

only here in this outline survey in the Fifth Theological Oration. 

The Spirit's role in the death of Christ does not enter 
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Gregory's thought at all, but this is not surprising, since the New 

Testament is almost entirely silent about it. It is otherwise 

wi th the Resurrection. Certainly the Resurrection is not 

mentioned in the outline sui-vey in the Fifth Theological Oration. 

But In Gregory's very first oration after his ordination, the Fir-st 

Oratfon on Easter, the Pauline link between the Resurrection and 

the Spirit and the new spiritual life of the Christian is vividly 

expressed. Gregory' s purpose is (he says): 

11 '.. that he who to-day rose again from the dead may renew me 
also by his Spirit; and, clothing me with the new man, may 
give rue to his new creation, to those who are begotten after 
God, as a good modeller and teacher for Christ, willingly both 
dying with him and rising again with him. "`2 

Here is the Pauline link between the Resurrection of Jesus, the 

Spirit and the new life, ý-' the clothing with the "new man",, d the 

"new creatton'Yý,, the dying and rising with Christ. 6 Christ is the 

agent, the one who rose from the dead, and the one who will renew 

Gregory. But lie will renew Gregory "also" by his Spirit. Gregory 

clearly pictures the Christian life of mortificatio and vivificatio 

as one rooted in the dying and rising of Christ. But Christ who 

rose will renew Gregory also "by his Spirit". The risen Christ is 

the sender of the Spirit by whom Gregory is to be conformed to his 

death and to share in his Resurrection. ' The work of Christ now 

in renewing the Christian arises out of his work in the olkonomle 

and specifically in his Resurrection. But what he does now, he 

does by his Spirit. 

Throughout Gregory's account of the work of the Spirit in the 

life of Christ one feature has been notable, namely, Gregory's 

refusal to see the Holy Spirit acting upon Christ. The Spirit 

pur if ies the Vi rgin, but is not said to be active in the 
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conception: it is the Son who comes forth. The Spirit bears 

witness at the baptism, but is not said to anoint Christ, for 

already his deity anoints his humanity, The Spirit accompanies 

the miracles, but it is Christ who performs them. The Spirit is 

the one by whorn the risen Christ renews us, but it is Christ who 

rises from the dead and who renews us by his Spirit. This feature 

of Gregory's pneumatology is clearly expressed in the Pentecost 

ora tI on. In the course of a review of the role of the Spirit in 

the whole oikonomla from creation to Pentecost, all he says about 

the Spirit and Christ is a brief parenthetical remark: 

". .. for I omit to mention Christ himself in whom lie dwelt, not 
as energizing, but as accompanying his equal (h5s homotlm(5 
symparomar t oun) ,.. 11 1 

Gregory uses here Basil's word, homotimos, emphasing the equal 

status of Son and Spirit. It may be that he is afraid that to give 

the Spirit an active energizing role will imply the inferiority of 

the Son. I But by rejecting the idea of "energizing" and 

emphasizing the equality between them, he seems to be refusing to 

relate the Spirit to the humanity of C1--rist. He sees the Spirit 

only in relation to Christ's deity. If It is true, as Boris 

Bobrinskoy has argued, that the Cappadocian Fathers revived the 

"pneuniatic Christology" of Irenaeus and the Apologists which gave 

an impot-tant role to the Holy Spirit in the life of Christ, it is 

also true that Gregory of Nazianzus is the one who treats this with 

the greatest caution. ' 
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(c) The Spirit and Pentecost 

Gregory's survey near the end of the Fifth Theologicdl Oration 

of the work of the Spirit in the life of Christ ends with the 

sentence, "He ascends; the Spirit takes his place. "' The same 

point had been more fully expressed the previous year in his 

oration, On Pentecost: 

"The things of the body of Christ are now at an end, or rather 
those of his bodily sojourn... and those of the Spirit begin. ": 2 

The idea that the work of the Spirit succeeds the work of Christ is 

more fully developed a little later in the same oration when 

Gregory reviews the role of the Spirit in the whole olkonomia from 

creation to Pentecost. Having considered the Spirit's work in 

creation and on the prophets, 3 Gregory moves straight to his work 

on the disciples (omitting, as he says, Christ, whom he did not 

energize but in whom he dwelt as an equal) . 
4. The Spit-it dwelt in 

the disciples 

"in three ways, as they were able to receive him, and on three 

occasions; before Christ was glorified by the Passion, and 
after he was glorified by the Resurrection; and after his 
Ascension, or restoration, or whatever we ought to call it, to 
heaven. 11 c-` 

It appears that this threefold development of the dwelling of the 

Spirit must modify the earlier apparently clear-cut statement that 

the things of the Spirit begin when those of the bodily advent of 

Christ end. And yet It is also clear that it is the Resurrection 

arid the Ascension of Christ, which define the ways or modes in 

which the Spirit dwells in the disciples. The economy of the 

Spit-it Is shaped and determined by the economy of the Son. Gregory 

explains the three modes more fully: 

"For It is clear that the f irst, the cleansing of the sick and 

of the spirits could not be apart from the Spirit; also the 

inbreathing after the economy, clearly a divine Inspiration; 

and so too the present distribution of the fiery tongues which 
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we are now commemorating. ", 

First, the healing and casting out of evil spirits by the disciples 

during the ministry of Jesus imply that they must have had the 

Spirit in some way. 2 The insufflation by Jesus after the 

Resurrection brought about a different mode of the Spirit's 

dwelling, '3 and Pentecost a third. There is a progressive 

manifestation of the Spirit reaching its climax in the era 

beginning with Pentecost (still the present one) in which the 

Spirit is present substantially. 

"But the f irst manifested him indistinctly, the second more 
expressly, this present one more perfectly, since he is no 
longer present only in energy (energefa(i)), but as we may 
say, substantially (ousl5dds), associating with us, and 
dwelling in us. For it was fitting that as the Son had lived 
in our company in bodily form (s5matikds h6min homildsantos) 
- so the Spirit too should appear in bodily form (phandnai 
s5matik(5s) and that after Christ had returned to his own 
place, he should have come down to us, coming- because he is 
the Lord, sent because he is not a rival to God. For such 
words no less manifest the unanimity than they mark the 
natural distinction. 114 

The Spirit thus comes in succession to the Son revealing his own 

deity in that he "comes" and the unity of the Godhead in that he is 

said to be "sent" and therefore not a rival to God. The word 

"sent" also &conveys the distinctiveness of the Spirit, according to 

Gregory, presumably because it implies one who sends and one who is 

sent. It is therefore his coming at Pentecost which most fully 

reveals both the deity and the distinctiveness of the Holy Spirit. 

Previously he was present only in energy, that is by his operations 

in the world, but now he comes in person, as it were like the Son. 

As the Son was substantially or actually present on earth as a 

result of his Incarnation, so now, following Pentecost, the Spirit 

is substantially or actually present in thu world, 

The distinction Gregory makes here between the Spirit's 
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presence in energy (energela(f)) and his presence substantially or 

In essence (ousi6d6s) may seem similar to the distinction Basil 

makes between the energles or operations of God, which are various, 

and the essence of God, which is single and simple. According to 

Basil, we know God from his energies, which come down to us, but do 

riot approach his essence, which is beyond our reach. I This 

distinction between the essence and energies of God was later 

elaborated by Eastern Orthodox theology, especially by Gregory 

Palamas in the fourteenth century, 12: Irregory Nazianzen makes a 

distinction similar- to Basil's but in different terms in the Second 

Theological Oration. He distinguishes there between "the first and 

unmingled nature, known to itself" and "that which at last even 

reaches to us. 11 He ident if ies the latter wi th the majesty 

(megalelot, fs) or glory (megaloprepela) of God. " According to 

Nicholas Gendle, Gregory is clearly extending there the thought of 

Bas 11.1* But here in this passage In the Pentecost oration, Gregory 

is not concerned with our knowledge of God and reflecting that we 

may know God's operations in the world but not his essence. 

Rather, he is concerned with the Spirit's presence in the world and 

saying that before Pentecost lie was present in energy, that is to 

say, in his work or operations, but that af ter Pentecost he was 

substantially present or present in person in a way analogous to 

the substantial or personal presence of the Son from his 

Incarnation to his Ascension. There is no thought here that men 

may know or observe the essence of God in the Spirit any more than 

they were able to know or observe the essence of God in Jesus. it 

is simply that from Pentecost the Spirit is actually and personally 

present ii-i a way which was not true previously. 
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The third stage of the Spirit's activity in the disciples 

which Gregory describes here in the Pentecost oration is thus seen 

to be qualitatively different. Indeed it would appear that 

Gregory really has no characteristic difference to indicate between 

the f irst and the second stages, and that he only Introduces this 

dI st inc tI on i ri an at tempt to see the Johann i ne Insuf fI at I on of the 

Spirit as a stage distinct and different from Pentecost. The real 

difference occurs when Christ ascends and the Spirit comes to take 

his place. The more elaborate picture of three stages Is not 

sustained: Pentecost marks the real change. The SPirit is active 

with Christ and the disciples before Pentecost, but the emphasis 

lies on his activity and his presence in succession to Christ. it 

is when the "things of the body of Christ" are at an end that those 

of the Spirit begin. Winslow's assessment is correct when he says 

that Gregory 

"conceives of the work of the Spirit as belonging more to the 
present than to the past. In the unfolding olkonomia of 
God's providential love for his creation the Spirit has his 
particular - though not exclusive - role to play after the 
'economy of the body 'of Christ' has been complete. "' 

It is here as he is speaking about the coining of the Spirit at 

Pentecost in succession to Christ, that Gregory makes his most 

signif icant use of the Johannine title for the Spirit, the 

Paraclete: 

"And therefore he came after Christ, that a Paraclete should 
not be lacking unto us; but Another Paraclete, that you might 
acknowledge his co-equality. For -this word 'another' marks an 
alter eg-o, a name of equal Lordship, not of inequality. For 
'another' is not said, I know, of different kinds, but of 
things consubstantial (t5n homoousl5n). "I 

Once again, Gregory is arguing that It is the coining of the Spirit 

at Fentecost which most fully reveals both his deity and his 

distinctiveness. This time it is the word "another" which implies 
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both. Gregory makes explicit the Implication of equality with the 

I- Son, and speaks explicitly In public for the first time of the 

consubs t an tIaIity of the Sp irit wi th the Son, I At the same time, 

the word "another" in John 14: 16 implies a distinctior). The Spirit 

is Christ's alter ego, 

Gi-egoryl s evident assumption of the Spirit's distinct 

subsistence should probably be seen against the background of the 

widespread reaction arOLIsed throughout the Greek East earlier in 

the century by the views of Marcellus of Ancyra, the strong 

supporter of the Nicene party whose support for the homoousion 

arose from his strong views on the unity of God. Marcellus, whose 

views were comparable with, but not the same as, those of Sabellius 

in the previous century, rejected not only the words "three 

hypostasels" but also the very idea that the Father, Son and Spirit 

were eternally distinct In God. He saw the Godhead "as a single 

hypostasis with a double extension, Spirit and Word, which will 

ultimately be r-eabsorbed, "' and used the Paraclete passages to 

support his view. Marcellus had passed from the scene by the time 

Gregory preached this sermon, and his views were in any case not 

strictly Sabellian: he would not have disputed that the Spirit was 

distinct (although not a distinct hypostaSIS) at this point. Yet 

dwdrene, ss of the Sabellian danger remained strong in the East, 
I 

possibly partly because of the followers of Eustathius of Antioch, 

the Nic evie bi shop deposed shor tIyaf ter the Counc II of Ni cea, whose 

followers continued as a distinct group in Antioch under the 

leadership of Paulinus. 1 Here Gregory clearly assumes that the 

distinctIveness of the Spirit is evident In the wording of the 

Paraclete sayings In John's Gospel, the allos ParacMtos and the 
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saying that the Paraclete is "set-it". Yet it is not merely a matter 

of Lhe wording of the text of Scripture. He is interpreting the 

Paraclete sayings here in the Pentecost oration in the context of 

the event, of Pentecost. Gregory assumes of course that the 

descent of the Spirit at Pentecost described 'in Acts 2 was a real 

event and riot a theological construct, " and he interpi-ets it in 

connectlori with the Ascension: "He ascends; the Spirit takes his 

place. " He assumes too that at the Ascension, Christ ascended in 

his Resurrection body to the F4ther: "The things of the body of 

Christ are now at an end, or rather those of hiS bodi ly 

sojourn. .. `2 Given those assumptions It is self-evident for 

Gregory that the one who descends on the disciples at Pentecost, 

not in the Resurrection body of Christ but in the form of tongues 

of f'ire, must be distinct from Christ, an alter ego, "another 

Paraclete. " The distinction lies not merely in the verbal 

revelation of the text of Scripture, not, as Gregory would say, in 

the onomatd, but in the pragmata, the facts themselves. ' 

The deity of the Spirit, which Gregory has already said is 

evident at Pentecost in the fact that the Spirit is said to come 

("coining because he is the Lord") and in the saying that he is 

anothet- Pai-aclete ("another Par-aclete, that you might acknowledge 

his co--equallty"), is now conf irmed in the fact that he came as 

Longues of f ire: 

"And he came in the form of tongues because of his close 

relation to the Word. And they were of fire, perhaps because 

of his purifying power... or else because of his substance. 
For our God is af ire, and af Ire consuming the ungodly; 
though you may again be annoyed at the word 'consubstantial 

(homoousion)l finding yourself too restricted. "' 

Gregory put-sues the theme of the Spirit's deity with some 

aII egor I ca 11n terpret ati on. The fact that the tongues of fire Sd t 
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on the disciples signifies the royalty (i. e. deity) of the .. Spiri t 

and 1-s likened to the presence and glory of God resting upo n the 

cherubini, the throne of God upon the ark of the covenant, I The 

upper rooin where the Spirit came upon the disciples is likened to 

the "upper chtimber" upon the waters above the heavens which are 

said by the Pseilmist to praise God,: 2 He contimleS: 

"And Jesus himself in an upper room gave the communion of the 
mystery (sacrament] to those being perfected in higher things, 
that by that might be shown, that on the one hand God must 
come down to us, as I know he did formerly to Moses, and that 

oil the other we must go up to him, and that by this a 
communion of God to me n should come into being by an intimacy 

ofdi gn Ity. 11: 2ý1 

The Last Supper indicated that God was to come down as tie came down 

to meet Moses, and that we must go up like Moses to enter into 

communion with him. The deity of the Spirit is implied in the 

compa . rison of Pentecost with Sinai, For as it was beyond doubt God 

himself who descended upon Mount Sinai to enter into Intimate 

fellowship with Moses, so it is God himself who comes upon the 

disciples in the upper room at Pentecost. ' 

There is a great gulf f ixed, Gregory continues, between the 

created and changing natures and the eternal and immutable, unless 

God comes down. That descent of God was precisely what the 

prophets including Joel declared, as did Jesus, 

"being glori f ied (by the Spir it] and giving back glory, as he 

was glorified by and glorified the Father. ` 

Gregory goes beyond the statements of Scripture here, for while In 

the Johannine discourses Jesus speaks of the mutual glorifying of 

FaUlur and Son, 6' the Spirit's glorifying of the Son is not 

mirrored by the Son's glorifying of the SpIrit. -7 Gregory himself 

adds the thought that the Son ref lects glory back upon the Spirit, 

an expression of his belief In the Spirit's deity rather than 
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evidence for it. The Spirit too must be glorified, for he is God, 

descending upon the waiting disciples to abide with them for ever. I 

The mutual glorification of Father and Son and of Son and Spirit in 

the events of the Crucifixion, Resurrection, Ascension and 

Pentecost is thus for Gregory the revelation in the oikonomia of 

both the hypostatic distinctions and of the equal deity of Father, 

Son and Spirit. 

Pentecost does not of course conclude the oiAonomia. it 

marks, as Gregory said, the beginning of the things of the Spirit, 

and Gregory regards himself and his contemporaries as living in the 

era initiated by Pentecost. He speaks of "the present distribution 

of the fiery tongues which we are indeed celebrating. 11-2 It is the 

present era in which the Spirit is manifested more perfectly, 

present not just in his works but substantially (ousidd5s), 

"associating with us and dwelling in us. 113 Gregory sees the Church 

of his day in continuity with the Church of the apostles. The 

Spirit who descended upon them in the upper room at Pentecost still 

dwells in Christians and in the Church. 

As he comes to the conclusion of his Pentecost oration, 

Gregory finds in the strange tongues spoken by the disciples on the 

day of Pentecost a sign of the Spirit's work in the Church. The 

significance is found in the contrast between the tongues of 

Pentecost and the confusion of tongues at the Tower of Babel. 

"But as the old confusion of tongues was laudable, when men 
who were of one language in wickedness and impiety... were 
building the Tower, for by the confusion of their language the 
unity of their intention was broken up and their undertaking 
destroyed, so much more worthy of praise is the present 
miraculous one. For being poured from One Spirit upon many 
men, it brings them again into harmony. "' 

Here is Gregory's characteristic view of the work of the Spirit in 
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the Church. ' The appointing of some as pastors and teachers is 

for the perfecting (katartismon) of the Church, so that all may be 

"so combined and knit together by the harmony of the Spirit 
(tg(i) harmonia(l) tou Pneumatos) to form one perfect body, 
really worthy of Christ himself, our Head. 112 

Such Pauline echoes recur in Gregory's picture of the Church. He 

speaks of the tabernacle of God, "set up by the Lord and not man, '"' 

being built up with varieties of excellence 

"into a perfect work, a dwelling-place of Christ, a holy 
temple, united and framed together by the architecture of the 
Spirit. '" 

We are "to hold the unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace. "- We 

are "one body in Christ", each a member of Christ, and "members one 

of another", "Joined together"' and united into one by the Spirit. 

This unity is not just in the local congregation, for the Spirit 

unites the members of Christ's body even though they may be 

separated by distance. 

110 my people, " Gregory addresses the Egyptian sailors, "for 
mine you are though afar, because we are divinely Joined 
together and in a way quite different to the gross; for bodies 
are united in place, but souls are harmonized by the Spirit. 117 

The Spirit thus unites all Christians as one body or one temple in 

which Christ dwells. Gregory, like Paul, uses the same picture of 

indwelling equally for the individual Christian and for the 

corporate Church. The scope of the pastoral art is "to make 

Christ dwell in the heart by the Spirit, "8 so that each man may 

become "the living temple of God and the habitation of Christ in 

the Spirit. "' It is the indwelling of Christ by the Spirit in 

each member which produces the harmony of the Spirit in the whole 

body, making it in its living unity the temple of God. It is 

hardly surprising that Gregory's mind moves naturally to see this 

unity and harmony as a unity in the Holy Trinity. 
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"For sonie agree on evil, " he declares in his Third Orat. lon on 
Peace, "but we who are of the same mind agree on all that Is 
best, in or-der that we may glorify with one accord and as by 
one mouth the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. And this 
is to be said about us, that God Is truly in us, he who 
conceives as a unity those who are uniting, glorifying those 
who glorify. And it is not only said, but believed. "' 

Thus in his panegyric on Basil he can speak of the Cappadocians as 

those 

"whose special qualities are f irmness In the faith and loyal 
devotion to the Trinity, to whom is due their unity and 
strength ... 

The work of the Spirit in the Church since Pentecost Is thus 

both individual and corporate. On the one hand, each Christian is 

regenerated, purif ied, enlightened and deified by the Spirit in 

bal) LI sm. Each Christian is renewed by the Spirit in dying and 

r1sing with Christ. There is some truth therefore in D. F. 

Wins. low' s statement: 

If the incarnate Son of God is the agent of redemption for 
mankind in general, the Spirit is the agent of providing for 
us, individually, the means whereby we can appropriate that 
redemp tI on. What Christ has accomplished universally, the 
Spit-it perfects particularly. ", 

All that has already been said about the work of the Spirit in the 

present experience of each Christian must therefore be seen also in 

relation to the whole ofkonomia- The work of the Spirit In the 

Christian now is somehow made possible by the coming of Christ then 

and by his dying and rising and sending the Spirit, 

But Winslow's statement does not give the whole truth, for 

there is also in Gregory's thought on the other hand the corporate 

aspect of the Spit-it's work in the present day, the unifying of the 

Chu[-ch. The mystical unity of the Church, brought into harmony 

and concord by the Spirit as the dwelling-place of Christ and the 

temple of God, is also the present result of the whole oikonomia. 
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The coming of the Spit-it at Pentecost to be actually present in 

succession to the bodily presence of Christ initiated a communion 

or men wi th God wh i ch is ultimately to be understood and 

experienced by faith in the Holy Trinity. According to Gregory's 

perspective therefore, on Iy the living confession of the Holy 

Trinity brings peace and unity to the Church. ' 

Before turning to Gregory's doctrine of the Trinity, however, 

and the basis he found in that for his defence of the deity of the 

Spirit, one novel feature of his understanding of the olkonomia 

must be examined, namely his view of gradual revelation. 
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(d) The Gradual Revelation of the Trinity 

Throughout the Fifth Theological Oration, Gregory is concerned 

to reply to the argument that there is no clear statement in 

Scripture that the Spirit is God. "Over and over again, " he tells 

his opponents "you turn upon us the silence of Scripture. "' He 

meets their argument f irst with a discussion of how Scripture 

should be interpreted. *2 fie calls his hermeneutical excursus a 

short discussion of "things (PrdEMdtC? n) and terms (onomat5n) and 

especially of their use in Holy Scripture. 11 Some things which are 

objectively true, he argues, are not explicitly stated In 

Scripture. It Is true, for example, that God is unoriginate, but 

the word anarchon does not explicitly appear. We are bound 

Lherefore to accept the implications of Scripture, including the 

deity of the Holy Spirit, even though it is not stated in so many 

words. 

He then turns to another counter-argument: 

"But now I will take up the argument again a little way 
further back, and show you, though you are so clever, the 

reason for this entire system of secrecy. There have been in 
the whole period of the duration of the world two conspicuous 
changes of men's lives, which are also called two Covenants, 

or on account of the wide fame of the matter, two earthquakes; 
the one from Idols to the law, the other from the law to the 
gospel. I'--, 

The f irst change abo I ished idols, but allowed sacrifices to 

continue, thus making Gentiles Into Jews. The second destroyed 

sacrifices but did not forbid circumcision, making Jews into 

Christians. Thus inen were moved persuasively towards God by 

gradually discontinuing their ancestral habits, Gregory then turns 

to theologia, the doctrine of God: 
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"To this I may compare the case of theology, except that it 
proceeds the opposite way [that is, by additions instead of 
subtractions]. The Old (Covenant] proclaimed the Father 
openly, and the Son more obscurely. The New manifested the 
Son and suggested the deity of the Spirit. Now the Spirit 
himself dwells among us, and supplies us with a clearer 
demonstration of himself. For It was not safe, when the 
Godhead of the Father was not yet acknowledged, plainly to 
proclaim the Son; nor when that of the Son was not yet 
received to burden us further (if I may use so bold an 
expression) with the Holy Spirit. "' 

If overloaded with divine revelation, men might have lost even what 

they had, like those overloaded with food, or like eyes too weak to 

bear the sun's light. It was done in this way so that 

11 by gradua I add iti ons, and, as David says, go i ngs up 
(anabasesl) and advances and progress from glory to glory (ek 
dox&s els doxan proodois kaf prokopals) the light of the 
Trinity might shine upon the more illuminated. "2- 

Gregory' s negative and positive versions of his view of 

progressive revelation do not quite coincide. The two 

"conspicuous changes" of the negative progression mark off three 

eras: the 'Gentile' era of idolatry and sacrifices, the 'Jewish' 

era of the Old Covenant with sacrifices, circumcision and the law, 

and thirdly the 'Christian' era of the gospel. But the three eras 

of the positive progression begin with the Old Covenant in which 

the Father is revealed clearly and the Son obscurely. The second 

era is that of the New Covenant by which he seems to mean not the 

years covered by the books of the New Testament (including the 

early Church), but the years of Christ's earthly life. This is 

the era in which the Son is clearly revealed and the deity of the 

Spirit suggested. The third era is the present era, beginning, 

one Would think, at Pentecost, when the Spirit dwells among us 

I-eVed I Ing his own deity. -8 
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Gregory completes the picture with an account of the gradual 

revelation of the Spirit during the life of Christ and up to 

Pentecost, an account largely repeated from the Pentecost oration: 

"Fur this was the reason, I 
dwe II in the disciples, 
according to their capacity 
of the gospel, after the Pa: 
perfect their powers, being 
In fiery tongues. "I 

think, that he gradually came to 
measuring himself out to them 
to receive him, at the beginning 

ssion, after the Ascension, making 
breathed upon thein, and appearing 

Gregory sums up the progression: 

"You see lights breaking upon us, gradually; and the order of 
theology (taxin theolo87ias), which it Is better for us to 
keep, neither proclaiming things too suddenly nor yet keeping 
them hidden to the end. "2 

It is within this perspective that the silence on the deity of the 

Spir-IL must be under-stood: 

"Our Saviour had some things which, he said, could not be 
borne at that time by his disciples ... And again he said 
that all things should be taught us by the Spirit when he 
shoul d come to dwell amongst us. One of these, I take it, 
was the deity of the Spirit himself, made clea r later 
on... after our Saviour's restoration. " 

Gregory's approach has received general acclaim. Lebreton 

called it 'Ila page justement c6l6bre" and commented., 'Ile texte est 

capital, et eclalre en plus d'un point l'histoire du dogme de la 

Trinit6. "-l R. P. C. Hanson regards this "very interesting theory of 

progressive revelation extending beyond Scripture" as more 

satisfactory than Basil's argument from secret tradition. 5 F. W. 

Norris writes about Nazianzen's "stunning views of the order of 

revelat ion. 11", There is some disagreement about the originality of 

Gregory's idea of the gradual revelation of the three hypostasels. 7 

He appears t0 be the first to use the idea of progressive 

r-evelation to explain the late recognition of the deity of the 
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Spirit as a distinct hypostasis. But his approach is strikingly 

similar to the pre-Nicene tradition of Economic Trinitarianism, 

represen t ed f or examp 1e by I renaeus, Hi ppo Iyt us and Ter tuIIi an. I 

Broadly, Economic Trinitarianism linked the unfolding of the Triad 

into Fattier, Son, and Holy Spirit with God's dealing with the world 

in his oikonomia of creation and redemption. The exclusive 

association of the Father with creation, the Son with redemption 

and the Spirit with the age of the Church was resisted, however, in 

that the Son was also the one through whom the worlds were created, 

and the Spirit also the one who spoke by the prophets. To tie 

Fattier, Son and Spirit too rigidly to successive modes of activity 

was in fact judged to be heretical in Sabel I ianism. And yet the 

elementary point which Gregory Nazianzen seems to be recognizing in 

his doctrine of gradual revelation is that the Triad must be 

revealed in the oikonomla or nowhere at all. Gregory goes beyond 

Economic Trini tarianism of course in af f irming the Eternal and 

Immanent Trinity of Father, Son and Holy Spirit. But he is one 

with the tradition of Economic Trinitarianism in his view that the 

distinctions between the hypostaseis can only be known, not from 

some subordinationist hierarchy, as in that attributed (rightly or 

wrongly) to Origen, where the Three have a gradation of areas of 

competence (all creation, the intelligent, the sanctified),: 2 nor 

from distinctive properties of Father, Son and Spirit (though these 

may be deduced), but from the distinct roles carried out by Father, 

Son and Spirit (albeit in complete harmony and unity of will) in 

the oilfonomia. Thus the Christian belief in the Trinity is 

ultimately inextricable from the historical nature of the Christian 
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revelation. For Gregory, It is In the Incarnation of the o'ne who 

is the Son, but riot the Father, and In the descent of the one who 

is the Spirit, but not the Father who set-it him nor the ascended 

Incarnate Son, that we may discern the distinctions between them, 

And IL is In -the unity of action of the whole oikonomia albeit with 

distinguishable roles for the Three, that we may see the essential 

unity of the Godhead. Gregory's doctrine of the Trinity Is 

grounded therefore in his perception of the actions of God in the 

012 olf) I a. 

It has been alleged that the Cappadocians so emphasized the 

unity of the actions of the Trinity (as later expressed in the 

piý inc i I) I e, opera trinitatis ad extra Indivisa sunt) that only the 

Internal relations distinguished the hypostaseis and they had to be 

deduced from the statements of Scripture. Maurice Wiles concluded 

that the Cappadocian doctrine of the Trinity therefore depended on 

the statentents of Scripture and upon accepting the statements of 

Sccipture as verbal propositional revelation. I In the light of 

Gregory's view of the revelation of the Trinity in the oikonomla, 

this conclusion Is false, at least for Gregory. Certainly Gregory 

followed Origen In seeing the words of Scripture as inspired, but 

for hI ni the Trinity was revealed not only in the words of 

Scripture, but also, inseparably from the words, in the events of 

the olkonomia. The Trinity Is revealed in the Old Covenant, the 

Incarnation (that is, the earthly life of Christ), and In the life 

of the Church since Pentecost. Wiles views this as an inadequate 

schima, since the Spirit is active during the Old Covenant In the 

inspiration of the prophets. But for Gregory it would be a 
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disadvantage if this schdma became a rigid succession. It would 

lead in fact to a Sabellian view that God Is successively Fa. ther, 

Son and Holy Spirit. For Gregory, it is not that the Son and 

Spirit are inactive before the Incarnation, the Father and Spirit 

inactive during the earthly sojourn of the Son, and the Father and 

Son inactive since Pentecost. It is rather that the Fatherliness 

of the one, unique God is evident before the Incarnation, the 

distinct hypostasis of the Son is evident during his earthly life 

(for the Son alone is incarnate), and the distinct hypostasis of 

the Spirit is evident after Pentecost (for it is not the Risen 

Christ in his Resurrection body who is now present). The 

signif icant connection for us to note here is the I ink between, on 

the one hand, the historicity of both the Ascension of Christ in 

his Resurrection body and the subsequent coming of the Spirit on 

the day of Pentecost and, on the other, the distinctiveness of the 

hypostasis of the Holy Spirit within the Holy Trinity. The 

historicity of these events in the oikonomla and the doctrine of 

the Trinity, particularly the distinctiveness of the hypostaseis, 

stand or fall together. But while the distinct roles of the Three 

lead Gregory to assert their distinctiveness as hypostasels, all 

Three act In unity at each stage of revelation. The Son - and 

Spirit are not absent before the Incarnation for they are active in 

creation and revelation; the Father and the Spirit are not absent 

during the incarnate life of the Son on earth, for the Spirit 

particularly "accompanies his equal"; and the Father and Son have 

not been absent since Pentecost, for while the Son is not now 

present in his Resurrection body, his presence is somehow mediated 
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by the Spirit. For Gregory therefore, the Trinity, that is to say, 

the paradoxical distinctness and unity of the Three, is revealed 

not only in the words of Scripture, but also in the divine acts of 

the oikonomia. 

Gregory's teaching of the deity of the Spirit has its 

context within those Trinitarian horizons which the next two 

chapters must now more fully examine. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE TRINiTY AND THE SPIRIT 

According to Jean Dani6lou, Gregory of' Nazianzus is considered 

to hu, th(-: ý theologian of the Trinity par excellence. " Hans von 

Gainpenhn 14 2n attributes this to his rhetoric: In smooth, 

beautifully balanced formulas he unhesitatingly professed h- is faith 

in the essent ial uni ty of the three, divine hypostaseis. ": 2 Yet 

according to Jacques Rousse, it is unjust to see this oratorical 

skill as his sole merit. 'ý' The polished p hrases and balanced 

formulas in fact represented a subtle change in emphasis. When 

previous generations spoke of God, they meant the Father, but when 

Gregory spoke of God, he meant the Holy Trinity: 

"But when I say 'God' I mean Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. 
For Godhead Is neither diffused beyond these ... nor yet is it 
bound by a smaller compass than these... This then is the 
Holy of Holies which is hidden even from the Seraphim, and is 
glorified with a thrice repeated 'Holy' meeting in one 
ascription of the title 'Lord and God'... "' 

The doctrine of the Trinity is therefore the third area of 

Gregory's teaching which must be examined in order to understand 

his assertion of the Spirit's deity. Once again, this area of 

Gregory's thought cannot be fully examined here, even given the 

more extended treatment in two chapters which is demanded by the 

amount of material. It can only be examined so far as to see 

thatt for Gregory, the doctrine of' the Spirit is an integral part 

of the doctrine of God, and its coherence is to be seen within his 

Trinitarian faith. His awareness of the work of the Spirit in the 
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Chr IstI an and his expos iti on f rom the Chr isti an Scr i pt ures of the 

role of the Spirit in the oikonomla centred in the Son, demanded 

that the Spirit be identified with the Father and the Son as God, I 

But conversely, since the doctrine of the Trinity was grounded in 

Lhe historical revelation in the oikonomia, Gregory was able to 

make the convi-! rse movement, and beginning with the doctrine of God 

as the Holy Trinity, to deduce the deity of the Holy Spirit as God 

active in the world, The two movements of thought are evident in 

Gregory's two major orations on the Spirit. In hif-:; oration, On 

Pentecost, delivered, it is believed, at Pentecost in 379 in the 

Anastasia, his chapel in Constantinople, Gregory bases his defence 

of the deity of the Spirit on his role in the oikonomia. But in 

the Fifth Theological Oration, possibly delivered at Pentecost, 

380, his first approach is to begin with the Holy Trinity: 

"But we have so much confidence in the deity of the Spirit 
whom we adore, that we will begin our teaching concerning his 
deity by fitting to him the names which belong to the 
Trinity ... The Father was ' the true light which lighteth 
every man coming into the world. ' The Son was 'the true 
I ight, which lighteth every man coming into the world. ' The 
other Parac lete was ' the true I ight, which I ighteth every man 
coming into the world. ' 'Was' and 'was' and 'was', but was 
one thing. Light ' and 'I ight and 'I ight I, but one light 
and one God. This was what David represented to himself long 
bef ore when he said, I In thy I ight sha II we see 1 ight. I And 
now we have both seen and proclaim concisely and simply the 
doctrine of God the Trinity, comprehending 'out of light, ' the 
Father, 'light', the Son, 'in light', the Spirit. `2 

In this way Gregory begins his defence of the Spirit's deity from 

his teaching on the Trinity given in the previous four Theological 

Orations. His starting point is the adoration of the Trinity who 

is revealed as the Triune I ight, "' I ight' and 'I Ight' and 'I ight' , 

but one light and one God. "'' 
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(a) Faith is faith In the Holy Trinity 

cI 
Since the adoration of the Trinity is the starting point for 

Gregory, the doctrine of' the Trinity cannot be for hirn a second- 

order doctrine developed as a theological defence or an inference 

from Christ ian faith. " Rather it is fundamental to Christian 

f ai th. As Gregory proclaims in his f irst oration: "sound faith" is 

fai th 11 in the Father, the Son, and the Ho Iy Sp irit, the one Power 

and Godhead. ": 2 The Trinity is fundamental to Christian faith 

because our faith is placed in Father, Son and Holy Spirit into 

whora we were baptized. In an early oration, Gregory prays for the 

peace of the church in Nazianzus, 

"that we may all abide in one Spirit ... guarding the good 
deposit which we have received from our fathers; adoring 
Father, Son, and Holy Spirit; knowing the Father in the Son, 

and the Son in the Holy Spirit, into which we were baptized, 
in which we have believed ... 

The doctrine of the Trinity is not an advanced abstract theological 

explanation for Gregory. It is the very foundation of Christian 

life and experience. it is the good deposit received from our 

fathers, The humblest and most recent Christian knows God as the 

Holy Trinity for his trust is placed in Father, Son and Holy Spirit 

into whom he has been baptized. For a Christian to deny the deity 

of the Spirit therefore is to deny not only the perfection of the 

Trinity but also his own perfection or completion as a Christian. 

For one being baptized to deny the deity of the Spirit is to 

nullify his regeneration and cut himself off from salvation. 

Gregory leaves the catechumens in no doubt with his trenchant, 

indeed violent, language: 

"The Spirit Is eager, the Perfector is ready, the Gift 

prepared. But if you still halt and will not receive the 
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perfectness of the Godhead, go and look for someone else to 
baptize you or drown you! I have no time to cut the Godhead, 
or make you dead in the moment of your regeneration, that you 
should have neither the gift nor the hope of grace but should 
In so short a time make shipwreck of your salvation. For 
whatever you may subtract from the deity of the Three, you 
will have overthrown the whole, and also your own 
perfecting. "' 

To become a Christian is to confess faith in the Trinity and to 

remain solid and firm in that confession. 2 It is to hold fast to 

the Trinity and to look to the Trinity for salvation. 3 

All of that is most comprehensively expressed in saying that 

to become a Christian is to become a worshipper, one who adores the 

Holy Trinity. 

"As long as you are a catechumen, you are but in the porch of 
rel igion. You must come inside and cross the court and 
observe holy things and look into the Holy of Holies, and be 

114 in company with the Trinity (meta t6s TrIados genesthal). 

In becoming a Christian, one comes into the temple, as it were, and 

into the presence of the Trinity. Christians are those who adore 

Father, Son and Holy Spirit. The Church at Nazianzus is a "sacred 

flock", Gregory tells them: 

11. ** those by whom the Father is exalted, and the Son is held 
to be equal to Him and the Holy Spirit is glorified together 
with them. "6 

Gregory instructs Eulalius, a new bishop, cA his consecration: 

"Teach the worship of God the Father, God the Son, God the 
Holy Spirit in three hypostasels, in one glory and 
brilliance. "' 

The Church is to be led, 

"in its perfect worship of the perfect Trinity, which as 
Father and Son and Holy Spirit we contemplate and adore. 117 

The Church gives expression to its adoration of the Trinity in the 

Trinitarian doxologies of the liturgy, which are echoed in twelve 
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or thirteen of Gregory's perorations. Normally Gregory concludes 

by glorifying the Son, but on certain occasions he concludes with a 

full Trinitarian doxology. E. Bellini has examined three of these 

Trinitarian doxologies found in the early orations (including those 

just noted, to the "sacred flock" at Nazianzus and to Eulalius). 

These "present the common characteristic of underlining the 

equality of the three Persons, "' a comment which may be equally 

app Ii ed to the twe I ve or thirteen concluding Trinitarian 

doxologies. In six of these Gregory emphasizes the equality of 

the Three by using a variation of the doxology defended by Basil: 

"Glory be to the Father and to the Son together with (syn) the Holy 

t it DPIrl . In others he emphasizes the equality by emphasizing the 

Lin itY: 

I'Let us minister to God the one praise of Father, Son and Holy 
Spirit, both contemplating and uplifting the glory and 
splendour of the deity that to him may be the glory and the 
honour and the adoration to the ages of ages, Amen. "' 

The adoration of the Trinity is a theme frequently repeated. " We 

worship the Father and Son and Holy Spirit, distinct identities 

UdiotC-itas), but one in deity. 1131 Jacques Rousse concludes: 

"Mais pour Grfýgoire et pour les Päres, la 1 thäologiel , cl est 
la thäologie de la trinitä: on ne saurait trop insister sur 
le caract6re fonciärement trinitaire de sa spiritualitiä. 114 

Faitli for Gregory is an attitude of trust and adoration whose 

object is God the Holy Trinity. 
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(h) The Beatific Vision: the Light of the Trinity. 

Closely connected to adoration in Gregory's thought is the 

language of' contemplation. Worshipping Christians are said to 

"contemplate" the Holy Trinity. Thedria and thedrein, which are 

usua IIy translated by the English "contemplation" and 11 to 

contemplate", have the literal meaning of "viewing" or " observing", 

"to look at" or "to view". To contemplate the Trinity is therefore 

to look at or view or gaze upon the Trinity. The metaphor or 

model is one of sight or vision, and the heart of the model is the 

idea of the Trinity as light. " The Christian's destiny is the 

beat ificv is i on of the br iIIi an t spl endour and rad i ance and gl ory 

of' the light of the Holy Trinity. In his panegyric for his sister, 

Gorgonia, Gregory visualizes what she now sees: 

"Better, I know well, and far more precious than eye can see 
is thy present lot: the song of those who keep the feast, the 
throng of angels, the heavenly host, the vision (thedria) of 
glory, and that splendour of the Trinity most high, pure and 
perfect beyond all other, no longer above the flight of the 
captive mind, dissipated by the senses but entirely 
contemplated (thet5roumends) and possessed by the undivided 
mind and flashing like lightning upon our souls with the whole 
light of the Godhead. ":: ý: 

In another oration he envisages that, at the Last Judgment, 

"some will be welcomed by the unspeakable light and the vision 
(the5ria) of the holy and royal Trinity which now shines upon 
them with greater brilliancy and purity and unites itself' 
wholly to the whole mind, in which solely and beyond all else 
I take it that the kingdom of heaven consists. `--ý' 

And at the end of his life, as an old man, having retreated from 

Constantinople to Nazianzus and honouring his friend Basil at last 

with a panegyric worthy of him, Gregory looks forward to his 

translation, when they will once again live together, 

"and ga-ze together more clearly and more perfectly upon the 
holy and blessed Trinity of which we have now in some degree 
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received the image. "' 

Accompanying this idea of the vision of God is the implication 

that the life of the body is a hindrance, In the words of 

Nicholas Gendle, Gregory "gives an unbalanced, dualistic prominence 

to the opacity of matter as the main bar to gn5sis theou [knowledge 

of God] . "I Occasionally this becomes quite explicit. Gregory 

envisages his late father before God, freed from his body: 

"I am well assured that his intercession now is better than 
his instruction of old, since he is closer to God, now that he 
has shaken off his bodily fetters, and freed his mind from the 
clay which obscured it, and, naked, converses with the 
nakedness of the prime and purest Mind... 113 

Gregory makes the point more generally in his panegyric on 

Athanasius, but this time speaking of the possibility of rising 

above matter to contemplate God while still in this life in the 

body: 

"Whoever has been permitted to escape by reason and 
contemplation Upgou kal the5rlas) from matter and this 
f leshly cloud or veil, whichever it should be cal led, and to 
hold communion with God and be associated with the purest 
light as far as man's nature can attain, blessed is he, both 
from his ascent (snabase(5s) hence, and for his deification 
(theose5s) there, which is conferred by true philosophy, and 
by rising superior to the dualism of matter (t6n hylik6n 
dyada), through the unity which is perceived in the Trinity. "' 

Gregory goes on to contrast the wretchedness of the one who is 

depraved by being "knit to the f lesh" and "oppressed by the clay" 

so that he cannot look at "the rays of truth" but remains 

"miserable in his blindness". 

The idea of the f lesh as a hindrance to the vision of God is 

an extension of the model of God as intellectual and spiritual 

light, and as the source of intellectual illumination. He had 
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, 
just outlined this- model in the previous opening paragraph of this 

panegyric: 

"For as the sun is 
intelligible things. 
other the invisible, 
the suri, the other 
God, "" 

to the things of sense, so is God to 
The one lightens the visible world, the 

The one makes our bodily eyes to see 
makes our intellectual natures to see 

A similar explicit statement of the model appears in the "theology 

of light" in the Epiphany oration: 

"God is light, the highest, the unapproachable, the ineffable, 
neither conceived in the mind nor uttered with the lips, 
giving light to every reasoning nature. He is in the world 
of thought (en notýtois) what the sun is in the world of sense 
(en gisth6tois), presenting himself to our minds in proportion 
to our cleansing, and loved in proportion to his appearing to 
our minds ... I speak of that light which is contemplated 
(the5roumenon) in Father, Son and Holy Spirit, whose riches is 
their unity of nature and the one outleaping of their 
brightness. '"ý 

Insofar as a man is purified therefore, he may engage in the5ria 

arid contemplate the splendour of the Holy Trinity. In a measure 

the light of the Holy Trinity shines upon all men through the 

teaching of the Church. Athanasius 

"restored the teaching which had been overthrown: the Trinity 

was once more boldly spoken of, and set upon the lampstand, 
flashing with the brilliant light of the one Godhead into the 

souls of 

Yet at the same time to philosophize about God is for those 

previously purified in soul and body, or who at least are being 

purif ied: 

"For the impure to touch the pure is, we may safely say, not 
safe, just as it is unsafe to fix weak eyes upon the sun's 
rays. " , I. 

This was why the revelation of the Trinity had to be given 

gradually in the oikonomia, 

"that by gradual additions, and, as David says, goings up, and 
advances and progress from glory to glory, the light of the 
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Trinity might shine upon the more illuminated. "' 

In several places Gregory speaks even more explicitly of the 

triple light. The apostles, he explains were sent as strangers 

among the nations that "nothing might miss the illumination of the 

triple light (h6 tou trissou ph6tos) or be unenlightened by the 

truth. "--: In the key passage in the Epiphany oration, On the Holy 

L1 gh t., 3, he launches into his exposition of the Trinity (af ter 

elaborate preparation) by exclaiming: 

"And when 1 speak of God you must be illumined at once by one 
flash of light and by three, three in identities OdlotLstas) 
or hypostaseis, if' any prefer to call them, or persons... but 
one in respect of substance (ouslas), that is, Godhead. "I 

And he expr&sses the same idea in two similar but slightly 

diff eren t ways i ii the Fi f th Theol ogi ca I Ora tI on when he speaks of 

"Light and light and light; but one light and one God, "4 and a 

little later of' "one mingling (sygkrasis) of lights, as it were of 

three suns holding each other. "' God is light, eternal and 

"trip I e-bright. llr-` 

In conceiving of God as light, Gregory stands in what Heinz 

Althaus calls, 

#leine grosse Tradition seit dem 
Philosophie Plotinus einerseits 
und im Glaubensbekenntis des 
andererseits ihren Niederschlag 
reine und inverfälschte Licht ert 

Hellenismus, die auch in der 
und in der Heiligen Schrift 

ersten Konzil von Nizäa 
gefunden hat, in Gott das 

1i ck te. l"7 

F. W. Norris also comments on the significance of the Council of 

Nicea as a precedent for Gregory's image of the threefold light: 

"One of the backgrounds for this f igure is the 'I ight from 
light' phrase in the Nicene Creed, a traditional, Biblical and 
literary image used to indicate both distinction and unity 
between Father and Son. The present expression, 'threefold 
light', is an attempt to expand that figure to include the 

place of the Holy Spirit in tLe Godhead, again drawing 
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together th. e sense of three and one. "" 

Origen, Athanasius and Basil all used the model of light. Origen 

does not i nc I ude the Spirit as I ight, at least in the De 

PrIncipiis, but only the Father and the Son, ýý'-' The Nicene Creed 

also speaks of the Son as "light from light", but not of the 

Spiri t. Athanasius extends the model of light and radiance to the 

Spirit in his Letters to Seraplon: 

"But the Son ... in contrast with the light is called radiance, 
as Paul says, 'Who, being the radiance of his glory and the 
image of his essence. ' As then the Father is light and the 
Son is his radiance ... we may see in the Son the Spirit also by 
whom we are enlightened ... But when we are enlightened by the 
Spirit, it is Christ who in him enlightens us. "-*--, 

Basil also writes of the Spirit as the one who enlightens us: 

"If you remain outside the Spirit you will not be able even to 
worship at all; and on your becoming in him you will in no 
wise be able to dissever him from God, any more than you will 
divorce light from visible objects. For it is impossible to 
behold the Image of the invisible God except by the 
enlightenment (ph5tism5) of the Spirit ... Thus fitly and 
consistently do we behold the 'brightness of the glory' of God 
by means of the illumination (ph&lsmou) of the Spirit... "' 

But in both these passages Athanasius and Basil use the model of 

light, radiance and enlightenment to refer to the revealing 

activity of God towards us in the oiAonomla. Gregory Nazianzen 

remodels the model to rule out any subordinationism and to refer to 

the ontological Trinity, God as he is in himself: 

"Again I thought of the sun and a ray (aktina) and light 
(ph5s). But here again there was a fear ... lest we should 
give essence to (ousl6s6men) the Father, but deny subsistence 
(mi§ hypost6s5men) to the others and make them only powers 
(d), namels) of God, existing in him (enhyparxousas) and not 
hypostatized (hyphest5sas). For neither the ray nor the 
light is another sun, but they are only effulgences 
(aporroial) from the sun and qualities (poiot&tes) of his 
essence. ", 

Gregory prefers to speak therefore not of the sun, its radiance and 
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enlightenment, nor of the sun, its ray and its light, but of. three 

F; uns: mutually indwelling and coinhering in each other,, 

"No sooner do I 
(perilampomai) by 
than I am carried 
the Three I think 
and the greater 
cannot grasp the 
greater greatness 
together (sunel(5 
and cannot divide 

conceive of the One than I am illumined 
the Three. No sooner do I distinguish them 
back to the One. When I think of any One of 
of him as the Whole, and my eyes are filled, 

)art of what' I am thinking of escapes me, I 
greatness of that One so as to attribute a 
to the rest. When I contemplate the three 

tiff the(5ria), I see but one torch (lampade), 
or measure out the undivided light. "2 

In this way the equality of the hypostasels and their unity in the 

Godhead is preserved and the model of God as light is adapted to 

refer riot only to God as he is towards us in the oikonomia, but to 

God as he is in himself. --' 

The significant point about Gregory's whole imagery of light, 

and apparently his use of "Spirit" too, is that he is referring to 

reality which is essentially Intellectud]. As the sun enlightens 

our eyes to see material reality, so God enlightens our minds to 

see truth, that is, intelligible reality, and eventually and 

supremely to see ultimate Truth, the ultimate intelligible reality, 

God himself*. In this sense, God is light and gives light "to every 

reasoning nature (pasiffs logfkOs physe5s). "41 That is why Gregory 

can speak of angels and men as lesser lightsý implying that, 

enlightened by God, they too are intellectual beings: 

"A second I ight is the ange 1, a kind 

communication (aporroig t1s, 6 metousia) of t] 
drawing its illumination (ph&lsmon) from its 

obedience to it ... A third light is man, a 
visible externally. For man is called light 

power of speech in us. "' 

of outflow or 
hat first light, 

inclination and 
light which is 
because of the 

As men, we are minds because God is "Mind", and so we are able to 

communicate and converse with him. God is indeed "the prime and 
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purest Mind. " I In his oration delivered when his father made him 

auxiliary bishop of Nazianzus, Gregory had dropped the imagery of 

I ight to speak plainly of the Trinity as "Mind, Word and Spirit. ": 2 

His thinking was more fully revealed in his Third Oration on Peace, 

delivered in Constantinople in, the same year as the Five 

Theological Orations, when he spoke of man's intellectual nature as 

an analogy for the Trinity: 

"For ourselves, we know that there is one and the same nature 
of deity, known as Unoriginate and Begotten and Proceeding 
One, as in us there is mind and word and spirit (as far as 
sensible things resemble intelligible things and great things 
little things, since no image approaches the truth) ... "I 

Expressed in this way, Gregory's comparison of the intellectual 

nature of man with the intellectual nature of God is seen to be a 

very interesting anticipation of the psychological analogy for the 

Trinity developed so thoroughly by Augustine. 

Gregory of' Nyssa was to develop a radical apophaticism, of the 

divine darkness, emphasizing by this way of speaking the 

incomprehensibility of God. Gregory of Nazianzus did not go so 

far. He continued to follow the Biblical, credal and philosophical 

precedents for speaking of God as light. 4 Hence it is within this 

context of the Trinity as the threefold light and as three 

coinhering suns that we are to set his understanding of the Holy 

Spirit as the one who illumines and enlightens. Yet Gregory did 

recognize that to speak of God as light was merely a model, a way 

of speaking. Even to speak of God as light or mind did not capture 

or def ine the essence or nature of the Holy Trinity. The mystery 

of God is greater than our minds are able to grasp. 
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(c) The Paradox of the Three-In-One 

It is when we come to contemplate and consider God as he is in 

himself that Gregory's apophaticism is most marked. In considering 

God's actions in the oikonomla, that is, God as he has revealed 

himself in the incarnation of the Son and the descent of the 

Spirit, it may be possible to be more explicit. But when we come 

to consider the God who has revealed himself in the oikonomia as 

Father, Son and Holy Spirit, our vision is limited and our language 

and logic are inadequate. Gregory confesses that this talk of God 

who is Three yet One is paradoxical: 

"Monad is worshipped in Triad, and Triad in Monad -a paradox 
both in separation (diairesin) and union (hen6sln). Ill 

The paradox is that the Three must be seen as simultaneously 

divided and united. As he enters upon theological questions (tols 

t6s theologias) at the start of the Second Theological Oration, 

Gregory prays 

"that one illumination may come upon us from the one Godhead, 
one in diversity (henik5s diafroumen6n), diverse in unity 
(synaptomen5n dlalret6s), which is a paradox (paradoxon). '12 

Gregory's earliest exposition of the peradox of the Three who are 

One is given in his First Oration on Peace: 

"Worshipping Father, Son and Holy Spirit, recognizing the 
Father in the Son, the Son in the Spirit. ., distinguishing 
before joining (prin synapsof dialrountes) and joining before 
distinguishing (prin dialrein synaptontes), not that the Three 
are as One (for they are not anhypostatic or one in hypostasis 
so that the plural is only in names and not in things) but 
that the Three are one entity. For they are not one in 
hypostasis, but in deity. The Monad is worshipped in the 
Triad, and the Triad recapitulates itself in the Monad ... 113 

He expresses the paradox again in his Third Oration on Peace. He 

horiours equally, he says, the One who is the Beginning (archig) of 

deity and those who are from the Beginning, 
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"diversely One Being (hen onta dlig(Dr6men5s) and unitedly 
diverse Ones (dialroumena syn6mmen5s), if one may also 
pronounce a paradox (paradoxon). 111 

The paradox Is expressed similarly in the Fifth Theologicaj Oration 

In close connection with the model of the three suns: 

"But the Godhead is, to speak concisely, undivided in its 
divisions (amerlstos en memerismenois), and there is one 
fusion (sygkrasis) of lights, as it were of three suns holding 
each other. ": 2 

Some months earlier in the Epiphany oration, Gregory had said of 

the Godhead: 

"For it is undividedly divided (diaireital gar adialret5s), if 
I may say so, and diversely united (synaptetai di&rgmen5s), 
For the Godhead is One in Three, and the Three are One, in 
whom the Godhead is, or to speak more accurately, who are the 
Godhead. "-'ý' 

Heinrich Dbrrie comments that the rhetorical figure of oxymoron 

used here (as in these other examples) to express the paradox may 

4 be compared in its effect to a sudden flash of lightning. it 

powerfully and brilliantly illuminates the necessity of holding 

both sides of the paradox, for failure to do so, as Gregory goes on 

to say, will mean being carried away into the extremes of Arianism 

or Sabellianism: 

"We will omit then the exaggerations and omissions, neither 
making the unity (hen5sln) a confusion (sygchysin), nor the 
division (dialresin) a separation (allotrl5sln). Equa IIy 
absent from us be both the confusion (synairesis) of Sabellius 
and the division (dialres1s) of Arius, evils diametrically 
opposed yet equal in profanity. For what necessity is there 
to fuse God together wickedly or to cut him up Into unequal 
ones? "'- 

The balancing of these diametrically opposed evils, which is the 

corollary of holding both sides of the paradox, Is one of Gregory's 

common themes. It is developed most fully and at greatest length 

early in his career in his second oration, his Defence of his 
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F1 igh tt0 Pontus, effectively a small treatise on pastoral 

theology. Those who must enlighten others about the Holy Trinity, 

the crown of Christian teaching, are at very great risk, 

"lest they contract the doctrine into a single hypostasis (eis 
mien hypostasin synairethenta) 

- 
from fear of polytheism and so 

leave us empty terms (psila... ta onomata) if we suppose Father 
and Son and Holy Spirit to be one and the same; or lest on 
the other hand they sever it into three opposed divinities 
(antitheous), so to speak, foreign and diverse, or disordered 
and unoriginate, thus falling from the opposite side into an 
equally dangerous error, like some distorted plant bent back 
in the opposite direction. "' 

Gregory elaborates this picture a little more fully, distinguishing 

three dangers which he calls the "atheism" of Sabellius the Libyan, 

the "Judaism" of Arius of Alexandria, and the "polytheism" of "some 

of the ultra-orthodox among us. " But the Arians and the ultra- 

orthodox to whom he refers both divide the Triad, differing only on 

the deity of' the second and third hypostasels, so that essentially 

It remains a matter of balancing the extremes of union and division 

by the paradox of the Three in One and One in Three.: 2 This is the 

balance reflected elsewhere in Gregory's thought. In his funeral 

oration on his father, for example, he declares that he 

"worshipped One God in Trinity, and Three united in one 
Godhead, neither Sabellianizing as to the One, nor Arianising 
as to the Three either by contracting (systellein) and so 
atheistically annihilating (dnalyein) the Godhead, or by 
tearing it asunder (katatemnein) by unequal differences either 
of greatness or nature. 11: 3- 

Similarly, in his significant panegyric on Athanasius, Gregory 

praises the great Alexandrian pillar of the Nicene faith for his 

balanced approach. He was faced with the "madness" of Arius 

("whose name Is derived from frenzy"), 5-et did not topple over into 

the opposite extreme of Sabellianism: 
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"But being aware that to contract (systelle1n) the Three to a 
numerical unity is godless and the innovation of Sabellius who 
first devised a contraction (systol6n) of deity, and that to 
divide (dialrein) the Three in nature is an unnatural 
mutilation of deity, he both happily preserved the Unity (to 
hen) which belongs to the deity and devoutly taught the Three, 
which refers to distinct identity (idiotdsi), neither fusing 
(sygcheas) into One nor dividing (diast6sas) into Three, but 
staying within the bounds of piety by avoiding excessive 
inclination or opposition to either side. "' 

Arianism was, of course, the dominant threat to the Nicene faith 

throughout Gregory's career. Sabellianism had been most prominent 

not among Gregory's contemporaries but in the previous century. 

Yet Gregory's repeated balancing of the two extremes is not purely 

formal, for the central tradition of the Greek East, holding firmly 

to the triadology of three hypostaseis, strongly opposed 

Sabellianism and had been aroused to suspect its presence in the 

Nicene party through the writings of Marcellus of Ancyra, the ally 

of Athanasius. It is clear that the attack on "Sabellianism" early 

in his career in the second oration is in fact an exclusion of the 

views of Marcellus as heretical. 2 Gregory condemns the 

"contracting of the doctrine into a single hypostasis (els mian 

hypostasin synalre then ta) " and the new "dissolving and composing 

(t6s kain6s taut6s analyse5s ig syntheseds)", terms which E. Bellini 

has traced to the attacks on Marcellus by Cyril of Jerusalem and 

Eusebius. "' The Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit are not to be 

dissolved into one indistinguishable composition or mixture of 

deity, Their distinction is to be maintained. 

Set in historical context therefore, Gregory's rejection of 

"Sabellianism" has a subtly different purpose from his rejection of 

Arianism. By 362 when this sermon was delivered (or at least 
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written, since it is probably too lengthy to have been delivered as 

we have it), the emergence of the extreme Neo-Arianism of Aetius 

and Eunomius had made it clear where the real enemy lay. The broad 

conservative Eastern party, emphasizing the three distinct 

hypostasels, was thrown back into the arms of the Nicene 

Homoousians with whom they had parted company thirty years before, 

alarmed at the "Sabel 1 ianism" of Marcellus. It was in the year 

that Athanasius sealed the new alliance at the Synod of Alexandria, 

that Gregory's sermon was written. The rejection of Arianism was 

common ground between the two groups. The clear rejection of 

"Sabel 1 ianism" was a reassurance for the broad central party, 

including the so-called Homoiousians who had tried to express their 

position in the phrase "like according to substance (homolos kat' 

ousian) 11 1 that acceptance of the howousion did not mean 

compromising the eternal distinctions of the Trinity like Marcellus 

of Ancyra (a danger st i 11 suspected in Paul inus of Ant ioch). IIt 

meant keeping the balance, like Athanasius himself. It was a 

matter, as Gregory put it years later in the Last Farewell, of 

"neither like the Sabellians assailing the Three for the sake 
of the One, and so destroying the distinction by a wicked 
confusion, nor like the Arians assailing the One for the sake 
of the Three, and overthrowing the One by an evil division... 
But we, " he adds, "walking along the middle and royal road 
which is the seat of the virtues as the authorities say, 
believe in the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit, of the 

same substance (homoousia) and glory (homodoxa)... '12 

It was not that the "Sabellians" had half the truth in holding to 

divine unity, for their unity was a "wicked confusion", nor that 

the Arians had half the truth in holding to the distinctions, for 

theirs was an "evil division" since it overthrew the divine unity. 
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To lose one side of the paradox was not to lose half the truth, but 

to lose it all. " 

Gregory asserts the paradoxical nature of Trinitarian doctrine 

as lie addresses the catechumens in the oration, On Holy Baptism: 

"Besides all this and before all, keep the good deposit... the 
confession of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. This 
I entrust to you to-day... the, one Godhead and Power found 
unitedly (henlk5s) in the Three, and comprising the Three 
dividedly (merlst5s), not unequal in substances or natures... 
in every respect equal, in every respect the same... the 
infinite conjunction (apeiron symphylan) of three infinite 
ones (tri5n apeir5n) ... each God because of the 
consubstantiality (homoouslot6ta), one God because of the 
monarchy. "ý2 

The mind cannot comprehend the two sides 0f the paradox 

simultaneously. Our thought, as Vladimir Lossky puts it, "must 

swing ceaselessly between the two poles of the antinomy, "I an 

interpretation of Gregory's next sentence: 

"No sooner do I conceive of the One, than I am illumined by 
the splendour of the Three; no sooner do I distinguish them, 
than I am carried back to the One. " 

The mind is unable to account for the reality of the One and Three 

and fails to express the reality in human concepts and language. 

It must regard each of the Three as equal to each other of the 

Three, since each is equally infinite, and the sum of three 

Inf ini ties can only be Inf ini ty. Each is the infinite God: but 

they can only be conceived of together as one infinite God. 

The apophatic tradition in the Greek East had long insisted on 

the ineffability of God. Clement of Alexandria had asked: 

"For how can that be expressed which is neither genus, nor 
difference, nor species, nor individualt nor number...? No- 

one can rightly express him wholly... For the One is 
indivisible; wherefore also it is infinite... And therefore 
it is without form and name... It remains that we understand, 
then, the Unknown, by divine grace, and by the word alone that 
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proceeds from him. "' 

Nicholas Gendle considers that it was to Clement that the 

Cappadocian Fathers looked in resting their essential theology on 

the divine infinity and incomprehensibility, and believes that 

"Gregory Nazianzen was probably the first to see the major 

difference between Clement and Origen in this respect. '"ý But the 

important development going beyond Clement which is due to the 

Cappadocians, and to Gregory of Nazianzus in particular, is that 

"the negative theology is used to denote the transcendence of the 

co-equal Trinity, not only of the single essence which all three 

Persons in God share, " With Nazianzen and the other Cappadocians, 

not the simplicity of the divine essence, but "the supreme antinomy 

of the inner life of God, revealed as Three-in-One, becomes the 

primary locus of apophaticisui. 113 

Nothing could reveal more clearly that Cappadocian 

Trinitarian theology is not a speculative religious philosophy. 

It may borrow terminology and even concepts from the religious 

philosophy of its day, but its commitment to the doctrine of the 

Trinity is based on God's self-revelation in the olkonomia. 

Because of that Gregory feels bound to proclaim the Three, yet at 

the same time feels compelled to assert that God is One. "There is 

then one God in Three and these Three are One. 114 The Trinity as 

revealed is therefore for Gregory (in Gendle's phrase) "the 

primordial Given. "c, It can only be stated in a paradox which 

cannot be resolved by reason but cannot be abandoned. It can only 

lead us to contemplate the Mystery and adore. 
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(d) One Ousla in Three Hypostasels 

If the revelation of God in the olkonomia demands a 

paradoxical doctrine of God as the only way of thinking of' the 

Mystery which is beyond explanation, and consequently demands a 

measure of apophaticism in theology, there is nevertheless an 

obligation to explain the doctrine as far as possible. If it is 

asserted that God is One, yet he is Three, some explanation will be 

needed as to what this One is and what these Three are, and some 

terminology will have to be coined to answer the questions 'one 

What? ' and 'three What? ' I Gregory uses a variety of words to 

supply the need for terminology. He shares with Basil the formula 

primarily associated with the Cappadocians which speaks of one 

ousla and three hypostasels. But in addition to speaking of one 

ousla, which may be translated as one Being, one essence or one 

substance, Gregory also speaks rather more of ten of one theot6s, 

translated deity or Godhead, and of one physis, translated nature. 2 

And in addition to speaking of three hypostasels (best left 

untranslated to minimise confusion), 3' he also speaks occasionally 

of three pros5pa, translated Persons, and also, frequently, of 

three ldiotogtes. Gregory uses this term not only to mean 

"properties", but to refer to the Three themselves, a distinctive 

usage which is perhaps best conveyed by the translation 

"identities". 4 

The fact that Gregory's theological vocabulary is 11 f airly 

fluid":, is significant, especially when it is taken along with his 

maxim that it is not the terms or names (onomata) which matter, but 
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the realities (pragmata> to which they refer. He declares in the 

Third Theological Oration, 

"Truth is a matter not of names (onomasin) but of realities 
(pragmasin). 111 

He expands on this principle in the Fifth Theological Oration in 

the short hermeneutical excursus which he calls, 

"a short discussion of things (pragmat5n) and names (onomat5n) 
and especially of their use in Holy Scripture. 112 

Gregory concludes his short discussion by asking his opponents, 

"Since then there is so much difference in terms (onomasi) and 
things (pragmasl), why are you such a slave to the letter... a 
follower of syllables at the expense of facts (pr-agmata)? "3 

If his opponents said "twice five" or "twice seven" or spoke of "a 

rational mortal animal", would he be wrong in inferring that they 

meant "ten", "fourteen" and "man"? "Surely not, " he concludes, 

"because I should merely be repeating your own meaning; for 
words do not belong more to the speaker than to him who 
elicited them. As in this case then, I should have been 
looking not so much at the terms (ta legomena) as at the 
thoughts (ta nooumena). 114 

In its context this discussion is aimed at convincing his opponents 

that the Holy Spirit is God even although the Scriptures may not 

explicitly say so. But what this passage reveals about Gregory's 

attitude to terminology and language is significant. For if the 

truth is not limited to what is stated explicitly in the words of 

Scripture, inspired though Gregory held them to be, but was in the 

divine Realities, the pragmata to which the inspired words pointed 

and which they may imply without statingl how much more relativized 

were the terms, the onomata, which might be selected from outside 

Scripture to formulate and express the doctrine of the Trinity. 

What matters to Gregory is not so much the terminology, ousia or 
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hypo-s-tasels- or pros6pa or whatever it may be, but the thoughts (ta 

nooumena) which the language is meant to convey and the realities 

(ta pragmate) which speaker and hearer have in mind. It is 

therefore important to see that while the complex pre-history of 

such terms as ousia and hypostasis is important to help us to 

understand what Gregory meant by them, and to help us to see why, 

along wi th his contemporaries, he chose to use them, his 

Trinitarian theology, while possibly sh&ped by them, was not based 

upon them, Gregory was not a religious philosopher attempting to 

construct a metaphysical system, an explanation of reality 

expressed in a philosophy of substance. He was a Christian bishop 

first committed to the paradox that God was simultaneously Three 

and One, and who then expressed his doctrine in some common terms, 

some of which had a complex philosophical pre-history in his own 

Hellenistic culture. The concepts of ousia and hypostasis were not 

the basis of his Trinitarian theology, they were a means of 

expressing it. While the pre-history of these words provides 

vital clues, it is the context of the Trinitarian theology in which 

he uses them which finally decides what he meant by them. ' 

Interestingly the exact formula "one ousia, three hypostaselsý' 

associated with the Cappadocians appears only once in all Gregory's 

orations. In the panegyric on Athanasius he declares: 

"For we speak of one essence (ousla) and three hypostasels in 

an orthodox sense, the one to denote the nature (physin) of 
the Godhead (theotogtos), the other the identities Udiotigtas) 

of the Three... '"' 

In the oration On the Holy Lights, in the passage already quoted 

which Heinrich Dbrrie has analysed, Gregory expands the formula to 

include almost all his usual terms for both the One and the Three: 
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"And when I speak of God you must be illumined at once by one 
flash of light and by three, three in identities Udlot6tas) 
or hypostasels, if any prefer to call them, or Persons 
(pros(5pa) ... but one in respect of essence (ouslas) or Godhead 
( theotýjtos). "I 

In his oration to the Egyptian sailors from the corn f leet, ousia 

and hypostaseis appear together. He urges them when they read, "I 

and my Father are one, " to keep before them "the unity of essence 

(to synaphes tigs ouslas), " and when they read, "We will come to him 

and make our abode with him, " to remember "the distinction of 

hypostaseis (to di6(i)r6menon t5n hypostase5n). 112 And he was to 

conclude his ministry in Constantinople the next year with a 

similar reference in the Last Farewell to 

"acknowledging on the one hand the One in essence and... on the 
other, the Three in hypostasefs or Persons. . . "I 

Without Juxtaposing the words exactly as in the formula, 

Gregory frequently refers to the ousla of God and to the three 

hypostaseis, sometimes in the same sentence or passage, and 

sometimes quite separately. ' He speaks of the ousla of God at 

greatest length in the Second and Third Theolo8-fcal Orations, where 

he is concerned to assert against the Eunomians or Neo-Arians that 

the ousia of God is indef inable. I The Eunomians, in order to 

prove that the Son, the "Begotten (87enn 6t os) ", was not God, 

asserted that the ousia of God was by definition "unbegotten 

(agenn 6t os) ", a word which they equated with "unoriginate 

(anarchos) ". Gregory argues that none of the negative terms in 

the debate defined the ousia of God: 

"But this term I incorporeal (asftaton)', though granted, does 
not yet set before us, or contain within itself, his essence 
(t&s ousias), any more than lunbegotten (a8, ennLst on) 10 or 
'unoriginate (anarchon)', or 'unchanging (anallol6ton)', or 
'incorruptible (aphtharton)', or any other predicate which is 
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used concerning God or in reference to him. "" 

It is not just that negative statements must be replaced with 

positive ones. It is rather, as Gregory concludes a little later 

in the oration, that, 

"What God is in nature (physin) and essence (ousian) no man 
ever yet has discovered or can discover. "2 

Gregory was not simply concerned to assert that the concept of the 

ousla of God could not be defined in words, but that the actual 

ousia or Being of God was without limit. He had asserted this 

graphically in the Christmas oration: 

"God always was, and always is, and always will be; or rather, 
he always is. For 'was' and 'will be' are fragments of our 
time, and of changeable nature, but he is Eternal Being (dn 

ael). And this is the name that he gives himself when giving 
the oracle to Moses on the mount. For in himself, he sums up 
and has all being (to einaD, having neither beginning nor 
end, like some great sea of being (ti pelagos ousias) 
limitless and unbounded, transcending all conception of time 

and nature... ":. -I 

This key statement makes clear how closely Gregory linked ousia 

wi th the verb " to be ( to einal) "f rom whose part ic iple it is 

derived, suggesting that at least in Gregory's use of the word, it 

ought to be translated "Being" rather than the more abstract and 

philosophical "essence" or I'substance". 4 

If the "Being" of God is indefinable and infinite, God is 

nevertheless for Gregory "one Being (mia Ousia)", that is, one God. 

This has been questioned. The view of Zahn and Harnack was that, 

although the Cappadocians spoke of mia ousia and used the Nicene 

term homoousion, they really gave these words a Homoiousian sense. 6 

They were able to use the terms homoouslon and mia ousia only 

because they had a different, looser concept of ousia. They 
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thought of an ousla not as one actual concrete individual. being, 

but as the substance or essence, the nature (physis) shared by the 

individuals belonging to one kind or genus. I Consequently, 

although the Cappadocians spoke of the one ousia of God, they did 

riot mean, as Athanasius did, that God was one Being, but that the 

three hypostasefs were three Beings sharing the same substance, 

dei ty or Godhead ( theot6s), and thus belonging t0 the same 

exclusive class or genus, This "generic" understanding of ousla 

seemed to be clearly expressed in the analogy of three men used for 

the Trinity by all three of the great Cappadocians.: 2 It also 

seemed to be implied in the statement that the relationship between 

ousia and hypostasis was the same as the relationship between the 

common (koinon) and the particular OdIon). Thus as three 

particular men with their own distinguishing characteristics or 

properties were hypostasels sharing the same common humanity, so 

the three particular hypostaseis in the Trinity, each with his 

distinguishing characteristics or properties, shared the same 

common substance of deity. The classic expression of this 

distinction is in Epistle 38 in the corpus of Basil's works. The 

contrast between the common (koinon) and the particular (idion) is 

to be found in Gregory. In Oration 25, In Praise of Herona the 

Philosopher, he says: 

"For common (koinon) to the Father and to the Son and the 

Spirit is the not having come into existence and the deity: 

common to the Son and the Spirit is that they are from (ek) 

the Father. Pecul iar (I di on) to the Father is the 

Unbegottenness, to the Son, the Begottenness, and to the 

Spirit, the Procession. "' 

But this does not link koi . non and idion to ousia and hypostasis, 
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nor with the analogy of three men, and indeed uses koinon to refer 

to a particular characteristic which Son and Spirit have in common. 

There is no evidence here for a technical generic understanding of 

ousia in Gregory' s thought. 

Against the generic interpretation it was argued more 

generally by J. Lebon, that while it is true that the Cappadocians 

coinpared the Trinity to three men, and also true that Basil at 

least, interpreted the relationship of ousia to hypostasis as that 

of the common to the particular, Zahn and Harnack and their 

followers read into this an Aristotelian understanding of ousid as 

what is common or generic. I In Lebon's view, far from being 

Aristotelians, the Cappadocians, sharing in the prevailing 

Platonist milieu of their ti ryie, regarded the common ousla of 

manhood not as a merely generic term but as just as real and 

actual, and just as much a single entity, as an individual man. 

The ousid of God, therefore, common to the three hypostasels, is 

not abstract being, but for Basil and his colleagues one concrete 

reality or Being. 2- George D. Dragas regards the Cappadocians as 

followers of Athanasius in overcoming the tension between primary 

and secondary substance, being Platonist in speaking of one ousia 

and being Aristotelian in speaking of Father, Son and Holy Spirit 

as truly subsisting, The One and the Three are not fused into a 

"monistic or monosemantic way of being, " but a new Platonic- 

Aristotelian ontology is developed, a 'Idysemantic existential 

perspective" in which equal ontological status is given to both 

sides of the paradox, to both the One and the Three. 3 

Whatever the true interpretation of the philosophical 
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inf luences on the Cappadocian understanding of ousia, it is clear 

that Gregory of Nazianzus thinks of deity or Godhead not as an 

abstract or generic substance, as in the case of men - or, indeed, 

pagan gods who were said to share deity - but as a single objective 

reality, "a Being. " He develops this point in a key passage in 

the Fifth Theological Oration. 

"Our argument has now come to its principal point, " he 
declares. 11 ... If, say they, there is God and God and God, how 
is it that there are not three Gods, or how is It that what is 
glorified is not a plurality of principles ? "I 

He points out the inconsistency of Pneumatomachi who argue against 

the Nicenes in this way, calling them Tritheists while they 

themselves are by the same argument guilty of Ditheism. He then 

proceeds to his positive statement in an important passage quoted 

previously, but which is worth quoting now in full: 

"To us there is one God, for the Godhead is one, and all that 
proceeds from him is referred to one, though we believe in 
Three. For one is not more and another less God; nor is one 
before and another after; nor are they divided in will or 
parted in power: ... but the Godhead is, to speak concisely, 
undivided in its divisions ; and there is one mingling of 
lights, as it were of three suns holding each other. When, 
then, we look at the Godhead, or the first cause, or the 

monarchia, that which we conceive is One; but when we look at 
those in whom the Godhead dwells, and at those who timelessly 

and with equal glory have their being from the first cause, 
there are Three whom we worship. "' 

Gregory balances both sides of the paradox even while arguing 

against those who accuse him of losing hold of the unity. ' He 

then proceeds to show that the analogy with humanity is inadequate 

since it points not to a real unity but a unity only in thought, 

akin rather to the 'deity' shared by the Greek gods: 

"Do not the Greeks also believe in one deity, as their more 

advanced philosophers declare? And with us humanity (h6 

anthr5potL5s) is one, namely, the entire race; but yet they 

have many gods, not one, just as there are many men. But in 
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this case that which is common (hi§ Jfoinot6s) has a unity which 
is only conceivable in thought, arid the individuals (ta kath' 
hekaston) are parted from one another very far indeed, both by 
time and by dispositions, and by power. "' 

But it is quite otherwise with the Christian God: "Our faith is 

riot like this, nor is this the portion of Jacob, " For with the 

Three in the Trinity, it is not merely a unity in thought, 

"but each is united to the others no less than to itself by 
identity of' essence and power (t5 taut5 t6s ouslas kai tC-s 
dyname5s) . 11 ý*ý-' 

F. W. Norris comments that this phrase "identity of essence (tign tes 

OuSlas tautotýsta)ff, which occurs early in Gregory's career in his 

First Oration on Peace, makes him "Athanasian in the strict 

sense. 

Attempts to see the Cappadocians' understanding of the ousia 

of God as influenced by the philosophy of substance held by one 

school or another seems therefore to be ultimately beside the 

point. Undoubtedly they did adopt or assume concepts of ousia 

derived from Platonist, Aristotelian or, indeed, Stoic sources 

which had become commonplace in the intellectual milieu of their 

day. But Frauke Dinsen is surely correct in her conclusion that 

the comparisons of the divine ousia with Aristotelian genus, with 

Stoic material substratum, or with Platonic Idea are merely 

expedients. The divine ousia is none of these things. Similarly 

to speak of "Spirit" or "Fire" or "Light" or even "God" or 

4 
"Godhead" is inadequate. All of these are mere analogies. The 

best we can do, according to Gregory Is to call him by the name he 

has given us to indicate that his Being is simply to be: that he 

is who he is. 
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"As far, then as we can reach, 'He who is (ho 6n), and 'God' 
are the special names of his Being; and of these especially 
'He who is, I not only because when he spoke to Moses in the 
mount ... this was what he called himself ... but also because we 
find that this name is the more strictly appropriate... We 
are inquiring into a nature (physin) whose being (to einai) 
is absolute and not bound up with something else. But being 
(to on) is in its proper sense peculiar to God and belongs to 
him entirely... "I 

The Being of the Self-existent is ultimately ineffable. Substance 

in any of' its senses - substratum, genus, form or whatever - may be 

used as an analogy, as may Light, Spirit, Fire or any of the 

Biblical models. Gregory lists such images in the Second 

Theologial Oration, but dismisses them all as inadequate. 2 None of 

these def ines his Being: he is who he is. Yet we can and must 

say that he is one God, one ousla, one Being. ýý' 

J. F. Bethune-Baker succinctly expressed the significance of 

Gregory's understanding of "one ousiall as "one Being" for his 

argument for the deity of the Spirit in the Fifth Theological 

Ora ti on: 

"So, too, the whole argument in regard to the deity of the 
Holy Spirit ... (though physis is sometimes used) depends on the 

conception of the mia theot6s (hels theos) as a substantive 
entity - an ousla in the old sense - not simply physis; which 
substantive entity exists all through and in the three 
idjot6tes, Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. '" 

In defending the deity of the Spirit therefore, Gregory is not 

saying that the Spirit is one of three divine Beings who share 

deity. That is not an accurate statement of his position. For 

Gregory, God is one Being. The deity of the Spirit means that 

while the Spirit is an eternal objective reality, distinguishable 

from the Father and the Son, he is the one Being, God, as also is 

the Father, and as also is the Son. 



CHAPTER V 

FATHER, SON AND HOLY SPIRIT 

Hav i I-IF, cons i dered t 1-1 e centrality of the Holy Trinity in 

Gregory' s faith, his adoration of the Triple Light, his assertion 

of the paradox of the Three-in-One to safeguard the divine Mystery, 

and his emphasis on the unity, the one Being of God, it is 

nei-.. essary now to focus on the Three, the hypostaseis or Persons or 

di, ---Ainct "Identities", and particul-arly on the intra-Trinitarian 

relationships between them, The focus of attention must be 

especially concentrated on the Holy Spirit as "the Proceeding One". 

Consequently, while much more could undoubtedly be written 

(especially with regard to the generation of the Son), the intra- 

Trirjitarjan relationships must be examined here specif ically for 

the Iight they throw on Gregory's understanding of the procession 

of the Spi. rit. The aim is to elucidate his understanding of the 

place of the Spirit within the Holy Trinity and thus his 

understanding of the Spirit's deity. 

(a) The Distinct Identities 

If the phrase "one ouslall emphasizes the unity of God as one 

Being, the parallel phrase "three hypostaselJ' safeguards for 

Gregory the eternal distinctiveness of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit 

within the one Be i ng, :; ̀ According to J. F. Bethune-Baker, 

hyfjosta--, ý! s as a philosophical term is a later and much rarer word 

than ousia. Since it is derived from the verb hyphestanai, to 
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underlie, and since the ousla of' a thing was said to be the 

undor lying exis-tence, "the noun hYpostasis was a possible 

equivalent fo r ou. FIa expressing the essential substratum, 'the 

vehicle of' all the qualities'. "' This usage of hypostasis as an 

equivalent of' ousla was assumed by the Council of Nicea and adhered 

to by Athanaslus. Vladimir Lossky also concludes: 

"The two terms would thus appear to be more or less 
synonymous; ousla meaning an individual substance, while 
being capable at the same time of denoting the essence common 
to many individuals; hypostasis on the other hand, meaning 
existence in general, but capable also of application to 
individual substances. "ý2 

Lossky quotes Theodoret of Cyrus who stated that "for profane 

wisdom there iss no difference between ousia and hypostasis, "-" and 

concludes that it was the genius of the Fathers to use two synonyms 

to distinguish in God that which is common from that which is 

particular. Certainly the use of synonyms would heighten the 

sense of paradox, which would be somewhat lost once ousle and 

hypostasis became differentiated as standardized doctrinal terms. 

According to G. L. Prestige, hypostasis was commonly used in a 

great variety of senses. 4 The sense which has the chief 

importance for theology is that "in contrast to imaginative conceit 

or picturesque unreality, it expresses the perdurability and 

objective resistance of solid fact. "' He continues, "Hypostasis 

thus comes to mean positive and concrete and distinct existence, 

f irst of a 11 in the abstract, and later ... in the particular 

i nd ivi dua 1. " ý-, - Prestige concludes that although hypostasis and 

ousia are often for practical purposes equivalent yet they are 

probably never, strictly identical in meaning. He sums up his 

fi rid i rigs : 
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"Both hypostasis and ousla describe positive, subs 
, 
tantial 

existence, that which is, that which subsists ... But ousia 
tends to regard internal characteristics and relations, or 
metaphysical reality; while hypostasis regularly emphasizes 
the externally concrete character of the substance, or 
empirical objectivity. "' 

This emphasi s on dist inct erapi r ica 1 object ive real i ty was. prec isel y 

what was necessary to allay Eastern fears that the Nicene doctrine 

of' one ousia was a cloak for Sabellianism. It was Gregory of 

Naziarizus who prepared the way for the Council of Constantinople 

within the imperial city and beyond by proclaiming both the one 

ousia and the distinct objective reality of each hypostasis. 

BLIt in addition to hypostasis he used two other terms, pros6pon and 

I d! ot E-s. Each of these wi 11 help t0 ref ine further our 

understanding of his Trinitarian doctrine. 

Pros6pon was not a word Gregory would normally have used 

himse I f. Originally meaning "face" or " mask" it was somewhat 

discredited when Basil associated it with Sabellianism. 1' it 

seemed to imply that Father, Son and Holy Spirit were simply 

outward appearances of God which did not correspond to any distinct 

objective realities. Consequently Gregory made no use of the word 

in his earlier career. It is only when he came to Constantinople 

that it began to figure in his vocabulary, and he f irst used it 

significantly in his panegyric on Athanasius. He explains there 

that there is a division of opinion, 

"not only between us and those who are impious but also 
between us and those who are pious both about doctrines of' 
little consequence... and about expressions intended to bear 
the same meaning. " 

Gregory explains what he is referring to: 

"For we speak of one ousla and three hypostaseis in an 
orthodox sense, the one to denote the nature of the Godhead, 
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thP other t 1.1 e- identities idiottýtas) C) fthe Three: the 
Italians me an the same, but owing to the scantiness of' their 
vocabulary and its poverty of' terms, they are unable to 
distinguish between ousia and hypostasis, and therefore 
introduce the term 'persons (pros5pa)' to avoid being 
understood to assert three essences (ousia! ). " 

The resul t, according to Gregory, would be laughable if it were 

not piteous. The slight difference in sound was taken to indicate 

a difference in doctrine so that the Westerners, speaking of three 

Per-sons (pros5pols), were suspected of Sabellianism while the 

Casterners, Insisting on three hypostasels, were suspected of 

Ar i an i syri. According to Gregory, Athanasmius conferred with both 

parties and finding they meant the same, achieved a reconciliation 

which allowed each party to use its own terminology. 

Andr6 de Halleux concludes that Gregory's remarks here relate 

more closely to the contemporary situation in his own Nicene 

congregation in Constantinople than to the statesmanship of 

Athanasius at the Council of Alexandria seventeen years earlier. -: ýý 

While the evidence does not suggest that the term prosopon was 

debated at Alexandria, de Halleux argues that in the following 

years it had figured in the division in the Antiochene church, 

There the majority led by Meletius took a theological position 

close to Basil and the broad conservative Eastern party, speaking 

of three hypostasels. The minority led by Paulinus, who was 

recognized as bishop by Rome and Alexandria, took the "old Nicene" 

position of Athanasius, identifying ousia with hypostasis. Whi le 

this latter group accepted the majority as more or less orthodox, 

they were not prepared to speak of three hypostasels and had 

apparently adopted the Western terminology Of three personae or 
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pro-15pa. The Antiochene schism had caused no end of trouble to 

B as i1 wl -io had striven valiantly to heal this rift in the orthodox 

c c-ci rn p. Now it was causing a division between Meletian and 

PaUIi I-I i -, -, 
t -lympathisers in the congregation which Ille tin the 

Anastasia. Gregory's aim therefore in speaking of A thanasius as a 

conciliator- was to reconcile the two groups in his own 

congregation. Although identifying himself as orte who preferred 

11 three hy pos, t (-- j s" he deliberately rehabilitated the term 

14persons (prost5pa)" and recognized it as acceptable if used in an 

orthodox way. He repeated his view that the dis pute was only 

about words in the key passage on the Trinity in his Epiphany 

oration, On the 1101y Lights, at the beginning of the following 

year: 

"And when I speak of God you must be illumined at once by one 
flash of light and by three; three in identities Udiot6tas) 
or hypostaseis, if any prefer so to call them, or Persons 
(prosbpa), for we will not quarrel with our comrades about 
names so long as the syllables amount to the same meaning. 112 

The Antiochene schism was to trouble Gregory later and lead to 

his resignation as archbishop of Constantinople and president of 

the Council of 381, when he failed after the death of Meletius to 

persuade the broad Eastern party to heas. the troublesome schism by 

the magnanimous gesture of recognizing Paulinus as the bishop of 

Antioch. 2 There is a particular poignancy therefore in a passage 

in the Last. Farewell, delivered after his resignation where he 

speaks of "the Three in hjrpostaseis, or pros(5pa, which some 

prefer. " fie continues: 

"And let not those who are contentious on these points utter 
their scandalous taunts, as if our faith depended on terms 
(onomasi) and not on realities (pragmasi). For what do you 
mean who assert the three h)rpostaseiý5? Do you imply Beings 
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(OUSIBS)'? I am assured that you would loudly shout against 
those who do so... And what do you who assert three Persons 
(Pros6pa) mean? Do you imagine a single compound sort of 
being with three faces (triprosopon) ... *,.;, Perish the 
thought! ... What is the meaning of the hypostaseis of the 
one party, or the prosopa of the other... ? That they are 
Three who are distinguished not by natures (physesin) but by 
properties (Idiot4§s1n). Excellent! ... You see what a 
reconciler I am... ? "I 

Gregory takes his last bow in the role in which he had 

unsuccessfully cast himself as a reconciler in the mould of 

Athanasius. His willingness to accept pros5pon demonstrates (as 

did his emphasis on the strict Athanasian sense of ousla) his 

Alexandrian sympathies. Although he stood in the tradition which 

spoke of three hypostasels, Gregory was prepared to countenance the 

weaker term pros5pa. Once again it must be concluded that far 

from viewing the Holy Spirit as a third divine Being, Gregory was 

prepared to speak of him as one pros5pon, one Person, or one 

"face", of the one divine Being, God himself. 

A study of Gregory's third term for each of the Three, 

ldiotiýs, will lead to a similar conclusion. Unlike prosopon, it 

is not a term which Gregory uses occasionally as a conciliatory 

gesture to those who prefer it. Idiot6s is Gregory's own 

preferred term, a word which he uses more often even than 

hypostasis, and which best expresses his own understanding of the 

inner mystery of the Holy Trinity. Hergenr8ther, in his classic 

exposition of Gregory's doctrine of the Trinity, refers to a double 

distinction which must be accepted, a real distinction between 

Person and Person, and a formal distinction between Person and 

Essence. 2 Gregory's understanding of the Trinity as paradoxically 

Three yet One and his distinction between ousia and hypostasis, two 
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f oatures- of his doctrine of the Trinity so f'ar considered, are 

concerned with the formal distinction between Person and Essence. 

The term jdjot6s is the key to Gregory's understanding of the real 

distinction between Person and Person, 

Idiotc:; s had been used by Origen and Athanasius, and was taken 

up by Basil. " For hirf), idiotes was a variation of' the term idion, 

thcý particular, as opposed to koinoi7, the common, Basil defined 

O)e icljotc-5S or distinguishing characteristic of the Father as 

" Fa 1, lie rhood (patrottýs)" and of the Son as "Sonship (huiotCýs)"-: ---' 

Alter-natively, the ldlot6s of the Father was that He is derived 

from none, or is ingenerate (agenn6tos), and the idlot6s of the Son 

was that he is derived from the Father, or is generate (genn6tos)-: -' 

Basil did not formally identify any distinguishing characteristic 

of the Holy Spirit, emphasizing rather that the Spirit's mode of 

existence was Ineffable. Yet lie is prepared to say that the 

Spirit is 

11 'of God' ... in the sense of proceeding (proel thon) out of God, 

not by generation (gerinC-t6s), like the Son, but as the breath 

of his mouth (h6s pneUMd stomatos autou). 111 

Basil here uses "proceeding (proelthon)" as a term common to both 

Son and Spirit and differentiates between them by specifying a mode 

of proceeding, "proceeding by generation" for the Son, but "as the 

breath of his mouth" for the Spirit. But Gregory Nazianzen makes 

the idea of "proceeding" (expressed by several Greek words) the 

idjoti§s, the distinguishing characteristic, of the Holy Spirit. 

Ile speaks therefore of the Unbegotten One ( to agenn6ton) the 

Begotten One ( to genn&t on) , and the Proceeding One ( to 

ekporP- U ton) .I The verbal forms become here adjectival forms used 
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as nc)un, ---,, The process of- formalization is carried further on 

occasions when abstract nouns are used: 

"Pecullar (i di on) to the Fat her, " he says, 11 is the 
unbegottenness (hO agenn6sia), to the Son, the generation (h6 
g7enn6sis), to the S pirit, the sending forth (h6 ekpempsis). "" 

Qua, sten sees it as Greg-ory's great merit to have given a clear 

def initI on of' the d ist i nc ti ve charac ters of the divi ne Persons, and 

be Ii eves that he has advanced beyond Basil in defining the 

distinctive character of the Spirit as "process ion" - ýý* Gregory 

thus completes the definition of the idiot6tes, the distinguishing 

characteristics of three hypo-staseis. Yet this advance may be 

more formal than real. 

Equal. ly if' not more signif icant is Gregory' s distinctive use 

of* the word ldlot6s as a substitute f'or hYpostasis. Whereas for 

Bas iI ldlotigs refers to the distinguishing characteristic of an 

hypostasis, Gregory extends the usage of idiot6s, using the plural 

idlotC:? tes to refer to the hypostaseis themselves. Karl Holl drew 

attention to what he called "this blurring of a clear, logical 

distinction" in his magisterial study of Cappadocian theology. He 

cites a passage in the Fourth Theolog-ical Oration, where "Father" 

is the idjon or distinguishing characteristic of the Unoriginate 

(anarchou), "Son" the Idlon of the Unoriginately Begotten (anarchds 

gennt-thentos) and "the Holy Spirit" the idion of the Unbegottenly 

Proceeding One (agennC: ito-s proelthontos) or the One-who-goes-forth 

(pro i on t os) With this Holl compares a passage in Oration 25 

wher-e the terms are used conversely. There "the unbegottenness 

(hC, agenncýsla),, is the idion or distinguishing characteristic of 

the Father, "the Begottenness (or Generation, genn6sis)" of the 
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Son, and "the Sending forth (ekpempsis)" of the Holy Spirit. 

Gregory can sometimes distinguish fdiot6s from hypostasis, as 

in Oration 20 where he speaks of 

"the three hypostaseis, and therefore three Persons (pros5pa), 
each with his own distinguishing characteristic (idlot6tos). " 

But at other times, the distinction between the two words 

completely disappears, as in the Trinitarian passage in the 

Epiphany oration: 

"And when I speak of God you must be illumined at once by one 
flash of light and by three, three according to fdiotigtas or 
hypostaseis, if any prefer so to call them, or Persons 
(pr-o-, 35pa) for- we will not quarrel with our comrades about 
names. .. "',:: 1 

Here jdlot6tas can hardly be translated as "distinguishing 

characteristics" but takes on a meaning closer to distinct personal 

11 1 dent it ies". What appeared to Holl at first as the blurring of a 

logical distinction is in fac ta recognition that the 

distinguishing characteristics of the Three are not incidental but 

express distinct identities which are not only apparent, but real. 

The identities are not simply names, or appearances only existing, 

as it were, in the eye or mind of the beholder. The Fatherhood, 

Sonship and Procession are not mere words or concepts but refer to 

actual realities. They are ontologic8l: the Father really is the 

One who is not derived from any of the other Two; the Son really 

is the one who is generated or begotten by the Father and has no 

existence or subsistence apart from this; and the Holy Spirit 

really is the One who proceeds from the Father having no 

subsistence apart from that. ' The names are interchangeable 

because they truly express the reality: the Father is "the 
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Unbegotten" and the Unbegotten is "the Father"; the Son fs "the 

fieg, ottenl' zand the Begotten is "the Son"; the Holy Spirit is "the 

Proceedin, ý--, Onell and the Proceeding One is "the Holy Spirit". The 

disLinguishing characteristics are not detachable from the 

objective realities described, in such a way as to be mere 1y 

notional or conceptual. What may appear to analysis to be 

confusion is in fact a leaping of the gap which logic cannot pass, 

a crossing, of the boundary from the logical or conceptual to the 

real, from the idea to the thing. The Three have no existence 

other than in the relationships to each other which these 

dist inguishing characteristics describe. Unbegottenness, 

Begottenness and Procession are riot just characteristics in the 

-ý; ense of' attributes. Even to call them unchangeable attributes in 

the Aris tntelian sense of dif'Ferentia is not sufficient. ' They 

are modes of being (tropoi hyparxe5s), in the phrase of Basil and 

the other Cappadocians.: 2 

Perhaps it may be said that the ontological nature of the 

idiot6tes is made clear in that they are hypostaseis, whereas the 

relational nature of the hypostaseis is made clear in that they are 

idioti§tes. Th e latter is true because the idlot6tes, the 

distinguishing characteristics or personal identities, are in the 

intor-relationships expressed as Unbegottenness, Begottenness and 

Proc: ess ion. Nazianzen expresses this i ri two passages in the 

Theological Orations. In the Third Theological Oration he argues 

against the Eunomians: 

"Father' is not a name either of an essence (ousids) or of an 
action (energelas), most clever sirs. But it is the name of 
the relation (schese6s) in which the Father stands to the Son 
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and the Son to the Fattier. "" 

As with us these names denote a "genuine and intimate (Kndsion kai 

oikejon)" relation, he continues, so heýre they denote an "identity 

of nature (homophyYan)" between the Begotten and Begetter. 

In the Fifth Theolog-ical Or-ation, Gregory explains his thought 

a little more fully: 

"The di ff erence of man if estat i on (ekphanse(5s) , if I may so 
express myself, or rather of their mutual relations one to 
another ( 11 ý, i t6s pros aII&Ia schese6s) has produced the 
difference in their names. ... The very fact of being 
unbegotten, or begotten, or proceeding, has given the name of 
'Fattier' to the f irst, of ' Son' to the second, and to the 
third - him of whom we are speaking -- 'the Holy Spirit'... "2 

By denying that the ldiot6tes are a matter of ousia, Gregory 

avoids the Neo--Arian position that the Son as begotten is of a 

different essence from the unbegotten Father. By denying that the 

ldiot6tes are actions (energelal) of Gud, Gregory avoids reducing 

the Son and the Spirit to mere appearances of the Father (or 

reducing Father, Son and Spirit to mere appearances of the one 

0 us 1 a) By identifying the Jdlot6tes as mutual relations, 

Gregory simultaneously safeguards the distinctions and the unity. 

Since the Son and Spirit "come forth into view" (the literal 

meaning of ekphansis) in different ways, and since the Father has 

his way of' being as the sourceless source of their ways of being, 

the Three are distinct. But since the Son and Spirit would not be 

(Son and Spirit) if' they were not from the Father each in a 

distinct way, and since the Father would not be (Father) if the Son 

and Spirit were not f'rom him, the "identities" have their being 

only in the mutual relationships which unite them inseparably as 

oneý being. Walter Kasper sees this development of the concept of 
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"relational realities", so that the distinctions in God affect not 

the substance or one divine being but the relations in God, as a 

brilliant insight. Although the basis is laid by Athanasius and 

the idea is later developed by Augustine, the formulation of the 

insight is the work of Gregory of Nazianzus. The concept of 

relations was to be particularly significant in the later 

development of the doctrine of the Trinity. ' 

Once again then, as with the term prosopon, the term ldiot6s, 

interpreted as referring to mutual relations, represents a 

softening of the concept of hypostasis. As Karl Holl concluded, 

it was not fortuitous that in Gregory's thought hypostasis and 

ldiot6s flowed into one another. 2 It is not looseness of thought, 

but a modification of the Cappadocian doctrine of the Trinity 

giving greater emphasis to the unity. The Holy Spirit is not a 

third divine Being. He is God himself in one of his three distinct 

but interdependent ways of being, one of his three distinct 

identities who are who they are only in relationship to each other. 

To explore further Gregory's understanding of the distinct 

identity of the Holy Spirit, it is necessary now to examine the 

meaning and significance of "Procession". 
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(b) Procession 

Although not the f irst to speak of the Spirit "proceeding" 

from God, ' Gregory was the one who established this word as the 

standard term used to refer to the distinct personal characteristic 

of the Spirit. Basil's words for the distinguishing 

characteristics of the Father and Son, patrot6s and hulotds, are 

formed from the names Father (patiýr) and Son (hulos) themselves. 

His other terms, agennLstos and gennetos, develop the implication 

that the Scriptural names, Father and Son, are applied in a unique 

way to God. Gregory expresses the point in the Second Theological 

Oration: 

"He is Father in the absolute sense (*7rI(5s), for He is not 
also Son; just as the Son is Son in the absolute sense 
(kyri6s) because he is not also Father. These names do not 
belong to us in the absolute sense Uyrl5s), because we are 
both, and not one more than the other... "' 

Hence the Father is the ultimate Source who begets but is 

"unbegotten" whereas the Son is "begotten" but does not beget. 

Unlike the other two distinguishing characteristics which are 

Implied by the names "Father" and "Son", "procession" is not 

implipd by the name "Holy Spirit". Gregory employs several words 

for procession, or, as Karl Holl put it, "quite a pattern-card of 

expressions, " but, "the variations are only of a linguistic, not of 

a material kind. ""' Pro-odos is used as early as Gregory's second 

oration, In Defence of his Flight to Pontus, where he speaks of 

"the proceeding and indissoluble Spirit. " In Oration 20, which 

is ei ther a pre Ii minary sketch or a summary of the fI rst f our of 

the Five Theolo8, ical Orations) he speaks twice of the "procession 

(pro-odos)" of the Spirit. ' In Oration 23, the Third Oration on 
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Pea c e, Gregory speaks of' "the marvellous procession (pro-odon)" 

arid, aI itt le later-, of* " the Unoriginate (ansrch5M) , the Begotten 

and the Proceeding, One (pro-odb(M Pro-odos is n 

ýý, imilarly us; ed -twice in Oration 25, and once finally in the Last 

Fare we 11, where Gregory speaks of the "inexpressible procession 

(pr --odon arr6ton)". A rare reference to the Spirit as the 

"Product QlrobMma)" of' the Fattier occurs in the Third Theological 

Ora t1 on, although the corresponding designation of' the Father as 

the Produrer (proboleus) appear ss both there and in Oration 23.: ý;, ý 

Prolon ai-id pr-oelthon, both meaning "the Proceeding One" are used 

twice syrionym-s. ln Oration 25 Gregory speaks of' "one Holy 

Spirit, the. proelthon or proion from the Father, "Al- and in the 

Fourth Th eoI og i ca I Ora ti on, he uses a more complex f ormu I a, 

speaking, of "the unoriginate Father, the urioriginately begotten Son 

and the unbegottenly proelthontos or pro. iontos, the Holy Spirit. " 

Prolon occurs also in Oration 26 and in the important Trinitarian 

paragraphs i 1-1 t YI e Epiphany oration', On the Holy L igh t s. '. -- 

Ekpempsis, meaning "sending forth", occurs in the orations only in 

0)-a ti on 25 where Gregory def ines the three distinguishing 

characteristics: 

"Peculiar i d! on) to the Father is the unbegottenness 
( agen n ý; s I a) to the Son, the generation (genni§sls), to the 
Spirit the sending forth (ekpempsis). "I 

The words which gained greatest prominence, however, in Gregory's 

major orations in Constantinople are those cognate with the verb 

elfporeuetai used in John 15: 26, "the Spirit of Truth who proceeds 

from the ["ather. " In the panegyric on Athanasius, Gregory refers 

t C) t th eUnb ego tten, the Begotten and the Proceeding One ( to 
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ekporuvton) ." In the Trinitarian passage in the Epiphany oration 

he consciously draws attention to the new term: 

"The Spiri t is truly the Holy Spirit, coming forth (proion) 
indeed I rom the Father, but not af ter the manner of the Son 
(huikds) , fo rit is riot by generation (genn6t5s) but by 
procession (ekporeut6s), since I must coin a word for the sake 
of clearneý--ýs. " 

He c on tin Lies: 

it ... neither is the Spirit changing into the Father or the Son, 
because he proceeds (ekporeuetai) or because he is God... for 
the identity Odjot6s) is unchangeable. 

Irl the Third Theo I ogi ca I Ora t ion Gregory refuses parallel 

phi losophical concepts, proclaiming that we must conf ine ourselves 

s, in-iply to "the Uribegotten, the Begotten and the One who proceeds 

(ekporeuomenon) from the Father-. if : 7ý; Coming to the question of when 

the Son and Spiri t came into being, fie proclaims that these things 

are al. -)ove and beyond time. 

"Ask me again, and again I will answer you: when was the Son 

begotten? When the Father was not begotten. And when did 

the Holy Spirit proceed (ekpeporeutai)? When the Son was - 
not proceeding but being begotten timelessly and above 

reason, IIA 

In the Fifth Theological Oration, in his longest statement on 

procession, Gregory quotes John 15: 26 and introduces procession 

specif ically as an answer to his opponents' conundrum that a third 

hypostasis who is also God must either be unbegotten or begotten: 

"For, tell me, what position will you assign to the Proceeding 
One (to ekporeuton), starting up in the middle of your 
division, and introduced by a better theologian than you, our 
Saviour himself? Or perhaps you have taken out of your 
Gospels for the sake of your third Testament that word, "the 

Holy Spirit who proceeds (ekporeuetai) from the Father. " In 

that he proceeds (ekporeuetai) from such, he is not a 

creaLure; in that he is not begotten, he is not Son; and in 

that he is between the unbegotten and the begotten, he is 

God ... What then is procession (ekporeusis)? Do you tell me 

what the unbegottenness of the Father is, and I will explain 
to you the physiology of the generation of the Son and the 
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proc ess i on ( ekporeuss in) of the Sp jrit, and we sha 11 bo thof us 
be frenzy-stricken for prying, into the mystery of God. "' 

Karl. floll asked why Gregory showed such zeal for defining the 

distinguishing characteristic of the Spirit, especially when "so 

little was gained factually by the empty expression ekporeusis. 11 

fie considered that aesthetic moti. ves played a part: Gregory, more 

than Basi. I, aimed at "rounded ful ly resonant formulas, 11 for "an 

unbalanced Trinitarian confession must have caused him disquiet, 

like a limping sentence. " The polemical value of the term 

(perhaps of' any convenient term) in the debate with the Eunomians 

and Pneumatomachi was also important, but Holl considered that 

Gregory's deeper interest in this arose out of his "more strongly 

developed spirituality. " Whatever the motive, the, concept of 

I-, )roce. -s J on was chosen spec if ic aIIy as a concept dist inguishab Ie 

f rom, but paral lel to, the concept of' the eternal generation. 

Fach time procession is spoken of', it is compared to and contrasted 

with generation, Procession, it would appear, was intended to 

play the role in the doctrine of the Spirit which the concept of 

the eternal generation, inherited from Origen and Athanasius, 

played in the doctrine of the Son. The advance, however, seems 

more formal than real. As already noted, Karl Holl considered 

-that little was gained by the empty expression ekpoi-eusis. R. P. C. 

Hanson criticizes Gregory more severely: 

"The extraordinary statement of Gregory of Nazianzus that the 
Spirit goes forth from the Father I process ionwise' shows the 
bankruptcy 0f this theology, What is the point 0f 
maintaining a doctrine of the Holy Spirit if we can say 
nothing, at all about how his mode of hypostatic existence 
differs from those of the other two Persons of the Trinity, 

except that it differs? ": "' 
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Gregor y is disingenuous, according to Hanson, in comparing our 

ignorance of the meaning of procession to our ignorance of the 

menning of' ingenerateness and generateness. These words, though 

used analogically, convey some meaning, but procession "leaves us 

with virtually none, except a vague sense of' movement. "' 

To evaluate the justice of' these criticisms of Gregory's 

def1ni ng 0f the distinctive identity of the Spirit as 11 the 

Proceeding One" it is necessary to look at the pattern of intra- 

Trinitarian relationships as a whole. The key to Gregory's 

understanding of' both generation and pro cession is to be found in 

his concept of the Father as the Origin ( archei) or Cause (aitla). 
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(c) The Father as Origin 

The idea of' the Father as the Origin of the Son and Spirit is 

in Gregory's thought f'rom the beginning of his preaching 

min i st ry. It i, -, - introduced in the early Trinitarian passage in 

Oratfon 2 where Gregory also first spoke of procession: 

"It is ne i ther necessary to be so devoted to the Father as to 
rob him of' his Fatherhood, for whose Father would he be if the 
Son were separated from him by nature? ... Nor is it necessary 
to be so devoted to Christ as to neglect to preserve both his 
SonShip - for whose Son would he be if his origin (archd) were 
not referred to the Father? - and the rank of the Father as 
Origin (archo§) inasmuch as he is the Father and Generator 
(genn eJ t or D. For he would be the Origin (arch6) of petty and 
unworthy ones, or rather the terra would be used in a petty and 
unworthy sense if he were not the Origin of deity and goodness 
(theot6to-s archig Aaj agathot6tos) which are contemplated in 
the Son and Sp ir it. .. "I 

The significance of this passage for Gregory's thought is seen in 

that it is repeated almost word for word in Constantinople eighteen 

years later in Oration 20, the oration which summarizes the f irst 

four of the Five Theological Orations.:; ý2 In Oration 23, the Third 

Oration on Peace, which was given also in the same year, Gregory 

dismis, ses as a lie and a vanity that view of one God which sees him 

as "not having sufficient greatness to be an Origin (arch&)" either 

through jealousy or fear. The more highly revered, the more 

f Itting it is for the First Cause ( tC- protC, aitia) to be the Origin 

of deity (arch6n theot6tos). We must not see the Son and Spirit 

as unoriginate (anarcha) or trace them to another origin (heteran 

archC-n). Son or Spirit roust not be raised above the Father, nor 

separated from the Cause (aitias). "' 

In (. Vaticv) 25, Gregory warns against making the Father subject 

to : -in origin (x-ch6) or making the Son or the Spirit unoriginate 

(anarchon). He also draws attention to the element of paradox: 
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"For they are not unoriginate, yet in a certain way they are 
unoriginate. Here is a paradox, For they are not 
unoriginate with respect to cause (aiti6N)), for they are 
f rom God, if' riot a 1-go af ter him as I ight f rom the sun, but 
they, are urioriginate with resp ect to time., "' 

Fatherhood and origin (archiD are thus closely connected. Gregory 

declares: 

"It is necessary to acknowledge one Father God, unoriginate 
(anarchon) and unbegotten (agenn6ton), and only one Son, 
begotten of the Father, and only one Spirit having his 
existence from God (ek Theou t6n hypdrxin echon). ": ' 

Gregory emphasizes the paradox once again in the oration, On 

Holy Baptism, and expresses not perhaps so much his own doubts 

about the word "Origin" (although he does seem to betray a certain 

hesitation) as his fears that his hearers will not understand the 

paradoxical way in which it is used: 

"I ShOUld I ike to cal I the Father greater, for from him f lows 

both the c-.,. quality and the being of equals ... But I am afraid 
to use th(---ý word 'Origin (archCn)' lest I should insult him by 

making him the Origin of inferiors ... for the lowering of those 

who are from him is no glory to him. Moreover, I look with 

suspicion at your insatiate desire, for fear you should take 

hold of this word 'greater' and divide the nature, using the 

word I greater' inaI) senses, whereas it does not apply to 

nature, but only to cause (aitlan). "`. ' 

The deliberate paradox of the f irst sentence quoted here is 

unm J. s tak abIe. The Father is greater in that he is the Origin and 

Sotirce of the equality, and of those who are equal to him, That 

" gr ea ter" is applicable in one sense but not in another is 

reinforced in the Third Theological Oration: 

"And if, when we admit that the Father is greater as the Cause 

(ajti5(J)) than the Son, they should assume the premise that 

- Cause by nature (to de altion physei) and then deduce he is 
the conclusion that he is also greater by nature, it is 

diff icult to say whether they mislead most themselves or those 

with whom they are arguing. "' 

Once again Gregory insists on the paradox that the Father is 
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as. CFiusý, ýt, but not by nature. 

Earl Ji-er in this oration, he expressed the paradox as he did 

in Or, atjon 25 i 1-1 the assertion that the Son and Spirit are 

urior- igi na te in one semse, but not in another, 

"How then are they not al ike unoriginate (synanarcha) if they 
dre co-eternal (synaidla)? Because they are from him C the 
Father] , though not af ter h im. For the unoriginate 
(anarchon) is eternal, but the eternai is not always 
unoriginate, so long it may be referred to the Father as its 
Origin (arch6n). Therefore with respect to cause (aitid(i)) 
they eire not unoriginate (andrcha); but it is evident that 
the CaIlSe (aition) is not always prior to its effects, for the 
sun is not prior to its light. And yet they are in a sense 
unoriginate (anarcha) with respect to time... "I 

In the oration to the Egyptian sailors he spoke of the Three 

as Cause (a i tios), Creator ( d6m io urg-os) and Perfector 

Ueleiopofos),:: 'ý and proclaimed that all that the Father has belongs 

likewise to the Son except causality (altios) and all that is the 

SOW s be I ongs to the Spirit except the sonship (huiot6s) and 

wl iri L ever refers to his Incarnation. -I This seems to attribute 

caus, -. il i ty specif ical ly to the Father (although he apparently also 

has in mind here his being the cause of the world's existence). 

Yet wheii he comes; to deliver the Fifth Theological Oration, Gregory 

uses "Cause (altia)" in a somewhat different way. Immediately 

dfter speaking of the one mingling of lights and of' the three suns 

holding each other he says: 

"When then, we look at the Godhead, or the First Cause ( t6n 
, 

prot6n altian), or the Monarchy (monarchidn), that which we 
conceiv e is One. But when we look at those in whom the 

Godhead dwells, and at those who timelessly and with equal 

glory h ave their being (onta) from the First Cause (ek t6s 

pr-ot(-i. --. 91tias), Three are worshipped. "I 

Here the First Cause is ideritif-ied not with the Father, but with 

the Godhead f rom wh j. ch, he seems to say, there are Three who have 
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th(--ýir being. A. J. Mason suggests a reconciliation with Gregory's 

rtorrni1 usage: 

" 1, tis poss ib1e that Gregory here means to speak of the Father 
himself' as ek tiýjs protijs aitias; but if so, that prot6 aitla 
is within himself. He is the source of his own being. "' 

Mason's note is a useful suggestion, but it does not alter the fact 

that in this pcissage the Godhead rather than the Father is said to 

be the First Cause, The meaning of the passage is perhaps better 

understood from Gregory's use elsewhere in the Five Theological 

Orations of' the term "the First Cause" and of the term "Monarchy", 

w1iich is linked with it here. In the Second Theological Oration 

God i--w:; twice referred to as the Cause of creation. He is 11 the 

eff icient and maintaining Cause of a 11 thi ngs, Gregory 

declares, adding later while speaking of God's incomprehensibility, 

that "every rational nature longs for God and for the First Cause 

(t6s prottý-, altias) but is unable to grasp him. "-`! Similarly when 

Gregory -says at the beginning of the Third Theological Oration, 

"But monarchy i s, that wh i ch we hold in honour, " it is monarchia as 

the rule of one God in the world as opposed to anarchia and 

polyarchia, cand it is explicitly "a monarchla which is not limited 

to one per, 7:. on (pros(5pon)". ` Gregory does not speak of the monarchy 

of the Father within the Trinity, but of the monarchy of the 

Trinity over creation. 

III speaking of God as the First Cause (Prote altia) of 

creation Gregory therefore has in mind external causation: the 

bringing into existence of' that which is other than God. Aitia is 

als, o used for what we may call internal causation, as a synonym for 

ar-Che, but ar-ch6 is characteristically reserved for the Father as 
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the Origin or Source of the Son and the Spirit, an internal and 

eternal causation or derivation in which Son and Spirit share in 

the Fathers own Being. 

This pattern of internal derivation is also expressed in other 

terms, Monad, Dyad and Triad. In the Third Oration on Peace, 

Gregory spoke of': 

"Perfect Triad of perfect Three, of Monad, moved because of 
abundance; Dyad profoundly deepened (since beyond matter and 
form) from whom are corporeal things; constituted Triad for 
perfection, for it surpasses the composition of a Dyad so that 
the deity neither remains restricted nor pours forth 
endlessly. This would be absolutely Jewish; that Hellenistic 
and polytheistic. "' 

The better known reference to Monad, Dyad and Triad comes at the 

beginning of the Third Theological Oration. Having laid down that 

monarchy is what we hold in honour, Gregory continues: 

"It is, however, a monarchy that is not limited to one person 
(pros5pon) - for it is possible for the One (to hen) if at 
variance with itself to come into a condition of plurality - 
but a monarchy that is made of an equality of nature (physeds 
homotimia), and a unanimity of mind (gn5mes s7mpnoia), and an 
identity of motion (tautot6s kin6se5s), and a convergence 
(synneusis) to the One (to hen) of those who are from it -a 
thing impossible to created nature - so that though 
numerically distinct, there is no severance of essence, 
Therefore Monad, having moved from the beginning (apl arch6s) 
to Dyad, came to stand firm at Triad. This is what we mean 
by Father, Son and Holy Spirit. The Father is the Begetter 
(genn&t6r) and the Producer (proboleus) ... The Son is the 
Begotten (genn6ma), and the Holy Spirit the Product 
(Prob I 6ma). 11:: ý: 

This passage has been the subject of much discussion, particularly 

the meaning of Gregory's reference to Monad, Dyad and Triad, The 

reference to an unnamed Greek philosopher in the succeeding 

sentences has helped to excite the interest shown: 

" For I know not how this could be expressed in terms 
altogether excluding visible things, " Gregory continued. "For 
we shall not venture to speak of 'an overflow of goodness 
(hyperchysin agathotigtos), ' as one of the Greek philosophers 
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dared to say, as if it were a bowl overflowing (hoion krat6r 
tis hyperry6), and this in plain words in his Discourse on the 
First Cause (aitiou) and the Second. "' 

Gregory rejects the idea implicit here of involuntary generation 

( t6n akouslon gennigs1n), a natural overflow hard to retain 

(peritt5ma tl physikon kal dyskathekton), and recommends staying 

within the limits of speaking of the Unbegotten, the Begotten and 

the One who proceeds (ekporeuomenon) f rom the Father. 

J. Draseke identified four phrases in this paragraph which he 

claimed as proof that Gregory was a Neo-Platonist: the One coming 

into a condition of plurality; the Monad moving from the beginning 

into a Dyad till it came to rest in Triad; the overflow of 

goodness; and the overflowing bowl quoted from the First and 

Second Causes. I Henri Pinault accepted that the references here 

were to Plotinus but pointed out Gregory's express comment that he 

dare not make the Plotinian formula his own for fear of making the 

Son a product against the will of the Father by a kind of 

necessity. Although Gregory borrowed formulae and Neo-Platonic 

terms including synneusis, Monaso etc. , and to hen, the source of 

his thought was in Scripture, oral tradition and the liturgy.: 3 

Claudio Moreschini considers Pinault's rejection of Plotinian 

influence unbalanced, and examines nineteen points of comparison 

between Gregory's thought and Neo-Platonism. These include the 

kosmos noigtos and the kosmos alsth6tos, the beatific vision, the 

ideas of purity as light, deification and the ascent of the 

purified soul, the unknowability of the divine nature and the 

theologia negativat the concepts of time and eternity, the idea of 

God as the "Great Mind" and as the simple, f irst nature and source 
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of multiplicity, The particular sentence in the Third Theological 

Oration referring to Monad, Dyad and Triad also reflects the 

though t of Plotinus, but Moreschirii CDnsiders that Drtiseke 

overestimated the influence of Plotinus here and did not 

suff iciently take account of Plotinus' s explicit rejection of the 

idea of movempnt by the One. Moreschini concludes that Gregory's 

sentence is a re-interpretation of' Plotinus in which there is 

movement, the movement of the Father, which is to be identified as 

the generation of the Son. ' 

E. P. Meiiering goes so far as to say that Gregory attacks the 

N(., o-Platonic doctrine because it implied (as Gregory saw it) that 

the eternal generation of the second hyposta-sis was against the 

wi. II of' the fi rst.:;: ' But Meijering implicitly accepts that it is 

not simply a matter of Gregory's use of Neo-Platonic vocabulary. 

Whether or not Gregory may be regarded as a Neo-Platonist or a 

theologian inf luenced by Neo-Platonism, Meijering accepts in fact 

that there, are substantive points of comparison between the views 

of Gregory and Plotinus. He notes that Plotinus speaks of the 

f ir, ---, t and second Causes, implying that the second hypostasis is 

ontologically inferior to the first. In Meijering's view, Gregory 

moves away from Athancisius towards Plotinus by emphasizing that the 

Father is the cause of the Son and, as such, more than the Son, but 

he tries to combine this with Nicene orthodoxy by declaring that 

this "more" is not meant ontological ly.; ý;:: The "more" of the Father 

does not exclude but includes the equality in being of' Father, Son 

aiid Holy Spirit. Yet it is not easy, Meijering notes, for Gregory 

to explain what he means by "riot ontologically 'more'". 
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The i dea of a Para IIeI be tween Gregory' svi ew of the in terna 1 

relationships and the pattern of derivation within the Trinity on 

the one hand, and the Neo-Platonist model of' the derivation of' the 

third hypostasis from the second and the second from the f irst on 

the other, is not surprising, The Cappadocian formula, one ousid, 

three hypo: E; tasels, was after all a combination of the Athanasian 

and Nicene insistence upon one ou-sia with the insistence of the 

broad Eastern Origenist tradition upon three hypostaseis; and the 

rigenist doctrine of three hypostaseis carried with it the pattern 

of' relationships of derivation with its similarity to the Neo- 

Platonist philosophy of Plotinus. I But there are other features 

of the Christian tradition not linked to Neo-Platonism which 

suggest themselves as having claims to being equally formative 

inf luences on Gregory's view of the relationships of derivation 

among Father', Son and Spirit. 

First, there are the traditional images for the Trinity. 

Gregory considers these doubtfully at the end of' the Fifth 

Theological Oration, "in order to find some illustration (eikona), " 

as he says, "Of thiS MOSt important subject. " He declares himself 

unable to f ind anything to compare to the nature of Godhead, but 

nonetheless considers two of the traditional analogies: 

"I picture to myself an eye (ophthalmon), a fountain (p6g6n), 
a river (potamon) as others have done before, to see if the 
first might be analogous to the Father, the second to the Son, 
and a t, hird to the Holy Spirit, '"' 

fie liked the unity and the lack of difference in time conveyed by 

thig image: 

"But I was afraid in the f irst place that I should present a 
flow in the Godhead 0--hysin tina theotc-tos) incapable of 
standing still; and secondly that by this figure a numerical 
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unity would be introduced. For the eye and the spring and 
the river are numerically one, though in different forms 
(didphor(5s sch6mdtizomena). "I 

fie considers "the sun and a ray and light", but rejects that 

analogy because of' the implication of composition (synthesis) which 

lie thinks is present ("the sun and things in the sun") and the 

implication that since the ray and light are merely "effulgence, -:, - 

(aporroidl)", the Son and Spirit are only powers of God (dynameis 

theou) not hypostaseis, 2 

B, IlJ. Schultze argued that Gregory did not reject these 

analogies altogether, " but rather noted negative and positive 

points about each. Schultze is particularly interested in the 

I- act that Gregory did not object to the idea that the ray and the 

I ight were "outf lows" (or emanations) of the sun and that I ight 

came from the sun through the radiance. 4 Why did Gregory concern 

himself so carefully with these examples if he then set them 

entirely aside? Schultze takes the view that Gregory grants that 

these "shadowý-:, " still somehow contribute to an elucidation and lays 

stress on Gregory's allowing that one may accept "one point (hen 

of the image while rejecting the rest, Certainly Gregory 

discusses these analogies on this one occasion. But his attitude 

to them is ambivalent, for while including them and allowing that 

they may contribute one point of comparison, he does conclude on 

the other hand: 

if F inal ly, then it seems best to me to let the images and 
shadows go, as being deceitful and very far short of the 
truth. 111ýý 

By contrast, Athanasius, who refused to speak himself of three 

hypostasels and rarely spoke of any causal relationships among the 
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Thref-, used the traditional analogies widely and unhesitatingly as 

an explanation of the homoousion. " 

The second feature of the Christian tradition which may claim 

to be a formative Jnf luence on Gregory's view of the pattern of 

derivat ion wi thin the Triad, is the Scriptural terminology. Here 

there is good explicit evidence in the orations that the names 

"Father" and "Son" at least (if not so clearly "Holy Spirit") 

!, haped Gregory's thinking. Many of the relevant passages have 

Two are perhaps particularly clear on already been considered, ý5. 

the significance of "Father" and "Son. The f irst is the 

Trinitarian passage in the Oration 2, where Gregory asks: 

w1iose Father would he be if the Son were separated from 
him by nature and ranked with the creation? For an aIi en 
be i ng, or one which is combined and confounded with his 
father-is not a son. ":: ý' 

The ý-, -, aioe question ls, posed by the use of the name "Son": 

"For whose Son would he be, 
referred to the Father? " 

if* his origin (arch6n) were not 

We must presserve 

"both his sonship ... and the rank of' the Father as Origin 

(archc: 5) inasmuch as he is the Father and Begetter 

(genii 6t or D. " 1-1 

Clearly many of the human implications of the names do not apply, 

but the strict meanings of "Father" as the origin and source of 

derivation, and of' "Son" as the one who is derived, are absolutely 

fundamental to Gregory '. s thinking. "' The names are not merely 

conventional: on this one point they are informative. As names 

Uiey truly reveal the facts of the relationships within the 

Tr init 

The -second particularly clear statement of' the importance of 
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"Father" and "Son" in the orations (also already considered? is in 

the Fifth 7'heological Oration: 

" But the dif ference of man if estat i on E ekphanse6s, Ii tera IIy, 
'coming forth into view'], if I may so express myself, or 
rather of' their mutual relations one to another, has caused 
the difference of' their names (diaphoron aut6n kai t6n kli§sin 
pepol6ken)... The very fact of being unbegotten or begotten, 
or proceeding, has given the name of Father to the f irst, of' 
the Son to the -second, and to the third, him of whom we are 
speaking, of the Holy Spirit ... 11" 

Gregory' s case here rests on the meaning of the words "Father" and 

"Son" as refined by their use in reference to God. 

Gregory's use of the names "Father" and "Son" in this way has 

been cri t icized. F. W. Norris thought that Gregory was being 

inconsistent here: 

He castigates the Arians for applying human images to the 
description of God, but rests his case for t he sameness of 
essence among Father and Son on the basis that a human father 

and son have th e same nature. Yet lie can also insist that the 
Father arid Son are absolutely father and son in a way which 
earthly kindred cannot be. "' 

But when Gregory criticizes the Arians, as he does in the Third 

Theological Oration, it is not for applying human images to God, 

but for using material metaphors to speak of the begetting of' God, 

or, to be more exact, for applying features of human gestation to 

God, Gregory's point is the logically consistent one that because 

human relationships provide an analogy for divine relationships at 

one point, it is not justifiable to argue that other features of 

the relationships, or of humanity, are therefore analogous. 

Gregory might equally be thought to be inconsistent in 

arguing for the doctrine of the Trinity from the words "Father" and 

"Son", while at the same time criticizing the Neo--Arian argument 

aga i ris t the, de ity- of the Son and the Sp irit based upon the word 
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it ullbego tt ell ", Is he not as gui lty as the Neo-Arians or Eunomians 

of arguing from words or narnes (onomata) to realities (prag-matd) ? 

But apart from the point that "Father" and "Son" are central to the 

Chr I st i an r (--:! Ve I at i On whereas the word " unbegot ten I' was an 

interpretation of the Christian revelation drawn from the Greek 

pýii losoph Ical tradi t ion, it must also be said that the status of 

Gregory's argument is quite different. L. R. Wickham summed up the 

argument of Aetius and Eunomius like this- 

"In its logical aspect the doctr7ne asserts that different 
names indicate different essences and, conversely, that where 
the essences are different, that difference shows in different 
names. In its epistemological aspect, the doctrine is that 
narnes are annexed to realities (by God, according to Eunomius) 
in such a way that the essences are thereby revealed and 
become capable of being comprehended. From this follows the 
real, not merely verbal, distinction of the Son from the 
Ingenerate God. "' 

The Funomians claimed that "unbegotten" def ined the essence of God 

in such ari exhaustive way that they comprehended the essence of God 

and so were able to determine exhaustively a priori what could or 

could not be true about him. It was because "unbegotten" (which 

they identified with "unoriginate" or "never having begun") was 

given this definitive status that they were able to rule out any 

kind of literal derivation of' the Son from the Father and interpret 

the word "Son" as merely a kind of* courtesy title. But in denying 

this Eunomian doctrine of the attachment of names to essences, it 

is not ne! cFssary to go to the opposite extreme of emptying words of 

all meaning and all objective reference. Gregory clearly accepted 

that on oma ta could truly ref er to prgg-matd and c ommun icatk: ý 

information about them. The words "Father" and "Son" thus indicate 

a real distinction and a real relationship between the two. In 
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applying the human terms "father" and "sor, " analogically ýo God, 

the analogy must depend (as any analogy must logically depend) upon 

two I iteral statements which may be made about the analogates. 

These are, that a human son is derived from his f, 3ther; and that the 

di vine Son iS der i ved from his Father. The fac t that the 

derivation does not take place in the same way (the human is 

phys i ca 1, requires two parents, and so on) does not affect the 

truth of these two statements. Gregory algo sees the further point 

of comparlson that as a human father and son are, of the same 

(human) nature., so the divine Father and Son are of the some 

(divirie) nature. 

"For the nature of" the relation of father to child is this: 
ttiat the offspring is of the same nature as the parent. "' 

But 1. f, the names "Father" and "Son" imply derivation or 

gen erati on, the name 11 Ho Iy Sp irit" does not ini t-se If imply 

proc ess i on. The idea that the Holy Spirit proceeds seems to be 

reached at least partly by analogy with the idea of the Son's being 

begotten. What the name "Holy Spirit" does seem to contribute 

however is in a way rather negative. It is the fact that the Holy 

Spirit is not called "Son" in Scripture which rules out the use of 

"generation" or Ilbeing begotten" to describe his relationship to 

the Father and which therefore -seems to require the less explicit 

term, "process i on" .: -'ý That is an aspect of the term "procession" 

which is easily missed. It is usually viewed as Gregory's 

addition to the terminology of the Trinity, his definition of the 

distinct personal identity of the Spirit, completing Basil's work 

at a point where Basil refused to be precise. In fact it is 
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probnbly botter viewed cas a subtraction rather than an addition, a 

barrier to idle curiosity and a guard against presumptuous and 

unwarranted speech. It Is precisely because it does not explain, 

tiny more than the title- "Holy Spirit" does, how the Spirit comes 

from the Father that it is appropriate. But the fact that the 

Spirit cloo-, comeý from the Father is expressed in the title arch6. 

The Father is the Father of the Son: the specific model of 

generation is warranted by these titles. But he is, in Gregory's 

terminology, the Origin or Source ý, qj-chg) of' both Son and Spirit. 

This more general title is significant in Gregory's thought because 

it widens the concept of derivation in the idea of fatherhood. 

Arch& is theref'ore able to express the relationship of* the Father 

to both the Son and the Spirit. This is the reason for its 

importance for Gregory' s doctrine of the Trinity and particularly 

for hi, 
-:; doctrine of the Spirit. 

The third feature of the Christian tradition which, it may be 

argued, underlies Gregory's view of the pattern of' derivation 

within the Trinity is the revelation of God as Trinity in the 

olkonomia. It was noted earlier that Gregory's argument for the 

distinctiveness and deity of* the Three is not only an argument from 

the words of' Scripture, but is also frcm the gradual revelation of 

the deity of each in the oikonomia. " Yet it cannot be said that 

the principle that the missions of the Son and Spirit into the 

world reveal the process-ions of the Son and Spirit from the Father 

in eternity is explicitly stated in Gregory's theology, He 

characteristically argues for the intra-Trinitarian relationships 

f- rom the titles, and is usually more concerned to defend the 
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coherence of the pattern of' relationships rather than to examine 

the grounds for that pattern in the revelation. Nevertheless, 

th(,. re is- in f act a close paral I e-I between the role he attributes to 

the Spirit in the olkonoinla and the place attributed to him within 

the TH-nity. This is seen most clearly in Gregory's oration, On 

Pentecost, where he, deals at greatest length with the role of the 

Sp L r- 1tin tho o1 konomi a. The actions of the Spirit in the world 

are seer) to be rooted iri his relationships to the Father and the 

Son. It is because the Holy Spirit is "the consummation of the 

perfection (symp)l6rdsln teleiotC5tos)" of the Godhead - "for it was 

riot fitting that either the Son should be lacking to the Father, or 

the Spirit to the Son" - that "tie was ever being partaken, but not 

partaking, perfecting, not being perfected, sanctifying, not being 

sanctified, de i fy i ng, not being deif ied ... 11 1 His role in the 

oikonomia is that he is "the Spirit of' Adoption, of Truth, of 

Wisdom, of Understanding, of Knowledge, of' Godliness, of Counsel, 

of Fear ... by whom the Father is known and the Son glorified, and by 

whom alone he is known. .. "ý-' From this statement of the Spirit's 

role in revelation and salvation Gregory comes to his summing up: 

"Why make a long discourse of it? Al I that the Father has 
the Son has also, except the being unbegotten (tc's 

agenn6sias) All that the Son has the Spirit has also, 
except the generation (t6s genneseds). "' 

The juxtaposition indicates that, f or Gregory, the role of the 

Spirit generally in the world is based upon, and is the clue to, 

1-iis position within the Trinity. 

From viewing the role of' the Spirit generally, Gregory passes 

oii (af ter si lenc ing some heck lers)-l-I to review his role in the world 
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h i, - 
7ý 

, torically or chronologically in the creation of "the heavenly 

and ange Iic: powers" , in the revelation of' God to the patriarchs and 

prophets, in the disciples, and in coming "substantially 

(ousi(5)d6s)" after Christ had "returned to his own place", "Coming 

(erchomenon) because lie is the Lord; sent, (pempomenon) because he 

is not a rival God. "` 

The emphasis on the sending of the Spirit which safeguards the 

unity of God is picked up a little later when Gregory is speaking 

ot the Joint work of the Son and the Spirit in the oikonornia. 

"This. Spirit shares with the Son in working (synd6mlourEei) 
both the creation and the resurrection, as you may be shown by 
this Scripture: I By the Word of the Lord were the heavens 
made, and all the power of them by the Breath (pneumdti) of 
his mouth, ' and this: 'The Spirit (pneuma) of' God that made 
me, and the Breath (pnoO of the Almighty that teaches me, ' 

and again: 'Thou shalt send forth thy Spirit (exaposteleis to 
pneUInd SOU), and they shall be created... '"--- 

The connection is riot explicitly drawn at this point between the 

sending of' the Spirit for creation and re-creation (Gregory links 

the last quotation to spiritual regeneration) and the distinctive 

personal identity attributed to him within the Trinity, But it is 

surely clear that when Gregory elsewhere def ines the fdiot6s of the 

Spirit as ekpempsls, "sending forth, "" the concept which is used to 

refer to the eternal procession of the Spirit within the Godhead is 

drawn from the temporal mission of' the Spirit in the oikonomis. 

The same must be said of the more common terms, pro-odos, and 

eýporeusis, the latter drawn from a Johannine text speaking of the 

sending of the Spirit into the world. ' 

Ifints are not lacking that what is true of the idiot6s of the 

Spirit is- true of the Trinity as a whole, namely, that the whole 
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pattern of' derivat ion within the Trini ty ref lect-s and is the basis 

for the respective roles of* Father, Son arid Spirit in creation and 

redemption. Thus Gregory can speak of Father, Son dnd Spirit as 

Cause, (aitios'), Creator (d6mfourgos) and Perfector (teleiopoios), a 

triad of' titles which seems to express the economic roles of the 

Three rather than their inter-Flersonal relationships. " There is 

even perhaps the suggestion here that not only the idlot&tes of the 

Son and Spirit are revealed in their work in the world, but that 

this is also true of the Father. Th-2 role of God as the Cause 

(altia) of creation (and, one would want to add, as the originator 

of ss- a1 va ti on) isa ref I ec ti on of , and is based upon t he Fa t her' s 

eternal identity as the Origin or Source (arch6) of the Son and the 

Spirit. 

Gregory' s doctrine of the pattern of derivat ion within the 

Trinity may thus be seen to have its roots within the Christian 

tradition f irst in the Scriptural narnes "Father" and "Son", then in 

the missions of the Son and Spirit in the olAonomla, sent by the 

Father in distinctive ways, and thirdly (perhaps of least 

importance) in the traditional images of light and of the river. 

No doubt the pattern of derivation in the Neo-Platonist hypostaseis 

re-inforced the picture and provided language for its expression. 

What is of significance here, however, is that in this broader 

Trinitarian perspective it may be seen that Gregory's talk of the 

procession of' the Spirit is not a feeble and pointless addition. 

Itis integral t0 his whole doctrine of the Tr ini ty, and 

particularly to his doctrine of the Father as Origin. 
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(d) Paradox and Procession 

It has been al leged that Gregory' s view of Origin (arch6s) is 

amb i guo Lis. F, ,W- Norris considered that there was "a certain 

arfibiguity about Gregory's position on the question of monarchy, 

particularly the level to which he wishes to assign the conception 

of ar, chiý. "I On the one hand he wishes to attach the monarchy of 

Gjod to the Trinity, but on the other, within the Godhead, on the 

level not of es; sence but of hypostasis, lie wishes to preserve the 

arche of' the Father. Norris concludes that "the evidence indicates 

that he did not think through the problems raised by applying the 

arch6 to both levels, " and believes that "in the end the difficulty 

r ema ins. 11: 2 It must be asked, however, whether this difficulty can 

be removed by taking thought, and whether the so-called ambiguity 

would not be more accurately viewed as a paradox. It may be true 

that of ten one man' s amb i gui ty is another man Is paradox, but the 

difference here lies in whether the unresolved difficulty is a 

faiI ure to th i nk through concept tia I con t rad icti ons and corif 1ic ts 

wh 1 ch are soluble in pr inc ipIe, or whether it reflects an 

unfathomable mystery in the reality itself. Paradox must not be 

used to excuse a lack of rigorous thinking, but enough has been 

said about Gr-egory's explicit adoption of the paradox of the Three- 

yet-One, of the conjoined separation and the separated 

conjunction, ' to make it more than likely that the paradoxical 

nature of' the doctrine of the Trinity is at least as good a way of' 

understanding his view of the archi! ý as the idea that he is 

ambiguous because he failed to think it through. 
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-'. Di risen, wr iti ng on the paradoxical nature of the 

Cappadocian doctriiie of the Trinity, commented that in places where 

the three hypostaseis, Father, Son, and Spirit, are given real and 

distinct existence and the divine ousia is pictured as genus or 

divisible substrate, the unity appears to be an empty, mere Iy 

conceptual, unity, But where the real unity is stressed, the 

distinct existence of the Persons is put in question and the 

meanings of' hypostasis and idlot6s flow into each other. I Perhaps 

the nature of the Trinitarian paradox in Gregory's thought is 

better expressed like. this: that when the One is considered the 

ult imate real i ty, the Three, being ' wi thin' this ult imate One, are 

equal in essence, deit y, glory, power and dignity; but when the 

Three are, considered ultimate (the one ousla being 'within' or 

common to the Three), there is an order (taxis), and the Father is 

'greater' as ai-ch& and sitia of the Son and the Spirit. It seems 

to be impossible to do justice to both sides simultaneously, but 

both must be held together. 

The emphasis on the distinction of the three hypostasels is 

characteristic C) f the Origenist tradition out of which the 

Cappadocians came. Causality within the Trinity and the view of' 

the Father as the archc- of Son and Spirit are part of this 

approach. The doctrine of the Father as arche and as the source 

therefore of the unity of the Trinity is a useful corrective to any 

idea that the common ousia is the guarantee of unity in that it is 

the primordial source of the three hypostasels and thus a superior 

and prior entity in its own right.: "" Rather the ousla or Being of 

God is the Being of the Father, John Zizioulas has recently 
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argued for the importance of this Patristic insight in breaking up 

the ancient Greek ontology of impersonal ousia by its insistence 

that the personal Father and not the impersonal Ousia is the 

ul tJ inate source 0f Being. " The Neo-Platonic model of the 

der i vat i on of one hypostasis f rom the preceding one is closer to 

I this side of" the paradox, as are the traditional analogies of' the 

eye, the spring and the river, and the sun, the ray and the light. 

The sending of the Son and the Spirit by -the Father in the 

olkonomia also suggests the intra-Trinitarian relationships of 

derivation. 

But in Gregory's thought the Origenist triadology of a 

hierarchy of hypostaseis is complemented, balanced and corrected by 

the more unitary model of Athanasius with its emphasis upon the 

divine unity of* Father, Son and Spirit in the Godhead. This view 

of' the Trinity emphasized the one Being of' God and consequently the 

equality of Father, Son and Spirit, since each is God himself.: ý' 

It therefore calls in question the subordinationism which seems to 

be inherent in the internal causation and derivation of the 

Origenist triadology. It disallows any thought of the ousla of 

God as a kind of substance or stuff which flows from the Father to 

the Son or Spirit. '-: ' According to E. P. MeiJering, Athanasius had 

adapted the Origenist concept of arch6, ruling out the idea that 

the ousia of the Father is the arch6 of the ousia of the Son and of 

the Spirit, for that would imply that there were three ousial in 

descending, ontological order. '- Rather, the Father's ousia was the 

arch6 of the 12ypostasis of' the Son in such a way that there was one 

divine arch6 and ousla and Godhead. TX'ie Son and Spirit were from 
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the substance of the Father (ek t&s OuSias tou patros), as the 

Nicene Creed of 325 expressed It. I Athanasius therefore did not 

call the Father "Origin of deity (arcM theotitos)" as Origen did, 

but Origin (arch6) of the Son and Spirit.: 2 Unlike Athanasius, 

Gregory does occasionally speak of the Father as the arch6 

theotC-tos. In Oration 2, his early work on pastoral theology, he 

speaks of the Father as "the Origin of deity and goodness 

(theotigtos 6n arch6 kai agathotigtos) contemplated in the Son and 

the Spirit. '"ý' Again in Oration 23, The Third Oration on Peace, he 

speaks of the Father as the "Origin of deity (theot6tos arch6n)11,11 

and In Oration 20, the summary of the fI rst f our of the Five 

Theological Orations, in the passage which is strongly reminiscent 

of that in Oration 2, preached almost twenty years earlier, he 

speaks of the Father as the "Cause of deity (theototos aitlos) 

contemplated in Son and Spirit. "-rz-, But such phraseology is rare and 

since it certainly does not imply three ousiai or Beings, but one, 

we can only conclude that the Father is to be thought of as the 

Source of his own Being and deity, which was also the Being and 

deity of the Son and the Spirit, and thus, in this way, was the 

Origin and Source of the Son and the Spirit who are from the 

Father Is ousla. Such a concept of Being (ousia) must be personal, 

not impersonal, for it is the ousia of the Father. 

In Me1jering's viewt Gregory moves away from Athanasius here 

towards Plotinus. (Meijering characterizes the Eastern triadology 

as "Neo-Platonist" rather than "Origenist"). Meijering comments: 

"Gregory's position seems logically untenable. Logically one 
would have to choose between Athanasius' doctrine of the 
complete equality of Father, Son and Holy Spirit and the Neo- 
Platonic doctrine of the ontological subordination of the 
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cau-sed beings to their causes. Gregory somehow wants to 
combine these positions by maintaining that the Father is the 
caus, e of' the Son and in this respect 'more' than the Son while 
at the same time stressing that the Son is not only co-eternal but al-so homoousios with the Father. Therefore he introduces 
causal superiority in God, at the same time stressing that 
there is only one divine ousia. "I 

In other words, Gregory deliberately embraces paradox: two 

differerit models, each with its own logic apparently incompatible 

with the other, but both of which are required to do justice to the 

mystery of the Trinity., 2 The Father is greater (as Cause), yet he 

is not greater (in nature); the Father is Cause and Origin, yet 

the one God is Cause; God is Three, yet God is One. Just as he 

had s tr- i ven to unite the Mel et ians and Flaulinists in his 

congregation in the Anastasia and the divided bishops at the 

COMIC iI, so Gregory tried to rise above the division between 

Origeni-sts and Nicenes with an ecumenical doctrine of the Trinity 

which united all the orthodox by a use of paradox which alone could 

do justice to the Mystery. 4---, In holding both sides of* the paradox, 

Gr (--, g o r- y not Oil Iy corrected the subirdinationism fn Origen's 

doctrine of three hypostasef-s, but also developed the other 

viewpoint, that of' Athanasius. T. F. Torrance comments: 

"It mcay well be claimed that Gregory's understanding of the 
Holy Trinity registered a significant deepening of the 
Athanasian conception of the divine oussia as being considered 
in its internal relations, for it was cast in a more dynamic 
form. In the Godhead all subsistent relations are dynamic, 
mutually interpenetrating, unitary and without opposition in 
their reference to one another. Here we have presen. ted a 
rather more satisfactory view of the Triunity of God than that 
of the other Cappadocians, for the monarchia is not limited to 
one Person: it is a Unity constituted in arid by the Trinity. " 

It is because both sides of the paradox are held that the 

position of, the Holy Spit-it in the Trinity is also seen therefore 
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in two Ways. O n the one hand, Gregory emphasizes that the Spirit 

is not a third divine Being, but is God himself, On the other 

hand, the Holy Spirit Is a distinct identity Udiotfýs) who is 

characterized as being the Proceeding One. The idea of procession 

belong, -, to that side of the paradox which distinguishes yet unites 

by the intra-Tr initarian pattern of derivation. At one level, 

Gregory's deliberate selection of "procession" to make it into a 

technical term, a specific distinguishing characteristic for the 

Spirit, is merely polemical. It answers the Pneumatomachian 

conundrum wh Ich attempted to reduce Trinitarian doctrine to 

incoherence and absurdity. " Seen at this level it is singularly 

uninformative. On the other hand, it may be seen as an integral 

part of the intra-Trinitarian pattern of relationships which is 

inferred f rom. the relationships revealed in the oikonomia 

(including the divine names of Father and Son) and which is 

illustrated by the traditional analogies and to some extent 

comparable with the Ne-o-Platonist model of the three hypostaseis. 

At this level it is an example of apophatic reserve, a negation as 

much as an affir mation, a subtraction rather than an addition. it 

is not more. explicit than "begot tenness" : it is deliberately and 

appropriately le ss explicit. It does not give new information but 

simply asserts that what is seen to be true in the revelation, 

namely that the Spirit is sent by the Father in succession to the 

Son and is thus distinct from both, must also be true ontologically 

or immanently in God himself. 

Gregory's distinguishing characteristic for the Spirit, 

procession, was recognized and confirmed by the Council of 
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Constantinople in 381 when it adopted the Constantinopolitan-Nicene 

Greed with the clause: 

"And in the Holy Spirit, the Lord and life-giver, Who proceeds 
from the Father (to ek tou patros ekporeuomenon). "' 

It has been debated whether Gregory would have accepted the 

later Western addition that the Spirit proceeded "from the Father 

and the Son (Filioque). " B. S. Schultze argued against Sergius 

Bulgakov that the idea of the Filloque clause was implicit in 

Gregory's thought, particularly in the traditional analogies which 

he did not entirely reject.: 2 But Gregory does not explicitly 

address the question of the Spirit's eternal relationship with the 

Son, and the peculiar place he gives to the Father as arch6 of the 

Son and Spirit suggests that while he may have accepted that the 

Spirit proceeded from the Father through the Son, he would probably 

have regarded the statement that the Spirit proceeded from the 

Father and the Son (had it been suggested to him) as so 

unsophisticated a statement of the truth as to be misleading. 

In the circumstances of his day, his concern was to defend the 

deity of each and he was consequently primarily asserting that each 

came from the same Source of deity (arch6 theot&tos). The 

polemical value of "procession" was to differentiate between Spirit 

and Son and rebut the charge of confusion or absurdity. But the 

underlying theological significance of procession for the doctrine 

of the Spirit was to safeguard the Spirit's deity. One who 

proceeded from the divine Origin or Source must be thought of as 

having a distinct personal identity, but at the same time cannot be 

other than God himself. 



CHAPTER VI 

THE DEITY OF THE HOLY SPIRIT 

Three major areas of* Gregory's pneumatology have now been 

considered. Each of these is signif icant for an understanding of 

Gregory' s defence of the deity of the Holy Spirit, and bef ore 

concluding with an examination of Gregory's forthright declaration 

of the Spirit's deity, it will be useful to undertake a brief 

review. 

(a) Gregory's Pneumatology: A Review 

The first major area to be studied was the Spirit's work in 

the Christian. The focus of attention moved next to the work of 

the Spirit with the Son in the oikonomia and f inal ly rose to the 

eternal being of the Spirit with the Father and the Son in the Holy 

Trinity, The chapter on the Christian and the Spirit began with 

Gregory's own awareness as he opened his mouth and drew in the 

divine Pneuma that he became an organon logikon, a rational 

instrument, his intellectual powers deepened and expanded to 

express the inexpressible. The Breath of God was God breathing 

into him so that by the Spirit he recognized the Spirit's deity, 

Through the action of the Spirit in baptism not only the prophet or 

preacher, but every Christian knows God by faith as Father, Son and 

Holy Spirit. The Spirit who regenerates and re-creates in baptism 

must be the Creator; the Spirit who purifies must be God who alone 

is pure; the Spirit who illuminates or enlightens is God, for God 

isL igh t; the Spirit who deifies us, bringing to us the divine 
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life, ccin be none other than God himself'. Thus the Christian 

lives. out of' his baptism a whole life of perfecting or telei6sis as 

the temple of God the Holy Spirit, 

MOV i fig, f I- OrIl the contemporary work of the Spirit in the 

Chri-stlan to the historic and cosmic horizons, the chapter on the 

Economy arid the Spirit looked at the work of the Spirit in creation 

and in the divine olkonomia of salvation centred on the Incarnate 

Sol-I. liere the Spirit was seen active in creation as the source of 

sentient, intelligent, personal life, the secondary lights, angels 

and men. He worked as the Creator Spirit in the heavenly and 

angel ic powers and moulded the minds of patriarchs and prophets to 

know God. Ile purified the Virgin so that the Son might come forth 

as God with the flesh he had assumed, the Spirit (using "Spirit" 

here to mean Christ's divine nature) deifying the flesh. The Holy 

Spirit bore witness to the deity of Christ at his baptism when, as 

"Spirit" and flesh (that is, God and man) he perfected us by Spirit 

and water, The Holy Spirit was with Christ at each point of' his 

earthly life, not energizing him, but accompanying him as his 

equa 1. When Christ ascended and his bodily presence on earth was 

at an end, the Spirit took his place, no longer just active in the 

world, but (in some way not true before) personally present. 

Pentecost thus reveals the distinctiveness but also the deity of 

the Paraclete, who now unites the Church as the body of Christ. 

Thus the Trinity is gradual ly revealed in the olkonomia, the Spirit 

dwelling among us now from Pentecost onwards and clearly revealing 

his de! ty. 
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Moving from the deity of the Spirit revealed in the economic 

history to the place of the Spirit in the Eternal Trinity, the 

fourth chapter began with Gregory's understanding of Christian 

faith as essentially faith in the Trinity. The Christian is one 

who has come into the Holy of Holies to adore Father, Son and Holy 

Spirit. His destiny is to gaze enraptured upon the dazzling 

splendour and radiance of the Triple Light, the unity of three 

suns, as it were, mutually indwelling and co-inhering in one 

another. Our inadequate language and logic can only express this 

as the paradox of the Three-yet-One, God who is one in diversity 

and diverse in unity, Monad worshipped in Triad and Triad in Monad. 

The diametrically opposed evils of Arianism and Sabellianism both 

lose the paradox. To maintain the truth, we must hold both poles 

of the ant inomy, for each of the Three is inf inite, but there is 

one infinite God. The one God is not simply the common nature of 

the Three, as humanity is the common nature of three men. He is 

one Being. His Being cannot be defined in any way. Philosophical 

concepts such as substance, genus or substratum and Biblical 

imagery such as Spirit, Fire and Light may be used. But no human 

concept or image defines his Being. He is who He is. But he Is 

one Being, and therefore the Holy Spirit is not a third divine 

Being, but is God Himself. 

From the paradox in the doctrine of the Trinity and the 

emphasis on unity of Being, the fifth chapter went on to expound 

the complementary aspect of Gregory's Trinitarian doctrine, the 

hypostasels or distinct "identities". Gregory followed the 

Cappadocian formula of one ousla, three hypostaseis, paradoxical In 
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i tse I f) given t 1-1 at the two terms were or igina IIy virtua I ly 

Synonymous. He acceptc-A the terminology three Per-ons (pros5pa) , 

1--)ut himself" preferred to speak of' three "identities (idlotiýtes)ll, a 

term whicl-i emphasized that the distinctivene.,:. 3s of' the Three arose 

out of' th(-7! ir mutual relations-s, Thus the distinguishing identity 

of the, Father was to be the Source or Origin of Son and Spirit, 

while the distinguishing identities of Son and Spirit were, 

respec ti ve I y, to be begotten by and to proceed from the Father, 

At one level, to distinguish the Holy Spirit as the Proceeding One 

was merely a polemical reply to a conundrurn. But at a deeper 

level it was an integral part of Gregory's doctrine of' the Trinity, 

being the concomitant of his understanding of the Father as Origin 

or Source. Gregory feared that his hearers would miss the paradox 

here and make the Son and Spirit inferior in nature to the Origin, 

It is necessary to see that on the one hand the whole Godhead is 

the First Cause of the creation so that in this sense the Son and 

the Spirit are unoriginate. But on the other hand, within the 

Eternal Trinity there is an internal causation, so that Son and 

Spirit are originate. 0 The divine Monad moves eternally to Dyad 

and f inds its rest eternally in Triad, Some Neo-Platonist 

language and concepts may be used, but traditional Christian 

i magery, the Scriptural terminology "Father" and "Son" and the 

revelation of God in the olkonomia are all grounds for this intra- 

Trinitarian pattern of source and derivation. But the model drawn 

from the Origenist tradition of' three hypostaseis with origination 

and derivation is balanced and corrected by the Athanasian emphasis 

on one ousia. The causation is therefore a causation of the 
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di-stinct identi ties of Son and Spirit f rom the Father in the one 

Being. 

Hulding tovi--, ýther both sides of the Trinitarlan paradox implies 

two emphuses- In the doctrine of' the Spiri t. On the one hand the 

1101Y Spiri t has a dist inct i dent i ty as " the Proceeding One". 

There TaLl5t be no Sabellianism. Gregory's selected title asserts 

the Spirit': --ý distinctiveness but in a deliberately apophatic way. 

On the basis of the oikonomia we know of' his distinctiveness and 

use, this distinctive title to assert that what is true in the 

oikonomia is true immanently and eternally in God himself. But 

tý-ie term is one of' apophatic reserve because it perfectly expresses 

the fact that whereas the model of human parentage is given for the 

Son in the revelation, not even a model so greatly ref ined because 

of its use in reference to God is given for the Spirit. So with 

apophatic reserve, the distinct identity of the Spirit is asserted. 

On the other hand the Holy Spirit is none other than God himself. 

This side of' the paradox guards against Arianism and 

Pneumatomachianism. The unity of' the one Being of God is 

rigorously insisted upon, so that the deity of the Spirit is openly 

asserted in the strictest sense. The Spirit is God himself. 
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(b) The Open Confession 

Gregory's desire for an open confession that the Spirit is God 

and his impatience with concealment or reserve in stating the truth 

was first publicly expressed in 372 in the oration he gave after 

his installation by his father as bishop-coadjutor of Nazianzus. 

It may be that his rift with Basil over his forced consecration and 

the attempt to install him as bishop of Sasima, possibly just a few 

weeks earlier, emboldened him to take an independent line. The 

oration is notable for its devotion to pneumatological themes, 

beginning with the opening of the mouth to draw in the Spirit so 

that Gregory becomes a rational instrument ready at the bidding of 

"that Mind and Word and Spirit who is one unity of nature 

(symphyla(i)) and one deity. "' He speaks of the "spiritual and 

priestly ointment" of Aaron,: 2 of his father's fading powers of the 

flesh and consequent increase in spiritual strength, 3 of his own 

dilemma between withdrawal to solitude to be "illumined by the 

dazzling rays of the Spirit" and coming forward to "publish the 

divine light", the former "the imaginings of desire, the latter the 

teach i ngs of the Sp irIt. "I His forthright declaration comes in 

his peroration where he looks for 

"the Spirit's guidance of our affairs (for our discourse comes 
back to the point where it began), the Spirit to whom we have 
given ourselves, the head being anointed with the oil of 
perfection in the Almighty Father, and the only-begotten Son, 
and the Holy Spirit, who is God. For how long shall we hide 
the lamp under the bushel, and withhold from others the full 
knowledge of the Godhead, when it ought to be now put upon the 
lampstand and give light to all churches and souls and to the 

whole fullness of the world, no longer by means of metaphors 
(elkazomenon) nor by intellectual sketches (dlanoia(i) 

skiagraphoumenon) but by distinct declaration (phaner5s 

eklaloumenon)? This indeed is a most perfect demonstration 
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(apodelx1s) of theology... "' 

Gregory is forthright again shortly afterwards, when in one of 

his first acts as bishop-coadjutor of Nazianzus, he preached at the 

consecration of Eulalius as bishop of the small town of Doaris, 

instructing him: 

"Teach the worship of God the Father, God the Son and God the 
Holy Spirit... "' 

Gregory raised the issue with Basil in a letter written probably 

again some weeks later when he described how he had defended Basil 

at a dinner party against a monk who had attacked him for slurring 

over the deity of the Spirit. 

"'As for you, my good sir, ' he said, looking at me, 'you do 

now theologize openly on the Spirit, I and he referred to some 
remarks of mine when theologizing at a well-attended synod, 
using in reference to the Spirit that expression which has 

reverberated around CHow long shall we hide the lamp under 
the bushel? ') 'But the other man hints obscurely, and as it 

were, merely suggests the doctrine, but does not openly speak 
out the truth, flooding people's ears with more policy than 

piety, and hiding his duplicity by the power of his 

eI oquence. I 11:: ý' 

Gregory had defended Basil by arguing that in his prominent 

position he must not risk the well-being of the Church by giving 

his Arian enemies an excuse to expel him, and that it was 

legitimate to "recognize the Spirit as God from other phrases which 

lead to this conclusion. " The companyt howevert had not accepted 

Gregory's defence of Basil, and so he was writing to Basil for 

guidance: 

"But do you, 0 divine and sacred head, instruct me how far I 

ought to go in setting forth the deity of the Spirit, and what 

words I ought to use, and how far to use reserve 
(oikonom&eon), that I may be furnished against my 

opponents. "' 

Basil took offence at this, viewing it (not surprisingly, since 
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Gregory had already departed openly from his stance) as a disguised 

and artful reproach. But Gregory was to defend Basil again after 

his death in his panegyric. According to Gregory's recollections 

(about a decade later) Basil would have been quite prepared to have 

undergone expulsion from his see (in which he had no desire to be 

eiithroned), and even to have suffered exile, torture and death in 

defence of "the union (synaphelas) and co-equal deity (syntheias) 

of the Holy Trinity. "' But he held it to be necessary for the 

good of the Church to be discreet: 

"The enemy were on the watch for the unqual if ied statement 
that the Spirit was God. .. so that they might banish him and 
his power of theological instruction from the city ... 
Accordingly, by the use of other terms, and by statements 
which unmistakably had the same meaning, and by arguments 
necessarily leading to this conclusion, he so overpowered his 
antagonists, that they were left without reply ... 112 

Gregory sees On the HoI7 Spirit in this light: 

"His treatise on this subject also makes it plain, being 
evidently written by a pen borrowed from the Spirit's store. 
He postponed for a time the use of the exact term (t6n de 
kyrian ph(5n&n), begging as a favour from the Spirit himself 
and his earnest champions that they would not be annoyed at 
his economy (olkonomla) ... ` 

But Gregory is emphatic that despite appearances Basil's doctrine 

was clear: 

"That he, no less than any other, acknowledged that the Spirit 
is God is plain from his often having publicly preached this 
truth, whenever opportunity offered, and eagerly confessed it 
in private. But he made it more clear in his conversations 
with me, from whom he concealed nothing during our conferences 
on this subject. " 

Basil not only asserted it but proceeded 

11 to imprecate upon himself that most terrible fate of 
separation from the Spirit, if he did not adore the Spirit as 
consubstantial (homoouslon) and co-equal (homotimon) with the 
Father and the Son. " 
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Gregory's reco II ect jon does not take account of the 

pos, ý--Abi II ty that in addition to the political reasons there were 

theological reasons for Basil's "econornyll with the truth. Basi IIs 

views oi-i kc-_rygma and dogma, expounded in On the Holy Spirit would 

lead to that conclusion, But Gregory's account gives no indication 

th C-1 t the theological reasons for reserve were raised in their 

private discussions. What the account does seem to conf irm 

however, despite Gregory's insistence that their theology was 

i dent ica I ("Let his theology be mine ... ! "), is that there was a 

distinct difference of emphasis, Gregory was keen to proclaim the 

dcýitY Of the Spirit openly and was impatient with restrictions 

which seem to have been placed up to that point upon him also. 

And it seemis that Basil needed to assure Gregory of his doctrinal 

SOUndness t0 the point that he found it necessary to declare 

himself anatherna If he did not really accept the co-equality and 

consubstantiality of' the Spirit. Gregory was evidently the more 

passionate on this point and was pressing for an open declaration. 

Basil's hesitations were not on the fact of the Spirit's deity, but 

on the wisdom and legitimacy of declaring openly to the world dogma 

which should be safeguarded within the Church. 

After Basil's death and the accession of the orthodox emperor 

Theodosius, Gregory was in a position to declare the deity of the 

Sp irit Open Iyi r) Constantinopl e. The issue was obviously 

controver-sial arid the open declaration was likely to provoke some 

of his hearers. At first Gregory contented himself with speaking 

Of 

"one Father God, unoriginate and unbegotten, and one Son, 
begotten of the Father and one Spirit who has his subsistence 
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(t 6n hyparxin echon) f rom God. 11 1 

At his f jr-st open declaration he seems to have expected some 

proteý-, t when he spoke of 

"God the Father,, God the 'Son, and (do not be angry! ) God the 
Holy Spir-it ... 

In the. panegyric on Athanasius a little later, Gregory claimed to 

bo foII ow i rig h i-,:, examp I e. He recalled that when 

llrfian. y were faltering, in their conception of the Son, and still 
ii)orp in that of the Holy Spirit (a point on which to be only 
slightly in error was to be orthodox) and few indeed were 
sound upon both points, he was the first and only one, or with 
the concurrence of but a few, to venture to confess in writing 
clearly (saph5s) and distinctly (didrr&d6n) the one Godhead 
and Being (ousian) of the Three. He thus attained by 
Inspiration in later days the same position regarding the Holy 
Spirit as had been granted to most, of the Fathers in earlier 
days on the Son. `ý-` 

Gregory noted that many cherished this truth in silence, 

"but others spoke the truth with boldness (parri§siazesthai) , 
on whose side I would be, for I dare make no further boast; 
no longer consulting my own fearfulness... but bringing forth 
to light my offspring, nourishing it with eagerness, and 
exposing it in its constant growth to the eyes of all. "' 

The Pentec-ost oration, delivered some months after his arrival 

in Constantinople, is notable for its persuasive tone towards those 

wh o, like Basil, were sound in faith but reluctant to confess 

openly the Spirit's delty. The Pneumatomachians who expressly 

regarded the Spirit as a creature were blasphemers, 

"But they who deem him God are inspired by God and are 
illustrious in their Tfiind. "I 

This inc I uded al I in his audience apparent ly, but some st iII had to 

take a further step: 

"They who go further and call him so before well-disposed 
hearers are exalted. "' 

ft is iiot wif-se to call him God in the hearing of those who are not 
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i-eadv for i t. That is I ikp placing pearls in clay or presenting I 

Ue sun to weak eyes. They should be led little by little to 

I-ifghpr truths. Gregory pro ceeds to lead the doubters in his 

audience to the truth. If they escaped the evident impiety of 

r(: ýgarding thp Spirit as a creature, 

11then see for yourselves with the help of the Holy Spirit and 
of' us what follows... Either shew me some mean between 
lordship and servitude, that I may there place the rank of the 
Spirit, or if' you shrink from imputing servitude to him, there 
is no doubt of the rank in which you must place the object of 
your search. "" 

Having argued from the Creator-creature disjunction, Gregory then 

asks them to begin from the unity of the Trinity: 

41 1 Confess,, my friends, the Trinity to be one Godhead, or, if 
you will, of one nature, and we will pray the Spirit to give 
you this word 'God'. ": ý 

Gregory thus employs thoroughly Athanasian arguments to bring them 

to a full. Athanasian declaration of the deity of the Spirit. it 

is riot unbelief but some "spiritual cowardice" which makes them 

hesitate, He seeks, he says, to gain brethren. 

"We admire your 
doctrinp. You 
also the Spirit 
fife be granted 
perfectly and pr( 
is his due. ": ' 

life, but we do not altogether approve your 
who have the things of the Spirit, receive 
himself ... May this reward of your way of 

to you, that you may confess the Spirit 
: )claim with us, indeed before us all, all that 

Statements which are by implication open declarations of the 

Spirit's de-ity were made at the beginning of 380 in the two 

Epipliany orations, 017 the Holy Lights and On Baptism. ' Again in 

the Spring of 380 in the oration for Maximus, In Praise of' Herona 

the Philosopher, Gregory speaks of 

"One Holy Spirit, proceeding and coming forth from the Father 

- God, to those thinking intelligently of the things at 
hand. "'-, 
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But it is again in an oration with Alexandrian connections, 

the oration for the Egyptian sailors, also probably in the Spring 

of 080, that the dej ty of the Spirit is openly stated in a variety 3 

of way-, -), Again the Athanasian axioms of the disjunction between 

Creator and c re at urf-, or, as Gregory expresses it here, Rule 

(despoteia) and Service (douleis) ,I and the unity of the Trinity, 

"th(l. OIIEý GDdhead in the Three, "'- lead to the assertion of the equal 

rank (homotimle) of the Spirit and the statement that, 

"Blasphemy is not the reckoning him God, but the separating of 
him from the Godhead. ":! ' 

The cassertions follow that to deify us he must be God, 4 and that he 

dwells in us so that we are the temples of the Holy Spirit as of 

God. "', Ananias and Sapphira were guilty of 

"stealing the Godhead itself and lying not to men but to 
G od, 11 - 

The fact that he breathes upon whom, and when and as he wills (upon 

Corne I ! us be fore baptism, upon others after it) test if ies to the 

Spirit's Godheadt*7 and Paul attributes the operation (energelan) of 

God to the Spirit. " 

It is In the Fifth Theological Oration that Gregory's best 

known declaration of the deity of the Spirit comes: 

" What, then? Is the Spirit God? Most certainly! Well 

then, is lie consubstantial (homoousion)? If he is God, yes! " 

This emphatic proclamation comes at the climax of a line of 

reasoning which is aimed at those of the broad Origenist tradition. 

r" 

Gregory had begun with the unity and co-eternity of the Trinity: 

"But we have so much confidence in the deity of' the Spirit 

whom we adore that we wi II begin our teaching concerning his 
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Godhead by fitting to him the names which belong to the 
Trinity... "I 

But he had quickly left that Athanasian starting point to begin 

"from a somewhat earlier point", namely, the position acceptable to 

those in the Origenist tradition, the existence of the Holy Spirit 

as a distinct hYPostasls. ý--' From that starting point he had 

dismissed the conundrum that the Spirit must either be begotten or 

unbegotten, arguing that he was the Proceeding One, and so had 

risen to the Trinitarian principle that 

"the difference of manifestation (ekphanse5s) ... or rather of 
the ir mutual relations one to another, has caused the 
difference of their names. "3 

Thus, 

"The Three are one in Godhead, and the One three in Identities 
(ldlot&sin). 114 

It is having argued from the agreed starting point of the distinct 

existence of the Spirit to the unity of the Trinity that he makes 

his ringing declaration that the Spirit is most certainly God, and 

if so, consubstantial. In this context, the homoouslon of the 

Spirit is not the ground for the Spirit's deity, but the 

consequence of it and a way of asserting it in the strictest 

sense. r* Gregory speaks of the homoousion of the Spirit on two 

other occasions in the FIFth Theological Oration, and elsewhere 

concludes conversely that because the Spirit is homoous-Ion, he is 

therefore God. ' 

After defending the coherence of his doctrine of the Trinity 

and dealing with objections, Gregory comes in the concluding 

section of the oration to the Scriptural basis for the deity of the 

Spirit. Having argued in a little excursus on hermeneutics that 
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. juipture impi ies thi iigs it does not explicitly state (by 

impl ication, the deity of the Spirit), ` and having set out his view 

of gradual revelation, in which now since Pentecost the deity of 

the Spirit has been made clear, "' he comes to the Scriptural 

evidence itself and supplies a concatenation of almost fifty 

Bibl, ical. references in which the acts and titles of God are 

attributed to the Spirit.: *- Having granted the lack of an explicit 

statement, lie introduces these citations with the remark: 

"But now the -swarm of testimonies shall burst upon you from 
which the deity of the Holy Spirit shall be shown to all who 
are not excessively stupid, or else altogether estranged from 
the Spirit, to be most clearly recognized in Scripture. "' 

The literal statement, "The Spirit is God, " may not be found in so 

many words, but Gregory has no doubts that such an open declaration 

iS fUlly warranted by the Biblical evidence. ' 

A. M. Ritter argued that Gregory's insistence on the open and 

explicit declaration of the Spirit's deity led to his downfall at 

the. C. ouncil of Constantinople. " Later, in retirement, Gregory was 

to make clear his desire to complete the Nicene Greed at this 

Point. In his second letter to Cledonius he wrote: 

"I never have and never can honour anything above the Nicene 
faith, that of the holy Fathers who met there to destroy the 
Arian heresy... completing in detail that which was 
incompletely said by them concerning the Holy Spirit. For 
that question had not then been mooted, namely, that we are to 
believe that the Father, Son and Holy Spirit are of one 
Godhead, thus confessing the Spirit also to be God (Theon k8i 
to Pneuma gin(5skontas). 11" 

It is reasonable to assume that such an open declaration was his 

aim for the Council. Ritter's argument is based on his careful 

examination of a difficult and obscure passage in Gregory's 

autobiographical poem, Concerning His Own Life, where Gregory is 
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undoubtedly writing about his dispute with the majority at the 

Counc i1-" The dispute, Ritter deduces, was to do with the 

"palladium of orthodoxy, " the Nicene Creed, and Gregory regarded 

the proposed additions to the third article to be "salinely" 

inSufficient.:, -' They would serve more to cloud the clear source of 

the Nicene faith rather than to express more precisely what was 

already imp) icit. Gregory wished a clearer and more open 

declaration that the Spirit was God, Ritter draws attention to 

Gregory's declaration in another poem written in retirement, the 

fervency of which is inexplicable, in Ritter's opinion, if it does 

not imply a hidden criticism of the Council of' Constantinople: 

"The Spirit (hear it! ) as God, I -say again. You are my God! 
And a third time I cry, 'He is God! '""' 

It is certainly clear that right to the end Gregory was the 

most passionate. advocate of the open declaration that the Spirit 

was God himself. 
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(C) "You are my God! " 

It remains now by way of conclusion to ask why Gregory of 

Nazianzus was such a passionate advocate of the deity of the Holy 

r Flerl-iaps the answer lies in the particular way in which he 

combined the Athanasian and the Origenist traditions. Basil too 

was the inheritor of' both these ways of thinking, and indeed 

deserves the honour of being the foremost advocate of the combining 

of the Nicene emphas is upon the one Ousla of God and the 

traditional Origenist terminology of three hypostaseis in one 

f Or-Mu I a. Both Basil and Gregory inherited Athanasius' axioms of' 

the unity of' the divine Trinity and the disjunction of Creator and 

creature. ' Both used Athanasius' argument from baptism and the 

baptismal f ormu I a, and both spoke like Athanasius 0f the 

inseparability of Father, Son and Holy Spirit.: ' But in Basil, the 

hierarchical pattern of the Origenist Triad continued to have a 

stronger lirigering influence. The Son was said to be homoouslon 

with the Father (as Nicene orthodoxy required), but the Spirit was 

homotimos, not said to be of equal substance but of equal honour. -.. 

That may also imply deity, but there remained a reluctance, for 

whatever, reason, to say it in the same way. Similarly there was a 

i-eluctance to say outright that the Spirit was God. Certainly 

there were political reasons of prudence. But Gregory Nazianzen 

was aware of a more general reluctance on the part of his friend to 

allow the open declaration even before lie (Gregory) was a bishop, 

never mind a prominent archbishop. ' It is hard to resist the 

conclu-s-Ion that although Basil was undoubtedly sure in his own mind 
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that the Spirit was God, t lie I ingering j nf luerice of, Origen' s 

ambivalence on the Spirit was seen in Basil's "economy" with the 

truth. flence for him, apophaticism extended to the Spirit's 

deity. It was a dogma, known and understood in and through the 

Ii turgica I traditions of' the Church, but not a keryg-ma to be 

proclaimed to the world. " 

By contrast, while Basil was the one more influenced by the 

hierarchical Origenist Triad, Gregory Nazianzen had perhaps a 

deeper appreciation of* the Athanasian emphasis on the unity of the 

Trini ty. It may not be without significance that while Basil was 

the one who was closely associated as a young rhetor with the 

Homoiousians, those representatives of the broad conservative 

OrIgenist party, Nazianzen was the one who in his student days 

visited Alexandria.: 2 Basil also of course spoke of the 

inseparab i1ity of the Tr iad and of the one ousia, but Naz i anzen was 

more aware of the dangers of comparing the Trinity to three men and 

so mewhat sof tened the concept of hypo-stasis with his preferred 

concept of "identity (id! ot Cs) ". ýýl It was not that Nazianzen 

wished to lose hold of the paradox, but he was perhaps more aware 

than Basil of the need to stress the divine unity. He therefore 

t ends perhaps to approach the de Ityof the Sp irit more of t en "f rom 

above"$ that is to say, from the Triune God, than Basil does. He 

iiot only argues that the Spirit whom we know in the olkonomia, in 

the Church and in personal faith, is God, but he has a deeper grasp 

of the converse movement, that the one God whom we worship is not 

only the Father and the Son but is also the Holy Spirit. If it is 

true that Gregory hass a deeper grasp of this Athanasian emphasis on 
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the unity of the Triune God, it may help to explain why, unlike 

Basil, he was prepared to follow Athanasius in proclaiming openly 

that the. Spirit is God himself, consubstantial with the Father and 

the Son. 

Indeed, nothi)-ig other than the full deity of the Spirit could 

give coherence, to Christian doctrine. The alternative was some 

foria of polytheism or some kind of divine hierarcliy of the kind 

towards which Arianism in all its varied forms was ironically 

driving. I In insisting that the Spirit was God himself, Gregory, 

I ike Athanasius, was being true to the profound conviction of 

B1bIi ca Ifai th whether ini ts 01 d or New Testament form that there 

was one God, and that to speak of the Spirit was a way of speaking 

of God himself.: ýý' Approaching the question from this side, Gregory 

could not be hesitant or apophatic at this point. The Spirit was 

Go(i to be worshipped and proclaimed. Only the weakness and 

iiiability of his hearers could impede that proclamation, and then 

only temporarily. --z' They had to be led step by step to the vision 

of the glory of the Triple Light and to the worship of God the 

Father, God the Son and God the Holy Spirit. 

But Naz i arizen Is pass i onate advocacy of the Sp iri t' s de i ty was 

rooted not only in what he inherited from Athanasius in Trinitarian 

doctrine, but also in what tie valued in his inheritance from 

Or i Sen. Karl Holl found the explanation for Gregory's divergence 

f rom Basi I on the quest ion of the Spiri t ul t imately in his "more 

strongly developed spirituality" which he traced to the stronger 

Inf luence (at this point) of Or i gen. I- By "spirituality 

(Spiri tual is-rous)" Hol I means here Gregory's greater interest in the 
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spiritual, or mental or, better, the intellectual aspect of man and 

of sa I vat ion. He points to Gregory's acceptance of the 

spiritualization of the flesh at the resurrection, and to his 

interest in the mind of man within the psyche as being "spiritual 

in a closer and peculiar sense. "' Holl also draws attention in 

passing to Gregory's particular concern to combat Apollinarianism, 

and indeed it is worth noting at this point that Gregory's well- 

known Christological dictum, "the unredeemed is the unhealed", was 

intended to emphasize not that Christ took human physical flesh but 

that Christ took human mind in order to heal it.: ' The concern 

with intellectual salvation is mirrored in Gregory's doctrine of 

God, particularly his view of God as the Great Mind (megas nous), 

or in one interesting Trinitarian formula, as Mind, Word and 

Sp ir i t. -, Here it is worth recalling that Gregory's primary 

imagery is of God as light, by which he means spiritual or 

intellectual light, the source of intellectual illumination. 4 

Thus salvation is enlightenment: at baptism, the one being 

baptized is illuminated. Nor is this something different from 

deification. To be deified is not to become God literally: 5 it is 

to be illuminated by God, for God is light. In plain language, it 

is that creation or re-creation in us by God the Holy Spirit of 

sentient, intelligent, personal life so that we share in 

intelligent communion with God, and in this wayl participate in the 

life of God himself. 

With such an integrated concept of the nature of God and the 

nature of salvation it is unthinkable that the Spirit by whom we 

are illuminated could be other than God himself. As it was God as 
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the Holy Spirit who was the Source and Creator of those secondary 

lights, the heavenly and angelic powers, and of the third rank of 

lights, human beings, ' so it is God as the Holy Spirit who works in 

the oikonomia of salvation to restore mankind to Its Intelligent 

communion with himself. He is the Source and Restorer of all 

sentient, intelligent, personal life. Thus it is that for 

Gregory, the deity of the Spirit is not Just a matter of 

intellectual speculation or of doctrinal orthodoxy. It is a 

matter of ultimate salvation and of his own intimate and secret 

life of devotion, It is hard to escape the conclusion that 

Gregory's passionate defence of the deity of the Spirit arose out 

of his own intense adoration of God the Holy Trinity, Gregory 

believed himself to be in communion with the Triune God and was 

convinced that his intellectual life, the very power of thought 

itself, his rationality and his very existence as a thinking, 

feeling person in communion with God and with others, came from God 

the Holy Spirit whom he adored. That is the deeper explanation of 

the strong personal conviction with which he proclaimed the deity 

of the Holy Spirit. 
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NOTES 

Chapter I- INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

The creed associated with the Council of Constantinople of 
381 is popularly known to--day as the Nicene Creed and 
appears at first sight to be an expansion of the Creed 
promulgated originally in 325 at the Council of Nicea. 
Whereas the original Nicene Creed confessed belief in its 
third article simply ". .. in the Holy Spirit, " the 
Constant inopol itan-Nicene Creed (to give it its full title) 
confessed belief: 

" ... in the Holy Spirit the Lord and Life-giver, who 
proceeds from the Father, who together with Father and 
Son is worshipped and glorified, who spoke through the 
prophets. " 

In fact, however, it appears that the Council of 
Constantinople did not expand the Creed of Nicea, but 
adopted or recognized another creed probably already extant 
as an equally valid expression of the Nicene faith in the 
deity of the Son, but a fuller expression of faith in the 
deity of the Spirit. 

The standard work on the Council of Constantinople is 
A. M. Ritter's Das Konzil von Konstantinopel und sein Symbol, 
Gbttingen: Vandenhoech & Ruprecht, 1965. Cf. also T. 
Herbert Bindley, The Oecumenical Documents of the Fai th, 
fourth ed,, revised by F. W. Green, London: Methuen, 1950, 
and J. N. D. Kelly, Early Christian Creeds, London: Longman, 
third ed., 1972. For a survey of the fourth century 
controversies showing the extent to which the traditional 
accounts must be revised and placing the council in 
perspective, see Richard P. C. Hanson, "The Doctrine of the 
Trinity achieved in 381, " Studies in Christian Antiquity, 
Edinburgh- T. & T. Clark, 1985,233-252. R. P. C. Hanson's 
major and final work on the Arian controversy, The Search 
for the Christian Doctrine of God, Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 
1988, which was published just as this thesis reached its 
fi na If orm, embodies his research much more fully. The 

writer is glad to have profited from Professor Hanson's 

comments on this thesis. 
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I (a) 

5,1 

5,2 

5,3 

5,4 

5,5 

The Corpus: Modern Editions 

J. P. Migne, Patrologiae cursus completus, series Graeca, 
Vols XXXV - XXXVIII, Paris, 1857-62. The title will be 
represented in these notes by the standard abbreviation, PG. 

PG XXXV, 395-1252 (Orats. 1-26), PG XXXVI, 11-664 (Orats. 
27-45). 

FG XXXVII, 20-388. 

PG XXXVII, 397-1600, PG XXXVIII, 11-130. Gregory's will is 
also to be found in PG XXXVII, 389-396. 

PG XXXVIII, 133-338. 

5,6 Oration 35, On the AartYrs and against the Arians. C. 
Moreschini states in the introduction to this oration in the 
Sources chr6tlennes edition: "Gr6goire West probablement 
pas Ilauteur de ce discours, le seul inauthentique qui ait 
6t6 conserv6 dans le corpus de ses Discours" (P. Gallay and 
C. Moreschini, Gr6goire de Nazianze: Discours 32 - 37. 
Paris: Cerf, 1985,38). This Judgment concurs with that of 
T. Sinko. (T. Sinko, De traditione orationum Gregorii 
Nazianzeni, Gracovie, 1917,36-38). But cf. M. -P. Masson, 
"Le Discours 35 de Gr6goire de Nazianze: questions 
d'authenticit6, " Pallas, 1984,179-188, 

5,7 Orations 20 to 42. For a fuller account cf. infra, 17-22. 

5,8 Orations I to 19. Cf. infra, 13-14. Two of the Cappadocian 
orations not delivered in Nazianzus are Oration 8, On His 
Sister Gorg-onia, probably delivered at Iconium where she 
spent her married life, and Oration 13, At the Consecration 
of Eulalius as bishop of Doarls. 

5,9 Orations 42 to 45. Oration 43 is a panegyric on Basil, 
delayed by Gregory's sojourn in Constantinople. Oration 44 

was for the opening of a new church near Nazianzus. Oration 
4-5, the Second Oration on Easter, includes an important 

passage repeated from Oration 38, On the Theophany, probably 
preached at Constantinople four years earlier. Cf. P. 
Gallay, La Vie de Gr6goire de Nazianze, Lyons: Vitte, 1943, 
224-225. 

5,10 The following have passages of major significance for the 
doctrines of the Spirit and the Trinity: Oration 1, On 
Easter and his Reluctance, PG XXXV, 395-402; Oration 2, In 
Defence of his Flight to Pontus, PG XXXV, 407-514; Oration 
20, On the Teaching, and Constitution of Bishops, PG XXXV, 
1065-1080; Oration 21, On the Great Athanasius, PG XXXV, 
1081-1128; Oration 23, The Third on Peace, PG XXXV, 1151- 
1168; Oration 25, In Praise of Herona the Philosopher, PG 
XXXV, 1197-1226; Orations 27 to 31, The Five Theological 
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Orations, PG XXXVI, 11-172; 
and of Himself, PG XXXV1, 
Arrival of the Egyptians, PG 
the Words of the Gospel, PG 
the Holy Lights, PG XXXVI, 
Baptism, PG XXXVI, 359-426; 
XXXVI, 427-452; Oration 43, 
493-606. 

Oration 33, Against the Arians 
213-238; Oration 34, On the 
XXXV1,241-256; Oration 37, On 
XXXV1,311-334; Oration 39, On 
335-360; Oration 40, On Holy 
Oration 41, On Pentecost, PG 
In Praise of Basil, PG XXXVI, 

b, 11 This oration has 117 paragraphs and takes up 54 columns of 
Greek in Migne. Browne and Swallow comment: I'S. Chrysostom 
in his well known treatise, S. Gregory the Great in his 
Pastoral Care, and Bossuet in his panegyric on S. Paul, have 
done little more than summarise the material or develop the 
considerations contained in this eloquent and elaborate 
dissertation. " C. Browne and J. Swallow (eds), Select 
Orations of Saint Gregory Nazianzen, Nicene and Post-Nicene 
Fa thers, Second Series, Vol. VII, Oxford: James Parker, 
1894,204. 

5,12 These include panegyrics on members of his family, his 
brother Caesarius, physician at the imperial court (Orat. 7, 
PG XXXV, 755-788), his sister Gorgonia (Orat. 8, PG XXXV, 
789-818) and his father, Gregory the Elder, bishop of 
Nazianzus (Orat. 18, PG XXXV, 985-1044). There are also 
panegyrics on Athanasius Wrat. 21, PG XXXV, 1081 - 1128), 
Cyprian (Orat. 24, PG XXXV, 1169-1194), and Basil (Orat, 43, 
PG XXXVI, 493-606). One panegyric Gregory soon regretted 
was on Herona the philosopher (alias Maximus) who shortly 
afterwards tried to supplant him as archbishop of 
Constantinople (Orat. 25, PG XXXV, 1197-1226). The two 
panegyrics of dogmatic significance are Orat. 21, on 
Athanasius, and Orat. 43, on Basil. 

5,13 Orations 4 and 5 (PG XXXV, 531-664,663-720). Julian had 
been a fellow student of Gregory and Basil at Athens. Cf. 
J. Bernardi, "Gregoire de Nazianze, critique de Julian, " SP 
XIV, Berlin, 1976,282-289. 

14 Cf. Denis Meehan, "Editions of Saint Gregory of Nazianzus, " 
ITQ, 30951), 203-219. 

5,15 Cf. infra, 17, note 4. 

6,1 Letters 101,102 and 202 (PG XXXVII, 175-194,193-202,329- 
334). Letters 101 and 102 were written to Cledonius, the 
priest in charge of the diocese of Nazianzus from 381 to 
382, about Apollinarianism. 

Letter 202 was written (also about the problem posed by the 
Apollinarians) to Nectarius, who had succeeded Gregory as 
archbishop of Constantinople. Significantly, in the 
manuscripts these letters are normally found with the 
orations rather than with the other correspondence. Cp. the 
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introduction in Paul Gal lay (ed. ), Gr6goire de Na; ýfanze: 
Lettres ThOologlques (Sources chr6tlennes, 208)t Paris: 
Cerf, 1974. Only two brief passages relate to pneumatology. 
In Letter 101, Gregory refers to the Apollinarians as 
" puf f ed up by their theory of the Trinity (T6 nepi Tpt6c6oq 
Tuato6ýievot X6y(ý). " He believes that it is necessary that 
people should know "that Apollinaris while granting the name 
of Godhead to the Holy Spirit, did not preserve the power of 
the Godhead (0, ct 'AnoXXtv6ptoq ýýv T6 Týq OE6TqToq O'voýia Tý 
ccyiý) INEOýxct Sobq, cýv 86vaptv uqq Oe6, cqcoq oux e(p6XatE). 
For to make the Trinity consist of Great, Greater, and 
Greatest, as of Light, Ray and Sun, the Spirit and the Son 
and the Father (as is clearly stated in his writings) is a 
ladder of Godhead not leading to heaven, but down from 
heaven" (PG XXXVII, 192B). 

In Letter 102, Gregory declares that he will ever be of the 
Nicene faith, "completing in detail that which was 
incompletely said by them [the Nicene Fathers) concerning 
the Holy Spirit (nPoCY61aP6PobVTEq T6 6 %Xe t n6q eipqýlgvov 
ýXEiVOlq nEpi TOO ayi0t) FIVE6)1=0q); for that question had 
not then been mooted, namely, that we are to believe that 
the Father Son and Holy Spirit are of one Godhead, thus 
confessing the Spirit also to be God (O', Et 4t&q OE6-Tqroc, 
Ett iUvai Xpý E6v f1aE9pa, xai T6v Yt6v xai T6 nvEiýýL(x T6 &, yiov, 
6F-6v, xai -16 nvEbýLa -ytv&crxovraq)" (PG XXXVII, 193C). 

The only other letter of particular 
significance is a letter to Basil (Ep. 58, 
118) in which Gregory relates how he had 
against a monk attacking his reserve on t] 
Spirit. Gregory, whose declaration had been 
how far he should go. Cf. Infra, 188. 

pneumatological 
PG XXXVII, 113- 
defended Basil 

ie deity of the 
more open, asks 

6,2 The Benedictine editors classified the poems into two books. 
Book 1, Poemata theologica, is divided into two sections, 
Poemata dogmatica and Poemata moralia. There are thirty- 
eight poemata theologica. The first three are on the 
Persons of the Trinity, De Patre, De Fillo, De Spiritu 
Sancto (PG XXXVII, 397-415), followed by three on the world 
and providence, De mundo, De providentla, De eodem argumento 
(PG XXXVII, 415-438), and two on the spiritual creation, De 
substantus mente proeditis and De anima (PG XXXVII, 438- 
456). Three poems on Christ, De testamentis et adventu 
Chr is t i, De incarnatione, adversus Apollinarlum and De 
Christ] incarnatione, PG XXXVII, 456-471) are then followed 
by numerous poems on Scriptural themes including the 
miracles and parables of Christ. Four poems worthy of note 
later in this section are the four hymns to God, poemata 29- 
32 (PG XXXVII, 507-514). The second section of Book I, the 
Poemata or Cai-mina moralla consisfs of forty poems on themes 

such as virginity, chastity, thýý frailty of human life, 
poverty, patience, etc. (PG XXXVII, 521-968). Book 11 is 
entitled Poemata historica and is again divided into two 
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sections, poems on himself, De seipso (PG XXXVII, 969-1452). 
and poeins on others, Poemata quae spectant ad allos (PG 
XXXVII, 1451-1600 ). There are also epitapha (PG XXXVIII, 
il-82) and epigramma (PG XXXV111,81-130). The most 
significant poem in the Poemata historica is also Gregory's 
longest, an autobiographical poem of 1,949 lines, De vita 
sua (PG XXXVII, 1029-1165). 

6,3 PG XXXVII, 408-415. 

6,4 11G XXXVIII, 133-338. Andr6 Tuilier defended the Nazianzen 
authorship in his introduction to the Sources chrdtiennes 
edition of Christus Patiens. A. Tuilier (ed. ), Gr6goire de 
Nazianze: La passion du Christ (Sources chr6tiennes, 149), 
Paris; Cerf, 1969. This was an amplification of a paper 
presented at the VI International Congress of Byzantine 
Studies in 1948. Jos6 A, de Aldama disagrees. Jos6 A. de 
Aldama, "La Tragedia, Christus Patiens y la doctrina Mariana 
en la Capadocia del Siglo IV, " Epektas1s, Paris, 1972,417- 
423. fie concludes "Es el conjunto de la figura de Maria el 
que nos eleva a negarle al Nazianceno la paternidad de la 
tragedia Christus Patiens. " 

6,5 For a comprehensive account of the major modern editions of 
Gregory's works up to the middle of the twentieth century 
cf. Denis Meehan, op. cit. Cf. also F. Lefherz, Studlen 
zu Gregor von Nazianz: Mythologie, Uberlieferung, 
Scholastien, Bonn: Rheinische Friedrich Wilhelms - 
Universitat, 1958,281-289, 

6,6 Cf - supre, 5, note 1. 

6,7 P. Clemencet and D. Caillau (eds), Sancti Patris nostri 
Gregoril Theologi, vulgo Nazianzeni, Archepiscopi 
Constantinopolitani, Opera omnia quae extant, Paris, 1778- 
1842. 

6.8 J. Billius and C. Morellus, Sancti Patris nostri Gregorii 
Nazianzeni Theologi, Opera, Paris, 1630 and 1690. 

6,9 According to D. Meehan, op. clt., 204, the Hervagius edition 
while claiming to be the Opera Omnia only contained some of 
the poems, 80 epistles and most but not all of the orations. 
It also contained the tragedy, Christus Patlens, now 
generally regarded as a later work. Altogether, some 
thirty-seven editions were published between 1504 and 1753 
according to Clemencet's preface to volume one of the 
Benedictine edition reprinted by Migne (PG XXXV, 11-18). 
But according to Meehan, the Hervagius edition remained the 

standard text until 1778. 

6,10 Ibid. , 206. 
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6,11 Ibid. , 207-8. Meehan also recounts Caillau's e' arlier 
success in tracing another copy of volume two which was in 
the possession of Cardinal Fesch in Rome. The Cardinal, 
however, would not allow him to copy it. 

/, I [bid. , 209. 

7,2 Meehan states that Louvard made a new Latin translation of 
Oration-s I and 2, but then decided that the translation of 
de Billy should be reproduced. A new prose translation of 
the poems was added to de Billy's metrical version. Ibid. , 
209. 

7,3 A. J. Mason (ed. ), The Five Theological Orations of Gregory 
of Nazianzus, Cambridge: The University Press, 1899. A 
later edition by Joseph Barbel is based on Mason's work: J. 
Barbel (ed. ), Gregor von Nazianz: Die fVnf theologischen 
Reden, DUsseldorf: Patmos-Verlag, 1963. 

7,4 J. H. Verin (ed. ), Gri§golre de Nazlanze, Pandgyrique 
MaccaMes, Paris: Poussielgue, 1903, 

7,5 F. Boulenger (ed. ), GrL6golre de Nazlanze, dlscours funäbres 

en l'honneur de son fräre Cdsalre et de Basile de Cäsarde, 
Paris: Picard, 1908. 

7,6 Meehan, op. cit., 211. 

7,7 Browne and Swallow (op. cit., 201) remark: "There are 
perhaps more MSS. of the works of Gregory than of any other 
Father. " According to J. Mossay, there are more than 1200, 

perhaps 1500 MSS of the orations. M. Sicherl, J. Mossay and 
G. Lafontaine, "Travaux pr6paratoires A une 6. dition critique 
de Gr6goire de Nazianze, " RHE, 74 (1979), 629. 

7,8 Denis Meehan I ists the publications of Sinko, Sajdak, 

Przychocki and Sternbach in an appendix, op. cit., 215-219. 

7,9 Gallay wrote: "Par deux lettres de M. Sinko, en date du 9 

septembre 1935 et du 23 juillet 1939, nous avons su que les 

travaux entrepris & Cracovie 6taient termin6s et que 
116dition attendue pourrait bient6t voir le jour. 11 (P, 

Gallay, La Vie de Saint Gr6goire de Nazianze, Lyons: Vitte, 

1943, X). 

7,10 The war also brought the death of Leon Sternbach, who was 
from a Jewish family, in the concentration camp of 
Oranienburg in 1940, 

7,11 Meehan, op. cit,, 211-212. Cf. also F. Lefherz, op. cit. 

The progress of this project up to 1979 is traced in 

Sicherl, Mossay and Lafontaine, op. cit. Critical texts of 

some of the poetry have already been published. H. M. 
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Werhahn (ed. Gregorli NazIanzeni, Xý7XPtutý -ßfwv, 
Klassisch - Phllologische Studien, (5), Wiesbaden, 1953. 
J, T. Cummings, "Towards a Critical Edition of the Carmen de 
vita sua of St Gregory Nazianzen, " SP VII, (1966), 52-59, 
A. Knecht (ed. ), Gregor von Nazianz, Gegen die Putzsucht der 
Fra uen, Verbesserter griechischer Text mit Übersetzung, 
motivgeschichtlichem Überblick und Kommentar, Heidelberg, 
1972, C. Jungck, Gregor von Nazianz: De Vita Sua: 
Einleitung, Text, Übersetzung, Kommentar, Heidelberg: 
Winter, 1974. Cf. also R. Keydell, "Ein dogmatisches 
Lehrgedicht Gregors von Nazianz, " Byz, 44 (1951), 315 - 321, 
and D. A, Sykes, "Poemata Arcana of St Gregory Nazianzen, " 
JThS, 21 (1970), 32-42, H. M. Werhahn, I'Dubia und Spuria 
unter den Gedichten Gregors von Nazianz, " SP VII (1966), 
337-347. J. Mossaye Il Symposium Nazianzenum, Louvain-la- 
Neuve, 15-26 aoüt 1981, (Studien zur Geschichte und Kultur 
des Altertums, Neue Folge, 2. Reihe: Forschungen zu Gregor 
von Nazianz, 2. Band), Paderborn, - Schöningh, 1983. 

90 1 

9,2 

8,2 Sicherl, Mossay and Lafontaine, op. cit,, 631, 

8,3 Gallay, op. cit., X. 

814 English translations of several poems will be found in each 
of the following publications: A. W. Chatfield, Songs and 
Hymn s0f the Earl i es t Greek Chr isti an Poets, London: 
Rivington, 1876; Dorothy Brooke, Pilgrims Were They All, 
London: Faber and Faber, 1937; B. P. Blackett, Translations, 
London: The Latin Press, 1937; John McGuckin, Saint Gregory 
Nazianzen: Selected Poems, Oxford: SLG Press, 1986. Cf. 
also the new translation of three poems by Denis Meehan in 
Vol. 75 of The Fathers of the Church: Denis Molaise Meehan 
(trans. ), Gregory of Nazianzus: Three Poems, Washington, 
D. C.: The Catholic University of America, 1987. 

8,5 Cf. supra, 5, note 6. 

8,6 Cf. supra, 6, note 4. 

8,7 R. Weijenborg, "Les cinqs discours th6ologiques, attribu6s A 
Gr6goire de Nazianze, en partie oeuvre de Maxime H6ron le 
Cynique, alias Evagre le Pontique d'Antioch, " Antonianum, 48 
(1973), 476-507. R. Weijenborg, "Prova dell' inautenticita 
del 'Discorso XXVI attribuito a san Gregorio di Nazianzo, " 
Antonianum, 54 (1979), 288-337. R. Weijenborg, "Some 
Evidence of Ui-iauthenticity for the 'Discourse XI in honour 

of Gregory of Nyssal attributed to Gregory of Nazianzen, " SP 
XVII (1982), 1145-1148. 

Cf. supra, 5, note 6. 

Paul Gallay, Gr6goire de Nazianze: Discours 27-31 (Sources 

chr6tiennes, 250>, Paris: Cerf, 1978,7, note 1. Gal lay 
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concludes his brief note on Weijenborg's arguments: - 
"On 

reste tr6s sceptique. 11 

9,3 Frederick W. Norris, " The Authenticity of Gregory 
Nazianzen's Five Theological Orations, " VJgChr, 39 (1985), 
331-339. 

9,4 op. cit., 338. 

9,5 3, Quasten, Patrology, Vol. III, Utrecht: Spectrum, 1960, 
245. One poem not regarded as authentic is 11,2,81 Ad 
Seleucum (PG XXXVII, 1577-1600) which is attributed to 
Amphilochius of Iconium, E. Oberg (ed. ), Amphilochii 
1coniensis, lambi and Seleucum, (Patristische Texte und 
Untersuchungen, 9), Berlin, 1969. Cf. H. M, Werhahn, "Dubia 
und Spuria unter den Gedichten Gregors von Nazianz, " SP VII 
(1966), 337-347. 

9,6 Cf. supra, 6, note 4. 
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I(b) Gregory's Life and Works in Historical Context 

It is beyond the scope of this thesis to consider in detail 
the considerable amount of scholarly attention which has 
been devoted In recent decades to the nature of early Arianism. An excellent survey of the older works by Newman, 
Harnack, Gwatkin, Opitz, Elliger, and Prestige, as well as 
an introduction to the researches of W, R. Telfer, Manlio 
Simonetti, G. C. Stead, Maurice Wiles, C. Mbnnich, Robert 
Gregg and Denis Groh, R. Lorenz, and R. P. C. Hanson, is given 
in the introductory chapter of Rowan Williams, Arius. Heresy 
and Tradition, London: Darton, Longman and Todd, 1987. See 
the lecture given by R. P. C. Hanson (op. cit. supra, 1, note 
1) on the revisions necessary in the traditional account, 
and the opening chapter of Thomas A. Kopedek, A History of 
Neo-Arianism, Cambridge, Massachusetts: Philadelphia 
Patristic Foundation, 1979, for a careful reconstruction of 
the events and of the different nuances in the views of 
Arius and his main episcopal patrons. Cf. also the papers 
presented on Arianism at the Oxford Patristic Conference of 
1983 and published in Arianism. - Historical and Theological 
Reassessments, ed. Robert C. Gregg, Cambridge, Mass.: 
Philadelphia Patristic Foundation, 1985, and R. P. C. Hanson's 
major study, The Search for the Christian Doctrine of God, 
Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1988 (cf. supra, 1, note 1). 

10,2 Cf. R. P. C. Hanson, "Who Taught EE OYK ONTQN? " Arianism: 
Historical and Theological Reassessments, 79-83. 

lit I Paul Gallay, La vie de Saint Gr6goire de Nazianze, Lyons and 
Paris: Vitte, 1943,25-27. Gallay's work is the standard 
modern biography of Gregory. Cp. also Carl Ullmann, 
Gregorius von Nazianz der Theologe, Darmstadt: Leske, 1825 
(Eng. trans. of the biographical section only: Carl 
Ullmann, Gregory of Nazianzum, trans. by G. V. Cox, London. 
Parker, 1851 ); A. Grenier, La vie et les po6sies de s. 
Gr6goire de Nazianze, Clermont: Ferraud, 1858: Alphonse 
Benoi t, Saint Gr6goire de Nazianze et son temps, Paris: 
Beauchesne, 1930. Chapters on Gregory are also found in 
the following: J. H. Newman, The Church of the Fathers, 
London, 1840, and later editions, reprinted in J. H. Newman, 
E'ssays and Sketches, ed. by C. F. Harrold, Vol. 111, New York 
and London: Longmans, Green, 1948: Frederick W. Farrar, 
Lives of the Fathers, Vol. I, London and New York, 1889-, 
Dorothy Brooke, Pilgrims Were They All, London: Faber and 
Faber, 1937. The main primary source for the life of 
Gregory is his autobiographical poem 11,1,11, De vita sua 
(Concerning His Own Life), PG XXXVII, 1029-1166. This has 

recently been translated by Meehan (cf. supra, 8, note 4). 

11,2 Thomas A. Kope6ek, "The Social Class of the Cappadocian 
Fathers, " CH, 42 (1973), 453-466. Kopedek's researches (cp. 
also Thomas Alan Kope6ek, SociallHistorical Studies in the 
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Cappadocian Fathers, unpub. thesis, Brown University, 1972) 
support the view of Stanilas Giet (S. Giet, "Basile 6t'ait-il 
Senateur, " RTIE, 60 (1965), 429-444) that the families of 
Gregory and Basil and of most of the Cappadocian bishops of 
the period belonged to the curial class. "The curials were 
'hearts of the cities' because traditionally it was they who 
not only administered the cities and dominated their ruling 
councils (the Pot)Xai or curiae) but also were expected to 
contribute of their private resources To maintain municipal 
buildings and amenities" (Kope6ek, thesis, 95). Against 
this background we may understand the rapid rise of Gregory 
the elder to the episcopacy. 

Before his conversion the elder Gregory had belonged to a 
little known sect called the Hypsistarii which is thought to 
have been influenced by Judaism. 

11ý3 The birth of the younger Gregory is established at either 
329 or 330 (Gallay, op. cit., 25-27). 

11,4 Kope6ek lists as three of the traditional values of the 

curial class "civic patriotism, devotion to Greek Tuai8E(a, 
and a strong sense of the value of family ties and 
tradition" (Kopedek, thesis, 125). Kopetek later writes of 
Basil as archbishop of Caesarea: 

11 In promoting the ideal of ncxt6E: (a among the sons of 
Cappadocian curial families, but with the proviso that 
they also pay close attention to the health of their 

souls, Basil was clearly trying to produce a synthesis of 
Christianity and classical culture in upper-class 
Cappadocian social circles" (Ibid., 191). 

11,5 Cf. Blomf ield Jackson in NPNF', Second Series, Vol. VI I I, xv. 

1116 This at least is stated by Jean Dani6lou, but without citing 
the evidence. Cf. J. Danidlou, "Patristic Literature, " The 
Pelican Guide to Modern Theology (ed. R. P. C. Hanson), Vol. 2, 
1969,97. Cf. J. Quasten, Patrology, Vol. III, Utrecht: 
Spectrum, 1960,204: "He receiveJ his elementary training 
from his father Basil, a famous rhetorician at Neocaesarea 
In Pontus, who was the son of St Macrina the Elder, a pupil 

of St Gregory the Wonderworker. " 

12,1 Browne and Swallow conclude that since Gregory does not 
mention a meeting with Athanasius in his panegyric on him 

(Orat, 21, PG XXXV, 1081-1128), "we must suppose that the 
former [i. e. Athanasius) was at this time suffering one of 
his many periods of exile" (NPNF, Second Series, VII, 189). 

But Athanasius was in possession of his see for a decade 

after 346, and since Gregory arrived in Athens in 350, the 

two must have been in Alexandria at the same time. it 

seems more probable than not that the young student from 

Cappadocia must at least have seen the great archbishop, but 
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there is no evidence that they met. Didymus the Blind was 
in charge of' the catechetical school. 

1) 12ý 2 Gregory describes his experience in two places. First, in 
the oration, On the Death of His Father (Orat. 18: 31, PG 
XXXV, 1024C), he said: 

rI6vvL)v R '16V xoIv6v 06va'cov 6E8oix6-Ta)v, 6 cýq yuXýq ýv 
Eýoi (poýF-p6), cE: poq. 'Extv8,6veuov -ydcp MXtoq aneXaeýv xai 
U'UýxEa-loq' noerbv 'U6 nveuýla'utx6v 166(bp ýv 'Uotq (Povtxotq 
Haul. (While we were all in fear of a common death, 
spiritual death was what I was most afraid of; for I was 
in danger of departing in misery, being unbaptized 
I' imperfected' I, and I longed for the spiritual water 
among the waters of death). 

The same description is put into verse in the De vita sua, 
162-166, PG XXXVII, 1041A: 

n6v-, o)v st T6v xotv6v 66tvaTov SESotx6Twv, 
`Oq xpunT6q v0 EýiotyE TPtxO)66GTEPoq. 

KA(xPaiO)v Y&P, otq OE06ýieel U86T(Ov 
'HXXoTpto6ýtrjv b6aai tevoxT6voiq. 
ToýV Iv 66upýi6q ToW 6ýiotye aupTopa 
(But while we all were fearing sudden death, 
Mine was a worse, because a secret, fear. 
The cleansing waters neler had passed on me, 
That stay our foe and join us to our God. 
This was my lamentation, this my dread. ) 

The translation is from Browne and Swallow, op. cit,, 189. 

The comparison with two eighteenth century Evangelicals is 
striking. John Wesley, struck with fear on his voyage to 
Georgia "to convert the Indians" was impressed with the calm 
singing of a party of Moravians. John Newton, captain of a 
slaving ship, experienced conversion after a storm on the 
North Atlantic. The imagery of 'the voyage is found 
frequently in Nazianzen's poems. Cf. B. Lorenz, "Zur 
Seefahrt in den Gedichten des Gregor von Nazianz, " VI&Chr, 
33 (1979), 234-241. 

13,1 Cf. Kope6ek, A History of Neo-Arianism, Chapters 4 and 5, 
for a full reconstruction of the rapid and complex events 
during 359 and 360. 

13,2 The Eunomians are inaccurately called Anomoians. Cf. the 
comment in Richard P. C. Hanson, "A Note on 'Like according 
to the Scriptures', " ZKG, 98 (1987), 230-232: 

11 ... the watchword of the Eunomians was not 'unlike' 
(anhomoeos); they constantly and indignantly repudiated 
this word, which their opponents as constantly attached 
to them and which modern scholars have too often 
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thoughtlessly perpetuated. Their great slogan was 
ý-rEpo6uatoq, 'of a different ousial. " 

R. P. Vaggione seems to attribute the word anomolos to 
Eunomius in the introduction to Eunomius. The Extant Works, 
Oxford: Clarendon, 1987 (cf. xiv), but the word does not 
appear in the index of important words, 196ff. 

14,1 It has been argued by Jeffrey N. Steenson that homoousios 
was rejected by Basil of Ancyra not because it seemed 
Sabellian but because it seemed to imply a material and 
passible substance. Cf. Steenson, "Basil of Ancyra on the 
Meaning of Homoousios, ll Arianism, ed. Gregg, 1985,267-279. 

14.2 Although known as Homoiousians, it appears that they did not 
use the term homolouslos. Cf. Jeffrey N. Steenson, op. 
cit., 275: 

"It is worth recalling that nowhere in the surviving 
texts do we see Basil actually using the word [i. e. 
homolousios] as a terminus technichus; rather he leans to 
the periphrasis, 6ýiotoq xat xaT' o6alav. " 

Cf. also R. P. C. Hanson, op. cit, 

14.3 Those bishops who had previously defended homolos from the 
Second Sirmian Creed of 357 onwards were not simply 
defending an expedient. Their full formula, 6ýiovoq xaT& Tckq 
ypaT&q, expressed an opposition to ousla as unscriptural, 
Cf. also R. P. C. Hanson, op. cit, 

1501 Oration 1, On Easter and his Reluctance, PG XXXV, 395-402; 
Oration 2, In Defence of his Flight to Pontus, PG XXXV, 407- 
514. Cp. J. Mossay, "La date de P Oratio 2 de Gr6goire de 
Nazianze et celle de son ordination, " Mus, 77 (1964), 175- 
186. 

15,2 Oration 2: 36-38 is particularly significant and has been 
analysed in an important article by Enzo Bellini: E. 
Bellini, I'll dogma trinitario nei primi discorso di Gregorio 
Nazianzeno, " Aug, 13 (1973), 525-534. 

15,3 The letters are dated 359 or 360 by Shapland in his 
introduction. C. R. B. Shapland, Th e Letters of St. 
Athanaslus concerning the Holy Spirit, London: Epworth, 
1951. 

15,4 It was during the 360s that Gregory preached the following 
sermons (according to Paul Gallay's dating): in 362, Oration 
15, In Praise of the Maccabees (PG XXXV, 911-934); at the 
end of 363 or the beginning of 364, Orations 4 and 5, 
Against Julian I and II (PG XXXV, 531-720); in 364, Oration 
6, On Peace (PG XXXV, 721-752); in 365, Oration 14, On Love 
of the Poor (PG XXXV, 857-910); In late 368 or early 369, 
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Oration 7, the panegyric on his brother, Caesarius (PG XXXV, 
755-788), and a little later, Oration 8, the panegyric on 
his sister, Gorgonia (PG XXXV, 789-818). Paul Gallay, La 
vie de Saint Gr6goire de Nazianze, Lyons: Vitte, 1943,65- 
99. 

16,1 According to Gallay (Ibid., 100-131), Oration 10, To Himself 
(PG XXXV, 827-832), was preached before the consecration and 
Oration 9, Defence to his Father (PG XXXV, 819-826), after 
it. Oration 11, To Gregory of Nyssa (PG XXXV, 831-842>, was 
also preached at this time to Basil's younger brother who 
was consecrated bishop of Nyssa for the same reason. 
Gregory resented being used as an ecclesiastical pawn and 
being appointed to "a frightfully horrible and narrow little 
village; everywhere dust and noise and carts, weeping and 
shouting, lictors and chains" (Carmen de vita sua, 442-444: 
PG XXXVII, 1059-1060). 

16,2 Oration 12, To his Father (PG XXXV, 843-850) was delivered 
upon his appointment as auxiliary bishop. Oration 16, On 
his Father's Silence (PG XXXV, 933-964), Oration 13, At the 
Consecration of Eulalius (PG XXXV, 851-856), and Oration 17, 
To the Citizens of Nazianzus (PG XXXV, 963-982) belong to 
this period. Gregory the Elder died at the beginning of 
374, apparently having attained his century. Oration 18 (PG 
XXXV, 981-1044) is his panegyric. Nonna, Gregory's mother, 
died shortly afterwards. Oration 19, On his Sermons and to 

. Tulian (PG XXXV, 1043-1064) is also set by Gallay within 
this period. 

16,3 PG XXX I 1,67-218. Cf. Benoit Pruche (ed. ), Basile de 
C6sar6e: rralt6 du Saint-Esprit (Sources chr6tiennes, 17), 
Paris: Cerf, 1947,2-3. Cf. also C. F. H. Johnson (ed. ), 
Saint Basil on the Holy Spirit, Oxford: Clarendon, 1892. 

16,4 Cf. supra, 15, note 3. Cf. aI so A. 1. C. Heron, " Zur 
Theologle de ' Tropici' in den Serapionbriefen des 
Athanasius: Amos 4: 13 als pneumatologische Belegstelle, " 
Kyrlos, 14 (1974), 3-24, 

16,5 Gregory later addressed himself to this group, "sound as to 
the Son (Totq nepi r6v Vt6v Umytaivouaiv), 11 praying "that you 
may confess the Spirit perfectly (6ýioXoyjaai T6 flvetpa 
'T E: XE ((Dq )-" Orat, 41: 8, PG XXXVI, 440B. 

16,6 The tension between involvement and withdrawal, action and 
contemplation is characteristic of Gregory's life. It is 
seen, for example, in his flight into seclusion at each 
crisis - at his ordination as a presbyter in 362, at his 

consecration as a bishop In 372, at this point in 375, and 
again In 381 when he ran into opposition as president of the 
Council of Constantinople. Brooks Otis examines this 
tension in, "The Throne and the Mountain. An Essay on St. 
Gregory Nazianzus", Classical Journal, 56 (1961), 146-165. 
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"The key, I think, to his life... is the antithesis I have 
expressed in the title of this paper -' the throne and 
the mountain'. On the one side was what appeared to his 
friends and colleagues as his obvious destiny and role - 
the episcopal throne... But Gregory thought differently. 
As against the throne - the busy life of an archbishop - 
he longed for and returned to the mountain, the height on 
which he, like Moses, could enter the cloud and see not 
God's face but God's back - the divine mysteries which 
finite man can never reach but can always approach in 
that infinite search which was, to Gregory, the blessed 
life. " 

Cf. 149: 

Gregory's best known passage on the ascent into the mountain 
to see the back of God is in the Second Theological Oration 
(Oration 28): 2 and 3, PG XXXVI, 27-30. Otis continues 
later (Ibid., 157): 

"His whole life... was marked by a definite rhythm of 
advance and retreat, withdrawal and return, flight from 
the world and work in the world. It seemed he could not 
resist the importunities of family and friends: at 
Athens, at Nazianzus, at Sasima, at Constantinople he was 
in spite of himself compelled to serve a world to which 
he had ever been alien... He was indeed a double man, a 
dual personality: his oratory, his poetry, his very 
actions were obviously designed to attract and astound, 
to inspire public and private loyalties; yet these were 
but the husks or outer skin of an inner self that was not 
in the world at all but in the mountain-cloud surrounding 
the divine presence. " 

17,1 Carm. 
Meehan, 

111 1,11, De vita sua, PG XXXVII, 1029-1166. Cf. 

op. cit., supra, 8, note 4. 

17,2 T. Sinko, De traditione orationum Gregoril Nazianzeni, pars 
prima, Cracoviae, 1917. 

Gal I ay, op. Ci t., 137: '111 faut avant tout, comme Pa vu 
Sinko, chercher un fil conducteur dans le r6cit du grand 
po6me autobiographique, ofi sont stnSuli6rement d6velopp6es 
les confidences touchant le temps pass6 par Gr6goire 6 
Constantinople. De ce r6cit se d6gagent diff6rentes 6tapes 
bien distinctes. Et si Pon confronte les renseignements 
trouv6s dans les discours datant de cette p6riode avec les 
d6tails fourris par le po6me sur chaque 6tape, on arrive A 
des r6sultats satisfaisants. " 

17,3 Gallay, op. cit., 138, referring to Ep. 77, PG XXXVII, 141C. 
The theme of stoning emerges in the second and f if th of the 
Theolog-Ical Orations (Orats, 28 and 31). Ora t. 2 8: 21 PG 
XXXVI, 28BC: 

SUB, 

note 4. 
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"But if any is an evil and savage beast... let him stand 
afar off and withdraw from the Mount, or he shall be 
stoned and crushed... for to those who are like wild 
beasts true and sound discourses are stones. " 

Orat. 31: 1, PG XXXVI, 133B: 

" Such, then, is the accou 
manner he has escaped those 
through the midst of them. 
but casts stones when he 
against wild beasts - that 
Mount in an unholy way. " 

nt of the Son, and In this 
who would stone him, passing 
For the Word is not stoned, 
pleases, and uses a sling 
is, words - approaching the 

17,4 Ga II ay, OP. cit. , 140f f. For the schism at Antioch, cf. 
infra, 22, note 4. Apollinaris, bishop of Laodicea, had 
been a strong supporter of the Nicene Creed of 325 and an 
ally of Athanasius, but had propounded the theory that in 
Christ, the divine Logos took the place of a human mind. 
This view was to be condemned at the Council of 
Constantinople in 381. Gregory's Theological Letters, Ep. 
101, PG XXXVII, 176A-193B, Ep. 102, PG XXXVII, 193B-201B, 
and Ep. 202, PG XXXVII, 329A-333C, are mainly devoted to 
refuting Apollinarianism. 

17,5 PG XXXV, 1131-1152. 

18,1 PG XXXVI , 173-212. Gallay, op. cit., 145f. 

18ý 2 Orat. 22: 12 and 14, PG XXXV, 1144-1145 and 1148B; Orat. 
32: 5, PG XXXVI, 180. 

18,3 PG XXXVI, 213-238. Jean Bernardi, in La predication des 
Nres Cappadociens, Paris: Presses universitaires de France, 
1968, argues on pp. 165-168 that this sermon was preached in 
380. 

18,4 PG XXXV, 1081-1128. J. M. Szymusiak argues that this 
panegyric was delivered a year later on 2nd May, 380. J. M. 
Szymusiak, "Pour une chronologie des discours de s. Gr6goire 
de Nazianze, " Vi&Chr, 20 (1966), 183-189. Cp. Infra 20, 

note 7. 

18,5 PG XXXVI, 427-452. 

18,6 Ora t, 21: 13, PG XXXV, 1096. 

18,7 Orat, 21: 35, PG XXXV, 1124-1125. 

18,8 Orat. 41: 7 - 8, PG XXXVI, 437-441. 

1819 Browne and Swallow comment (NPNF, Second Series, VII, 378): 

"The Oration deals again with the subject of the Fifth 
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Theological Oration, the question of the deity of the 
Holy Ghost, but proceeds to establish the point by quite 
a different set of arguments from those adopted in the 
former discourse, none of whose points are here 
repeated. " 

Browne and Swallow are assuming that Orat. 41 was delivered 
after the Fifth Theological Oration. They are not entirely 
correct that Gregory's arguments are entirely different. 

18,10 PG XXXVI, 311-334. 

18o 11 Gallay (op. cit,, 154-159) traces the argument establishing 
this dating. 

18,12 PG XXXVI, 335-360. 

18,13 PG XXXVI, 359-426. Gal lay concluded (op. cit. , 153) that 
Orat. 39 was preached on 6th January, 'let comme 11orateur 
fut surpris par le temps, il continua sa pr6dication le 
lendemain: ce fut le discours 40, o6 il parla sur le 
bapt6me. " But Szymusiak (op. cit. ) corrects this, concluding 
that Orat. 39 was preached on 5th January (a Sunday) and 
Orat. 40 on the 6th, Epiphany, to the catechumens about to 
be baptized. 

19,1 ot6v ut ngXa-yoq o6cy(aq &nstpov xai &a6pxaEov (Orat. 38: 7, PG 
XXXVI, 317B). 

19,2 Orat. 39: 11 and 12, PG XXXVI, 345-348. Heinrich Dörrie, 
"Die Epiphanias-Predigt des Gregor von Nazianz (Hom. 39) und 
Ihre Seistesgeschichtliche Bedeutung, " Kyriakon I, Munster: 
Verlag-Aschendorff, 1970,409-423. 

19,3 For a fuller discussion of Gregory's view of baptism, vide 
Donald F. Winslow, "Orthodox Baptism. A problem for Gregory 
of Nazianzus, " SP XIV, 1976,371-374. 

190 Another sermon dated during this period is Orat. 24, On St 
Cyprian, PG XXXV, 1169-1194, which according to Gallay, was 
delivered on St. Cyprian's day, 4th October. Gregory seems 
to have returned from the country and given this impromptu 
oration, amplifying his material after the style of Athenian 
rhetoric, but confusing two Cyprians, Cyprian of Carthage 
and another Cyprian of Antioch. Gallay, op. cit., 150ff. 

19,5 According to J. M. Szymusiak (op. cit. ) on the contrary, it 
was the period when the Five Theological Orations were 
delivered. Cf. infra, 20, note 7. 

19,6 

19,7 

PG XXXV, 1197-1226. 

Gallay, op. cit., 160ff. Maximus Clqui portait le bAton de 
philosophe, et qui poss6dait une magnifique chevelure, 
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teinte en roux") seems to have been a charlatan of the f irst 
order. According to Gallay, he not only duped Gregory and 
Peter but also Ambrose of Milan. "Pour tromper non 
seulement Gr6goire, non seulement Pierre. .. mais pour duper 
un homme sage, exp6riment6 et pond6r6 comme saint Ambroise, 
il fallait une singuli6re puissance d' intrigue" (op. cit., 
168). 

20,1 Dorothy Brooke gives a vivid and amusing account of the 
midnight consecration in the Anastasia, op. clt. (supra, 11, 
note 1), Chapter IV, 247-335. 

20,2 PG XXXV, 1227-1252. 

20,3 PG XXXVI, 241-256. 

20,4 PG XXXV, 1151-1168. 

20,5 Gallay argues that Gregory was re-establishing a good 
relationship with the Egyptians after the embarrassment of 
the support given to Maximus by Peter of Alexandria. 
Gregory certainly goes out of his way to emphasize the 

common theological position. 

Orat. 34: 6, PG XXXVI, 245B: "Wherefore I embrace and salute 
thee, 0 noblest of peoples and most Christian, and of 
warmest piety, and worthy of thy leaders... 0 my people, 
for I call you mine, as of one mind and faith, instructed by 
the same Fathers, and adoring the same Trinity Nai -rý(; 
abTýq Tpt6c8oq npoaxuvncjv). " 

He will discourse to them briefly concerning God "that you 
may see that not in vain have you come to us, and that you 
have not brought up in a port among strangers and 
foreigners, but amongst your own people, and have been well- 
guided by the Holy Spirit (08qyn06vreq ibn6 cofJ flve6ýiaroq)" 
Ora t. 3 4: 7, PG XXXV I, 2 48C. 

The outright assertion of the deity of the Spirit is in 
Orat. 34: 12, PG XXXVI, 252C: "I cannot believe that I am 
saved by one who is my equal. If the Holy Spirit is not 
God, let him first be made God, and then let him deify me 
his equal (0ý ne(OoýLcxt Tý 6ýoT(ýiq) a6CeaOat- El ýiý 8E6q T6 
TNEýýcx T6 &, yiov, Ocwcý, Tm np&rov, xat oibcw fto6To) ýLe c6v 
6ý6, c t ýiov) ." 

20,6 Gallay (op. cit., 178 and 181) bases his dating on some lines 

of the De vita sua referring to this period, especially line 
1113, Oc-toq 8a66tq OTpanTE %6yoq, He writes: 

I'Si Gr6goire insiste, dans son poeme autobiographique, 
pour dire que cette quatri&me 6tape de son s6jour a vu la 

pr6dication chr6tienne prendre un essor remarquable, si 
clest alors que la parole de Dieu a 'brill6 comme 
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116clairl , ce nous est un indication pour placer ici les 
c6l6bres Discours th6ologiques, point culminant de sa 
pr6dication" (Ibid. 181). 

20,7 Szymusiak (op. cit. , 189) concludes "que les Discours 
th6ologiques, places autrefois par Tillemont en 379, recul6s 
A 11 6te 380 par les historiens plus r6cents, semblent bien 
avoir et6 prononc6s durant le Car6me de l'ann6e 380.11 He 
argues for this on the grounds (D that the orations of the 
spring and autumn contain allusions to the treason of 
Maximus, whereas the Theological Orations do not, (ii) that 
Gregory speaks in Orat. 26, delivered after the attempted 
usurpation of Maximus, of having initiated them into 
"theology" and (iti) that at Easter he wishes the people "to 
guard the precious deposit of the Trinity" which he had 
entrusted to them. The series was therefore delivered 
during Lent, but interrupted by the return of Maximus after 
the Fourth Theological Oration. Oration 20 (which Sinko 
suggested should not be entitled Repi eeoxoyt, aq Xai 
x(x, uu-cr, udcaEoq ýniaxftwv, but flepi esoxoy(aq XaT& XCCTaUr6(UE6)q 
ýniax6nov), was delivered around Easter time, summarizing 
the series thus far, and the Fifth Theological Oration, On 
the Holy Spirit, was added at Pentecost. Szymusiak also 
suggests that Orat. 21, On Athanasius the Great, was 
delivered at this time as part of the rapprochement with 
Alexandria rather than a year earlier (cp. supra 18, note 
4). He agrees with Gallay that Orat. 34, On the Arrival of 
the Egyptians, brought the affair to an end and suggests 
that it would be preached when the f irst cargo of corn was 
brought from Egypt in June. 

There is not the space nor is it within the objectives of 
this thesis to follow this debate further, and it would seem 
that the evidence is not compelling either way. Fortunately 
it does not matter for our understanding of Gregory's 
pneumatology, Cf. the suggested chronology in Rosemary R. 
Ruether, Gregory of Nazianzus, Rhetor and Philosopher, 
Oxford: Clarendon, 1969,178-180. Cf. also F. W. Norris, 
Gregory Nazianzen's Doctrine of' Jesus Christ, thesis, Yale, 
1970,10. 

20,8 PG XXXVI, 11-26. This oration is sub-titled KaT& E6vo4tavo)v 

nPo516XEkIq. Kopedek asks why Gregory suddenly became 

concerned to attack the Eunomians or Neo-Arians: 

"During all of A. D. 379 and the first half of A. D. 380 
Gregory of Nazianzus had given no indication at all about 
being particularly concerned about them. Although his 

sermons from A. D. 379 revealed intense concern about the 
capital city's Apollinarians (Orats. 22 and 32) and 
Macedonians (Orats. 32 and 41), as well as concern about 
the official homoian bishop of Constantinople, Demophilus 
(Orat. 21), they mentioned the Neo-Arians only once, very 
much in passing (Orat, 21: 13) ... Then suddenly, between 
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July 14 and November 24,380, the bishop delivered at 
least three and perhaps four sermons against Neo- 
Arianism, his famous Orationes Theologicae. Why the 
sudden concern? " (Thomas A Kope6ek, A History, of Neo- 
Arlanism, Vol. III Cambridge, Mass.., Philadelphia 
Patristic Foundation, 1979,494-495). 

Kope6ek f inds the answer in af lurry of Neo-Arian activity 
reported by Philostorgius, including a meeting of the Neo- 
Arian bishops led by Eunomius in Constantinople to elect a 
new Neo-Arian bishop for Palestine. The Macedonians, to 
whom Kope6ek refers, were the Pneunatomachi, Macedonius was 
archbishop of Constantinople 342-359. His name seems to 
have become associated with the Pneumatomachi around 380. 
Cf. G. Bardy, "Mac6donius et les Mac6donians, " DThC, Vol. 9, 
1464-1478. (Kope6ek accepts Gallay's dating for the 
Theolo87ical Orations, but without any reference to 
Szymusiak's article). 

20,9 Orat. 27.3, PG XXXVI, 13CD: 

Ob itavröý, C 06Tot, Tö Irept ezo15 q)t, \ocroq)E: zv. .. bri TiGsv 
ýt9, racyýL9V0V xat 8taßeßl%6, rü)v 9v Geopia, xai npö Tolür(, )v, 
xeti YDXýv xctt (J(zAa xexaeccppgvG)v, xixoutpoý£9V(üV, 16 
ýLE 1px(; )TaT ov. 

The Neo-Arians were the mos t disputatious of the 
ecclesiastical parties. Following Aetius and Eunomius, 
they placed great emphasis on correct dogma and on the use 
of dialectic and logic to achieve it. 

21,1 PG XXXVI, 25-72. The theme of the incomprehensibility of 
God was directly contrary to the Neo-Arian position that 
God's essence was comprehensible and was summed up in the 
word &ytv(v)ncoq. 

Gallay argues (op. cit., 182), following Sinko, that the 
Second Theological Oration was not preached in order, but 
added later: 

"T. Sinko remarque en effet que 11exorde du troisi6me 
discours rappelle avec pr6cision le premier et Ignore 
totalement le second: d1o6 Pon conclura qulil fut 
prononc6 imm6diatement apr6s le premier, car Porateur a 
couLume, dans les autres allocutions de la sdrie, de 
resumer le discours qui pr6c6de: le quatri6me discours 
donne un aperqu r6trospectif du troisibme, et le 
cinqui6me fait de m6me A 1'6gard du quatri6me. Le second 
discours a donc 6t6 prononc6 hors de cet ensemble et il y 
fut joint seulement pour la publication. " 

This argument deserves due weight, but it is not conclusive. 
Orators may not be fully consistent in references to what 
succeeds or precedes (the orations were taken down by 
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stenographers from a more-or-less impromptu delivery), 
whereas the theme of the incomprehensibility of God in the 
second oration certainly follows the attack on the 
presumptious Neo-Arian dialectics in the first. But cp. 
Bernardi, op. cit., 181-185. 

21,2 PG XXXVI, 73-104. 

21,3 PG XXXVI, 103-134, 

21,4 PG XXXVI, 133-172. Kopeýek comments in a footnote that this 
oration was against the Macedonians C i, e. the Pneumatomachil 
rather than the Neo-Arians (op, clt., 495, note 3). 

21,5 PG XXXV, 1065-1080. 

21,6 Gallay, op. cit., 185f. 

21,7 Szymusiak, op. cit. 

21,8 De vita sua, 1325-1391 (PG XXXVII, 1120-1125). Gregory was 
led by Theodosius through dense crowds, some shouting with 
rage, others making supplications to the Emperor. The 
basilica had been secured by soldiers that morning. Just as 
Gregory and Theodosius entered, the sun broke through clouds 
and the darkened building was suddenly resplendent with 
light. The faithful, calling this a miracle, demanded 
Gregory's enthronement as archbishop, but he, ill and in 
pain, had them calmed and proceeded to celebrate the 
liturgy. 

22,1 PG XXXVI, 265-280. The assassin was overcome with remorse 
before striking the blow. 

22,2 PG XXXVI, 281-308. The passages on the Trinity are in 
-18, PG XXXVI, 304AB and 37: 22, PG XXXV1,308A. Orat. 37. 

22,3 Gallay (op. clt, 199) notes that Gregory says nothing of 
this event which is known through the historians Socrates 
(PG LXVII, 576-577) and Sozomen (PG LXVII, 1429-1432). 

22,4 Meletius was the canonically elected bishop, but was not 
recognized by Alexandria or Rome, since, although never an 
Arian, he had originally been of the broad Eastern party 
which avoided the term homoouslon. Pau linus became bishop 
of that faction of the church at Antioch which had remained 
loyal to the deposed bishop Eustathius (cf. supra, IDO 
uncompromising ly supporting the Nicene faith, and so was 
recognized by Alexandria and Rowe. Basil had striven 
valiantly to heal this division between the anti-Arians of 
East and West. Cf. infra, 98, note 3, on Paulinus. 

22,5 The challenge was on the basis of the canon of the Council 

of Nicea (325) which forbade bishops to move from one see to 
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another, -a canon which was ignored. Gregory, however, was 
more than ready to go. 

22,6 PG XXXVI, 457-492. 

22,7 Orat. 42: 14: "But you are perhaps longing for me to give an 
exposition of the faith (Ae-I R laoq no0of3atv 64-1v xai c6v 
, uqq n(aEEwq allEqq ýni5slkaaOai. X6yov) ... The exposition 
fills paragraphs 15-18. 

Gregory's farewells are moving, but not without some telling 
thrusts: 

"Farewell my Anastasia... Farewell likewise, grand and 
renowned temple, our new inheritance... Farewell, my 
throne, envied and perilous height. Farewell, assembly of 
high priests... Farewell, choirs of Nazarites... Farewell, 
hospitable and Christ-loving dwellings, helpers of my 
infirmity. Farewell, ye lovers of my discourses... ye 
pencils seen and unseen... Farewell, emperors, and palace, 
and ministers and household of the emperor, whether faithful 

or not to him, I know not, but, for the most part, 
unfaithful to God... Farewell, mighty Christ-loving city... 
Farewell, East and West ... He is witness, who will give you 
peace, if but a few would imitate my retirement. Farewell 

ye angels, guardians of this church... Farewell, 0 Trinity, 

my meditation, and my glory... My children, keep, I pray 
you, that which is committed to your trust. Remember my 
stonings. The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with you 
all. Amen. " 

22,8 PG XXXVI, 493-606. This oration is thought to be amplified. 

22,9 PG XXXVI, 623-664. 

23,1 vide 68-69, PG XXXVI, 585-590. 

23,2 Orat. 45: 3-9 is a repetition of Orat. 38: 7-13, the section 

on the infinity and eternity of God "like some great sea of 
being, limitless and unbounded" (supra, 19, note 1). 16-17 

is a repetition of Orat. 38: 14-15. 
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l(c) Predecessors and Contemporaries 

24,1 Cp. Gregory's opening statement in E, r)istle 58t PG XXXVII, 413, 
written to Basil: 

"From the first I have taken you, and I take you still, 
for my guide of life and my teacher of the faith, and 
for every thing honourable that can be said. " 

Gregory concludes by asking for instructions as to how far he 
should go in setting forth the deity of the Spirit. Cp. a ISO 
Gregory's statement in his panegyric on Basil (Orat. 43: 2, PG 
XXXV I, 496C): 

"And as, when he was among us, he constantly corrected 
me in many points, according to the rights of a friend 
and the still higher law (for I am not ashamed to say 
this, for he was a standard of virtue to us all) ... 11 

It might Just be possible to dismiss the first as diplomatic 
flattery and the second as rhetorical license fitting for a 
eulogy were it not that Basil's career witnesses to his 
character as a determined and strong leader whereas Gregory's 
vacillations indicate that he was more probably (on the whole) 
the follower. 

Karl Holl, in his thorough study of' the Cappadocians and 
Amphilochius of Iconium had no doubt that Basil was the 
leading figure: 

"Es kann keine Frage darüber bestehen, dass Basilius 
auch in theologischer Hinsicht als der Führer unter den 
dre i Kappadoziern zu betrachten Ist. Er hat die 
Grundlinien gezogen, innerhalb deren die beiden ändern 
ihre weiteren Konstruktionen ausführten. Man sieht bei 
ihm noch wohl in die Schweirigkeiten des ersten Entwurfs 
h ine in. Er hält sich an mehr als einem Punkte zurück 
oder wagt nur anzudeuten, wo d ie be iden Gregore 
zuversichtlicher auftreten. " D. Karl Holl, Amphilochlus 
von Ikonium in se In ein Verhältnis zu den grossen 
Kappadoziern, Tübingen und Leipzig: Mohr, 1904,122. 

24,2 Bernard C. Barmann, alluding to Jerome's statement in De viris 
Mustribus 128, that Gregory of Nyssa read his Contra 
E'unomium to Nazianzen and himself at the Council in the 
Spring of 381, suggests that Orations 38 to 40 may have been 
dated too early, The implication is that they show traces of 
Nyssen's influence. But since these orations were delivered 
over Christmas and Epiphany, and since Nazianzen left 
Constantinople in July, 381, this is impossible. Nazianzen 
must have delivered these before listening to Nyssen's reading 
of his treatise. Bernard C. Barmann, The Cappadocian Triumph 
over Arianism, thesis, Stanford University, 1966,10. 
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24,3 Cp. flenri Pinault, Le Platonisme de Saint Gregoire de Nazianze, 
La Roche-sur-Yon: Romain, 1925,223: 

"Pour rendre compte suf f isamment de ce large 
para 116 1 isme avec Athanase et de Iladmiration sans 
rbserve, enthousiaste que Gr6goire lui porte, il faut 
admettre que Ilinfluence de I'alexandrin sur sa doctrine 
trinitaire est incontestable et m6me profonde. " 

24,4 It was Harnack's controversial thesis that the Cappadocian 
doc tr ine of the Trinity as expressed in the Nicene- 
Cons tan t inopo Ii tan Creed was more an expression of 
Homoiousianism than of Homoousianism: 

"From the fact tha t in the Church the Creed of 
Constantinople gradually came to be accepted as a 
perfect expression of orthodoxy, and was spoken of as 
the Nicene Creed while the latter was forgotten, it 
follows that the great difference which existed between 
the old Faith and the Cappadocian neo-orthodoxy, and was 
no longer understood, and that under cover of the 
10ýioo6utoq a sort of Homoiousianism had in general been 
reached, the view which has really been the orthodox one 
in all Churches until this day. The father of the 
official doctrine of the Trinity in the form in which the 
Churches have held to it, was not Athanasius, nor Basil 
of Caesarea, but Basil of Ancyra. " Adolf Harnack, History 
of Dog-ma, Vol. IV, London: Williams & Norgate, 1898,100. 

Harnack's thesis was contested by Bethune-Baker among others. 
Cp. J. F. Bethune-Baker, "The Meaning of Homoousios in the 
Constantinopolitan Creed, " Texts and Studies, Vol. VII (1905), 
1-83. But historically, at least, it is evident that Basil was 
associated as a young man with the Homoiousian party, who 
wished him to be their spokesman at the confrontation with 
the Neo-Arians in December, 359. Cf. supra, 14, and infra, 38, 
note 2 and 3. 

24,5 One clear evidence of their interest in Origen is the 
Philocalia, a compilation of extracts from his writings put 
together by Basil and Gregory probably during their retreat 
to Pontus around 361. It is worth noting, however, that 
nothing in this relates to pneumatology or the Trinity. Cf. J. 
Armitage Robinson (ed. ), The Philocalla of Orig-en, Cambridge: 
University Press, 1893; and George Lewis (trans. ), Th e 
Milocalia of Origen. A Compilation of Selected Fassag7es from 
Origen's Works made by St. Gregory of Nazianzus and St. Basil 

of Caesarea, Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1911. 

25,1 It would be ideal, of course, to trace the whole development 
of pneumatology so that Gregory's contribution may be seen in 

perspec t ive. Since that is impossible here except in a quite 
superf icial way, attention is concentrated on those who 
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influenced Gregory more directly. The earlier developmen 
,t 

of 
the concept of pneuma was traced in two major studies: W. D, 
Hausch i Id, Gottes Geis t und der Mensch. Studien zur 
FrUhchristlichen Pneuma tologie, MUnchen: Kaiser, 1972, 
traces the concept from Qumran (and the New Testament) 
through Alexandrian thought to later pneumatology; Mar ie E. 
Isaacs, The Concept of Spirit, London: Heythrop College, 1976, 
is a study of pneuma in Hellenistic Judaism and of its 
bearing on the New Testament. The history of the doctrine of 
the Spirit in the Christian church was traced by H. B. Swete in 
The Holy Spirit In the Ancient Church, London: Macmillan, 1912, 
Roderick M. Paterson, The Holy Spirit as Divine Person In the 
Theology of Cyril of Alexandria, unpub. M. Phil. thesis, 
Edinburgh, 1979, devotes the whole introductory chapter to 
tracing the development of pneumatology in the first four 
Christian centuries. Similarly, D. -C, Chang, The Doctrine of 
the 11oly Spirit in the Thought of the Cappadocian Fathers, 
thesis, Drew University, 1983, devotes the first of five 
chapters to a review of pneumatology up to the fourth 
century. Cf. also the review in the second section of the 
Oxford thesis of Martien Parmentier, published as "Saint 
Gregory of Nyssa's Doctrine of the Holy Spirit, " EkPh, LVIII 
(1976), 41-100,387-444; LIX (1977), 329-429; LX (1978), 697- 
730. 

25,2 De Prfncipifs, 1,8,3. Cf. also Ibid. 1,5,5: 

If " spotless purity exists in the essential being of 
none save the Father, Son, and the Holy Spirit, but in 
an accidental quality in every created thing... " 

Henri Crouzel comments on the significance of th is (H. 
- Lethielleux, 1985,237): Crouzel, OrIg6ne, Paris. 

"11 ya en effet, d'apräs plusieurs passages du TraitL6 
des Principes, une opposition radicale entre la 
divinitä et les cräatures raisonnables, celle de la 
'substantialit(ý' de la premiäre et de l' 'accidentalitäl 
des secondes. Bien que le Fils et l'Esprit aient reýu 
tout ce quIlls ont du Pýre, origine de la divinitö et 
de Punivers, ils le possädent comme leur bien propre 
et parfaitement, sans possibilitä de croissance ou de 
diminution. Au contraire la cräature raisonnable 
participe aux biens de la divinit6. toujours dlune 

maniäre imperfaite... " 

25,3 G. L. Prestige, God In Patristic 7hought, London: SPCK, 1964 
(orig, ed. Heinemann, 1936), 132. 

e) rl 

25,4 De Pr in c lp i is 1,3,7. 

2611 G. L. Prestige, op. cit., 132, citing Comm. St. John, 13,25,151. 
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26,2 Comm. St. John 2.28,172, cited by G. L. Prestige, op. cit.,. 
* . 
135. 

Prestige also refers to the fragment preserved by the Emperor 
Justinian (De Flrfn., 4,4,1) in which Origen referred to the 
Logos as xTiaýLa (op, cit,, 133). 

2613 Comm. St. John, 2.10, quoted in H. B. Swete, op. cit., 128. 
&ytvnToq and &y9vvnToq were interchangeable at this point. 

2 6,4 G. L. Prestige, op. cIt., 137. Prestige is commenting on the 
assertion of Epiphanius (haer. 64.8.3. ) that Origen, by 
calling the Son gendtos theos, meant to define Him as a 
creature. Henri Grouzel (op, cit,, 262-263) also denies that 
Origen classes the Holy Spirit as a creature in this passage. 

26,5 G. L. Prestige, op. cit., 138, quoting Origen, Contra Celsum, 6, 
17. 

27,1 G. L. Prestige, "&-y9v(v)qcoc, and -yE-v(v)qT6q and Kindred Words, in 
Eusebius and the Early Arians, " J77iS, 24 (1923), 486-496. 

27,2 Milton V. Anastos, in "Basil's Kau& Ebv%L(ou, A Critical 
Analysis, " Basil of Caesarea: Christian, Humanist, Ascetic, ed. 
P. J. Fedwick, Toronto: Pont. Inst. of Medieval Studies, 1981, 
67-136, gives the following references (Ibid., 73, note 19) 
for this distinction in Athanasius: De decr. 28-30, Opitz, 2.1: 
14.16-27.8 (PG XXV, 468B-473A); C. Ar. 156-59; 2.3-5,20,57-61, 
71; 3.60 (PG XXVI, 129A-127B, 152B-157B, 188C-189C, 268B-277C, 
297A-300A, 488C-449C; De Syn, 46-48,51, Opitz, 2.1; 271.13- 
273.10,274.25-275, PG XXVI, 776A-780B, 784A-785B. He a lso 
recommends G. L. Prestige, IIhyN(v)n-Toq and Cognate Words in 
Athanasius, " JThS, 34 (1934), 258-265, and God In Patristic 
Thought, London: SPCK, 1956,28-54,136-141,150-156. P. 
Stiegele, Der Agennesiebegrift In der griechischen Theologie 
des vierten Jahrhunderts, Freiburg, 1913, gives, according to 
Anastos, "the most complete analysis of patristic theology on 
the difference between these two concepts. " 

27,3 Origen states the doctrine in De Prin. 1.2.4: "His generation 
is as eternal and everlasting as the brilliancy which is 

produced from the sun. " 

27,4 Cp. Joseph Wilson Trigg, Origen, Atlanta: John Knox, 1983,103- 
107. On the one hand, "the spiritual world of rational 
creatures was ... God's original creation" (103), but, on the 

other hand, "the human soul exists eternally before it enters 
the body" (107). This eternity (and not simply immortality) 

of rational natures is identified by Otis and Barmann as one 
of the features of Origenism which began to break down at 
the end of the third century. Cf. Bernard C. Barmann, op. 
ci t., 5: 

"In Origen's system God stood in an eternal relation to 

all logi*ol, which were of one substance with the divine 

nature. Once Origen's doctrine of pre-existent souls 
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was rejected, eternal genera t ion was lef t as. a 
prerogative of the log-os in contrast to ta poMthenta. " 

Cf. also Brooks Otis, "Gregory of Nyssa and the Cappadocian 
Conception of Time, " SP XIV (1976), 327-357. According to 
Otis, the crisis in the break-up of Origenism came with the 
attempt to drop the theory of the eternally begotten Logos. 
Origen had mashed the difference between the agenetic Father 
and the genetic (creaturely) Son by his theory of an eternally 
created genetic. Arius thus finished Origenism "which spoke 
of genetic or created spirits, but in effect regarded them as 
agenetic, eternal logikoP (335). He shocked Alexander and the 
"orthodox" Egyptians, according to Otis, not by denying the 
agenetic character of Christ but by denying the &et-yevýq or 
eternal creation of Christ (334, note 5). Otis's thesis is 
that once it was seen that no genetic or created thing could 
be deemed eternal, the issue was simply whether the genetic 
could be transformed into the eternal, or alternatively, could 
be saved as genetic (i. e. in time). It was the Cappadocians, 
and particularly Gregory of Nyssa, who established the 
distinctively Christian view of the relationship between 
eternity and time (adopting the Stoic term 8taaui*a from 
Methodius for the latter). Otis helps us to see that the 
ambiguity in the status of the Son and the Spirit in Origen's 
system arose precisely because they were conceived of as 
intermediaries in the hierarchy Letween God and world. 
Arianism forced the Church to choose, but as late as 381 
there were still Christians trying to cling to the outmoded 
ambiguities of an Origenistic hierarchy. 

27,5 Henri Crouzel, op. cit., 237-238. Crouzel also points out 
( Ib id., 239) tha t the equality of the persons is a lso 
safeguarded in that 

"seule la Trinit6 est absolument incorporelle, les 
cr6atures raisonnables, incorporelles en tant quItimes, 
6tant toujours unies 6 un corps, terrestre ou 6th6r6, 
m6me les anges et les d6mons. " 

He refers to the De PrincipliS 1,6,4; 11,21 2; IVý 31 15. On 
the other hand there is subordinationism in Origen's doctrine 

of the Trinity, but this is not contrary to equality (op. cit.. 
245): 

"La 'subordination' du Fils au P6re ne met en cause ni 
l'identit6 denature ni 1'6galit6 de puis--, dnce. Le 
Fils est A la fois subordonn6 et 6gal au P6re, double 

affirmation qu'il est possible de retrouver apr6s 
Nic6e chez Athanase et Hilaire eux-m6mes. La 

subordination tient d'abord A ce que le Pere est P6re, 

origine des deux autres personnes et initiateur de 
leurs activit6s, en quelque sorte centre de d6cision 

au sein de la Trinit6. " 
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27,6 

For a fuller discussion, see J. Nigel Rowe, Orig-en's Doctrine 
of Subordination: A Study in Christology, Bern: Peter Lang, 
1987. 

Cp. Alasdair Heron, The Holy Spirit, London: Marshall, 1983,71: 

"This hierarchical scheme is more than a little like 
that of the Neo-Platonist philosopher, Plotinus, 
Origen's younger contemporary, who spoke of the three 
hypostases... Origen as a Christian, identifies the 
hypostases differently, but arranges them in a 
s im i lar way. This leads him to assign increasingly 
narrower spheres of operation to each of the three, 
corresponding to their descending power, but at the 
same time enabling the expressing in Christian terms 
of the equivalent to Plotinus' mystical ascent. " 

Cf. Plotinus, The Divine Mind, Being the Treatises of' the Fifth 
Ennead, trans. by Stephen Mackenna, London: The Medici Society, 
1926. This is Vol. IV of this edition of the Enneads. 
Plotinus was apparently a student of "the mysterious teacher, 
Ammonius Saccas, at Alexandria, in whose lecture room Origen 
had a ISO studied philosophy a few years before h im" 
(according to Henry Chadwick, The Early Church, London: 
Penguin, 1967,116). It seems reasonable to speculate that the 
explanation for the similarity may lie here. 

28,1 R. T. Wallis, Neo-Platonism, London: Duckworth, 1972,58: "In 
other words, s ign ifican t predication imp I ies denial of 
everything inconsistent therewith and hence limits the reality 
to which it is applied, From this follows the fundamental 
principle of the negative theology, that words can tell us 
only what the One is not, never what it is (V. 3.14.6-7). 11 

28 p2 Enneads, V, 2,1 (Medici edition, Vol. IV, 16): 

"Seeking nothing, possessing nothing, lacking nothing, the 
One is perfect and, in our metaphor, has overflowed, and 
its exuberance has produced the new: this product has 
turned again to its begetter and been filled and has 
become its contemplator and so an Intellectual- 
Principle. " 

This Intellectual-Principle, which is simultaneously Being, 

repeats the act of the One 

"in pouring forth a vast power. This second outflow is 
a Form or Idea representing the Divine Intellect as the 
Divine Intellect represented its own prior, the One, 
Th is active power sprung from essence (from the 
Intellectual-Principle considered as Being) is Soul. " 

Plotinus specifically indicates that "overflowing" is used 
metaphorically. 
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28,3 A. H. Armstrong, in his section on Plotinus in The Cambridge 
History of Later Greek and Early Medieval Philosophy, ed. A. H. 
Armstrong, Cambridge: CUP, 1967, makes it clear that this 
emanation is automatic but spontaneous (240-241): 

"It would be a radical misunderstanding of his thought 
to suppose that he [Plotinus) intends to say that this 
#emanation' is automatic and necessary in a sense which 
excludes freedom and spontaneity... There is no 
deliberate action on the part of the One, and no willing 
or planning or choice or care for what is produced... But 
though this production or giving out is necessary in the 
sense that it cannot be conceived as not happening, or 
as happening otherwise, it is also entirely spontaneous: 
there is no room for any binding or constraint, internal 
or external, in the thought of Plotinus about the One. 
The One is not bound by necessity; it establishes it. " 

Armstrong also expounds (242-243) the element of T6Xpa, 
illegitimate self-assertion on the part of the dyad, the 
Intellect, in separating from the One, and on the part the 
Soul. This feature has been unjustifiably neglected, 
according to Armstrong, and he attempts to show how it may 
be harmonized with the idea of the overflow of the 
spontaneous creativity of the One. 

28,4 R. T. Wallis, op. cit., 55. According to Wallis, "Plotinus' account 
of the Intelligible world has its roots in the Middle Platonic 
view of the Forms as thoughts of God" (Ibid., 54). 

28,5 lb fd., 5 3. 

28,6 Frederick Copleston, A History of Philosophy, Vol. I, Greece 
and Rome, London: Search Press, 1946,468. 

29,1 De Prin. 1,1,6. In referring to "God", Origen of course 
means the f irst hypos tas is, God the Father. He 
characteristically speaks of God, the Lord Jesus Christ and 
the Holy Spirit, not of God as Father, Son and Spirit. 

29,2 Comm. St. John, 2.113-114. 

29,3 There is also a difference in the use of the term logos. For 
Origen, logos is one name (one of the aspects or ýnivoxat) of 
the second hypostasis, but for Plotinus, logos is among other 
things (according to A. H. Armstrong, op. cit., 252) "the living, 
formative and directive pattern, derived from Intellect 
through Soul in the usual way, which keeps the material 
universe in the best possible order and brings it into a 
unity... " 

29,4 A. H. Armstrong, op. cit., 252. 
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29,5 De Prin., 1,39 7-8. 

29,6 H. Crouzel, op. cit., 249-250. 
Origen expounds the appropriation 
hypostasels at greatest length he 
that this leads to a hierarchy 
heirarchy) and to emphasize the 
Prin., 1,3,7): 

In the very passage where 
of operations to the three 
thinks it necessary to deny 
(interestingly an inverted 

equality of the three (De 

"Let no one suppose that we, from having said that 
the Holy Spirit is conferred upon the saints alone, 
but that the benefits or operations of the Father and 
of the Son extend to good and bad, to just and 
unjust, by doing so give a preference to the Holy 
Spirit over the Father and the Son, or assert that 
his dignity is greater, which certainly would be a 
very illogical conclusion. For it is the peculiarity 
of his grace and operations that we have been 
describing. Moreover, nothing in the Trinity can be 
can be called greater or less ... 11 

30,1 De Pr in., 1,3,5: 

"I am of the opinion then that the working of the 
Father and of the Son takes place as well in the 
saints as in sinners, in rational beings and in dumb 
animals; nay, even in those things which are without 
life, and in all things universally which exist. " 

lb fd., I 1,7,2: 

"Now we are of the opinion that every rational 
creature, without any distinction, receives a share of 
him [the Holy Spirit) in the same way as of the 
Wisdom and Word of God. " 

30,2 H. Crouzel, op. cIt., 249: "La Cr6ation, comme la Providence, est 
l'oeuvre commune de la Trinit6.11 Cf. J. W. Trigg, op. cit., 102: 
"Origen, denying the Spirit a role in creation, limited its 
ro le to the inspiration and sanc t if ica t ion of be I iev ing 
Chr is t ians. " 

30,3 IbId. Origen himself writes that while some of the Greek and 
Barbarian philosophers entertained an idea of the existence of 
the Son in that they acknowledged that all things were 
created by the Word or Reason of U 'od, "of the existence of 
the Holy Spirit no one indeed could entertain any suspicion, 
save those who were familiar with the law and the prophets, 
or those who profess a belief in Christ" (De Prin., 1,3,1). 
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30,4 A. H. Armstrong, in "The Plotinian Doctrine of NOYE in Patristic 
Theology, " VigChr, 8 (1954), 234-238, identifies points of 
similarity and one cruc ia I point of difference between 
Plotinus and Athanasius. He identifies three axioms in The 
Enneads: (i) that spiritual being is essentially self- 
communicative and creative, (ii) that the process of giving 
out which produces each lower level in the hierarchy leaves 
the higher level unaffected, and (iii) that the product Is 
always on a lower level of being. According to Armstrong, 
Athanasius and Gregory of Nyssa see that the fundamental 
difference in Christian thought lie3 in its rejection of the 
third axiom of degrees of divinity, that it is possible to be 
more or less God. Nicene and Post--Nicene Christian thought 
proceeds on the opposite assumption that in the divine and 
eternal spiritual generation the Product is equal to, not 
tnferior to, the Producer. This, says Armstrong, is a point 
of immense theological importance. 

Arrastrong continues his compar ison by emphas iz ing that 
Athanasius shares the assumption of the spontaneous 
production of the Son from the Father, but that for him, 
creation is an extra, superfluous, spontaneous act. The 
Divine Goodness is essentially self-diffusive, as in Plotinus, 
but this leads not to the necessary emanation of all things 
from the One, but to utterly free and supremely generous 
(because not necessary) creation. 

This article may be compared to Armstrong's later emphasis in 
The Cambridge History of Later Greek and Early Medieval 
Philosophy, that the emanation within the Triad of Plotinus is 
free and spontaneous (cf. supra, 28, note 3). The difference 
between Plotinus and Athanasius therefore appears to be not 
so much the presence or absence of spontaneity, but the 

presence or absence of necessity. The emanation in the 
Plotinian Triad and cosmos may be spontaneous, but it is 

necessary in the sense that it could not be otherwise. The 

creation of the cosmos according to Athanasius is also 
spontaneous, but it could have been otherwise. Creation is 

con t ingen t. 

This comparison of Plotinus and Athanasius could also stand 
In the main as a comparison between Origen and Athanasius 

since Origen, at least when he regards the Triad as a 
hierarchy, shares these axioms attributed to Plotinus. 

31,1 Cf. R. P. C. Hanson, "Did Origen apply the word homoousios to the 
Son'? " Epektasis. M6]an8-es patristfques offerts au Cardinal 
Jean Dani6lou, ed. by J. Fontaine and C. Kannengiesser, Paris: 
Beauchesne, 1972,293-303, and reprinted in Richard P. C. 
Hanson, Studies in Christian Antiquity, Edinburgh: T. & T. 
C lark, 1985,58-70. Cf. also Christopher Stead, Divine 
Substance, Oxford, 1977,211. 
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31,2 Athanasius also discards the dualism of the kosmos no&tos and 
the kosmos alsthgtos. Cf. T. F. Torrance, "The Hermeneutics of 
Athanasius, " EkPh , 52 (1970), 1,446-468,11-111,89-106, ? 37- 
249; 53 (1971), 133-149. 

"In discarding the philosophical doctrine of the Logos, 
Athanasius also discarded the dichotomy between a 
kosmos afsth9tos and a kosmos nogtos, and therefore the 
principle so dearly loved in the Platonic and Neo- 
Platonic tradition that the sensible world is a symbolic 
reflection of the invisible realities of the intelligible 
world ... " (52,1,447-448). 

Maurice Wiles, in his note, "Eternal Generation, " JThS, 12 
(1961), 284-285, contrasts the function of the doctrine of the 
eternal generation in Origen's system and in the theology of 
Athanasius. The doctrine of the eternal generation 
originated with Origen, but for him it was part of a whole 
cosmology. The idea of "generation" was originally linked 
with "wisdom" from Proverbs 8: 22, not with "sonship". it 
implied the eternity of the wisdom of God and of his power 
over his creatures, and therefore the eternity of the 

spiritual creation. By contrast, for Athanasius, the doctrine 

was implied not so much by the eternal generativeness of the 
immutable Father, as by the deity of the Son.. 

Bernard C. Barmann, in his unpublished thesis, The Cappadocian 
Triumph over Arianism, Stanford University, 1966, sums up the 

point succinctly (5): 

"For all the disputants in the Arian controversy were 
grappling with a common problem which was inevitable 

with the breakdown of Origenism. In Origen's system God 

stood in an eternal relation to all logikol, which were 
of one substance with the divine nature. Once Origen's 
doctrine of pre-existent souls was rejected, eternal 
generation was left as a prerogative of the log-os in 

contrast to ta poMthenta. The so-called orthodox 
(Alexander of Alexandria, Athanasius and others) stopped 
here and held that the Son is co-eternal with the 
Father. Or igen Is more radical critics (Methodius, 

Eusebius of Caesarea, and Arius) went further and 
insisted on the Father's priority to preserve the 

monarchfa of God and rejected the Origenist doctrine of 
the Son's eternal generation because it implied two 

ag-enngtol. " 

Later, E. P. Meiiering, in "Athanasius on the Father as the 

Origin of the Son, " God Being History, Amsterdam: The North 

Ho I land Pub I ish ing Company, 1975,89-102, contends tha t 

Athanasius' doctrine of the eternal generation is not a 

remnant of OrIgen's thought, but a creative re- interpretation 

of it. 
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"In order to solve the dilemma that on the one hand God 
was never inactive (as he and Origen firmly believe) and 
on the other hand that the creation is not eternal (as 
he and the Arians firmly believe) Athanasius takes a 
position of which we can say as historians, that both 
the Origenistic view and the Arian view are laufgehoben' 
in it (in the Hegelian sense): as the eternal Father of 
the eternal Son, who is his creative Power, the one God 
was never lonely, inactive and in splendid isolation, but 
had the eternal will to create a world which as a 
creature is sharply differentiated from him by having a 
beginning in time. The notion of the Father as the 
origin of the Son is neither an 'unUberwindlicher Rest' 
in Athanasius, nor does it indicate a certain 
subordination of the Son to the Father, but it is a 
useful way of showing that the one God, who stands so 
clearly apart from the world, is and was nevertheless 
not an inactive and lonely being" (opxlt., 99-100). 

31,3 Brooks Otis, "Cappadocian Thought as a Coherent System, " DOP, 
12 (1958), 95-124. According to Otis, the 11 Irenaean" 
tradition, whose most logical exponents were Marcellus of 
Ancyra and Apollinaris, conceived of salvation as physical. 
The flesh is deified, its mortal and genetic quality is 
transformed by immortal and agenetic deity. The deity of Son 
and Spirit are therefore strongly emphasized and there is a 
tendency towards a Monarchian or Sabellian concept of God (as 
in Marcellus) and towards an Apollinarian view of Christ's 
humanity. The contrasting Origenist tradition, a modified 
fourth century form of Or igen Is thought, conceives of 
salvation as the liberation of the immortal soul from the 
flesh. Since the flesh is the locus of passion, change, evil 
and death, and since sin is closely equated with it, the 
Father, as passionless, immortal, agenetic deity, cannot make 
direct contact with sinful, enfleshed man. Therefore Christ 
and the Holy Spirit are conceived of as subordinate mediatory 
agents at home in both worlds and so able to effect the 
ascent of man to the5sis from his genetic mortal condition. 
Once this Origenism lost Origen's view of the pre-cosmic fall, 
it lost the need for the eternal generation of the Son: only 
God the Father was eternal and Christ as genetic becomes a 
creature. Thus, according to Otis, this Origenist tradition 
issued in Arianism. Arianism provoked a crude Irenaean 
reaction (Otis accepts that Athanasius was Apollinarian up to 
362) and it was eventually the Cappadocians who produced a 
remarkable synthesis of the two traditions, divorcing 
Athanasian theology "from the crude physicalist Christology 
and anthropology of most Athanasians" (op. cit., 105). 

The v iew tha t Athanasius himself tended towards 
Apollinarianism (as a "crude Irenaean")t expressed in the idea 
that he adopted a "Word/flesh" Christology as opposed to a 
"Word/man" Christology was proposed by F. C. Baur, Die 
Christliche Lehre von der Dreiein18-keit und Menschwerdung 
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Gottes, 1841, resurrected from obscurity by M. Richard, "Saint 
Athanase et la psychologie du Christ selon les Ar iens, " 
Manges de Science religieuse, 4 (1947), 5-54, and accepted 
by A. Grillmeier, Christ in Christian Tradition, first ed., 
London: Mowbrays, 1964 (2nd ed., 1975) and J. N. D. Kelly, Early 
Christian Doctrines, fourth ed., London: Black, 1968,284-289. 
It has recently been strongly rejected by George Dragas in a 
thesis "Athanasius contra Apollinorem, " published in EKKAHEIA 
KAI 6E0A01-1A, 6 (1985), 5-609. It is beyond the scope of this 
work to examine the arguments, but Dragas is surely right in 
that the "Word/f lesh" schema is a systematization (a 
"dogmeng-eschichliche straightjacket") which must be treated 
with great reserve. Athanasius may not refer to the soul of 
Christ as often or as clearly as we may wish, but he was not 
an Apo II inar ian. Cf. the comment of John J. Zizioulas that "it 
is a gross misunderstanding of Alexandrian Christology to 
speak in terms of a 'Logos-flesh' synthesis (e. g. A. Grillmeier, 
etc, ); flesh without personhood would be absolutely 
inconceivable for the Alexandrian whose ontology is based on 
the notion of commun ion" (Idem, "Human Capacity and 
Incapacity; A Theological Exploration of Personhood, " SJT, 28 
(1975), 401-447, esp. 435, note 2). The Irenaean/Origenist 
sch6rna of Otis is a similar systematization which the 
historian must also treat with great reserve. Nevertheless, 
there is enough truth in Otis's schdma to let it stand as the 
background to the different perspectives of Athanasius and 
Origen, and to see Athanasius as an heir of Irenaeus. 

31,4 This view of the genesis of Arianism may be compared with 
that proposed by Robert Gregg and Denis Groh first in an 
article, "The Centrality of Soteriology in Early Arianism, " 
AThR, 59 (1977), 260-278, and then more fully in Ear-ly 
Ar-ianism -a View of Salvation, London: SCM, 1981. Gregg and 
Groh agree with Otis that the difference in soteriology is 
fundamental. But for Otis, the Origenist (i. e. Arian) view of 
salvation is essentially "spiritual" in opposition to the 
"physicalist" view of the Irenaean tradition. Accord ing to 
Gregg and Groh, it is not so much that Arianism has an 
Origenist "spiritual" view of salvation, as that it is centred 
on a view of the Redeemer which sees him as the adopted Son 
of the Father, essentially a creature who wins salvation for 
us by obedience to God's will. 

31,5 C. R. B. Shapland, The Letters of St. Athanaslus concernin8' the 
Holy Spirit, London: Epworth, 1951, gives the date of the 
Letters in his introduction as 359 or 360. What is now 
referred to as Letters II and III was originally one letter. 
The letter now referred to as Letter IV, originally therefore 
the third, had only seven paragraphs. IV, 8-23, as it appears 
in Migne (PG XXVI, 648-676) was an earlier work. 

32,1 The Tropici are generally regarded as an Egyptian group who 
had no relationship to the Pneumatomachi of Constantinople 
(later called Macedonians) who were opposed by Gregory of 
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Nazianzus. Cp, A. I. C. Heron, "Zur Theologie der 'Tropicil in den 
Serapionbriefen des Athanasius: Amos 4,13 als pneumatologische 
Belegstelle, " Kyrios, 14 (1974). Cf. also C. R. B. Shapland's 
introduction, op. cit., 18-34. Jaroslav Pelikan comments in 
The Chrkstfdn Tradition, Vol. I, The Emergence of the Catholic 
Tradition (100-600), Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press, 1971, 
212: 

"On the bas is of the surviving sources it seems 
virtually impossible to determine with any precision the 
relation between the several groups variously called 
Pneumatomachi, Trop ic i, and Macedonians by the 
theologians and historians of the fourth and fifth 
centuries; modern efforts at reclassification have not 
proved to be very helpful, either, " 

32,2 Ad Serapionem, 1,2, PG XXVI, 532-533. This translation and 
those which follow are taken from C. R. B. Shapland, op. cit. 

32,3 Ibid., 1,14, PG XXVI, 565AB. 

"But the Apostolic faith is not thus, nor can a Christian 

endure these things for a moment. For the holy and 
blessed Triad is indivisible and one in itself. When 

mention is made of the Father, there is included also 
his Word, and the Spirit who is in the Son. If the Son 
is named, the Father is in the Son, and the Spirit is not 
outside the Word. For there is from the Father one 
grace which is fulfilled through the Son in the Holy 
Spirit; and there is one divine nature, and one God 'who 
is over all and through all and in all'. " 

32,4 It is re-stated Ibid., 1,17, PG XXVI, 569C and 572B: 

"For the whole Triad is one... For nothing foreign is 

mixed with the Triad; it is indivisible and consistent... 
the holy Triad may still rightly be characterized as 
indivisible and of one nature, " 

and at Ibld., 1,20, PG XXVI, 576D-577.1: 

"But if there is such co-ordination and unity within the 
holy Triad, who can separate either the Son from the 
Father, or the Spirit from the Son or from the Father 
himself? Who would be so audacious as to say that the 

Triad is unlike itself and diverse in nature, or that the 
Son is in essence foreign from the Father, or the Spirit 

alien from the Son? " 

32,5 Ibid., 1,28, PG XXVI, 596A: 

There is then a Triad, holy and complete, confessed to 

be God in Father, Son and Holy Spirit, having nothing 
foreign or external mixed with it ... ; it is consistent and 
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in nature indivisible, and 
the unity of the holy Triad 

32 ý6 Ibid., 1,30, PG XXVI, 597C. 

its activity is one... T hus 
is preserved. " 

32,7 Ibid., 1,31, PG XXVI, 600C. Cp. 1,29: "It (the Triad) is 
consistent and its nature indivisible, and its activity is 
one. " 

T. F. Torrance regards this linking of activity (MpyEiat) 
and being (o6cyicx) as one of the points at which the doctrine 
of' the Spirit in Athanasius may be distinguished from the 
Cappadocians. Cp. T. F. Torrance, "Athanasius: A Study in the 
Foundation of Classical Theology, " Theology in Reconcilidtion, 
London: Chapman, 1975,215-266, orig. pub. in AbS, 5 (1974), 
171-187. 

is mus t be sa id, then, that the very bas is of 
Athanasius' doctrine of the One triune God in the co- 
activity and co-essentiality of the Father, Son and Holy 
Spirit, depends upon his holding together the Being of 
God in his Act and his Act in his Being - that is, in 
declining to have anything to do with the distinction 
between his being (ousla) and his activities (energefai) 
which developed in later thought, starting with the 
Cappadocians and becoming characteristic of Byzantine 
theology... the activity inhered in the very Being of God 
as ýv6uutoq ývdpyE: ta. " 

Torrance interprets this as the principle that God must be "in 
himself always and reliably what he is towards us through the 
Son and in the Spirit" (Ibid., 236). 

32,8 Ibid., 1,33, PG XXVI, 608B. 

33,1 Ibid., 111,6, PG XXVI, 633B. In reference to 11 Cor. 13: 13, 
Athanasius states: "And as the grace of the Triad is one, so 
also the Triad is indivisible. " He goes on to link this to Mt. 
28: 19. 

33,2 Ibid., IV, 3, PG XXVI, 641B: 

"Therefore there is in the Triad - in Father, Son and in 
the Holy Spirit himself - one Godhead, and in the same 
Triad there is one baptism and faith. " 

33,3 Ibid., IV, 7, PG XXVI, 648B. 

33,4 Cp. H. B. Swete, The Holy Spirit In the Ancient Church, London: 
Macmillan, 1912,215; J. F. Bethune-Baker, An Introduction to 
the Early History of Christian Doctrine, London: Methuen, 
seventh ed. 1942,210; and J. N. D. Kelly, Early Christian 
Doctrines, London. A. & C. Black, fourth ed. 1968,257. 
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33,5 Theodore C. Campbell, "The Doctrine of the Holy Spirit in the 
Theology of Athanasius, " SJT, 27 (1974), 408-440. The f irst 
two sections of Campbell's article cover the three axioms 
identified here. In his second section, "The Spirit as a 
Member of the Triad, " he deals with this first axiom and 
devotes considerable attention to the ý1 t'a ýVtPyEla in 
relation to the unity of obaia. 

33,6 George D. Dragas, "The Eternal Son, " Th e In carna t ion: 
Ecumenical Studies in the Nicene-Constantinopolitan Creed, ed. 
T. F. Torrance, Edinburgh: Handsel, 1981,16-57, Dragas 
regards this axiom as central: "The central statement of the 
Letters to Serapion is that the truth of God is in the 
Trinity, the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit, which is 
undivided and homogeneous in itself. " He also links this 
unity of being to unity of action: "The whole argument of 
the Ad Serapionem is based on th is holistic Tr iad ic 
involvement of God in human history" (Ibid., 40). 

33,7 Ad Serdp., 1,1, PG XXVI, 532A. 

33,8 John McIntyre, in his article, "The Holy Spirit in Greek 
Patristic Thought, " SJT, 7 (1954), 353-375, identifies three 
principles which he claims are used by all the Fathers in 
their formulation of doctrine. The third of these is this 
principle, "The Spirit is to the Son as the Son is to the 
Father. " McIntyre calls this "an ontological or correlative 
principle. " The principle is certainly ontological in that it 
asserts the unity and indivisibility of the Triad, but it is 
also epistemological. McIntyre's first principle, "Identity of 
ousla is to be derived from unity of energ-eia, " which he calls 
"a logical or deductive principle, " is not prevalent in that 
form in the Letters to Serapion, although present (cp. supra, 
32, note 7), The related argument, not in Triadic form, that 
since the Spirit fulfils divine functions the Spirit is divine, 
takes a sizeable portion of the first letter (1,22-27). 
Similarly, McIntyre's second principle, "Knowledge of any one 
of the Persons within the Trinity is at the same time 
knowledge of the other two, " which he calls "an 
epistemological or conceptual principle, " is not particularly 
prominent or explicit in the Letters. 

33,9 Ibid., 1,2, PG XXVI, 533A: 

Why then do they say that the Holy Spirit is a creature, 
who has the same oneness with the Son as the Son with 
the Father? Why have they not understood that, just as 
by not dividing the Son from the Father they ensure that 
God is one, so by dividing the Spirit from the Word, they 
no longer ensure that the Godhead in the Triad is one. " 

It may be. seen here how the second axiom is inseparable from 
the f irs t. At the end of 1,2 he wr i tes: 
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"For those who 'resist the Spirit'... deny also the Son. 
But those who deny the Son have not the Father. " 

At the end of the exegetical section of the first letter 
(Ibid., 1,1,14, PG XXVI, 565B) It reappears: 

11 ti-ie Spirit had not been divided from the Son, but 
was himself in Christ, as the Son is in the Father, " 

At 1,20, PG XXVI, 576D-577A, the axiom is explored beginning 
with a clear statement in the form of the principle of 
proportion, inseparable linked to the first axiom: 

"But if there is such co-ordination (uuuTotXiaq> and 
unity within the holy Triad, who can separate either the 
Son from the Father, or the Spirit from the Son or from 
the Father himself? Who would be so audacious as to 
say that the Triad is unlike itself and diverse in 
nature, or that the Son is in essence foreign from the 
Father, or the Spirit alien from the Son. " 

It would be possible to dismiss the expression of proportion 
in those sentences as merely rhetorical, but that is not 
possible with the explicit statement at the beginning of the 
next paragraph (1,21, PG XXVI, 580B): 

"But if, in regard to order (T6ttv) and nature, the 
Spirit bears the same relation to the Son as the Son to 
the Father, will not he who calls the Spirit a creature 
necessarily hold the same to be true also of the Son, " 

At the end of 1,24, PG XXVI, 588B, in the middle of the 
section arguing for the deity of the Spirit from his actions 
as given in Scripture, Athanasius writes of the Spirit as "the 
image of the Son" as the Son is "the image of the Father. " In 
1,25, PG XXVI, 588C, the same principle of proportion is 
expressed with regard to essence (o6aýcc): 

"And if the Son, because he is of the Father, is proper 
to his essence Q. 5toq uýq o6cTiaq aý, Eou ýucvv) it must 
be that the' Spirit, who is said to be from God, is in 
essence proper to the Son (t5tov etva t xaVo6cv(av 
V100.1, 

It appears once again in the concluding paragraph Q, 33; PG 
XXVI, 608A). 

"For the Spirit is inseparable from the Son, as the Son 
is inseparable from the Father. " 

Cp, also 111,1, PG XXVI, 628A; 111,3, PG XXVI, 628-629; 111,4, 
PG XXVI, 629-632. 

33,10 lbld, 11,5, PG XXVI, 616B. 
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34,1 Ibid., 111,1, PG XXVI, 624-C-625A. 

34,2 Ibid., 111,4, PG XXVI, 629C-632A. 

34,3 Charles Kannengiesser, "Athanasius of Alexandria and the Holy 
Spirit between Nicea I and Constantinople It" ITQ, 48 (1981), 
166-180. Kannengiesser undertakes a study of the doctrine of 
the Spirit throughout the writings of Athanasius. His v iew 
of the Spirit as the unique inspirer of the whole of Scripture 
(evident as early as the Festal Letters) determines his 
her-meneutical rules (cf. Contra Arianos 1,54 and 11,44). 
These lead to his doctrine of the Son of God on which rests 
his reply regarding the substantial divinity of the Spirit in 
the Letters to Serapfon. The Holy Spirit does not appear in 
the Contra Gentes-De Incarnatione, but in Kannengiesser's 
v iew, 

"His absence may be compared to that of the human soul 
in the humanity of Christ as the author of the apology 
evokes it. In neither case does the silence signify a 
den ia 1, It must be interpreted" (Ibid., 172). 

The "Chr is to log ica 1 concentration" of which Kannengiesser 
writes is developed in Contra Arlanos 1,46-51. Kannengiesser 
sums up the lessons of this section in three statements: (a) 
the Spirit is the perfect gift of the Son, (b) the Spirit is 
the "power" of the Son, and (c) the Spirit acts in us. In 
commenting on Contra Arfanos 1,46, Kannengiesser concludes: 

"All is said in those few lines: the Christological 

concentration of the notion of Pneuma in Athanasius owes 
nothing to the anti-Arian controversy, but stems from 
his own meditation on the salvation accomplished in 
Chr is t; it is not derived from a theory of the divine 
Triad, but is conceived in function of the Incarnation of 
the Son" (Ibid., 175). 

34,4 T. F. Torrance, op. CI t., 232. Torrance sees this close 
dependence of Athanasius' pneumatology on his Christology as 
the explanation for the fact that "the foundation of 
Athanasius' doctrine of the Spirit, in its essential points, is 
already found in the Contra Arianos. " 

34,5 C. R. B. Shapland, op. cit., 34f.: 

"For Athanasius, the doctrine of the Spirit stands in the 
closest possible relation to that of the Son. " 

34,6 J. A. B. Holland, The Development of the Trinitarian 7heology of 
AthanasJus, unpub. Ph. D. thesis, Edinburgh, 1963,1243. Ho I land 

regards the Letters to Serapion as "the f irst really 
systematic treatment of the Spirit in theological history" and 
"the first place in theology (apart perhaps from the recently 
discovered 'Demonstration of the Apostolic Preaching' of 
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Irenaeus, which is a commentary on a Trinitarian creed) which 
can be considered as a systematic study of the Trinity as a 
who le" (Ibid., 1231 ). fie gives a useful resum6 of ' 

the 
theology of the Letters, identifying five grounds given for 
accepting Trinitarian doctrine and the deity of the Spirit: 
M exegesis (shallow, according to Holland), (ii) the argument 
from the titles of the Persons of the Trinity (which is less 
strong here than in reference to the Son), (iii) the 
categorical argument that the Spirit, like the Son, is unique, 
and acts as God towards the creatures, (which in Holland's 
view bears the main weight), (iv) the connection between the 
unity of operations and the unity of God (not a straight 
argument from the first to the second) and finally, since the 
problem is more formidable than when similar arguments were 
used for the deity of the Son, (v) an a priori Trinitarianism 
Wh ich gives consistency to the piecemeal evidence of 
Scripture. 

This fifth argument may be identified with what is called in 
this thesis the first axiom of Athanasius in the Letter-s. The 
third argument may be identified with the third axiom, still 
to be considered here. The fourth argument is related to the 
second axiom currently under discussion, but Holland deals 
with the Spirit's relation to the Son and the intra-trinitarian 
relations in his succeeding section on the content of 
Trinitarian doctrine (Ibid., 1246-1253). 

34,7 Ad Serap., 1,19, PG XXVI, 573CD. This is the only place in 
the Letters where these images are expounded (i, e. 1,19-21). 
They occur also in 11,1-3 In reference to the Son but not in 
Triadic form. J. M. Ford, in "The Ray, the Root and the River. 
A Note on the Jewish Origin of Trinitarian Images, " SP XI, 
Berlin, 1972,158-165, suggested that these similes, and that 

of the tree Cthe- root, the shoot, and the fruit'), which are 
found in Tertullian (Adv. Prax, 8) and in Hippolytus "may have 

originated from Jewish symbolism portrayed by the menorah, 
the seven-branched candlestick. " Cf. also R. P. C. Hanson, "The 
Transformation of Images in the Trinitarian Theology of the 
Fourth Century, " SP XV 11, (1982), 97-115, republished in 
Richard P. C. Hanson, Studies in Christian Antiquity, Edinburgh: 
T. & T. Clark, 1985,253-278. 

35,1 This is J. A. B. Holland's term for this principle. Vide, J. A. B. 

Holland, op. cit., 1244: 

"This is the problem, as we have put it, of whether the 

Son and the Spirit are in series with the Father or in 

parallel, or in a different, more complex relation. " 

35,2 Cf. Ad Serap., 1,20, PG XXVI, 576D: "But if there is such 

co- ord ina t ion and unity w I th in the holy Tr iad ... 11; 

or 1,21, PG XXV1,580B: "But If in regard to order and 

nature... " 
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35,3 Ad Serap., 1,19, PG XXVI, 573CD. Cf. supra, 34, note 7. The 
terminology of "ontological Trinity" and "economic Trinity" is 
not, of course, to be found in Athanasius, and although he is 
a major figure precisely because he insists that the Trinity, 
and specifically the Son's relationship with the Father, is 
ontological and eternal and not merely economic or temporal, 
the distinction may not have been as clear in his mind or as 
sharply defined as in later reflection and later terminology, 
Although it has been argued here that the traditional images 
of light-radiance-enlightenment and fountain-river-drink have 
a mainly economic reference, the ontological reference is not 
entirely -absent. Later in Ad Serap., 11,1-3, the only other 
place in the Letter-s where they are used, the images are 
given an ontological implication: 

"If God is Fountain (nqyý) and Light Qp6Sq) and Father, it 
is not lawful to say that the fountain is dry, or that 
the light has no ray, or that God has no Word; lest God 
be without w isdom, reason, and brightness. As, 
therefore, the Father is eternal, the Son also must be 
eternal... " (11,2, PG XXVI, 609B). 

35,4 lbfd., 1,20, PG XXVI, 576D. 

35,5 Ibid., 1,20, PG XXVI, 577B. Cf. also IV, 4, PG XXVI, 641C-644B. 
According to G. L. Prestige, "PERICHOREO and PERICHORESIS in the 
Fathers", JThS, 29 (1928), 242-252, the term nEptX(zp& was 
f irst used by Gregory of' Nazianzus (Ora t. 18: 42) with 
reference to Christology, and first applied to the Trinity by 
John of Damascus. But the idea of mutual co-inherence, 
explicitly drawn mainly from Johannine and Pauline sources, is 

present here in Athanasius. 

36,1 Ibid., 1,2, PG XXVI, 533AB. The axiom also underlies the 

charge made against the Tropici in the opening sentences of 
the letter (1,1, PG XXVI, 569C) that., 

11 ... certain persons ... oppose the Holy Spirit, saying that 
He is not only a creature, but actually one of the 
ministering spirits, and differs from the angels only in 
degree ... 11 

36,2 Ibid., 1,17, PG XXVI, 569C. 

36,3 Ibid., 1,21-27, PG XXVI, 58OB-593C. 

36,4 Ibid., 1,21, PG XXVI, 581A. Athanasius continues in 1,22, PG 
XXVI, 581AB: 

"The creatures came from nothing, having a beginning 
from which they came into being... The Holy Spirit is 

said to be from God... What; kinship could there be, 
judging by the above, between the Spirit and the 

creatures? For the creatures were not; but God has 
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being, and the Spirit is from him. That which is from 
God could not be from that which is not, nor could it be 
a creature... 

36,5 Ibid., 1,23, PG XXVI, 584B. 

36,6 Ibid., 584BC. 

36,7 Ibid., 1,24, PG XXVI, 585B. 

36,8 Ibid. 

36,9 lbfd., 1,26, PG XXVI, 589C. 

36,10 lbfd. 

36,11 Ibid., 1,27, PG XXVI, 593A. 

36,12 lb id. 

36,13 Ibid., 593C: xcxi cof5 E)eoi3 tv6q t'Stov xcxi 6ýLoof)utov gact. 

36,14 Ibid. 

37,1 It is Fathers such as Irenaeus and Tertullian who clarify the 
doctrine as creatio ex nihilo, as clearly stated in II Macc. 
7: 28 but not so clearly in the canonical Scriptures. The 
doctrine was not universally held by all Christian thinkers. 
It was compromised in different ways, for example, by Justin 
and Or igen. But it seems to be common to most if not all 
of those later accounted as Fathers of the Church. Cf. the 
useful treatment of this in Richard A. Norris, God and World 
in Early Christian Theology, London: A. & C. Black, 1966. On 
the other hand, if some Christian thinkers thought of creation 
through intermediaries, Porphyry at least among pagan 
philosophers developed a Platonic version of creatio ex nihilo 
in his commentary on Plato's Timaeus. 

37,2 E. P. Meijering, in Orthodoxy and Platonism In Athanasius, 
Synthesis or Antithesis'?, Leiden: Brill, 1974, identifies this 
rejection of hierarchical concepts of God and the world as a 
significant difference between Athanasius and Origen (129): 

"From Origen's doctrine about the Logos it becomes clear 
that he accepts such a hierarchic conception of God. 
Although he says that the Son is of the same eternity 
as the Father, he nevertheless makes him ontologically 
inf er ior to the Father... Athanasius is obviously 
completely opposed to any hierarchy in God, and in this 
he differs both from Origen (and his followers in 
Alexandria) and the Platonists. " 

37,3 Ad. Serap. 1,27, PG XXVI, 593C. Cf. supra, 36, note 13. 
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37,4 Cf. Wolfgang A. Bienert, "The Significance of Athanasius for 
Nicene Orthodoxy! ' IN, 48, (1981), 181-195. Bienert traces 
the development in Athanasius' use of homoousios in 187f.:: 

37,5 Methodios Fouyas expresses this understanding of the use of 
Greek categories by the Fathers in general and Athanasius in 
particular: 

"In making use of the Hellenistic language and traditions 
as means, the Christian Church does not derive the 
essence of her teaching from them... Language and 
Tuxpcyft(yýaTa do not constitute the Faith, but serve it. 
They are means, not the end. It is noticeable that the 
Counc iI of Alexandria in 362 under St. Athanasius 
declared tha t what mattered was not the dogmatic 
language as such but the dogmatic meaning underlying 
its use, " Methodios Fouyas, "The Homoousion, " AbS, 10 
(1979), 5-17, this quotation from page 12; reprinted in 
The Incarnation, ed. T. F. Torrance, Edinburgh: Handsel, 
1981,1-15. 

E. P, Meijering in his study of the role of Platonist ontology 
in Athanasius' thought corrects the impression this may leave 
that Hellenistic language and Platonist categories are only 
incidental to Athanasius' thought: 

"One may ask whether Athanasius consciously uses 
Platonic ontology as a foundation of his Christian faith. 
There can be no doubt that he was confronted with 
Platonic ontology in his philosophical education. Plato's 
Timaeus was well known. The feeling of security which 
this ontology gives may have appealed to him 
emotionally, On the other hand he need not have had the 
feeling that he was adding a new and strange element to 
the Christian faith" (opxlt., 125). 

The Platonist ontology was simply part of his cultural milieu, 
the accepted framework of thought for a man of his time. 
Athanasius was quite happy to use Platonist terms compatible 
with Scripture and approved by ecclesiastical tradition: 

"He is confronted with the difficulty that the words 
o6afa and 6ýioo6utoq do not appear in the Bible. He 
says that it is allowed to use non-biblical terms, 
provided one, keeps a pious mind... " (op. cit., 125-126). 

What was significant was not so much whether a specifically 
Platonist ontology was used, but that the faith be expressed 
on to log ica I ly. As in Platonism "the world of ideas is meant 
to give stability to this sensible world", so 

I's im i lar ly, in Athanasius' view, the ontological 
foundation of Christ's divinity gives stability and 
reliability to God's revelation... Athanasius believes 
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that if God is not 
is to us, then He 
cease being what He 

by essence what He does 
might cease doing what 
is to us" (op. cit., 124). 

or what He 
He does or 

There is a second reason: 

"The other reason why Athanasius stresses the 
ontological Godhead of the Son is... that he believed that 
only God can redeem man, and that Christ, as the 
Redeemer, must therefore be God " (opxit., 125). 

37,6 James P. Mackey, The Christian Experience of God as Trinity, 
London: SCM, 1983,139: 

11... as long as the homoousios was conf ined to the 
relationship of Father and Son it could (a) both be 
justified and given meaning from its unbroken ties to 
the image of generation and (b) seem, because of th ose 
same ties, to leave intact, denpite its approach to the 
connotation of identity of substance, the distinction of 
parent and offspring which this very image requires. 
But of course once the homoousios is extended to the 
Holy Spirit, its links to the image of generation are 
effectively broken, and with these will go also its 
obvious source of Justification and meaning, and even its 
remaining ability to retain impressions of distinct ion 
despite its own progress towards connotations of 
identity. Hence the whole project of distinguish ing 
hypostaseis will be threatened. The break with the 
explanatory and justificatory link with the image of 
generation will tend to introduce the kind of 
equivalence of images of derivation (being born of, 
created by, established by, and so on) on which Arian ism 
had insisted; and the same break will make the quest of 
formulae for distinction within the one identical esse nce 
even more difficult than it otherwise needs to be ... 11 

38,1 Cf. supra, 24, note 1. J. H. Srawley, in his article on 
"Cappadocian Theology" in HERE, Vol. 3,212-217 (cf. 214), 
denotes Basil as the pioneer. 

38,2 Cf. supra, 24, note 4, and infra, 135f. Although popularized 
by and associated with Harnack, this view was first proposed 
by Theodore Zahn in Marcellus von Ancyra, Gotha: Perthes, 
1867. Franke Dinsen, in her Kiel dissertation, Homoousios. 
Die Geschichte des Be87riffs bis zum Konzil von Konstantinopel 
(381), completed in 1976, lists works by the following 

scholars in which neo-Nicenes are distinguished from Old 
Nicenes on this basis: H. M. Gwatkin, F. Loofs, R. Seeberg, J. 
Leipoldt, G. Kruger, J. Gummerus, K. MUller, M. Werner, G. 
Kretschmar, B. Lohse and A. Schindler (op. cit., Einleitung 1, 

notes 1 and 2). 
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3813 In add it ion to J. F. Bethune-Baker ( vide supra, 24, note 4. ) the 
following scholars according to Dinsen (op. cit., Einlei., tung, 
1, note 3) reject the Zahn-Harnack view: F. Cavallera, 0. 
Bardenhewer, R. Arnou, G. L. Prestige, J. N. D. Kelly, S. 
Gonzalez, J. Lebon, A. Grillmeier and A. M. Ritter. 

38,4 Vide Atanasije Jevtich, "Between the 'Nicaeans' and the 
'Easterners': the 'Catholic' Confession of Saint Basil, " 
St VI a dThQ, 24 (1980), 235-252, According to Jevtich, the 
fioinoiousians are best understood as Easterners who accepted 
the Nicene faith in all respects except that they preferred 
homoj. 'ousios since to them it better accommodated the real 
distinction of hypostaseis. Homoiousianism was one attempt 
to give expression to this Eastern triadology. 

"St. Basil and the other Cappadocians were f irmly rooted 
in the general Eastern dogmatic tradition, and not 
particularly in that of 'homoiousianism'" (Ibid., 246). 

Jevtich sums up the Cappadocian achievement: 

"The holy Cappadocian Fathers, having become embroiled in 
the contest between the IN icaeans' and the I Easterners' , 
succeeded in winning a real victory for the cause of 
Nicene consubstantial ity and the true faith in the Holy 
Spirit. They did this in such a way as not to sacrifice 
anything of the sound Eastern triadological tradition" 
(Ibid., 245). 

Cf. also the same author's earlier article, "Introduction A la 
theologie du Saint Esprit chez les P6res cappadociens, " 
Messager de Pexarchat du Patriarche Russe en Europe 
Occidentale, 83-84 (1973), 145-162. This is a translation 
from Serbian of an article published the same year in Teolosky 
Polgedy (Revue du Patriarcat serbe), 5 (1973), 22-36. 

39,1 Cf, supra, 27. Cf. also G. L. Prestige, God in Patristic 
Thought, London: S. P. C. K. , 1952,179: "Persons of the Trinity 

seem to have been described by the word hypostasis first in 
Origen (c. Cels. 8.12). " More recently, Atanasije Jevtich 

wr i tes of Or igen (op. ci t, "Between the N icaeans' and the 
'Easterners', 248): "He was the one who f irst used the 

express i on ' three hypos t ases' f or t he Ho Iy Tr inity. Jevtich 

ci tes Exegesis of the Gospel of St . John, V, 11,6. 

39,2 PG X, 984-988; ANCL, Vol. 20, Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1871, 
5-6. 

39,3 J. H. Srawley (op. cit. , 213) states that the Cappadocians 
11exhibit especially the influence Of the Creed of their local 

saint, Gregory Thaumaturgus. " Hans Dehnhard's close study 
(Das Problem der Abh9ngIgkeit des Basilius von Plotin, Berlin: 

de Gruyter, 1964) documents the close verbal links between 
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Basil's De Spiritu Sancto, a smaller work entitled, De Spiritu 
(which Dehnhard argues is from Basil's pen) and vdrious 
sources, including the Creed of Gregory Thaumaturgus. R. P. C. 
Hanson concluded ("Basil's Doctrine of Tradition, " VigChr, 22 
(1968), 247, note 42): 

"Dehnhard has shown that this doctrinal tradition which 
was so strongly entrenched in Basil's family went back to 
the Symbolum of Gregory Theodorus (later called 
Thaumaturgus). " 

Luise Abramowski, in "Das Bekenntnis des Gregor Thaumaturgus 
Bei Gregor von Nyssa und das Problem seiner Echtheit, " ZKG, 87 
(1976), 145-166, has since disputed the authenticity of the 
Creed, and her conclusions have more recently been accepted by 
John M. Rist in "Basil's 'Neoplatonism': Its Background and 
Nature, " Basil of Caesarea. Christian, Humanist, Ascetic (ed. 
P. J. Fedwick), Toronto: Pont. Inst. of Mediaeval Studies, 
1981,137-220. 

39,4 Cf. supra, 24, note 5. 

39,5 John M. Rist (op. cit., 210) writes: 

"What then Is the truth about the 'Creed of Gregory 
Thaumaturgus"? Basically Abramowski is right: there was 
such a 'Creed' Uxogalq); Basil refers to it in 
ENeoc. p. m. (210). He apparently knows its content, 
though he makes no use of it - presumably because it was 
related to third century problems and thus no help in his 
Trinitarian dealings with Artabius or anyone else in the 
fourth century. The document which Gregory of Nyssa 
produced and which Dehnhard claims as a source for Basil, 
is a reworking of the original 'Creed' by someone close 
to Basil; and as Abramowski points out, its material on 
the Spirit seems to depend on the work of Basil himself. " 

The reference here is to Ep. 210, Ad primores Neocaesarienses. 
Artabius was bishop of Neocaesarea, originally the see of 
Gregory Thaumaturgus. A major argument against the 
authenticity of the Creed of Gregory Thaumaturgus is that 
Basil does not use it in a dispute with Artabius. 

39,6 E. Junod, in "Remarques sur la composition de la Philocalie 
d'Orig6ne par Basile de Usar6e et Gr6goire de Nazianze, " 
RHistPhR, 52 (1972)t 149-156, gives a useful summary of the 

contents of the Philocalia: 

"La Philocalie peut dtre di 

premi6re, la plus courte, 
consacr6e a Pherm6neutique. 
divine de, 119criture, evoque 
langage biblique, defend 

scripturaire et insiste 

visäe en trois parties. La 
(ch. 1-14), est entiärement 
Elle traite d l'inspiration 
longuement les problämes du 

l'unitä du tämoignage 
sur la n4cessitä de 
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llinterpr6tation spirituelle. La seconde (ch. 15-20) est 
de caract6re apolog6tique. Elle ne contient d'ailleurs 
que des textes du Contre Celse. Elle r6pond aux 
principales objections que Phell6nisme a faites au 
christianisme. Enf in, la troisi6me (ch. 21-27), si el le 
est plus composite, peut cependant Ostre rang6e sous le 
titre g6n6ral: rapports entre 116conomie divine et la 
libert6 humaine" (Ibid., 151-152). 

39,7 Cf. Jean Gribomont, "LlOrigenisme de Saint Basile, " LIHomme 
devant Dieu, H. de Lubac (J. Guillet et a]. ), 1963,281-294. 
A. Jevtich comments (op. cit., 249, note 12): "J. Gribomont in 
11 is well-known ar ticIe, L' Or i8-6n I sme de Se in t Basi I e, 
underestimates the independence of St. Basil from Origen, 
especially in his understanding of the Holy Trinity. " 

40,1 Benoit Pruche, Introduction to Basile de C6sar6e. Tralt6 du 
Saint Esprit (Sources chr6tiennes, 17), Paris: Cerf, 1947,17. 
Pruche restates the point: 

"Bien souvent Pon croit entendre, par de16 les paroles 
de 116v8que de Cesaree, la voix du patriarche 
d'Alexandrie" (Ibid., 87). 

"Basi I e, on Ie sait, professait pour 116v6que 
d'Alexandrie une grande admiration, avait en lui que1que 
chose de la totale confiance d'un disciple pour un maltre 
v6n6re en qui Pon est sOr de trouver toujours orthodoxie 
tres pure et parfaite s6curit6 doctrinale" (Ibid., 92). 

Several Athanasian themes taken up in the De Spiritu Sancto 
are listed as well as several points at which Basil shows 
originality in going beyond Athanasius (Ibid., 87-97). 

40,2 Basil himself seems to avoid the formula ýiia o6a(a, -TpE: Zq 
bnoa, u&uEtq, particularly TpEZq 6noUT&aE%q- It occurs once 
in De Spiritu Sancto (72) but in a statement attributed to 
Dionysius of Alexandria (sý c6 cpetq Etval Td(c, 'YTEocT'16ae"q). 
It does not occur in Ep. 38, Ep. 214 or Ep. 236. Cf. J. 

Lebon, "Le sort du 'consubstantiell nic6en, " RHE, 47,485-529 

and S. Gonzales, La formula -rpErý bnourduEtq en San GreEorio 
de Nisa, Rome, 1939. Gregory of Nazianzus refers to the 

phrase as common in the East when speaking of Athanasius' role 
in reconciling the usages of East and West at the Council of 
Alexandria of 362 (Orat. 21: 35, PGXXXV, 1124C): 

"We use in an orthodox sense the terms one essence and 
three hypostaseis. .. " 

It is possible that Basil's avoidance of the number 'three' in 

connection with the hypostaseis is related to his refusal to 

use number in reference to God. Cf. De Spiritu Sancto, XVIII 
(44), PG XXXII, 249A. 
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"But, 0 wisest sirs, let the unapproachable be altogether 
above and beyond number ... Count if you must; býit you 
must not by counting do damage to the faith... We 
proclaim each of the hypostaseis singly; and, when count 
we must, we do not let an ignorant arithmetic carry us 
away to the idea of a plurality of gods. " 

Yet the phrase is commonly regarded as characterizing Basil's 
position. A. de Halleux in his article, "'Hypostasel et 
'Personne' dans la formation du dogme trinitaire (ca. 375- 
381), " (2 pts), RHE, 79 (1984), 313-369 and 625-670, when 
writing of "Basil et ses 

a 
partisans, " refers to "Ieur propre 

formule ýif'a oýuiaj TpEtq unouTduetq, traduisant leur fid6lit6 
6 la th6ologie d'Orig6ne. " He continues: "Celle-ci avait 6t6 
canonis6e en 341, lors du concile de la d6dicace de la grande 
6gl ise d' Antioch, dans le 'symbol lucianique' , qui resta une 
autorit6e dogmatique majeure pour les n6o-nic6ens" (665-666). 
The Second Creed of Antioch, ratified by the Dedication 
Council and traditionally linked to the Creed of Lucian of 
Antioch, contains the words: cý ýtv u'noa-r6aet Epia, qq St 
GOýOwvf(x 'Ev, Cf. J. N. D. Kelly Early Christian Creeds, 3rd 
ed., Loýdon: Longmans, 1972. 

40,3 Boris Bobrinskoy, "The Indwelling of the Spirit in Christ: 
'Pneumatic Christology' in the Cappadocian Fathers, " 
StVladThQ, 28 (1984), 49-65. Cf. page 54. 

40,4 Ep. 2 14,4, PG XXX 11,789AB. Cf. Ep. 236,6, PG XXXI 1,884AB: 

"The distinction between ousia and hypostasis is the 
same as that between the general and the particular; as, 
for instance, between the animal and the particular man. 
Wherefore, in the case of the Godhead, we confess one 
essence or substance so as not to give a variant 
definition of existence, but we confess a particular 
hypostasis, in order that our conception of Father, Son 
and Holy Spirit may be without confusion and clear. if 
we have no distinct perception of the separate 
characteristics, namely, fatherhood, sonship, and 
sanctification, but form our conception of God from the 
general Idea of existence, we cannot possibly give a 
sound account of our faith. We must, therefore, confess 
the faith by adding the particular to the common. The 
Godhead is common; the fatherhood particular. " 

Cf. Milton V. Anastos, op. cit., (supra, 27, note 2), note 
135: Ep. 38, "the locus classicus for the Cappadocian analysis 
of the -terms ousia and hypostasis, " is now regarded as the 

work of' Gregory of Nyssa. Anastos refers to P. J. Fedwick, "A 
Commentary of Gregory of Nyssa on the 38th Letter of Basil of 
Caesarea, " OrChP, 44 (1978)t 31-51, and R. HUbner, "Gregor von 
Nyssa als Verfasser der sog. Ep. 38 des Basilius, zum 

unterschiedlichen Verständnis der o*t)aia bei den Kappadozischen 

BrUdern, " Epektasis, Paris: Beauchesne, 1972,463-490. 
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40,5 According to Alasdair I. C. Heron, this "geheric" 
interpretation of ousia was unfortunate. He comments in 
"Homoousios with the Father, " Th e Incarnation, ed. T. F. 
Torrance, Edinburgh: Handsel, 1981,58-87: 

"Athanasius wisely avoided taking that path: he seems to 
have sensed accurately that this way of applying the 
ousla1hypostasis language would raise more problems than 
it solved. The Cappadocians too did not always follow 
it ... but it may be held that it would have been better if 
they had never followed it at all" (Ibid., note 13). 

Heron refers to Christopher Stead, Divine Substance, Oxford: 
OUP, 1977,258 for his statement that the Cappadocians did not 
always follow the generic/specific definition of 
ousialhypostasis. S. de Boer sees the abandonment of this 
definition in the De Spiritu Sancto: 

"The relationship of oýu(a to O'n6arauaiq is meant in an 
Aristotelian sense, namely as species-specimen. Every 
hypostasis is characterised by his own yvwpfaýiaTa... The 
question here is: what is really the relationship of the 
mutual hypostasels and of the hypostaseis to the ousia? 
How must one distinguish the characteristics of the 
hy-postasels from the qualities of the ousia? The 
Aristotelian scheme is not of much help to Basil. That 
is why he throws the net to the other side of the ship. 
And in flepi ro6 "Ayfou INE6ýacor, we hear formulations 
that are not exactly Aristotelian. Here evidently the 
Father is seen as the source of the deity, while the Son 

and the Holy Spirit are ývEpyEiat which point to that one 
o6aia" (S. de Boer, op. cit., 372, trans. C. Verwoerd). 

For th isI ast asser ti on, de Boer quotes De Spir, Sanc t. , XV I 11 
(47), PG XXXII, 153B. 

"Thus the way of the knowledge of God lies from the One 
Spirit through the One Son to the One Father... 1c 

40,6 R. P. C. Hanson, in his article, "Basil's Doctrine of Tradition 
in Relation to the Holy Spirit, " Vig-Chr, 22 (1968), 241-255, 
describes De Spiritu Santo as Basil's "greatest work" (248). 
Going further in an article published the following year, "The 
Divinity of the Holy Spirit, " ChQ, 1 (1969), 298-306, he 
describes it as "the most important work on the theology of 
the Holy Spirit done in the fourth century" (300). 

40,7 Benoit Pruche gives an evocative description of the occasion 
of the dispute, Basil's use of the two doxologies in his 

cathedral at Caesarea on 7th September, 374 (cf. Pruche, op. 
cit. , 1-2). Basil's account is in De Spiritu Sancto, 1(3), 

PG XXXII, 72BC. 
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Blomf ield Jackson refers to Eustathius of Sebaste as. "the 
Vicar of Bray of the Arian controversies, who probably 
subscribed more creeds than any other prominent bishop of his 
age" (NPNF,, Second Series, Vol. VIII, 194, note 3). He was a 
leader of the Homoiousian party along with Basil of Ancyra in 
the crisis of 359/360, and Basil of Caesarea admired him for 
his asceticism. Basil spent two days in 372 persuading him 
to accept the deity of the Spirit, but no sooner had Basil 
departed than Eustathius repudiated this "Protocol of 
Sebaste". Hermann Dbrries identifies Eustathius as the leader 
of the Pneumatomachians against whom Basil's arguments are 
primarily aimed. Hermann Dbrries, De Spiritu Sancto. Der 
Beitrag des Basilius zum Abschluss des trinitarischen Dogmas, 
G6ttingen: Vandenhoech, 1956,86: 

"Es ist nicht schwer, unter den Pneumatomachen die 
einzelne Gestalt namhaft zu machen, für die alle diese 
Voraussetzungen zutreffen: De Spiritu Sancto ist ja 
mitten in dem Kampf entstanden, den der zum 
Repräsentanten der Pneumatomachen gewordene ehemalige 
Gefährte des Basilius gegen ihn entfacht hatte, 
Eustathios von Sebaste. Genannt oder ungenannt steht er 
In Jedem Fall Basilius hier von Augen, und nichts liegt 
näher als die Annahme, dass gerade er der Unterredner 
war, der mit Basilius ein solches Streitgespräch geführt 
hat. " 

41,2 PG XXXII, 68-105; PG XXXII, 173C-209C. 

41,3 De Spir. Sanc., II (4), PG XXXII, 72A. 

41,4 Ibid., I 11 (5), PG XXXI 1,76A. 

41,5 Ibid., IV(6). 

41,6 De Spir. Sanc., V (7). 1 Cor. 8: 6 reads. - 

XX ' 9ýItV Efq Oe6q 6 ncccýp, ýý 06 T& n6VTa Xai ýýIEtq Etq 
a6T6v, xai Etq x6pioq -' Iquotiq Xptac6q, W o6 c& ndwca 
xai ýýLetlq 6t, a6TOO. 

41,7 lbid. Basil argues that Rom. 
the Creator, since it follows 
"Who has known the mind if 
counsellor? " and the prophet 
creative actions. 

11: 36 must refer to God the Word, 
a quotation from Isaiah 40: 13, 

the Lord, or who has been his 
has just been speaking of his 

42,1 Ibid. ,V0 1), PG XXXI I, 85A: 

"For if the difference of language indicates, as we are 
told, that the nature has been changed, then let identity 
of language compel our adversaries to confess with shame 
that the essence is unchanged. " 
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42,2 Cf. Ibid. , VI (15), PG XXXI I 89C: 

"The expression 'right hand' does not, as they contend, 
indicate the lower place, but equality of relation. " 

42,3 Ibid. , VI (13), PG XXXI I, 88B. 

42,4 Ibid. ,V1 (15), PG XXXI I, 92A. 

42,5 Ibid., VI 1 (16), PG XXXII, 93BC. 

4'2,6 Ibid. , XXV (59), PG XXXI 1,176C 

42,7 Ibid., XXVI (62), PG XXXI 1,181C: 

I oH nap&6otov ýigv einstv, &XqOgq 69 o66Ev6q 'EXcx-TTov 
, 

6r i 
xai 6q X6)pcx TiSSv &yta(oýAvcov noXX6xtq T6 nwlbýa X6yeTat. 

Mary Ann Donovan, in "The Spirit, Place of the Sanctified. 
Basil's De Spiritu Sancto and Messalianism, " SP XVII (1982), 
1073-1083, examines the spirituality synthesized by Basil in 
Chapter XXVI of De Spiritu Sancto and also whether it is in 
any sense Messalian, The Messalians, or Euchites (pray-ers), 
came into prominence in the late fourth century. They relied 
on prayer as solely efficacious to obtain the sanctifying 
presence of the Spirit (the sacraments were not) and believed 
tliat all sin was the result of demonic possession. They were 
condemned in 390. Mary Ann Donovan concludes that although 
Basil shares their interest in &naftia, for him it was not a 
precondition for the presence of the Spirit, but a consequence 
of it. Although there is a "sympathy of climate", Chapter 
XXVI of De Spiritu Sancto is not Messalian. This chapter does 
develop, however, profound uses of "in the Spirit". In 
presenting the Spirit as the "place" of the sanctified, Basil 
outlines the role of the Spirit in the "unfolding dynamic of' 
the Christian life", 

42,8 Ibid., XXIX (72), PG XXXII, 201B. 

42,9 Ibid., XXIX (73), PG XXXI I, 204A. 

42,10 lbi d. , XX IX (74), PG XXX 11,205B. 

42,11 Ibid., IX, PG XXXII, 108A-109A. 

43,1 Ibid. , IX, 22, PG XXXI I, 108B. 

43,2 Hermann Dbrries, op. cit., 54: 

"Deutlich ist, das Kapitel IX im Zusammenhang des ganzen 
Buches eine Sonderstellung innehat. Es nimmt keine 
Rücksicht auf die Kampflage. Es lässt Jedes liturgische 
Interesse vermissen und erwähnt den Lobpreis nicht, der 
das Thema des Buches ist. Und während sonst die Lehre 
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vom Hl. Geist trinitarisch 
dem Taufbefehl abgeleitet 
eigentümlicher Isolierung.., 
das Buch kündet, atmet 
Abgezogenheit. 11 

43,3 Cf. supr-a, 41, note 1. 
Tradition dans le Trait6 dL 
Oecumenica: K. E. Skydsgaard, 
accepts Dbrries' thesis that 
Chapters 10-27: 

entwickelt und durchweg aus 
wird, steht sie hier in 

Mitten im Kampf, von dem 
dies Blatt die Stille der 

J. Gribomont, in "Esot6risme et 
i Saint-Esprit de Saint Basile, " 
ed. F. Kantzenbach, 1967,22-58, 

the dialogue at Sebaste underlies 

"En analysant le Trait6, Dbrries a reconnu dans les 
chapitres centraux, 10-27, un affrontement serr6. Les 
objections ne ressemblent point A celles qu'un auteur se 
fait pour trouver lloccasion de d6velopper son th6me. 
Elles reviennent A la charge, reprennent ce qui vient 
d'6tre 6tabl i; il West donc pas possible d'y voir le 
r6sum6 d'un 6crit pneumatomaque pr6existant, que Basile 
aurait r6fut6 point par point ... Plus encore que dans 
les chapitres pr6c6dents, on constate ici 
Ilimprovisation, la vie: autre chose que la m6ditation en 
cabinet, comme dans les chapitres 1-8, ou la 
contemplation lyrique, comme au chapitre 9. Ce dialogue, 
D8rries a pens6 y voir le compte-rendu des deux journ6es 
du juin 372 A S6baste... Plus je relis ces chapitres, 
plus cette hypoth6se me parait Wimposer" (Ibid., 40). 

Gribomont reconstructs the course of the discussions. 

43,4. Hans Dehnhard, op. ci t. , 85: 

"Eine ganze Reihe von Quellen hat zu diesem Kapitel bei- 
getragen. Schriftworte sind am Anfang zusammengestellt. 
Sie nehmen dadurch zwar eine besondere Stelle ein, aber 
sie bestimmen und tragen doch nicht das Kapitel im 
ganzen. De Spiritu, De virginitate, Irenäus' Adversus 
Haereses V und Euseb, De ecclesiastica theologla 111,21 
sind für einige Grundgedanken wichtig, De Spiritu auch 
für den Aufbau des Kapitels. Hinter DS steht vor allem 
die Pneumatologie des Origenes und des Gregor 
Thaumaturgos, hinter Euseb die des Origenes... In der 
Mitte von DSS IX, 22 und ebenso wieder von IX, 23 liessen 
sich Beziehungen zum Symbol des Gregor Thaumaturgos 
feststellen... Man darf also sagen: Das Bekenntnis des 
Gregor is unter den Quellen die wichtigste. " 

Dehnhard regards DS (De Spiritu) as an earlier work of Basil. 

43,5 S. de Boer, "Basilius de Grote en de 'Homoousie' van de 
heilige Geest, " NTT, 18 (1963-64), 362-380. Cf 374 (trans. 
C. Verwoerd): 

"This way of expressing, this schematic build up of 
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thoughts in cap. IX, that amongst others uses terms like 
01 XE iWCT Iqt etx&v, and this in a special connection, 
reminds one of pronouncements of Gregory Thaumaturgus. 
And this apostle of Cappadocia, who lived a century 
before, is the direct link with Origen... There are 
differences between Basil and Origen, but Basil lives in 

a world of thought that is mainly set by the fruits of 
Origen's toil, and that of pagan thinkers among whom 
Plotinus must be mentioned first. " 

Later de Boer comments (Ibid., 375): 

"No explanation is needed that we do not f ind an extract 
from the Enneads of Plotinus in Basil, nor that he does 
not mean the same by the Holy Spirit as Plotinus means by 
the perpetual spirit. But it is clear that Basil knows 
Plotinus's way of thinking inside out. " 

43,6 John M. Rist (op. Ci t. , 702) concludes after a critical 
examination of Dehnhard's case, that it is possible but not 
likely that Basil quotes from the Enneads in De Spiritu 
Sdncto, IX. 

"And of Dehnhard's case that De Sp. S. IX uses not 
Plotinus directly, but De Sp. as a source, only one 
dubious passage remains. At least this much of a 
positive nature may be concluded: that whereas in the 

remaining chapters of De Sp. S. it is almost certain that 
there is no direct use of Plotinus, or of Plotinus via De 
Sp, , in Chapter 9 the matter is in doubt. Clearly this 
tells in favour of Dorries' thesis of a later composition 
of Chapter 9- after the remaining chapters of De Sp. S. " 

Rist suggests that the short work, De Spiritu, may have been 

written by Gregory of Nyssa, who may have interested Basil in 

Plotinus towards the end of his life. He finishes with this 

ca Vea t: 

"Basil is a true supporter of the Council of Nicea and 

all that implies. There is not a trace of the influence 

of Neoplatonic speculation in that area of Trinitarian 
theology from which the Council excluded Platonism for 

ever. And it must be admitted that though, in the area 

of moral/ascetical thought where Platonism was still 

allowed to flourish, Basil may have become interested, 

however mildly, in Plotinus towards the end of his life, 

his utterances might have been very similar in content 

whether or not he ever read any 'original' Plotinus at 

all" (Ibid., 220). 

43,7 De Spir. Sanc., X (24), PG XXXII, 109D-112A. 

43,8 Ibid. , XI (27), PG XXXI I, 116B. 
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In Chapter XIII, Basil deals with objections based on I Tim. 
5: 21, "1 charge you before God and the Lord Jesus Christ and 
the elect angels. " In Chapter XIV, he deals with objections 
based on 1. Cor. 10: 2, some were baptized "into Moses". In 
Chapter XV, he deals with objections arising from baptism 
"into water". 

44,2 Ibid., XVI (37), PG XXXI, 132A. 

44,3 Basil actually conflates Acts 5: 4, Peter's words to Ananias 
with Acts 5: 9, Peter's words to Sapphira. 

44,4 Ibid. 

44,5 Ibid., XVI (38), PG XXXI, 136B: 

'CIV Tip oxac up xc t Xýv CA T iav T&V YIVOJIEV(DV, T6v flaTtpa, Týv 
6qýtoupytxýv, T6v Y't6v, Týv TEXetwTixýv, T6 BvEbpa. 

44,6 Ibid., XVI (39), PG XXXII, 140B-141A. Basil actually refers 
here in the plural to the otxovoýiiaq. 

44,7 Titus, 2: 13. 

44,8 De Spir. Sanc., XVI (39), PG XXXII, 140C: 

'EITEt-Ta nCx(: Fa ýVgpycta cruýllrap6vToq TOb HVEbýWTOq ýVqp'yCtTO. 

Boris Bobrinskoy, OP. Cit. (Cf. supra, 40, note 3), notes 
particularly this paragraph of De Spiritu Sancto. Bobrinskoy 
shows 'that Origen lost this note of 'pneumatic Christology' 
which was present in the Apostolic Fathers and in Irenaeus, 
but that it was recovered by Athanasius and the Cappadocians. 

44,9 De Spir. Sanc., XVI (39 and 40), PG XXXII, 141AB. 

44,10 1 Cor. 2: 11: Tiq -Yd(P ot8EV &VOP6n(OV Tdc TOO &Vep6nou et ý1ý 
?I 

, u6 nvrzbýia Eo! 5 &VOp6nou T6 ýV abT&), - ou-E6)q xai T& colb Or:, oB 
o66Eiq ý-yvcoxEv El ýLý T6 nvEbpa Tod OE05. Basil's comment is 

in De Spir. Sanc. , XVI (40), PG XXXI 1,144A. According to A. 

Heising, Basil's argument in Chapter XVI follows closely 
Origen's argument in De Prin. 1,3,7. Cf. A. Heising, "Der 

heilige Geist und die Heiligung der Engel in der Pneumatologie 

des Basilius von Cdsarea, Ein Beitrag zum Verst8ndnis der 

theologischen Arbeitweise in der griechischen Patristik, " 

Z, KTh, 87 (1965), 257-308. 

44,11 De Spir. Sanc., Chapter XVII, PG XXXII, 144B-145A. 

44ý 12 lbid,, Chap. XVIII (44), and Chap. XXXII, 149A. Cf. supra 
40, note 2. 

45,1 Ibid. 
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45,2 Ibid. , Chap. XVI 11 (45) j PG XXXI It 149B. 

45,3 Ibid. 6 yt6q 'Y&P v u'ý FlaTpit xcci fjacýp ýv U6 yi&S ^ ... xai EV 
, cob, co) u6 ýv, Is thiý said in deliberate contrast to Neo- 
p1at on ism? 

45,4 Ibid. : 

"One, moreover, is the Holy Spirit, and we speak of him 
singly, conjoined as he is to the one Father through the 
one Son, and through himself completing the adorable and 
blessed Trinity. Of him the intimate relationship to 
the Father and the Son is sufficiently declared by the 
fact of his not being ranked in the plurality of the 
creation, but being spoken of singly; for he is not one 
of many, but One. For as there is one Father and one 
Son, so is there one Holy Spirit. " 

45,5 Ibid. , XVI I1 (4-6), PG XXXI I, 152B: 

ex Toý) eE: 05 npoEXO(5V, oý yäp YEVVIT(k 4 0' Yiöý, ('X, \XI (ýg 
[IVEý)ýa U'16)lacoý uýx05. xýý ýLýv 0iXE t6, rnToý öýXot)ýl9vný 

vi E: iý 0 er. v, 1055 Tponou Tqý ýnäptEwý &PPITOU 

45,6 Ibi d. , XX (5 1 PG XXX 11,160C- 16 1D, rej ec ts the i dea of a 
third option, i. e. that the Spirit is neither slave nor 
master, but "free (ýXduftpov)". 

45,7 Ibid. XIX, (48); PG XXXI 1,156. 

45,8 Ibid., XIX (4-9-50); PG XXXII, 156D-160C. 

45,9 Ibid., XXI (52); PG XXXII, 164-165C. The texts are Il 
Thess. 3: 5; I Thess. 3: 12,13; II Cor. 3: 17-18.1 Cor. 3: 16 and 
11 Tim. 3: 16 are also mentioned, 

45,10 Ibid, XXII (53), XXIII (54) and XXIV (55), PG XXXII, 165D- 
172C. The Spirit is to be glorified as One who is as 
unapproachable in thought as the Father and the Son. 

45,11 PG XXXII, 173C-209C. 

45,12 Cf, supre, 41 f- 

45,13 De Spir. Sanc., XXVII (66), PG XXXII, 189B: 

Axxo y&p 66, ypal xai &, \Xo xýpuyýioc. T6 ptv y6cp aimnUtTat, 
T& R XqP6-YýLaTCC 6qýiOCVIEftTat. 

Hermann Dbrries drew attention to this distinction Basil makes 
between kerygma and dogma (op, cit., 121-128). According to E. 
Amand de Mendleta, in "The Pair xýptqýia and 86yýa in the 
Theological Thought of St, Basil of Caesarea, " JThS, 16 
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(1965), 129-1.42, this distinction 
importance: 

is of the highest 

"This basic distinction is of such importance for his 
theology and its literary expression, that, if anyone 
wilfully neglects this essential pair of XýPU-Yýia 
and 86-yýia, this carelessness would prevent them from 
gaining a proper understanding of Basil's Trinitarian 
theology, especially of his pneumatology" (op-cit., 133). 

Cf. nlso E. Amand de Mendieta, The 'Unwritten' and 'Secret' 
Apostolic Traditions in the Theological Thought of St, Basil 
of Ctiesdrea, SJT Occasional Papers, No. 13, Edinburgh: Oliver 
and Boyd, 1965. 

46,1. Ibid. , XXVI 1 (66), PG XXXI 1,189B: 

e 06'1 oq X6-yoq 'Uýq 'r 6v&, YP6(PWV napctS6aEwq, coq 
XUTUýIEXqOEýGaV T(^LV SOYý16TWV TýV YV6(TIV EU'XCCTaýDPOVqTOV 
Tozq noxxotq yEvgaoat 516C auvýeslav. 

46 2) R. P. C. Hanson In "Basil's Doctrine of Tradition, " op. Ci t. , 
supra, 40, note 6, traces the development of Basil's attitude 
to trad ItI on f rom. Adversus Eunomius where he shares 
Athanasius' view that "Scripture is doctrinally sufficient, " 
through his Letters, where there is "a readiness to appreciate 
the value of Christian tradition, " to De Spiritu Sdncto where 
he takes "quite a new step" (Ibid., 248f. ): 

"He deals with the Scriptural evidence briefly, without 
much success or conviction, and then comes to t he subject 
of extra-Scriptural tradition. In the twenty-seventh 
chapter therefore he boldly defends his own formula of 
doxology by claiming that tradition independent of the 
Bible is important, indeed essential, in doctrinal 
matters as well as merely practical. " 

Accordii)g to Hanson, 

" ... Basil's doctrine of tradi t ion isa startling 
innovation... He claims that the extra-Scriptural 
traditions which he is concerned to defend not only had 
been handed down by the apostles and preserved intact 
from their time, but that this had been done secretly and 
t ha t to reject them would be to damage the gospel in the 

most important points and to reduce the public teaching 
to a mere name. Had Irenaeus or Tertullian encountered 
t 1-1 is doctrine, they would have branded it as typical of 
the Gnostics. Whether he is aware of the fact or not, 
Basil is introducing a new doctrine" (Ibid., 251-252). 

Th e explanation for this innovation lies in Basil's 
discussions with Eustathius: 
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"Basil could not meet Eustathius' demand for a full 
documentation from Scripture of his doctrine of the Holy 
Spirit. The methods of interpreting the Bible which 
were accepted and conventional in the fourth-century 
Church simply did not admit of such a possibility. 
Basil was quite perspicacious enough to realize this. So 
he took the alternative course of developing to an extent 
not previously achieved the support which extra- 
Scriptural tradition could give to the Church's doctrine" 
(Ibid. ý 253). 

46ý3 Cf, supra, 30-38. Benoit Pruche (op. cit., 87-94) presents a 
list of themes from Athanasius which are to be found in Basil: 

"Bien souvent Pon croit entendre, par deI6 les paroles 
de 1'6v6que de C6sar6e, la voix du partriarche 
d'Alexandrie. L'affirmation A la lumi6re de laquelle 
Basile essaye de comprendre les rapports de PEsprit et 
du Fils vient tout droit d'Athanase, nous Pavons dit: 
'L'Esprit se trouve par rapport au Fils comme le Fils par 
rapport au P6re. 111 

Also the affirmation of "un seul Principe de tout ce qui est, 
qui cr6e par le FiIset parfait dans I'Esprit, " and 
"llattribution au Fils de la modalit6 I cr6atrice' 11 are 
Athanasian. When it comes to the Holy Spirit, 

11 ... saint Basile a fait de l'argument essentiel des 
lettres 6 S6rapion le nerf de son propre trait6: Celui 
qui sanctifie n'est pas de m6me nature que ceux qulil 
sanctifie. " 

Secondly, 

01 ... cet autre argument, oCI Basile voit P indice d' une 
communion de nature avec le P&re et le Fils: PEsprit- 
Saint dtant parfaitement lun' ne peut faire partie des 
cr6atures pourrait nl6tre qu'un rappel des raisonnements 
analogues d'Athanase par lesquels, dans la premi6re 
lettre A S6rapion, il 6tablit la divinit6 du Saint- 
Esprit. " 

Fina II 
11 ... tout le passage oü se trouve analysAe la reiatlon de 
l'Esprit au Fils est sürement inspirä de la thäologie 
athanasienne: l'Esprit-Saint est en effet Illactivitä 
sanctificatrice et illumatrice du Fils... '" 

In addition to these themes on the Spirit, Basil inherits 

'Ile grand Isch6mel trinitaire alexandrin exprim6 par la 
doctrine de la 'monarchiel: du P6re, par le Fils, 6 
1'Esprit. " 
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At the same time Basil goes beyond Athanasius on certain 
points. From this Alexandrian scMýma of the Trinity, he goes 
on to see in the properties of the hypostaseis that which 
characterizes the Persons. Thus he distinguishes two "modes" 
of "procession" in God. 

if On pressent 16 une attitude d6cid6e de la part 
d'Athanase: Ie myst6re de la distinction des deux 
'processions' est imp6n6trable... 

Or saint Basile West pas de Pavis de saint Athanase. 
11 avouera bien que 'le mode d1existence du Saint-Esprit 
demeure ineffable, ' mais il essaiera tout de m6me d'en 
dire quelque chose... Le Verbe est lengendr6l comme 
'Image' et Ace titre 'Fils', et lui seul, car lui seul 
pr oc Me du P6re par ' g6n6ra ti on' II Espr it es t' exp iW 
comme 'Souff le' et A ce titre lui seul est lflvebýal , car 
lui seul proc6de par mode Idlexpiration. "' 

Basil's originality is also to be seen in the doctrine of the 
deification of the Christian, where he introduces 11cette id6e 
vraiment neuve et originale du Saint-Esprit 'lieu' des Ames 
sanctifi6es, " and in his attributing to the Spirit "une 
causalit6 'perfectionnantel. 11 

46,4 Wha t was ident if ied earl ier as the "second axiom" of 
Athanasius (cf. supra, 33-35)t is in fact related to the 

question of the intra-Trinitarian relationships. In 
Athanasius the axiom takes two forms, the "relationship of 
proportion" (as the Father is to the Son, so the Son is to the 
Spirit), and the "series relationship" (from the Father, 
through the Son, to the Spirit). In both forms, the axiom is 

concerned with the economic movement of the Triad. 

Both of these are present in De Spiritu Sancto, Cf. VII (16)0 
XI (27) and XVIII (47). The non-controversial doxology, 

giving glory to the Father throug-h the Son in the Holy Spirit 
is also an expression of the series relation and is to be 
thought of economically. The question is, however, whether 
this economic pattern of relationships (either in its series 
or proportional form) is carried over in Basil's thought into 
the ontological intra-Trinitarian eternal relationships of the 
hypostasels. According to R. P. C. Hanson in "The Position of 
the Holy Spirit in the Trinity, " ChQ, 3 (1971), 270-316, the 
Cappadocians have little to add here: 

"Their account of the Spirit's activity in the strategy 
of redemption is brilliant and full, especially in 
Basil's De Spiritu Sancto and the Fifth Theological 
Oration of Gregory of Nazianzus... But on the subject of 
the position of the Spirit within the Trinity, they can 
find very little to add to Athanasius' small store of 
doctrine. More than this, they confess boldly that they 

can say nothing" (Ibid., 270). 
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The little they add is the idea that the hypostaseis may be 
distinguished by the pattern of causal relationships between 
them. P. C, Christou in "Penseignement de Saint Basile sur le 
Saint-Esprit, " VC, 23 (1969), 86-99, comments: 

"La causalit6 
personnes qui 
Trinit6. Le N 
et L'Esprit 
correspondants 
sanctification" 

provoque en Dieu la distinction des 
occupent une certaine place dans la 

ýre est non--engendr6, le Fils est engendr6 
proc6de; leurs attributs distinctifs 
sont la paternit6, la filialitd et la 
(Ibid., 92). 

But curiously, Basil does not devel, )p this in the De SpIritu 
Sancto. He writes in VI (14) that the Father and Son 

11 ... are mutually conceived of in accordance with the 
relationship subsisting between them (abv &XXýXotq 
VoEtuoat XaT6( Týv Crx9atv). 11 

But he does not use the term "cause (at'T(011 in reference to 
the Father's relationship to the Son. The closest he comes to 
this in De Spiritu Sancto is in XVI (38), where, after 
referring to each of the hypostasels as in a different sense 
the cause of creation, 

"the original cause of all things that are made, the 
Father; the artificer, the Son; the perfector, the 
Spirit, " 

he does refer to the Father as the arch6, but it is not with 
explicit reference to the origin of the Son and Spirit, nor is 
it in reference to the intra-Trinitarian relationships. To 
find Basil refer to the Father as "cause (aluia)" of the Son, 
it is necessary to go to his earlier work, Contra Eunomium I- 
3,1.20, PG XXIX, 557B: 

"For among these we speak of the First Cause, and of the 
Second out of him, not that these are separated from each 

other by time, but conceived in thought as the Cause 

preceding the Effect. ('Ev co6, cotq yap npoTEpov T6 
al'Elov xtyopev, bef)'Espov R 16 ýt au-Toý, oU' btcxa-Týpart 

X(bPICoVTEq an' 6XXýXcov TabTat &Xxex Tý xoyluýlý Tob 

(&Ela'EOt5 TIpOETEIVOO'UV'EEq T6 al'T100.11 

Certainly in De Spiritu Sancto, he writes of the Son as 
"generated" by the Father, and the Spirit as "proceeding" from 
the Father. Cf. XVIII (46), cited supra, 45, note 5. But 

here the pattern of relationships is not the series, from the 
Father through the Son to the Spirit, nor the proportion, as 
Father to Son, so Son to Spirit, but the quite different 

parallel relationship, from Father to Son and from Father to 

Spirit. 
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46,5 Milton V. Anastos, op. cit., 88- 

"It is well known, of course, that the Holy Spirit is 
never described as 6ýoo6atov by Basil in any of his 
extant works. " 

Yet it is riot di ff icul t to deduce Basi 11s acceptance of the 
deity of the Spirit from his own words. In chapters XIX and 
XX of De Spiritu Sancto he presents the alternatives, Creator 
or creature, ruling out the alleged third possibility that he 
is free, and then concludes (XX, 51): 

"If he is a creature of course he serves with all the 
rest, for 'all things', it is said 'are thy servants, ' 
but If he is above creation, then he shares in royalty. " 

Clearly, despite the circumlocution, since the Spirit is not a 
creature (and Basil has just dismissed this as blasphemy) and 
since there is no third option, he must be Creator. 

Gregory of Nazianzus is also witness to Basil's acceptance of 
the deity of the Spirit. In Orat. 43: 69, PG XXXVI, 589A (the 
Panegyric on Basil), he states: 

"That he, no less than any other, acknowledged that the 
Spirit is God, is plain from his often having publicly 
preached this truth, whenever opportunity offered, and 
eagerly confessed it when questioned in private. But he 
made it more clear in his conversations with me, from 
whom he concealed nothing during our conferences upon 
this subject, Not content with simply asserting it, he 
proceeded, as he had but very seldom done before, to 
imprecate upon himself that most terrible fate of 
separation from the Spirit, if he did not adore the 
Spirit as consubstantial and coequal with the Father and 
the Son. " 

46,6 According to Benoit Pruche (op. cit. , 29), the two words amount 
to the same thing: 

"Dire 'de m8me honneur' ou Ide m6me substance', clest 
donc pour lui dire une seule et m6me chose: l10p6, ctpoq 
est & ses yeux une sorte de succ6dan6, un equivalent de 
11 6po6utoq. 11 

S. de Boer (op. cit., 369) disagrees: 

"Nergens echter in dit hoofdstuk worden we er van 
overtuigd dat 'homotimiel een synoniem moet zijn voor, 
'homoousiel, zoals Pruche concludeert. (Nowhere in this 

chapter are we being convinced that 'homotimos' is a 
synonym for 'homoousios', as Pruche concludes). " 

Nor is de Boer sat isf i ed with Pruche' s explanation of the 
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absence of homoousios in terms of political prudence. Even 
Do'rries' explanation in terms of kerygma and dogma does not 
take us far enough. The real answer lies in the influence of 
Plotinus, Origen and Gregory Thaumaturgus (which de Boer also 
finds in Chapter IX). Basil may not quote from the Enneads, 
but he knows that the closer things are to the source of 
light, the more powerful is their reflection. De Boer 
concludes (op. clt, 375): 

"Omdat Basilius mede door deze denkwijze is gevormdt en 
omdat hij de begrippen die daar bij behoren gebruikt, 
daarom spreekt hij wel over de 'homotimie' maar niet over 
de 'homoousie' van de Hl. Geest, Want de sfeer van de 
H1. Geest is enger dan die van de Zoon en de Vader. 
(Because Basil is formed also by this way of thinking and 
because he uses the terms that belong to it, he therefore 
speaks about the 'homotimos', but not about the 
'homoousios' of the Holy Spirit. It is because the 
sphere of the Holy Spirit is narrower than that of the 
Son and the Father). " 

P. C. Christou, writing a few years later, had a different 
explanation (op. cit., 93): 

I'Dans certaines de ses lettres, saint Basile emploie des 
expressions aristot6liciennes pour d6finir Pousla (au 
premier sens) et Phypostase (ousia au second sens). 11 
West pas enti6rement satisfait de ces cat6gories, parce 
que la logique aristot6licienne exige des divisions et 
des classifications qulil rejette absolument comme 
i napplicables 6 Dieu. Parfois, il caract6rise les 
hypo-stases comme 6tant de m6me ousia, homoousios. CI est 
conf orme au dogme de Nic6e, mais iI s' agi t d' int6grer 
cette notion dans le structures de la triadologie de 
P6cole de Cappadoce, dans laquelle ousia West pas une 
chose plus 6lev6e que les personnes, une sorte de source 
dont les personnes tireraient leur origine. Le terme 
d' ousia, en outre, donne A premi6re vue 11 impression 
d'une chose mat6rielle et cr66e, bien que son usage en 
th6ologie en ait fati une terme particulier. La mani6re 
dont saint Basile 6vite d1appliquer le terme howousios 

au Saint-Esprit peut slexpliquer par ses h6sitations en 
pr6sence du mot ousia, pour les raisons mentionn6es et 
pour cette autre raison qulil 6tait utilisd par les 
Pneumatomaques pour d6signer une subordination. " 

46,7 Gregory of Nazianzus defended Basil's refusal against the 
dissatisfaction of an orthodox monk at a dinner party. Cf. 

infra, 188. 

46ý8 Ibid. The company present at the dinner party supported the 

monk and disapproved of "the so-called economy (Týq 5ý6ev 

otxovoýiiaq)" Ep. 58, PGXXXV11,117. 
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46,9 Milton V. Anastos, op. cit., traces the development of Basil's 
apophaticism in his Contra Eunomium (of which Books I to 3 are 
regarded as genuine). Against the "most astute" of the 
arguments of Eunomius, that agenn6sia was God's ousia, Basil 
asked why this one attribute of God should be singled out. 
None of the designations of God adequately explains his 
nature, True, God's ousla is a87enn6tos, but agenn6tos is not 
his ousia. Ag-enn6sia does not indicate what he is, but his 
lack of origin. His ousia is incomprehensible and a mystery. 
Cf. also NJcholas Gendle, "The Apophatic Approach to God in 
the Early Greek Fathers with Special Reference to the 
Alexandrian Tradition, " Part III, "The Cappadocian 
Achievement, " EKKAH-PIA KAI eEOAOI-IA, IV (1983), 305-374. 
According to Gendle, Eunomius' theory of knowledge "seems to 
have been an extreme form of nominalism" (op. clt., 307). The 
Cappadocians were aware of "the virtues of precise use of 
language, " but they "gloried in the irreducible mystery at the 
heart of all theological concepts. " Consequently Basil 
emphasizes "the utter inadequacy of all human language in 
speaking of God" (308). Epp. 233-5 outline Basil's 
apophaticism. Ep. 234, "with its clear distinction between 
the permanently and ontologically unknowable divine essence 
and the knowable energies is a key document in Cappadocian 
apophatic theology" (309). Gendle continues: 

"What we have here is clearly a doctrine of radical 
unknowability: even if we were angels or sinless men, we 
still could not (and never shall) know the divine 
essence. This is not so much a loss entailed by the 
Fall, as a situation inherent in our existence as mortal 
and contingent, and God's existence as immortal and 
absolute: it is the epistemological expression of the 
Creator/creation gulf ... The element of apophaticism. in 
these letters is salutary, not only as a corrective to 
Eunomian rationalism, but as an essential element to bear 
in mind in considering Basil's own positive theology, 
above all his Trinitarianism" (310). 

This does not mean agnoticism. God has bridged the gulf by 
sending his Son and Spirit, and the divine names do have 
meaning, "above all the names of Father, Son and Holy Spirit, " 
which "denote three unconfused divine Persons in their mutual 
relationship" (311). 

This negative theology cleared the way for a rich 
spirituality. Gendle quotes L. Bouyer's statement in 
Spirf tuality of the New Testament and Fathers, London: Burns 

and Oates, 1968,333, that it is in the spiritual teaching of 
the Cappadocians 

"that we can best appreciate how profound is their 

perception of the transcendence of the Christian God, in 
the very fact that he is a living God in a sense which 
the Greeks had not a notion of. " 
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47,1 Cf. Johannes Quasten, Patrology, Vol III, Utrecht: Spectrum, 
1960,85. 

4'/, 2 P. C. Christou, "L'Enseignement de saint Basile sur le Saint- 
Espr i t, 11 VC, 23 (1969), 86-99, Boris Bobrinskoy, "The 
Indwelling of the Spirit in Christ: 'Pneumatic Christology, in 
the Cappadocian Fathers, " StVIadThQt 28 (1984), 49-65. 

470 3 Christou, op. cit., 87-88: 

" Tan t Gr6goire Ie Th6ologien 
connaissaient probablement ses 
avant leur publication dans ses 
avaient vraisemblablement suivi 
explique en partie la similitude 
par rapport aux preuves de leur m 

47,4 Bobrinskoy, op. cit., 64. 

que Basile le Grand 
opinions sur I'Esprit 

6crits, parce qulils 
ses cours. Cela 

de leurs d6monstrations 
aftre alexandrin. " 

47,5 Gustave Bardy, Didyme I'Aveugle, Paris., Beauchesne, 1910. C P. 
105: 

"II est peu probable que le s6jour de Gr6goire de 
Nazianze en ggypte ait exerc6 une grande influence sur la 
formation de son esprit; il est au contraire tout A fait 
naturel que Didyme se soit laiss6 p6n6trer des doctrines 
et des expressions cappadociens: PtaoTtýiia des trois 
personnes divines, la ftgnOTE(a du Verbe, et son 
ind6pendance vis-A-vis du P6re; son caract6re de 
ýiovoysvýq; llýxn6psuutq du Saint-Esprit regard6e comme la 
caract6ristique de la troisi6me personne, il ya 16 
autant de traits, recueillis par Didyme, dans lesquels 
Pinfluence des Cappadociens, celle surtout de Basile et 
de Gr6goire de Nazianze, se laisse facilement 
reconnaitre. 11 

Bardy endorses the judgment of Karl Holl that the hypothesis 
that Gregory frequented Didymus during his time in Alexandria 
is far from proved (op. cit, 9). 

47,6 Ibid. , 108: 

"I I ne f audrai t pas exag6rer P ind6pendance de Didyme et 
des Cappadociens vis-&-vis d'Orig6ne: c'est au grand 
cat6ch6te d'Alexandrie, nous Pavons dit, que remonte 
peut-6tre le premier indice de la distinction entre les 

C. termes 06a(a et WuTauiq. Si Pon se rappelle 
11 importance de la formule p(a oba(a cpEtq 6nouE6tuEtq 

dans la th6ologie de Didyme, et aussi dans celle des 

CaDr)adociens, on pensera peut-6tre que Pheritage qul ils 

ont requ d'Orig6ne West point m6prisable. 11 
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47,7 Alasdair Heron, "The Holy Spirit in Origen and Didymus the 
B1J. nd: A Shift in Perspective from the Third to the Fourth 
Century, " Kerygma und Logos, ed. A. M. Ritter, Gbttingen: 
Vandenhoech & Ruprecht, 1979,223-231. 

48,1 Ibid. , 229. 

48,2 Ibid. , 224. 

48,3 De Spiritu Sancto, 17, PG XXXIX, 1049D- 150OA: 

In omnibus approbatur eamdem operationem esse Patris et 
Filii et Spiritus Sancti, Quorum autem una est operatio, 
una est substantia, quia quae ejusdem substantiae 
6ýLooOata sunt ... 

The same usage may also be seen in the work discovered in the 
e ighteenth century by J. -L. Mi ngare IIi and ident if ied by him 
as the De Trinitate of Didymus. It appears as such in Migne, 
PG XXXIX, and was accepted as such until questioned by L. 
Doutreleau in "Le De Trinitate est-il Poeuvre de Didyme 
1'Aveugle? " RSR, 45 (1957), 514-557. B. Kramer, in her 
article on Didymus in TRE, 8 (1981), 743, refers to "die 
neuere Forschung" of Doutreleau, Bizer, Mranger, Bienert and 
Koenen, all of whom doubt the attribution. But she fails to 
note Alasdair Heron's thorough study of the authorship of 
works attributed to Didymus in his TUbingen thesis of 1972, 
Studies in the Trinitarian Writings of Didymus the Blind, - His 
Authorship of the Adversus Eunomium IV-V and the De Trinitate. 
Heron concluded (Ibid., 226) that the evidence in favour of 
Mingarelli's ascription of the De Trinitate to Didymus was 
overwhelmingly strong and that therefore the attribution must 
still be accepted. Heron's major study is not mentioned 
either by R. P. C. Hanson when he concludes after a brief review 
that the weight of evidence is against the authorship of 
Didymus. (Cf. The Search for the Christian Doctrine of God, 
Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1988,651-657). In the light of 
Heron's study it seems better to conclude with Frances Young, 
that Didymus should be taken on balance as the author. (Cf. 
From Nicaea to Chalcedon, London: SCM, 1983,85). 

Cf. De Trin., 1,19, PG XXXIX, 368C-369A: 

I uag(, )q xc(i 5tappý6qv at'), E6 6e6v 6poc)f)cytov uý flacpi x(xj 
Y'W &ýIa Xcd (xt, ), EEko6(ytov RO(PtCFr(^Sv: 

also 2,10, PG XXXIX, 636B-637A: 

'Anc5eQOq Oýv povovot)Xi E)66q T6 &'YtOv fIVEOPa: &XX6( xai 
taoq, xc(i bpotoq U6 Hacpi xc(i TZS M), ýv '[ýS tucoq xui 
6poiwq va6v ýXeiv Týv Mpconov... ' 
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48,4 For an introduction to the 
vide Werner Jaeger, Gregor 
Geist, Leiden: Brill, 1966. 

pneumatoiogy of Gregory of Nyssa, 
von Nyssa's Lehre vom hei. ligen 

48,5 PG XLV, 115-136. Cf. E. R. Hardy and C. C. Richardson, 
Ghristolo, gy of the Later Fathers, Philadelphia: Westminster, 
1954,241 and J. Quasten, op. cit., 259. 

49,1 Quasten, Ibid. , 259. 

49,2 PG XLV, 237--1122, 

49,3 According to Jerome, De viris illustribus, 128. Bernard C. 
Barmann (The Cappadocian Triumph over Arianism, thesis, 
Stanford University, 1966) thinks that Nazianzen may have been 
influenced by Gregory of Nyssa: 

"Three orations (38-40), which are usually assigned to 
December and January 379-380, appear to echo the results 
of Gregory of Nyssals philosophizing in Book I of the 
Contra Eunomium. It is possible that Gregory of 
Nazianzus was influenced by his younger friend, who read 
his Contra Eunomium libros to Nazianzus and Jerome at the 
Council in the spring of 381. Perhaps Orations 38-40 
have been dated a little too early" (Ibid., 10). 

But by the following Christmas and Epiphany, Nazianzen had 

long departed from Constantinople. Either there was some 

earlier influence, or the thoughts of the two Gregorys moved 
independently along similar lines, or (since the Christmas and 
Epiphany orations were definitely earlier than this reading of 
the Contra Eunomium) Gregory of Nyssa developed the insights 

of Gregory of Nazianzus. 
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I(d) The Character of Gregory's Theology 

50,1 Vladimir Lossky, The Mystical Theology 
London: James Clarke, 1957,8. Lossky 

of the Eastern Church, 
comments (Ibid., 9): 

"It is not by chance that the tradition of the Eastern 
Church has reserved the name of 'theologian' peculiarly 
for three sacred writers of whom the first is St. John, 
most 'mystical' of the four Evangelists; the second St. 
Gregory Nazianzen, writer of contemplative poetry; and 
the third St. Symeon, called 'the New Theologian', the 
singer of union with God. Mysticism is accordingly 
treated in the present work as the perfecting and crown 
of all theology: as theology par- excellence. " 

50,2 Jean Plagnieux, Saint GrOgolre de Nazianze Theologien, Paris: 
9ditions Franciscaines, 1952,46. Plagnieux regarded the 
nineteenth century work by Cardinal Hergenr6ther (Joseph 
Hergenr8ther, Die Lehre von der g6ttlichen Dreleini8-keit nach 
dem heiligen Gregor von Nazianz dem Theologen, Regensburg: 
Manz, 1850) as "un expos6 definitif" of the Trinitarian 
theology of Nazianzen (Ibid., 1). But Plagnieux considers 
that "tout expos6 sur l1enseignement trinitaire de saint 
Gr6goire de Nazianze gagne A We pr6cdd6 d'une 6tude 
approfondie de sa conception th6ologique. 11 He continues: 
"Llordre m8me des cinq Discours th6ologlques oU' 11orateur a 
r6sum6 sa doctrine nous y invite... cet ensemble est inaugur6 
pars un discours tout entier consacr6 A la m6thode 
th6ologique: Upi. BEoXoy(aq npo8t6cXektq, comme portent certain 
manuscrits" (Ibid., 2). 

50,3 Ora t. 29: 13, PG XXXVI, 92A: 

11. 

.46t nep pý ýv 6v6paatv, &XV kv np6mypauiv kcrciv ýptv 
&XIOeta. 11 

Cf. Orst. 31: 20, PG XXXVI, 156B: 

"as if the fact depended on the order of names Munep 9v 

Tý x6ttet Tav 6voýAtTwv xetpdvov T6v npaypdtTwv). ll 

Cf. Orat. 39: 11, PG XXXVI, 345C: 

" ... for we will not quarrel about names so long as the 
syllables amount to the same meaning (oU'Stv ydp nepi x6v 
6vop6To)v CuyopaXýaopsv, 9&)q &v np6q Týv a3-cýv tvvotav ai 
UOUC(pai qepwatv). 11 

Cf. Orat. 42: 16, PG XXXVI, 477A: 

"as if our faith depended on terms and not on realities 
(&uncp kv &6ýacyt XEIPdVnq ýPZV 'Cýq E6(YEPE(C(q, &XV 06X 

I EV nP6IyPaG0-" 
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5 1,1 op. cit. , 32 7. 

51,2 Gendle quotes (op. cit., 328) Nazianzen's "uncompromising 
statement" in Orat, 28: 17, PGXXXVI, 48C: 

"What God is in nature and essence, no man ever yet has 
discovered or will discover (BE6v, 6 Tt noTt ý6v ýaTt Týv 
(P6UtV XUi -CýV 06a(aV, 06-EE -Ctq E6PEV &VOP61TOV R6TEOTE, 
C)U, EE ý1ý EUPq). " 

51,3 Ibid. , 330. 

5 1,4 Ora t. 2 7: 1, PG XXXV I, 12. 

5 1,5 Ora t. 27.2, PG XXXVI, 13AB. The Browne and Swallow 
translation of TEXv66ptov ("a thing of little moment") is not 
quite satisfactory. In Lampe's PGL it is translated "petty 
device. " 

51,6 Orat. 27: 3, PG XXXVI, 13C. J. Plagnieux takes this as the 
outline for the central chapters of his book (op. cit., 4): 

"De ce fait, saint Gr6goire nous a presque lui-m6me trac6 
d'avance le plan de notre 6tude. 'Ce que doit dtre le 
th6ologien, quelles qualit6s il doit avoir; devant qui 
Pon peut discuter et quand, sur quoi et dans quelle 
inesurel ... dans la r6ponse que saint Gr6goire donne A ces 
questions nous avons trouv6 la mati6re des chapitres 
c, entraux de notre travail: les qualit6s du th6-ologien 
(chap. III) et de son auditoire (chap. IV), Pobjet de la 
th6ologie (chap. V) et son 6sprit (chap. VD. " 

51,7 Ora t. 2 7: 3, PG XXXV I, 13D. 

5 1,8 Ora t. 2 8: 1, PG XXXV I, 25D. 

1,9 Ora t. 2 8: 2, PG XXXV 1,2 8 A. This whole passage is an eloquent 
allegory in which Moses' ascent into Mount Sinai in Exod. 34 
is used as a figure for Gregory's spiritual experience of God. 
Cf. B. Otis, op. cft., supra 16, note 6. 

52,1 Orat. 28: 3, PG XXXVI, 29AB. A. J. Mason's comment is worth 
quoting here: 

11 G r. does not of course mean 
between the np6), Eq and ueXE: ureia 
separate natures. He means the 
parts or aspects of the same 
misunderstanding is not felt in 
nP6Toq' 4ýaoq' and the like, 

partitive sense: e. g. 6 Tipc6SToq 
foot. ", (A. J. Mason, The Fi ve 
Gregor), of Nazianzus, Cambridge: 

to distinguish sharply 
(p6atqt as if they were 

expressed and unexpressed 
nature. The danger of 
Greek, where words like 

are commonly used in a 
nobq, ' the front of the 
Theological Orations of 
CUP, 1899,25). 
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For further comment on this passage cf. Infra, 96. 

52,2 It would be possible, of course, to interpret this passage 
merely as eloquent rhetoric. Gregory would then be making 
what is essentially an abstract theological point, but 
dressing it up in a dramatic Scriptural allegory told in the 
first person. One telling phrase seems to preclude such an 
interpretation: "as far as I could I withdrew within myself 
(xai ctý týiauT6v 4)q ot6v Te cFuaTpa(peiq). 11 It would seem that, 
whether this mystical experience is allowed objective validity 
or not, Gregory is not merely speaking rhetorically. The 
allegory refers to some specific, or some typical experience 
of the mystery of God which Gregory has had. 

52,3 Ora t. 28: 4, PG XXXV 1,29C. A. J. Mason comments (op. ci t. , 26): 
"The reference appears to be to Plato Timaeus 28E. " Cf. J. 
P6pin, "Gregoire de Nazianze, Le.: teur de la Litt6rature I 

Herm6tique, " VigChr, 36 (1982), 251-260, who quotes similar 
statements by R. Gottwald, H. Pinault, J. Plagnieux, P. Gallay 

and M. Jourjon, but records hesitation on the part of J. 
Barbel. P6pin writes: "En un sens, ceux qui discernent dans 
la formule BE6v voffacct ýLtv XaXEn6v, (ppd(uai, R &66varov une 
reference 6 Platon n' ont pas tort. Car clest certainement en 
pensant au Tim6e. 28c, que Ila 6crite son v6ritable auteur, 
qui West autre qu'Herm6s Trismegistell (op. cit., 252). 

52,4 Ibid. . 

52,5 Gregory concludes the oration with this sentence (Orat. 28: 31, 
PG XXXVI, 72C): 

"For this is what we were labouring to show, that even 
the secondary natures surpass the power of our intellect; 

much more then the first and (for I fear to say merely 
that which is above all) only nature. " 

If this is taken seriously as encapsulating the theme of the 

Second Theological Oration then it is a mistake to regard it 

as an oration on the Father on the grounds that the Third and 
Fourth are on the Son. But it is equally mistaken to regard 
it as a treatise De Deo Uno to be followed by De Deo Trino in 

the following orations. Rather the major theme of the Second 

Theological Oration is the incomprehensibility of God. The 

Third Theological Oration is on the Father and the Son and the 

Fourth on the Incarnate Son. Contra Sinko therefore (cf. 

supra, 21, note 1), the opening sentence of the Third 

Theological Oration may be taken to refer to the whole line of 

argument developed through the First and Second Theological 

Orations, narne 1 y, the inadequacy of language and the 

incomprehensibility of God. 

5 :1 
2,6 Ora t. 2 9: 1, PG XXXV It73A. 
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NOTES for Chapter 11 - THE CHRISTIAN AND THE SPIRIT 

53,1 De Spir. Sanct., XVIII (47): 

0 rl Toivt)v 686q Tq(; OE0-y-V(ZCTiaq caciv cm6 'Ev6q Hve6ýLaToq 
8tU rob 'Ev6q Ytob ýni c6v "Eva llautpa, xai &v6cTraXtv 

I pat xfj aya06Tnq xai XUTU 4)6(TtV 'AytaaýL6q XC(i T6 
OautXtx6v 'AýiwýLcx h coO IlaTp6q 6t6c cob MovoyEvobq Eni 
T6 HvEOýLcx btýxEt. 

Basil also sees these movements in the context of the two 
forins of the doxology. One form of the doxology expresses 
the Ontological Trinity and one the Economic Trinity. Cf. 
Ibid., XXV1 (63): 

"Thus whenever we have in mind the Spirit's proper 
rank, we contemplate Him as being with the Father and 
the Son, but when we think of the grace that flows from 
him operating on those who participate in it, we say 
that the Spirit is in us. " 

54,1 This downward movement of grace from the Father through the 
Son in the Spirit may be identified with what has been 
called (supra, 35f. ) the 'series' relationship. As such, it 
is one of the forms of the second axiom of Athanasius 
(SUPrB, 33f. ), which expresses the economic movement of the 
Triad in revelation and redemption. Curiously, the converse 
movement of response, from the Spirit through the Son to the 
Fattier, does not seem to be expressed by Athanasius in the 
Letters to Serapion. 

The double movement is clearly expressed by Irenaeus, 
who relates it to the Trinitarian baptismal rule of faith 
(Demonstration, 7): 

"And for this reason the baptism of our regeneration 
proceeds through these three points: God the Father 
bestowing on us regeneration through his Son by the 
Holy Spirit. For as many as carry (in them) the Spirit 
of God are led to the Word, that is to the Son; and the 
Son brings them to the Father; and the Father causes 
them to possess incorruption. Without the Spirit it is 
not possible to behold the Word of God, nor without the 
Son can any draw near to the Father: for the knowledge 

of the Father is the Son, and the knowledge of the Son 

of' God is through the Holy Spirit; and, according to 
the good pleasure of the Father, the Son ministers and 
dispenses the Spirit to whomsoever the Father wills and 
as He wills. " (J. Armitage Robinson, St. Irenaeus. 
The Demonstration of the Apostolic Preaching, London: 
SPCK, 1920,75-76). 

54 
, 1. ) C- Ora t. 41: 9, PG XXXV 1,4 41C: 
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80 A rlcmq ytv6axerat, xai Yt6q Sok&ýEca,., xai TEap' 
&v ýt6vwv ytv6crxETat. 

54,3 Orat. 12: 1, PG XXXV, 844A: T6 uc6ýa ýoCS ývotka, xai r:. IXxucya 
RVE 5ýa... Cf. Orat. 6: 1, PG XXXV, 721B: ... st-Ea c6 crcoýLa 
Týq 81avofaq avoýkotq exxbuat nvebýLa' E? Ta etEPE6kauOat Xoyov 
&, YU06v, xcxi xaxEtv Oeofs uo(ptav 'Iexeýuv ýv 'rotq '[Exciolq ... 
Cf. Orat. 44: 6, PG XXXVI, 613C.: -'AvotyE uov aE6ýia X6-yý 
0600, IV, ýXX'6uqr The reference ýLý Gn6apq Odva'cov. 
in each case is to Ps. 119: 131 (LXX). 

54,4 Ora t. 12: 1, PG XXXV, 844A: 

6p-yctv6v r:. Ipi OIE -tov, bpyavov xoylxov, bp-yavov xaXo 
TEXv(Tn To Pw6pait &ppo(6pEvov xai xpou6ýevov... 

55,1 Ora t. 2: 95, PG XXXV, 497ABC: 

... npiv T6 aE6)ia. . ., cýv y>, 6aaav, E6 ýLtv avotylvat xai 
ýXxfjcyat IIVEfJýia, 4 nXaTuvOývat xai nXqpwOývat 'C 0 
RVE6pccTt xaxoupdvmv ýLUUTnpfwv Te xat soyp6mov. .. Týv R 

nXnaOývax &yaXXt6aewq xai Oefaq peX(pS(aq YEVtaftfl ... 
nplv &n(xv ýLgxoq bnxov yevtuoat Stxatoauvlq ... 

The references to Rom. 12: 1 and Rom. 6: 13 should be noted, 
To be endowed with the Spirit, but to fail in this total 

self-consecration is to court disaster. Early in 372, after 
his enforced consecration as bishop of Sasima, Gregory spoke 
before his father and Basil of the warning provided by the 

case of Saul: 

"What do we understand about Saul? For he was anointed 
and partook of the Spirit, and was then spiritual, 
neither would I say otherwise concerning him but that 
he even prophesied, and did so according to hope and 
truly, so that this wonder became a proverb still 
spoken and heard to-day: 'Is Saul also among the 

prophets? ' Since he did not render himself wholly to 
the Spirit, he was not changed genuinely NaOapaq) 
into another man as it had been uttered, but something 
of the old wicked spark (, Et -Tof3 naXatob cqq xaxiaq 
UnLV6qPoq)j and the evil seed (-cob novnpob cyntpýLacoq) 
remained in him, and there was in himself a battle of 
spirit and flesh (ýiftn nvE: f)paToq xat aapx6q)" (Orat. 
9: 2, PG XXXV, 821A). 

56,1 Or-at. 41: 15, PG XXXVI, 449A: 

"They spoke with strange tongues Qtvatq yX6aamq), and 
not those of their native land; and the wonder was 
great, a language (X6yoq) spoken by those who had not 
learnt it. " 
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Gregory discusses whether Tý 16ia 6tcxX9xT(z in Acts 2: 6 
refers to ýjxouov or XaXo6vT(ov, and concludes that it was the 
latter. 

2 Or-at. 42: 221) PG XXXVI, 485A. Gregory says that fie may be 
thought to be out of his senses because he disagrees with 
the majority of the Council (of Constantinople), 

"or even be thought full of new wine as were in later 
days the disciples of Christ, because they spoke with 
tongues, since men knew not that it was the power of 
the Spirit, and not a distraction of mind (o6 q)pEv65v 1, Ex UT CXCT t 

Elsewhere, Gregory speaks of the gif ts of the Spirit. Cf. 
Or-a t. 32: 11, PG XXXV 1,188A: 

"And the Spirit is one, but the gif ts are not equal 
because neither are the receptacles. " 

Gregory lists charismata from Eph. 4 and I Cor. 12, 
including -Y9 Vq -Yx&)aG6V (diversity of languages) and 
ýpýqvEýut yX(zaa66v (interpretation of languages). Among the 
gif ts of' God listed in Orat. 14: 27, PG XXXV, 893A, are 
HVE6ýia, uoq aliou ýLEPLUýIobq (distributions of the Holy 
Spirit). But in neither of these passages does glossolalia 
play any part. 

Reinhart Staats concludes that charismatic and ascetic 
groups could have influenced the Council of Constantinople 
and suggests that Gregory's opposition to them may have 
contributed to his resignation. Presumably "charismatic" 
in this instance implies a practice of ecstatic utterances. 
Cf. R. Staats, "Die Basilianische Verherrlichung des 
Heiligen Geistes auf dem Konzil zu Konstantinopel 381. Ein 
Beitrag zum Ursprung der Formel Kerygma und Dogma, " Kerygma 
und Dogma, 25 (1979), 232-253. Staats concludes (251): 

"Ich komme zum Schluss: An Basilius, Makarius-Symeon 
und besonders an Gregor von Nyssa war uns deutlich 
geworden, dass charismatische und asketische Gruppen 
prämessalianischen Typs durchaus die Konzilsereignisse 
mit beeinflusst haben könnten. Sollten die von Gregor 
von Nyssa am Schluss seiner Konzilsrede gepriesenen 
Asketen und nun einige der von Gregor von Nazianz wegen 
ihrer theologischen Kompromissbereitschaft getadelten 
Konzilsteilnehmer nahe beieinander stehen? Sollte dem 
Konzilspräsidenten Gregor von Nazianz auch eine 
unsichere Haltung gegenüber charismatisch-asketischen 
Mönchstheologen zum Verhängnis geworden sein? " 

5603 Ora t, 2.39, PG XXXV, 448A: 
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IL nVE6ý1acoq, T 46vý 6E 6q xai VOE ý, [at xai 
Ep4qveftTal xai axo6eTal. 

11 C-2 re too Gregory regards this as inseparable from 
purification. He continues: 

KuOapý Y&P 46vov &nTýov TOO xaeapoo xai 6CrC(6T6)q 
txOvToq. 

56,4 1n Ord t. 2: 79, PG XXXV, 485B, Gregory deplores that fact 
that 

"All fear has been banished from souls, shamelessness 
has taken its place, and knowledge and the deep things 
of the Spirit (ý yv6Saiq xcri T& 06(Oq Toi3 HveOý=oq) are 
at the disposal of anyone who will. " 

, u6r P&Oq -cob FNEDýXUOq seems to be a reference to I Cor. 2: 10. 
Cf. Oi-at. 14: 28, PG XXXV, 896BC: 

" If' then there is something most mystical and deep of 
hidden things (Tt xai &XXo xpOnTcov &noppý, u6TEpov xai 
ýorO6, uepov) such as the many depths of' the law and of' 
the ambiguous, this will not be seen by me, but by the 
all-searching and all-knowing Spirit (TOO n6cvToc 
ýPEUV6(ýSvToq xai Y1v6GxovToq HVE6ýIaToq). " 

56,5 Orat. 29: 1, PG XXXVI, 73A 

56,6 Orat. 28: 6, PG XXXVI, 33AB. A. J. Mason notes (op. cit., 31) 
that the phrase ub claXauov 6pEx16v (the ultimate object of 
desire) comes originally from Aristotle's Metaph. xii 7, 
The idea of' unlimited ascent into God, a corollary of his 
infinite and therefore incomprehensible nature was to be 
more fully developed in the spirituality of Gregory of 
Nyssa. Nazianzen's point here is that although we may know 
God by the Spirit, we do not know him exhaustively. There 
is always need for progress (Tob np6ao)). 

5'/, 1 Ora t, 2 8: 7, PG XXXV 1,3 3 B. 

57,2 Cf, supra, 56, note 3. 

57,3 Ora t. 41: 6, PG XXXV 1,436-437: 

... 
Ou', u(, )q JýLe! Cq xai voEtv xai XtyEiv ýýnvE64eOu nEPi TOb 

five 6ýlaroq. 

57,4 Orat, 36: 1, PG XXXVI, 265A. 

58,1 Orat. 1: 6, PG XXXXV, 400C. 

58,2 Cf. John V. Taylorl s imaginative treatment of this theme in 
The Go-Between God, London: SCM, 1972. 
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58,3 Ora t. 2: 1, PG XXXV, 408A. 

Or-a t. 2: 105, PG XXXV, 504C. Similarly, Gregory asserts in 
reference to the twelve baskets and the seven baskets of 
I eav 1 ngs af t er the mi racu I ous f eed i ngs (Mt. 14: 19; 15: 34) 
that neither could be without a reason worthy of' the Spirit 
(Orat. 41: 4, PG XXXV1,436A). Cf. J. Plagnieux (op. cit., 
38)- "Clest son Verbe qui nous instruit dans la R6v6lation 
et PEcriture est P6cho fid6le de sa voix: inspiration et 
inerrance des livres canoniques ne font Pobjet d1aucun 
doute chez saint Gr6goire: ce sont les postulats de sa 
m6thode de th6ologie. " Cf. Ibid., 38-48. 

58ý5 Ora t. 4-3: 69, PG XXXV 1,589C. 

59,1 Cf . supra, 24, note 5. 

59,2 Or-at. 41: 14, PG XXXV 1,448. 

59,3 Ora t. 4 1: 6, PG XXXV 1,4 37A: 

Tä IIVF-13ýia Tö &ylov 01 Eig XTýcyýLa xaräyovTE: ý, 6ßplarai, 

xoci öoij, \01 X(X%Oi, X(Xi XO(X(ýýv xäxtuCot ... 
01 ft eE: 6v 

voýii(OVTEý, tl-VOEOI xai xaýInpoi Týv btävotav. 

60,1 Ora t. 41., 8, PG XXXV 1,440: 

Mtt'xq cýv Tpt6c5a 6ýLOXO^YýUUTEt Et 
ý06XEUOE, X(Xi TýV 6E6q (PWVýV Rapd( TOb 

nvE6ýJUTOq 

60,2 Cf. Ian T. Ramsey's treatment of' this model in Models for 
Divine Activity, London: SCM, 1973. 
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BaptiSm 

F. Wi ns I ow, 11 Or thodox Bap ti sm -A Prob I em f or Gregory ot -, 
Nazianzus, " SP XIV (1976), 371-374. 

61,2 Ibid. , 371. 

6113 Ora ti on 40, PG 
unbaptized not 
overwhelm them, 
sickness. A 

II 

XXXVI, 360-425. 
o procrastinate. 
war or earthquake, 
rumb may go down 

wina or a runaway norse or a 
salvation (14). 

Gregory pleads with the 
An unforeseen calamity may 

a storm, a wild beast or 
the wrong way! A strong 
drug may cheat them of 

"As long as you are a catechumen you are but in the 
porch of religion. You must come inside, and cross 
the court, and observe holy things, and look into the 
Holy of Holies and be in company with Trinity" (16), 

Baptism is for the young and the old. It is for Infants: 

" Have you an infant? Do not let sin get any 
opportunity, but let him be sanctified from his 
childhood. From his very tenderest age let him be 
consecrated by the Spirit" (17). 

Baptism is for the virgin (18) and for the man of public 
affairs (19). Gregory demolishes excuses for delay: "I am 
waiting for Epiphany; I prefer Easter; I will wait for 
Pentecost" (24); or "A bishop shall baptize me" (26). They 
must seize the opportunity now. 

61,4 Heinz Althaus, in Die Heilslehre des heiligen Gregor von 
Nazianz, MUnster: Aschendorff, 1972, comments on Gregory's 
paragraph on repentance and restitution (Orat. 40: 32). The 
fact that failure to repent and restore illegally acquired 
goods nullifies the remission of sins, implies that the 
efficacy of the sacrament depends on the inner attitude of 
the one being baptized. 

"Wie aber das Beispiel von der Zurückhaltung 
unrechtmässig erworbenen Gutes zeigt, gibt es 
Grenzfälle, wo selbst der Sündennachlass vergeblich 
ist, weil sich der Täufling nicht von der Schuld 
bekehrt und diese daher fortdauert. Das beweist, dass 
die bleibende Wirkung, des Sakramentes keineswegs 

automatisch eintritt, sondern von der inneren 
Bereitschaft des Täuflings abhängt, das ihm dargebotene 
Heil auch wirklich zu ergreifen. So ist der Empfang 
des Sakramentes eine Ausdrucksform des Glaubens" 
(Ibid., 163). 

6 2- 
,I np6actat ptv Tjý 6t' 86aroq 6vayEvvýaEt xai FIvE: f)ýicxToq (Orat. 
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18: 13, PG XXXV, 1000C). Cf. Jn 3: 5: ý6(v ýtj ctq ysvvqeý 
HaTOq Xai HVE6ýIUTOq 

... 

62,2 ý601ý XýXpýýix T6tq Xeipctq T6 IIV66ýiaTt (Orat. 40: 44, PG XXXVI, 
421B) . 

621 t3 týý vEoxTi(Jrot) yuXýý, ýv '16 Rvefiýia 8t, Usa-Coý &VF-ýiöpcpü)CYEV 

(Orat, 7.15, PG XXXV, 773C). 

6-))4 xai r6 Pýv 'Cýq &Va-YEVVýGEWq EtXEV tx T06 
(Orat. 8: 20, PG XXXV, 812D). 

6, -) 2,5 T6 ljveý340( CTj))48nýj01)pyEt 4tv YUS xcli Týv xTiCTIV XC(i Týv 
&v6(GTaotv 

... 
6ýýLloup'yp-z R Tqv nvEbýLUTIXýv &VaytvvnGlv 

(Orat. 4-1.14, PG XXXVI, 448AB). 

63,1 [1 VE OýLu T6 not ýCrav, T6 &VaxTicov 6t& 0 anT i Cr4aT oq ,t 
&vucr, u6caiEwq (Ora t. 31: 29, PG XXXV 1,165C). 

63,2 Et x-Tiaýia T6 flvebýiu c6 &ytov, ýid-Tnv kOancicrOnq ... (Ora t 
37: 18, PG XXXVI, 304A). 

63,3 Ora t. 8: 20, PG XXXV, 812C. 

63,4 Ibid. 

63,5 Orat. 18: 13, PG XXXV, 1001A. 

64,1 Ora t. 40: 7, PG XXXV 1,368A. 

64,2 Ora t, 36,16, PG XXXV I, 329B. 

64,3 Ao6uacv0c, XOCOC(Poi yf VECTOC ( Ora t. 39: 20, PG XXXV 1,357D, 

quoting Isaiah 1: 17,18 (LXX)). 

64,4 Ora t. 40: 38, PG XXXV 1,413. 

64,5 Orat. 40: 8, PG XXXVI, 368B. Purification is closely linked 

with the Spirit's work in enabling us to know God. Cf. 

Orat. 2: 39, PG XXXV, 448A, where Gregory says that to speak 

of God we need the aid of the Spirit, "by whom alone we are 

able to perceive, expound or hear God (6 ýi&vco E)e6q xai 

,V0 F_ i1 -1 CX t XC(i P ýITJ VE6 ET CX I %ai &xoftcat). He immediately 

adds-, "For the pure alone can grasp him who is pure and of 
the same disposition as himself (xaOapý ydp 46vov &nTdov Tob 

Xa0apoo X(A &aa6TWq EXOVToq). " Gregory's doctrine of man as 

"double-made (6tr-r6v)II is examined in an Uppsala thesis by 

Anna-Stina Ellverson, The Dual Nature of Man. A Study in 

the Theological Anthropology of Gregory of Nazianzus, 

Stockholm: Almqvist & Wiksell, 1981. 

64t6 Cf. Heinz Althaus, op. cit., 161: 

"Da nur die mit Vernunft begabten Wesen von Gott als 
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Licht erschaffen wurden, so kann auch nur das Geistige 
erleuchtet werden. Der Mensch wird also nicht in 
seinem gesamten Sein, sondern nur In seiner Seele 
unmittelbar von der Taufgnade betroffen... Wenn 
allerdings die Seele mit dem göttlichen Lichte erfüllt 
worden ist, so hat dies natürlich auch auf den gesamten 
Menschen eine Auswirkung. " 

65,1 Fl up (vat q R, ýnr6 n6TEpov Btdc Týv xdOapatv ... 816 Týv 
06criorv. 1113p yd(p 6 lBE6q qýI(Zv ... (Orat. 41: 12, PG XXXV I, 
445A). 

65,2 Heinz Althaus, op. cit, 157: 

"Gewiss die Reinigung ist die unumgängliche Vorstufe 
zur Erleuchtung. Doch so sehr sie auch dem von Sünden 
beladenen Menschen zuerst nottut, für Gregor ist nicht 
die Reinigung die Hauptsache, sondern die Erleuchtung, 
und zwar in einem solchen Masse, dass selbst die Taufe 
zunächst ganz aus dieser Sicht behandelt wird. Das 
zeigt sich schon in dem Namen Erleuchtung 
den Gregor konsequent für sie verwendet. Sie ist die 
Erleuchtung schlechthin. " 

Cf. C. Moreschini , "Luce et purif icazione nel la dottrina di 
Gregorio Nazianzeno, " Aug, 13 (1973), 535-549. 

65,3 He adds: "To the baptizer and perf ector I i. e. the bishop] 
however it was so clear and visible that he could not even 
hold back the mystery, but publicly cried out that he was 
anointing with the Spirit his own successor OTt T6v eauTob 
8t6t8oXov T&S nvef$ýLa-Et XPIGEtE: V)" (Ora t. 18: 13, PG XXXV, 
1001B). 

65,4 Cf. J. Mossay, Les f6tes de NoiYl et d'EpIphanfe d'aprds les 
sources litt6ralres cappadociens au lVe sld6cle, Louvain, 
1965,35. 

65,5 Orat. 39: 1, PG XXXVI, 336A. The reference is of course to 
Jn 1: 5. 

65,6 Cf. supra, 19, note 2. 

66,1 E)e o5 U 6'rav stnco, ivi (peoT t TEs pi acmp6TO q Te xai Tplui 
(Ora t. 39: 11, PG XXXVI, 345C). 

66,2 Ibid., 20, PG XXXVI, 360A. 

66,3 Cf. Althaus, op. cit., 157, ". .. mit einer Lichttheologie. " 

66,4 Ora t. 40: 1, PG XXXV I, 360C. 

66,5 Ibid., 3 and 4, PG XXXVI, 361. 
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66,6 E)66q ýiEv ýa, [t (p&Sq -c6 &xp6TaTov, xa-i &np6atTov, xai &ppnTov, 
x OUTE vo x(xTo(XnnT6v, 0 16 TC X6, y(p OnT6v, MiUnq qwTtuT%x6v 

xoylxýq (p6crEwq (]bid. 5, PG XXXVI, 364B). 

66,7 6Ff)TEPOV 6t (P&5q &YYEXOq, Tob nP6, cou (P(J)T6q &TEOPPOý 

ýETouaicx... I'Pt"EOV (P('ýSq ('X'v6PCL)TEoq... ( Ibid. ). 

67,1 Gf. infra, 117ff. 

67,2 Ev uiY) I (pwri Kupiou 69auat (p6Sq, ýv T6 HvE64aTt Tob Oeob T6v 
Yý 6v a6y6aenTt, c6 

I 
Tp t (ja6v (P &5 q xcci &PLd pt UT ov 

(Ibid. 34, PG XXXVI, 408C). Cf. infra, 120, note 6. 

67,3 Cf. Ora t. 31: 3$ where Gregory applies Jn 1: 9 to each 
hYPostasis, including the Spirit: 19v T6 9&q T6 &Xn0iv6v, b 

fpWli(El, n6vTa Mpconov ýpX64evov eiq c6v x6uýov, 6 &X, \oq 
fl(XP&xXn, 1oq. 

67,4 Ora t. 3 4: 11, PG XXXV 1,2 52B. 

67,5 Fcv6ýiEOa cýq Xpiavbq, ýnEi xcxi XptcTc6q 6q ýýEtq. IYEV6ýEOa 
OF-oi SO at')T6v, biEt6ý xaxE-tvoq St' fiýLaq &v8ponoq (Ora t. 

1,5, PG XXXV, 397C. It must be remembered that deification 
(like inspiration, regeneration, purification and 
illumination) is a model. Gregory is using the word 

metaphorically and quite clearly denies that it is intended 

literally in Orat. 42: 17, PG XXXVI, 477C: "For the creature 

must be called God's and this is for us a great thing. But 

'God', never. Otherwise I shall admit that God is a 

creature, if I become God in the strict sense of the term 

[i. e. literally) (xTicyýa R, 6Eob ýiýv Xc-y9cY6(o: ýigya y6tp 

xai Coý), Uo. E)E6q 59, ýiq6ccýi&5q. 1k T6TE 89koýiat xTfaýta Etvat 
8s6v, bTav x&yw -ytv(bpcct xupi6)q 8E6q). " 

68,1 ... xoci ysv6ýiF-voq rxvOpconoq 6 xdvro), Os6q, ýnE16ý aovavExpdeq 
E)E ý. .. 

It vcc -yývcoýiat -coaobcov E)e 6r, buov ýxEzvoq bivePO)no(; 

(Orat. 29: 19, PG XXXVI, 100A). 

t 
68,2 ... Et ýii1 Heäý 16 HVEeýIa Tä a"YIOV, Gew-iATo npiüTove xai ouTw 

OE: of)-[(ö ýle cöv 6ý16, ctjlov (Orat, 34: 12, PG XXXVI, 252C). 

68,3 Carm. 1,1,3,1-4, PG XXXV I 1,408. 

68,4 ... xai nix, Ob 6E6g, -tvoc cl n(XpaeappAaw ýLIXP6v, kt oß xcct aü 

yýVfl OE: 6g; (Orat. 39: 17, PG XXXVI, 353C). 

1, 68,5 Et' it-cavcat ýiEcl kýLoO, n('Sc, ýýit notst 8E6v; 9 n6q auv6rnTEt 

0E6, E nu t; (Ora t. 31: 4, PG XXXVI, 137B). 

69,1 Ora t. 3 1: 2 8, PG XXXV 1,16 5 A. 

69,2 Brooks Otis, "The Throne and the Mountain. An Essay on St. 

Gregory Nazianzus, " Classical Journal, 56 (1961), 146-165. 

U. esp. 162-163. 
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70,1 D. F. Wi ns I ow, The Dynam! cs of 
of' Nazianzus, Cambridge, 
Patristic Foundation, 1979, 
version of Winslow's unpub. 
Salvation in the Writings of 
1967. 

Salve t ion. A Study in Gregory 
Massachusetts: Philadelphia 

vi. The book is a revised 
Ph. D. thesis, The Concept of 
Gregory of Nazianzus, Harvard, 

70,2 Ibid. , 34. Cf. Karl Holl, op. cit., 166: 

"Gregor bezeichnet das christliche Heilsziel mit Vorliebe, ja fast ausschliesslich als 8E6v yEvguüat. In welchem Masse diese bei Athanasius selten 
vorkommende, von Basilius gemiedene Wendung bei Gregor 
vorherrscht, mag die folgende Liste zur Anschauung 
bringen... An mehreren der aufgeführten Stellen hat 
Gregor zu erkennen gegeben, dass er das Überstiegene 
des Ausdrucks empfindet ... Gewiss nicht nur darum, 
weil er ihn doch durch eine einfache Gleichung recht- 
fertigen konnte - voi3g-Werden = Gottwerden; denn Gott 
ist der ýiýyac, voüg -, sondern hauptsächlich aus dem 
Grund, weil von dieser Bezeichnung des christlichen 
Endziels aus das Postulat der vollen Gottheit des 
Sohnes und des Geistes am leichtesten zu gewinnen 
war ... 11 

70,3 Wi I-is I ow, op. cl t. , 13 1, 

70,4 Ibid. , 133. 

70,5 Ibid. , 131. 

70,6 Ibid. , 131. Cf. Ibid. , 129: 

"if the incarnate Son of God is the agent of redemption 
for mankind in general, the Spirit is the agent of 
providing for us, individually, the means whereby we 
can appropriate that redemption. What Christ has 
accomplished universally, the Spirit perfects 
particularly. " 

70,7 Winslow further espouses the thesis that Gregory's whole 
theology is based upon soteriology. He chose his topic of 
study as a result of "an attempt to ascertain to what extent 
the Trinitarian and Christological debates of the first five 
centuries were dependent upon or informed by the Fathers' 
understanding of salvation. " He summarizes his conclusion: 
"It soon became apparent that, with few exceptions, the 
major arguments and formulations concerning the doctrine of 
the Trinity and the Person of Christ rested directly upon a 
variety of soteriological principles" (Ibid., V). Cf. M. F. 
Wiles, "Soteriological Arguments in the Fathers, " SP IX 
(Texte und Untersuchungen, 94), Berlin, 1966,321-325. 

70,8 Winslow notes ( Ibid. j V) that Al thaus' s conclusions about 
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Gregory's concept of salvation are different. Cf. Althaus, 
op. cit., and supre, 65. 

71,1 Cf. supra, 31, and note 3. 

71,2 Mt. 28: 19. Cf. the study of this text by Jane Schaberg, The 
Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit: The Triadic Phrase in 
Matthew 28., 19b, Chico: Scholars Press, 1982. 

71,3 Bunr(uw cjE ýAquE6(bv, r:, 'Iq 6voýia llarp6q, xai Yioý, xcxl &-yiou 
nVE6ýaToq. '6voýia 6t xotv6v TýSv TpiýSv ýv, ý 8e6Tqq (Ora t. 
40: 45, PG XXXVI, 424A). J. Schaberg affirms, like Gregory, 
that the baptismal formula "implies the unity of the three 
figures, Father, Son and Spirit. " She calls the formula 
Triadic rather than Trinitarian, however, since "there is no 
decisive evidence in Matthew's Gospel that the Spirit is 
considered 'personal"' (op. clt., 24 and 26). 

71,4 A6-rot 8t npoaxuvoýcrt T6v naTtpa, xai T6v Y16v, xai T6 &^ytov 
flvefJýLcx, ýifotv OE6, rnccc: Oe6v T6v HaTdpa, E)e6v T6v Yi6v, E)e6v, 

i st pý TpaX6vn, T6 nVE13ýla u6 '6, y16v... (Ora t. 33: 16t PG 
XXXVI, 236A). 

72,1 Ora t. 33: 17, PG XXXV I, 236B. 

72,2 Ibid., 236C. 

72,3 Cf. Ora t. 7: 4, where Gregory speaks of his mother's 
achieving "her husband's perfection (T EXEt6, rqEoWI ; 
Orat. 8: 20: Gorgonia "had recently obtained the blessing of 
cleansing and perfection (T6 Tqq xaBapaecoq xai TEXetiocrewq ýv 
&ya06011; Ora t. 18: 13: baptism is "the formation and 
perfection of the Christlike man ftýv Tob xaT& XptuT6v 
Mp6nou ý16p(pwutv Ee x(xi ceXeiwaiv)"; Orat. 40: 3: in the 
long list of names for baptism (cf. supra, 66) is included 
"perfecting of the mind Nob TEXeiwatq). " 

73,1 Orat. 40: 44, PG XXXVI, 421C. J, Rousse reminds us in his 
his article on Gregory (DS, VII Paris: Beauchesne, 1967, 
931-971) that this perfecting is to be identified with 
deification: 

"L'oeuvre de perfectionnement que l'Esprit 
accomplit en chaque homme consiste ä le däifier... Däs 
le baptäme, tout est d6jä, d'une certaine maniäre, 
donnä, accompli ... Car slil ya dans Pillumination 
baptismale Paction dlun feu qui purifie, c'est le feu 
de 1 'Esprit ... Mais 11 ya auss 1 une onction 
mystärieuse, celle de l'Esprit, qui conforme le 

neophyte au Christ dans sa fillation möme ä Pägard du 
PEWe... ll (op. cit., 944). 

Cf. also Orat. 31: 4, PG XXXVI, 137A, where the Spirit 

perfects the Godhead: 
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" For what prof itis there in an i mper f ec t Godhead? Or 
rather, what Godhead can there be if it is not perfect? 
And how can that be perfect which lacks something of 
perfection'-. ý And surely there is something lacking if 
it has not the Holy, and how would it have this if it 
were without the Spirit? For either holiness is 
something different from him, and if so let someone 
tell me what it is conceived to be; or if it is the 
same, how is it not from the beginning (&n' #Xýq), 
as if it were better for God to be at one time 
imperfect and apart from the Spirit? " 
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2 (c) 

74,1 

74,2 

74,3 

75,1 

75,2 

75,3 

75,4 

Living in the Spirit 

Orat. 2: 45, PG XXXV, 453AB. 
4-: 13. 

Or-at. 42: 6, PGXXXVI, 465A. 

Cf. I Cor. 3: 1-2,2: 6, Eph. 

Ora t. 40: 40, PG XXXV I, 416C-417A. Cf, Rom. 12: 1. 

Ibid.: 39, PG XXXVI, 413. 

Ibid.: 40, PG XXXVI, 416BC. 

Ibid. Browne and Swallow translate veypoi 
following the Latin translation In PG. 

Ora t. 41: 8. PG XXXV I, 440C. 

as "reins" 

75,5 J. Plagnieux, op. Ci t, (cf. supra, 50, note 2), 95f: "Le 
bapt&me chr6tien est la 'premi6re purification' (et aussi 
l'illumination fondamentale: ywTiaýi6q); le progr6s spirituel 
est comme une seconde et incessante purification. " But in 
none of the references given by Plagnieux (Orat. 38: 16, 
Ore t. 40: 3,4,8,19,26,29,32, Orat. 45: 9) does Gregory 
speak of a progressive purification, a gradual cleansing. 
Heinz Althaus (op. cit., 162) expounds Gregory's view of the 
completeness of the purification effected in baptism. 
Plagnieux also compares and contrasts the Christian and Neo- 
Platonist doctrines of katharsis (op. clt., 92-95). While it 
is not surprising that Neo-Platonist expressions are used by 
cultivated Christians of this epoque, yet by examining the 
analogies between Christian katharsis and Plotinian, one can 
measure the irreducible opposition which separates Gregory 
from these pagan philosophers. The differences come down to 
two: 

I'Le christianisme, et singuli6rement la doctrine du 
Verbe incarn6, deva it rect if ier 1a purification 
plotinienne sur deux points essentiels: sur le besoin 
de Dieu et sur le respect dQ au corps" (op. clt, 95). 

On the first, Plagnieux writes: 

"Plotin repr6sente la tentative supr6me de sauver 
Phomme par Phomme. Dieu sans doute est au terme de 
cet effort, mais il n'y est qu'au terme, et nullement A 
Porigine; encore se distingue-t-il A peine de Phomme. 
Le salut s'obtient finalement par la reconqudte 
orgueilleuse du divin inh6rent A 116mell (op, cft., 92). 

But the concept of katharsis shows the opposition best: 

"Mais ä tout prendre, c'est peut-ätre le katharsis qui 
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rev6le au mieux Popposition foncibre des deux 
doctrines: Pune d6sincarnation de Phomme, Pautre 
incarnation du divin. Lune consid6rant la cr6ation 
elle-m6me comme une chute ... Pautre assume non 
seulement le corps, mais m6me les infirmit6s de la 
chair, pour gu6rir et r6int6grer A Pharmonfe totale ce 
que la chute par le p6ch6 avait. perdu, L'une est tendue tout enti6re vers Ilesprit par un effort d'6vasion hors de la mati6re, hors du monde, hors du 
corps; llautre tout en accordant A llesprit une 
attention privil6gi6e, slapplique aussi A purifier le 
corps lui-m6me, quoique d'ailleurs en fonction de 
Ilesprit" (op. clt,, 94). 

75,6 Ora t. 40: 32, PG XXXV I, 404C. 

76,1 Carm. 2,1,12,445-450, PG XXXVI 1,1198. 

76,2 v6)joq &xoXouBfctq nveupaTixýq (Orat. 18: 15, PG XXXV, 1004B). 

76,3 Ora t, 21: 9, PG XXXV, 1089C. 

76,4 Ora t. 2: 14, PG XXXV, 42 4AB. 

7615 Ora t. 27: 3, PG XXXVI, 13D. On the5ria and praxis in 
Gregory's thought, cf. H. Pinault, Le Platonisme de Saint 
Gr6golre de Nazianze, Roche-sur-Yon: Romain, 1925, esp. 
Chapter 9, "La Contemplation, " 181-205. Pinault concludes 
that although Gregory uses Plotinian formulas, his concepts 
of praxis and the5ria are "proprement chr6tiennes". Cf. 
also Thomas ýpidlfk, Gr6gofre de Nazianze. Introduction a 
1'6tude de sa doctrine spirituelle, Rome: Pont. Inst. Stud. 
Orient, 1971, which is a study of thedria and praxis in 
Gregory. Cf. also M. Kertsch, "Gregor von Nazianz' Stellung 
zu Thedria und Praxis aus der Sicht seiner Reden, " Byz, 44 
(1974), 282-289. Cf. also T. ýpidlfk, "La thedria et la 
praxis chez Gr6goire du Nazianze, " SP XIV (1976)t 358- 
364. According to ýpidlfk, the5ria is a Greek ideal 
introduced into the Church by Clement and Origen. In the 
thought of Gregory of Nazianzus, three ways of relating 
the5ria and praxis appear: 111) une opposition tr6s nette; 
2) un enchainement, la praxis pr6c6dant et I acheminant vers 
la the5ria' , 3) la the5ria et la praxis sont l1une et 
I'autre prises dans leur sens large comme une mani6re de 
vivre: dans la solitude ou au service d'autruil' (Ibid. , 359). The last, a contrast between the active life and the 
contemplative, is the most superficial and was a commonplace 
by the end of antiquity. Posing the question, "Which is the 
road to God? ", ýpidlfk concludes that for Gregory, it was 
the5ria, intellectual contipmplation to be pursued after 
separation from matter. But the conflict with the Arians 
reinforced the necessity to see the great abyss between 
Creator and creature. Man is ceaselessly thwarted in his 
attempt to rise intellectually to God and so must revert to 
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deeds. "Ces faits, cl est la voie de la vertu, la 
purification du p6ch6,11 imitation du Christ, la vie des 
simples chr6tiens qui croient et vivent leur foi dans la 
simplicit6 de l'ob6issance 6vang6liquell ( Ibid. , 362). 
Expressed otherwise, the5ria is an anabasis, an ascension to 
the heights, stimulated by the er5s of the human soul. But 
encountering divine agapC-, a movement of condescension or 
descent, the soul must descend from the heights to the 
humble reality of the flesh. -But because this abasement 
imitates that of Christ in his Incarnation and death, the 
soul participates in his resurrection and ascension. 11 La 
katabasis se convertit en anabasis... 11 (Ibid. t 363). 
tpidlfk refers to Orat. 20: 12 for this movement, suggesting 
that praxis here may be identif ied with purif ication. Cf. 
also Constantine N. Tsirpanlis, "The doctrine of katharsis, 
contemplation and ken6sis in Saint Gregory of Nazianzus, " 
PByzR, 3 (1984), 5-17. Cf. also on Gregory's spirituality, 
F. X. Portmann, Die g6ttliche Paidagogia bel Gregor von 
Nazianz. Eine dogmengeschichtliche Studle, St. Attilien, 
1954. 

77,1 nVE6ýLWEI C6VrEq, nVEf)ýLUEj UCOLXOtýVEEq, CO16-r6) -TýV yV( CylV 

E'XXOV'cEq ... (Orat. 3: 7, PG XXXV, 524B). Cf. Gal. 5: 25: Et 
C6ýiev nvcOý=Tt, nve6ýiaTt xai cmotXo6pev. 

77,2 ... xai bt& -1 ýq CYT E Výq a') qR xcx-c cf aq un6 c ofý RVC6ýIaToq 
68nyo6ýLcvot ... (Ibid. 8, PG XXXV, 525A). 

77,3 TO(5 RVC6ýIaToq &YOVToq Tdt ýýieTepa (Orat. 12: 6, PG XXXV, 
849B). 

77,4 ' ExEtva ýLtv 8ý Týq enl6oýLfaq T& nXdfaýictTat TabTa R ToU 
flvE6ýiaToq T& 6t86yjicxra ( Ibid. : 4, PG XXXV, 848BC). 

77,5 ýiE-Tdf St ro(3-To Maw Eý Flve6ýiaEt cýv eýiýv nT9puya q)tpetv 
Po6XeTat, xcxi 6q Pof)Xsrat (Ibid.: 5, PG XXXV, 849A). 

77,6 &XX6( Oqociq, xai Pt(XUOeiqt xai xoccaxoXouOquaq T60(ý xai 
f1vc 6ýac t (Ora t. 33: 13, PG XXXV I, 229C) .Cf. 

Ora t. 3 4: 7, PG 

XXXVI, 248C, where Gregory tells the Egyptian sailors who 
have by-passed the Arian churches and come to his Anastasia 

that they have "well guided by the Holy Spirit (Xax&sq 

68qynUvTEq bn6 ToO flve6ýxcoq). " Cf. Orat. 42: 13, PG 

XXXVI, 472D, where, in the Last Farewell, Gregory attributes 
his success in Constantinople to the Spirit (xai TobTo cofJ 
nVE f)ýCXT oq ... ). 

78,1 'E 6 (P 6, c -, a ýl a, aapx6q &n6ftaiq, flvcýýa-Toq 

(Orat. 40: 3, PG XXXVI, 361B). 

78,2 Ora t. 2: 9 1, PG XXXV, 493B. The references to two Pauline 

phrases may be noted: -r 6 U6ýlcx Týq C ane 1 V6)GE c0q, 
Phil. 3: 21; EoO v6ýiou -Týq aýiapciaq, Rom. 8: 2 (cf. Rom. 

7: 23). In this context it is reasonable to see the 
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reference to Tob Te nnXob Týq tX6oq (Ps. 40: 2, Ps. 69: 2) as 
a reference to the Pauline a6pt, Cf. also Orat, 9: 2 and 3. 

78,3 Ora t. 2: 91 t PG XXXV, 493C: rýq U'Xnq, 

78,4 Ora t. 12: 3, PG XXXV, 845B: xai v5v ý6cxt(3rCcx, oa(j) rä rg-ý 
uapx« ýTroßaivEt xat unp-tiorccc, [(xll ü, )cTnEp (P(üCit cö 6výt(PpäC%ov 

xai ävTtxEt, PEV0V ... 

79,1 Ora t, 21: 2, PG XXXV, 1084C: 

ON) ýkvyevsTo, 
8taaX6v, Et Týv lb Xqv xai 
GuyyEv6(Toal ... xal T6 6ntp Týv 

Gregory continues: 

Stdc X6you xat' Be a)p ( aq 
,c6 uapxtx6v co bc o... E)s 66 
U'Xtxýv 5udtSa yEvtaOat ... 

"Whoever has been depraved by being knit to the lower 
(nature], and so far oppressed by the clay that he 
cannot look at the rays of truth... though he is born 

t. from above (YEVOV6q avweev) ... I hold him to be 
miserable in his blindness. " 

Cf. Gregory's invectives against the flesh in Carm. 11,1, 
46,1-50. PG XXXVII, 1378-1381. This element in Gregory's 
thought perhaps shows a Platonic influence. J. -M. Szymusiak 

comments (916ments de th6ologie de 11homme selon Gr6golre de 
Nazianze, Rome 1963,29): "Si sa pens6e a gard6 des traces 
de platonisme d'6cole, c'est dans ce domaine proprement 
anthropologique quIelle les laisse transparaltre le plus 
clairement. " Thomas ýpidlfk (op. cit., 27) sees both 
Platonist and Cynic Influences and comments: "Delib6r6ment 
Gregoire confond corruption et r6alit6 corporelle: a6pt et 
G('ýPao clest habituellement pour lui une seule et m8me 
chose. " Cf. Orat. 41: 1, PG XXXVI, 429B, where Gregory 

pleads that Christians keep festival in a spiritual manner, 
not according to the letter like the Jews, or honouring the 

passions of the body, personified in the gods of the Greeks: 

14 
... For sufficient unto the body is the evil thereof. 

What need has that f ire of further f ue 1, or that beast 

of more plentiful food, to make it more uncontrollable, 
and too violent for reason? " 

Cf. infra, 99, note 2, and 118. 

79,2 Orat. 40: 10, PG XXXVI, 369BC. On Gregory's view of the 
continuing bodily passions cf. Sevastina Pilipchuk, "The 
Struggle Waged against Sin, Passions and Temptations (As 
Presented in the Works of St. Gregory of Nazianzus), 11 ZMP, 
(1974), 75-78. Cf. also Thomas Spidlfk, op. cf t, , 30ff. 
Cf. also J. M. Szymusiak, "Gr6goire de Nazianze et le p6ch6,11 
SP IX (1966), 288-305. 
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79,3 Orat. 42: 12, PG XXXVI, 472C: 6q -yEvvqv otbE llvp-býia -To(ýq 
&navtaTcq19vouq G&ýiaToq. 

79,4 T. ýpidlfk, op. cit., 28. 

79,5 Ora t. 4 1: 12, PG XXXV I, 445A. Cf . supra, 65, note 1. 

79,6 vcx6q -yEv6ýiEvoq E)Eob C(ZvToq xaj (6v xaTotxnTýplov XptaTog ýv 
RVE 6ýcm t (Orat. 2: 97, PG XXXV, 500A). Cf. Orat. 33: 15, 

1 PG XXXVI, 232D: xat T6 vaot yEvtcr6ai Oeog ý&Toq xai (SSvTeq. 

xf ýiE notEtq, va6v bvca coU 79,7 Orat. 34: 12, PG XXXVI, 252C. 
nvs6ýicxToq 6)q E)EoO, xcxTotxqTýPlov XT(a4aToq; On the 
indwelling of the Spirit, cf. P. Galtier, Le Saint Esprit en 
nous d'aprOs les p6res grecs, Rome: Pont. Univ. Greg. , 1946. 
Cf, also the review by G. Philips in ETL, 24 (1948), 127- 
135. In the section on Gregory of Nazianzus (175-179), 
Galtier gives a brief general resum6 of Nazianzen's 
pneumatology but does not deal with the indwelling of the 
Spirit in the Christian. 
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NOTES for Chapter III - THE ECONOMY AND THE SPIRIT 

80,1 Cf. supra, 53. 

111(a) The Spirit in Creation and on the Prophets 

For Gregory's doctrine of creation, cf. D. F. 0 
Dynaml I CS C, F Sa I va t ion, Cambridge, Mass.: 
Patristic Foundation, 1979, Chapter 3. On the 
of the prophets, cf. supra, 58f. 

Winslow, The 
Philadelphia 

inspiration 

81,2 Ora t. 4 1: 11, PG XXXV 1,444A. The only comparable reference 
to the Spirit is a passing one in a quotation from Ps. 33: 6 
in Orat. 32: 10, PG XXXVI, 185AB (following loose quotations 
from Prov. 8: 28-30): 

"When everything received being from God and began to 
exist, 11 was bes i de him, organizing it all. ' 
Similarly, when he set his own throne upon the winds 
and the clouds on high, when he laid the foundations of 
the earth and established the fountains under heaven 
and when 'by the Spirit of his mouth' he gave them 'all 
power'. " 

81,3 Orat. 41: 14, PG XXXVI, 448A: Tobco c6 Flvebýicc uuv6q4toupyEý 
ýtv Y'W xcxt cýv vriatv xai Týv &vdaTautv ... 

81,4 Ps. 33: 6, Job 33: 4, Ps. 104: 30. This section of Orat. 41: 14 
is quoted inFra, 173. 

81,5 Orat. 31: 29, PG XXXVI, 165G: nw: f)ýia c6 noiquav, c6 &vaxTfýov 

8t& 61, &VaGTdcGs(ol;. 

81,6 (wý, xai (6)onot6v. Orat. 41: 9, PG XXXVI, 441B. This link 
between creation and resurrection, seeing the Spirit as the 

one who breathes life into the dead as he once did at 
creation, Is not, of course, peculiar to Gregory. It may be 
traced back to Paul's words in I Cor. 15: 45 where he refers 
to Geri. 2: 7. 

82,1 Cf. Wolfhart Pannenberg, "The Doctrine of the Spirit and the 
Task of a Theology of Nature, " Theology, 75 (1972), 8-21. 
Pannenberg argues that the phrase nvEbý= Cwonot6v in the 
Constantinopolitan Creed of 381 which to-day "is often 
interpreted in a restrictive way as a purely soteriological 
expression referring to the new life of faith, " should be 
interpreted (because of Paul's allusion in I Cor, 15: 45 to 
Gen. 2: 7> in reference to the idea of the Spirit as the 

origin of all life. This idea was common in the ancient 
world, not only in the Ancient Near East but also in Greek 

thought. "In Greek patristic theology, as in the Eastern 

Orthodox tradition until the present time, there has always 
been preserved a continuous awareness of the fundamental 
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importance of the Spirit's participation in the act of 
creation as providing the basis for the significance of his 
soteriological presence in the Church and Christian 
experience. " Donald F. Winslow (op. cit., 127) argues that 
Gregory's whole soteriology "has its initial roots in his 
doctrine of creation. God created the world with the 
specific purpose of having mankind fulfil progressively its 
divinely ordained destiny of the5sis. " The work of the 
Spirit in bringing man to perfection through salvation and 
resurrection is therefore a fulfilling of the Spirit's work 
of the perfecting of creation. The question must be asked, 
however, whether Pannenberg and Winslow are not inverting 
the order, and whether Greek Patristic thought, and Gregory 
in particular, did not derive this understanding of the 
Spirit's work of thedsis from his role in salvation, and 
develop from that their understanding of his role in 
creation. 

82,2 -Tunol6lievot co flvE6ýiaTt T6 ýye4ovtx6v. Ora t. 4 l. - 11, PG 
XXXVI, 444B. 

82,3 The original creed adopted at Nicea in 325 contains only the 
words xai e1q u6 'Aytov F1ve()j. L(x in the third article. it 
appears that the Council of Constantinople added several 
phrases, including u6 XaXýacxv 6t& u(Zv npoqq-c65v. That the 
Holy Spirit inspired the prophets and that the prophets 
spoke of Christ had long been part of Christian teaching on 
the ministry of the Spirit. It was argued by A. M. Ritter, 
however, in Das Konz iI von Konstantinopel, G8ttingen: 
Vandenhoech & Ruprecht, 1965, that the Council adopted 
another existing creed which included these additional 
phrases on the Holy Spirit. Ritter deduced from Gregory 
Nazianzen's poem, De vita sua (Carm. 1,1,11), that this 
creed was adopted because, since it did not include a 
specific statement that the Spirit was God or consubstantial 
with the Father, it offered a basis of reconciliation with 
the Pneumatomachi. J. N. D. Kelly summarized and adopted 
Ritter's conclusions in the third edition of Early Christian 
Creeds, London: Longman, 1972. Cf. esp. 322-331. Cf. also 
fnf'ra, 195, note 6, and 196, notes 1,2, and 3 on Ritter's 
interpretation of the poem. 

82,4 For the references to David, Amos and Daniel cf. Ora t. 
41: 14, PG XXXVI, 448, and supra, 59. Other references to 
David occur at Orat. 2: 1, PG XXXV, 408A: 

"Let the most blessed David supply my exordium, or 
rather let him who spoke in David, and even now speaks 
through him. " 

and at Ora t. 17: 2, PG XXXV, 968B: 

"David... who sings even of evil spirits through the 
Spirit within him. " 
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82,5 Cf. Orat. 40: 5, PG XXXVI, 364BC, and supra, 66. 

83,1 On the role of the Spirit in 
Athanasius and Basil, cf. T. F. Torr 
A Consideration of the Teaching of 
Basil, " Theology in Reconstruction, 
228. Torrance comments on Basil's 
knowledge of God lies from the one 
Son to the Father" (cf. supra, 
unfavourably with the perspective of 

creation according tc 
ance, "Spiritus Creator: 

St. Athanasius and St. 
London: SCM, 1965,209- 
saying that "the way of 
Spirit through the one 

53), comparing this 
Athanasius: 

"This series of 'before' and 'after' is difficult, for 
it would appear to imply a creative act of the Spirit 
first and independently of the act of the Son. Is 
this due to Basil's ascetical interest, his 
concentration upon the work of the Spirit in his own 
heart and life? If so, how can it be distinguished 
from an anthropocentric starting-point? This is worth 
mentioning, for it is along this line that the doctrine 
of the Spirit, as we see in nineteenth-century 
theology, is easily led astray. The stronger 
Christological perspective of Athanasius is 
theologically sounder" (op. clt., 224). 

If this formula does suggest a pneumatology independent of 
Christology which is therefore a prey to subjectivism, then 
that may explain why Gregory himself does not use it, it 
could also be pointed out that Nazianzen is perhaps a more 
significant figure than Basil in the development of 
Christology, and that Christology may play a more 
significant role In his pneumatology. He is generally 
regarded as more influenced than Basil by Alexandrian 
thought, especially that of Athanasius and Didymus. it 
could be argued on the other hand that Gregory with his 
sensitive and fragile personality and introspective poetry 
was more open than Basil to subjectivism. 
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111(b) The Spirit and Christ 

84,1 

84,2 

Orat. 31.1, PG XXXVI, i33B. 

Ora t. 3 1: 29, PG XXXV 1,165B: 

Xx bne t 6t OuTwq: ], EvvaTul XptuT6q, RPOTPtXEI: 
panTiýCTUI, ýapTupet: nElp&(Eral, &v6t-yE 18 uv6c4e tr, 
I CITITEXEt, auýlnapoýaPTEý: &VtPXETat, 61a6ýXETUI. 

Cf, Basil, De Spir. Sanc., XIX (49): 

"Is it Christ's advent [of which you are thinking]'-, ' 
The Spirit iS forerunner, Is it the incarnate 
presence? The Spirit is inseparable. Working of 
miracles, and gifts of healing are through the Holy 
Spirit. Demons are driven out by the Spirit of God. 
The devil was brought to naught by the presence of the 
Spirit. " 

85,1 

Basil proceeds however without intermission to include here 
the activities of the Spirit after Pentecost. 

Boris Bobrinskoy, in "The Indwelling of the Spirit in 
Christ: 'Pneumatic Christology' in the Cappadocian Fathers, " 
StV]ad7'hQ, 28 (1984), 49-65, sees the Cappadocians as those 
who revived the second-century Jewish-Christian tradition of 
the Apostolic Fathers and Irenaeus, characterized by a 
"pneumatic Christology. " This was particularly based on the 
Synoptic accounts of the baptism of Jesus, the emphasis on 
the Spirit in the gospel of Luke (esp. 4: 16-22) and the Acts 
of the Apostles (esp. 10: 38), and on I Corinthians (esp. 
15: 45). The Trinitarian synthesis of Origen, with its 
hierarchy of hypostasels analogous to that of Plotinus, 
produced a disequilibrium and loss of perspective. The 
narrowing spheres of influence of the hypostasels and the 
diverse functions of the Logos were detrimental to the role 
of the Spirit. It was the Cappadocians in succession to 
Athanasius, according to Bobrinskoy, who revived the earlier 
pers pec ti ve. 

It is true that the Cappadocians reflect here their 
Athanasian inheritance rather than their inheritance from 
Origen. Like Athanasius their doctrine of the Spirit's 
activity in the oikonomia is thoroughly Christocentric. 

Orat. 38: 13, PG XXXVI, 325B: 

cob 8Eob X6yoq ... Eni 

xaj adpxcc (popeý 8t& rýv cr6cpxa, 
ýMv wuxýv OyVU-Eatt 40"'m 

Kai ndvTa Yt'-YVETCXI, nxýv Týq 

XUTJOE iq ýItv Ex Týq rlapetvou, 

npoxaoapocianq E6 flvcuýLaTl 
I 

I qv t8iav Elx6va XopEZ, 

ai uluxfi, VoEpq 8tdc 'Iýv 

6 bpotov &Vaxaeat'po)v. 
&4apTiaq, &vopwnoq: 

xai yuxýv xai cr6pxa 
(E8EI y6cp xai 
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YEVVqatwElýq6ýVal, x(xi napoEviav npOT14qeqva0: 
I TIPOEXOCOV 8t 8E6q ýIET& Týq TEPOaXn)YECOq, Ev L 860 -[&^Sv 

EVaVTýWV, aapx6q xcxi flvebýaToq: tv, T6 ýiýV 80tOCTE, T6 
6t L0660q. 

Gregory' s clear teaching on the human soul of Christ was a 
repudiation of Apollinarianism, the heresy that Christ took 
human flesh and soul, (i. e. 'animal soul', the 'animating' 
principle which gave all 'animals' including man the power 
of bodily movement), but did not take a human mind (I. e. 
I intelligent soul' with the ability to think and purpose). 
The place of the intelligent soul in the man Jesus was taken 
by the divine Logos, Apollinaris, who proposed this 
ingenious theory, belonged to the Nicene party and seems to 
have had some contact with Basil in the 360s before his 
Christological theory made him suspect. Epp. 361-4 in the 
corpus of' Basil's letters may be correspondence between 
thein. The case for authenticity Is argued in G. L. Prestige, 
St. Basil the Great and Apollinaris of Laodicea, London: 
SPCK, 1956, and Henri de Riedmatten, "Basile de C6sar6e et 
Apollinaire de Laodicie, " JThS, 8 (1957), 53-70. K. J. 
Woollcombe, reviewing Prestige's book in JThS, 9 (1958), 
162--163, concluded that "the correspondence must undoubtedly 
be promoted from the ranks of the Spuria of Basil to the 
Dubia. " Paul J. Fedwick endorses this view in "A 
Chronology of the Life and Works of Basil of Caesarea, " 
Basil of Caesarea. Christian, Humanist, Ascetic (ed, 
Fedwick), Toronto: PIMS, 1981,6-7. 

Gregory of Nazianzus presents the case against 
Apollinarianism in his Theological Letters, Epp. 101,102 
and 202, PG XXXVII, 176-193,193-201 and 329-33. The 
argument is concisely stated in his famous epigram, "The 
unassumed is the unhealed (T6 -yexp &np6aXnnTov &6Ep6tneuTov). II 
Cf. PG XXXVII, 181C. Cf. M. F. Wiles, "The Unassumed is the 
Unhealed, " RS, 4 (1968), 47-56. 

For a study of Gregory's Christology, cf. Frederick W. 
Norris, Gregory Nazianzen's Doctrine of Jesus Christ, unpub. 
Yale thesis, 1970. 

85,2 Carm. 1.1.9.67-69, PG XXXV 11,462. 

85,3 Donald F. Winslow, op. C1 t. , 128, note 1. There is no 
developed Mariology in the orations of Nazianzen. There are 
references to the Virgin birth but it is always a 
Christological point which is being made. Apart from those 
already quoted (Orat. 31: 29 and Orat. 38: 13), the following 
references may be given: Orat. 29-4, PG XXXVI, 77D-80A: 
Orat, 30: 21, PG XXXVI, 132B: Orat. 38: 2, PG XXXVI, 313A: 
Orat. 40: 45, PG XXXVI, 424B, Orat. 43: 62. PG XXXVI, 576C. 
In Orat. 45: 13, PG XXXVI, 641A, Gregory's emphasis is on the 
strength and agency of the Son: 
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"A male, because offered for Adam; or rather the 
Stronger for the strong, when the f irst man had fallen 
under sin; and chief ly because there is in him nothing 
feminine, nothing unmanly (ýn8tv OýXu, ýin6t &vctv8pov ýv 
L ECCUTý 9ýpov>; but he burst froin the bonds of the 
Virgin-Mother's womb with much power (&XX& xai ýxpaytv 
P iq. 8EUýi6V EUPOEVIX6V TE XC(i 4qTPtX6V, xctT& noxxýv 
ýýOUCT(av), and a male was brought forth by the 
Prophetess (xai TEXRV &PUEV h 'Uýý npo(PýT180q), 

as Isaiah declares the good tidings. " 

Similarly, the concern is Christological in this extract 
from Ep. 101, PG XXXVI I, 177C: 

"If anyone does not be IJ eve tha t ho Iy Mary is the God- 
bearer (6eou6xov Týv ayiav Mapiav), he is severed from 
the Godhead. If anyone should assert that he passed 
through the Virgin as through a channel (6q 5tex uo)Xývoq 
, iýq llapOgvot) 5taBpajtetv), and was not at once divinely 
and humanly formed in her (OeVx6Sq &4a xai &vOpmnix6q), 
divinely because apart from a man, humanly because by 
the law of conception, he is similarly godless. " 

J. Quasten quotes this passage to show that "the term 
'Theotokos' became through Gregory of Nazianzus, long before 
the Council of Ephesus (431), the touchstone of orthodoxy. " 
He continues: "This passage shows that Gregory regards the 
dogma of Mary's motherhood as the pivot of the Church's 
teaching about Christ and salvation. " (J. Quasten, 
Fatrology, Vol, 111,253). 

In one early passage, Gregory draws a parallel between Mary 
and Eve in a way reminiscent of Irenaeus: Orat. 2: 24, PG 
XXXV, 433B: 

"This is the reason for the generation and the Virgin, 
for the manger and Bethlehem; the generation on behalf 
of the fashioning, the Virgin on behalf of the woman, 
Bethlehem for Eden, the manger for the Garden ... 11 

Cf. Irenaeus, Demonstration, 33 (Armitage ed. , 99). Winslow 
points out that Gregory's view of the Spirit's purification 
of the Virgin removes the necessity for a prior immaculate 
conception (op. cit., 128). The two are not necessarily 
incompatible (for Christ was "purified" at his baptism 
although previously pure), but it is highly unlikely that 
Gregory held to the latter. 

Cf. Carm. 1,2,197-202, PG XXXVII, 537-538, where 
Gregory sees the sanctification of woman, the "reversal" of 
Eve, in Christ's birth from the Virgin. This Carmen, In 
Praise of Virginity, has a remarkable passage in which 
virginity is used to interpret the relations within the 
Tririity (Ibid., 20-30,523A-524A). 
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85,4 A similar passage in the Epiphany oration, delivered less 
than two weeks later, substitutes "mind" for deity: 

", . not only is God mingled with birth and mind with 
flesh (uapxi vo5q), the eternal with time and the 
measurable with the limitless, but also birth with 
virginity... " (Orat. 39: 13, PG XXXVIt 349A). 

85,5 Cf. G. W. H. Lampe, God As Spirit, Oxford: Clarendon, 1977, 
210ff. Lampe traces the usage in Athenagoras, Callistus, 
Euseblus and Gregory of Nyssa. It is used specifically 
referring to the deity of Christ by Callistus, in Il Clement 
and Barnabas, by Praxeas, Cyprian, Adamantius, Apollinaris, 
Theophilus of Antioch, Tertullian and Hilary. Cf. J. N. D. 
Kelly, op. cit., 142ff.: "The Christological theory (if 
theory Is an apt name for what was usually a pre-ref lective 
supposition) which commanded most support, and which 
lingered on beyond the second century, may be described as a 
Spirit-Christology. By this is meant the view that in the 
historical Jesus Christ the pre-existent Son of God, who is 
divine spirit, united himself with human nature. " 

86,1 Cf. Lampe (op. cit., Chapters 2 and 3), who emphasizes that 
in Hebrew religious language "Spirit" is one of several 
"bridge" words expressing the idea of God's contact with the 
created world. "The Spirit of God is God disclosing 
himself as Spirit, that is to say, God creating and giving 
life to the spirit of man, inspiring him, renewing him and 
making him whole" (Ibid., 61). Had Gregory been defending 
his Trinitarian theology to-day, he would have had to fight 
on quite a different front defending not the deity of the 
Spirit but (against Lampe, for example) his subsistence as a 
distinct hypostasis. James P. Mackey refers to "two quite 
different, if not contrary, types of problem" within the one 
Trinitarian formula (op, cit, 66): 

"In the case of the one called 'the Son' there is no 
problem about his distinction from the Father, but 
there is considerable difficulty with any idea of his 
having existed with God from before the beginning of 
time. In the case of the Spirit, on the contrary, 
though there Is little difficulty with its reference to 
the eternal and the divine in the relevant pre- 
Christian sources, grave problems are encountered in 
any attempt to distinguish Spirit from the God who is 
named as Father In these sources and in their Christian 
counterparts. " 

This is a succinct analysis of the issues of debate. More 
attention has been paid perhaps to the pre-existence of the 
Son than to the distinctiveness of the Spirit. Although 
Gregory was not fighting on that front, there is sufficient 
material to indicate that he would have developed his 
argument for the distinctiveness of the Spirit from the 
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d1stinct role of the Spirit 
87, for the Spirit's distinct 
90, f or his distinct role in 
for the way Pentecost reveals 

SO, Oi-a t. 30 :21, PG XXXV 1, 132B: 

in the oikonomin. Cf. inf're, 
role in the birth of Christ, 
the baptism, and 95 and 98f. 

his distinctiveness. 

Xp i ac 6q R, 81& 'Uýv 0e6, r ý, r a: XP i crt q Y&P albr q 'r 
Lxv0p(, )n6, cq, coq, oth EvEpyet, q X(X'[6( '[Of)q bcxxou(; xptcTTobq 
ayi(x(ouaa, napobuiq Bt hou TOO xpiovToq. 

86,3 The practice of anointing in ancient Israel seems to go back 
to the institution of the monarchy and is expressly linked 
with the coming of the Spirit 0 Sam. 10: 1,6; 16: 13). In 
the New Testament, Luke refers to the anointing of Jesus 
with the Holy Spirit (Acts 10: 38, cf. Lk. 4: 18). 

87ý1 Paul of Samosata was condemned for heresy at the synod of 
Antioch in 268. According to J, N. D. Kelly, Paul's thought 
is "notoriously difficult to evaluate" (Early Christian 
1)octrines, London: Black, fourth ed. , 1968 and 1975,118), 
but he was the most notable of the Adoptionists (later 

called "Dynamic Monarchians" by modern historians). 
Theodotus, the originator of Adoptionism held that "until 
his baptism Jesus lived the life of an ordinary man, with 
the difference that he was supremely virtuous. The Spirit, 

or Christ, then descended upon him, and from that moment he 

worked miracles, without, however, becoming divine ... 
(Ibid., 116). 

87,2 Orat. 31: 29, PG XXXVI, 465B. Cf. supra, 84. 

88,1 Orat. 3B: 16, PG XXXVI, 353B. The reference to the Spirit as 
"akin to him (au-y-yEvofjq)'I implies the equal deity of the 
Spirit, The word refers to someone of the same family, a 
kinsman or relative. 

88,2 Or-at. 39: 14, PG XXXVI, 349C. 

89,1 Orat. 39: 15, PG XXXVI, 352B: ... ýv nvEbýia x(xi a6ptf 
41 OUTO nvEbýIUTI TEXEt6sv xo(i b6cc, 11. 

89,2 John 3: 5 

90,1 Orat. 39: 16, PG XXXVI, 353B: 

... 
Kai T6 FlwýýLa ýapTup; Eý Týv OE6'11, la: Tý 'y6fp 6ýLoicý 

npoaTpýx6t: xcxi 06pav6v Twvý: ýxEtftv -y6fp 6 

ýaPTUPOý)ýICVOq: Xai nEpt9TEP6(, Tlýiq -Y&P Tb 96ýIU, ýTESI 

xc(i co(h: o 'uý 066act OE6q, mqiaTtxcý6q 6p(zptvl ... 

The Spirit descends on "one who is like him (T(ý 6ýiofqO. 11 

This phrase may seem rather weak, indeed Homoian! But there 

is no justification for concluding from this isolated usage 
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90,2 

91,1 

91,2 

91,3 

that Gregory was anything other than strongly Homoousian. 
He is simply stat ing the "kinship" (cf. GUYYEVobq, 
supra, 88, note 1) between the Son and the Spirit in a 
looser way. The body referred to here, which is deified 
through its union with God, must be the human body of 
Christ, not the body of the dove. To honour Christ's body, 
the Spirit appears "in bodily form which may 
imply an actual physical dove, but more probably means a 
dove-like appearance, There is not sufficient evidence 
here for any idea of an incarnation of the Spirit. 

This also is an assertion of the deity of the Spirit. 

Or--at. 39: 17, PG XXXVI, 353C: 

4 T't)ntx6q 8t TOUTO ý V, O)q 
4ý 

VE (Pit X I, -COO t)6(xToq : 

lo&vvýc, ot')x Uct ýItv 
46vov, &XX& x 0(i Elq 
ltv E UýIC(T tx (6q : 06 -y6(P 
B(XRT f CE t xui InGobq, 

TEXEt6Tnq. 

xai 11(Xüxq) boxEz: ý odixacrcya, [0£ 
'EßanTluE xai 

ot yäp ýv t')baTt 

ýIETävotav: oünü) sý bxov 

i npocr, riencyl -1 ä, Ev RVE 4aT 1 

cxxx, k FIVE 6ýar t. Tobro 

The last sentence should perhaps be interpreted to mean that 
this is the baptism which perfects. The perfecting of the 
Christian which takes place in baptism is not the work of 
the Spirit in isolation from Christ. It comes from Christ 
who gives the baptism and the Spirit. Perfection and the 
Spirit are linked once again. 

Cf. Orat. 34: 12, PG XXXVI, 252C, and Carm. 1,1,3,1-4, PG 
XXXVII, 408, both quoted supra, 68. 

This seems to be the thought behind Gregory's words in the 
opening paragraph of Orat. 39, PGXXXVI, 336A: 

"For the holy Day of Lights to which we have come, and 
which we are celebrating to-day, has for its origin the 
baptism of my Christ, the true light which lightens 
everyone coming into the world, and works my 
purification (katharsis), and assists that light which 
we received from the beginning from him from above, but 
which we darkened and confused by sin. " 

festival, the Day of Lights (Epiphany), but in fact, taking 
the sentence as a whole, Gregory has in mind Christ, and 
particularly his baptism as the source of purification and 
illumination for mankind. Cf. supra, 66, for Gregory's 

view of angels and men as lights (intelligent natures) 
derived from the First Light. 

Grevorv seems to be attributing his purification to the 

Gregory also views baptism as one of "three births" 
(natural birth, baptism, and resurrection) in Orat. 40: 2, PG 
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XXXVI, IIJ60-361A: 

"My Lord Jesus Christ has shown that he honoured all 
these births in his own person; the first, by that 
first and quickening inbreathing; the second by his 
Incarnation and the baptism with which he himself was 
baptized, and the third by the resurrection of which he 
was the firstfruits; condescending, as he became the 
firstborn among many brethren, so also to become the 
firstborn from the dead. " 

Oiice agaiii, the present spiritual birth of the Christian is 
rooted in Christ who by his Incarnation and baptism was the 
first born. 

91,4 Cf. -supra, 84. 

91,5 Cf. Mt. 4: 1, Mk. 1: 120 Lk. 41 1. 

91,6 Cf. Mt. 12: 28. 

92,1 The only clear reference is in Heb. 9: 14, although Lk. 23: 46 
and I John 5: 8 may also be considered. 

92,2 Or-at. 1: 2, PG XXXV, 396C-397A: 

C, t 

t -v 10 GýýIEF)OV EX VE)(P(6SV &VUCYT6(q Xaýit Xal--VOTEOtý(Tp TO 
nvcbýLcxTt, xai T6v xatv6v E'v6bcvaq tMpcogov, 60 Tt xalvý. - 

vriaEt, -co-tq xaT6c E)E6v yE: vvwýtvotq, nX&arnv o'(ya66v xai 
8t 86(CTxaxov xptaTo xai UUVVsXP06ýiEvov npoo 6ý1(oq xai 
uuvavtuT6cpEvov. 

92,3 Cf. Rom. 1: 3-4,8-. 2ff., 8: 10f., I. Cor. 15: 45. 

92,4 Eph. 4: 24, cf. 2: 15. 

92,5 11 Cor. 5: 17, Gal. 6: 15. 

92,5 1 Cor. 15: 3 1,11 Cor. 6: 9, Gal. 2: 20, Co 1,2: 12 and 3: 1. 

92,7 Phi 1.3: 10. 

93,1 Ora t. 4 1: 11, PG XXXV I, 444B: 

y&p Xpicru6v Etnstv, c"o TEapqv, ol)X 6q ývEpyobv, &xX, 

oq 6ýioxiýlq) crupnctpopapTobý 

93,2 In commenting on John 3: 34, "God does not give the Spirit by 
measure, 11 in the Fourth Theological Oration, Gregory says 
(Orat. 30: 12, PGXXXVI, 120A): 

01)-TE yäp bib(A)alve Oi)'EE ýEýE, 1pqýýv0, v. ob ýy6p ýiE'EPEZEal 

ltLypä ecoý GIE6g, 
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Browne and Swallow's amplified translation probably conveys 
Gregory's intention: 

"For as a matter of fact he does not give the Spirit to 
the Son, nor does he measure it, for God is not 
measured by God. " 

93,3 Cf. supra, 84, note 2. Bobrinskoy comments on this 
quotation from Orat. 41: 12 (op. cit., 61): 

"With this particular aspect of St. Gregory's thought, 
we have something of a foretaste of the Christological 
polemic that ultimately led to the condemnation of 
Nestorius. For Nestorius deviated from patristic 
orthodoxy precisely by according too great a role to 
the Holy Spirit within the life of Christ, and thereby 
he jeopardized the traditional vision of Christ's 
hypostatic unity. " 

Bobrinskoy regards Theodore of Mopsuestia as one who risked 
accentuating the humanity of Christ and the work of the 
Spirit upon his humanity while devaluing his divinity. 
John Chrysostom on the other hand "employed a more balanced 
language to speak of the divinity of Christ without in any 
way diminishing the action of the Spirit within him. " 
Gregory's stance here may be compared with that of Didymus 
the Blind: 

"While Basil's ties with St Ephrem and Syrian tradition 
are certain, Gregory the Theologian was closer to 
Alexandrian tradition. Disciple of Didymus, he seems 
more reluctant than St Basil to investigate the mystery 
of Christ's humanity and the mode of the Spirit's 
presence within that humanity. The Spirit, he 
affirmed, is present but not acting: a formula that 
expresses his fear of diminishing the personal role of 
the divine Word-become-man" (Ibid., 64). 
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111(c) The Spirit and Pentecost 

94,1 Orat. 31: 29, PG XXXVI, 165B, Cf. supra, 84. 

94,2 Ora t. 41: 5, PG XXXV I, 436B: 

T& 4ýv bt (J(j)4C(TtX& TOO XPICYT06 ntpaq 1EXCII 46%%OV 5t T& 

Týq uo)ý(XTtxýq ýv5nýfaq 
... Tex 8t TOO RvE6ýaToq ('XPXETC(t. 

94,3 Cf. suprd, 81-83, 

94,4 Cf. supre, 93. The implication is that the Spirit did 
energize the disciples. 

94,5 Ora t. 4 1: 11, PG XXXV 1,444B. 

95,1 Ibid. Oikonomia is used here to refer to the incarnate life 
of Christ 11 in the days of his f lesh" (Heb. 5: 7), that isý up 
to his death. 

95,2 Mt. 10: 1, Mk. 6: 7, Lk. 9: 1. 

95,3 John 20: 22. 

95,4 Ora t. 41: 11, PG XXXVI, 444BC. Lampe' s PGL suggests 
"concretely" or 11 in actuality" as a translation of ousi6d6s 
in this passage. G. L. Prestige notes (God in Patristic 
Thought, London: SPCK, 1952,193): 

of ,** the adjective o6at6)6nq is frequently employed with 
the meaning of 'substantive' or 'concrete', in exactly 
the same sense as enhypostatos. " 

The contrast in the two verbs in the next sentence should 
also be noted. The Son "lived in our company" in bodily 
f orm, whereas the Spirit "appeared" in bodily form. 
Certainly (pavEp6(z could be also of Christ, and it could be 
said that he "appeared" or "was revealed" in bodily form. 
But given the difference of verbs in this context, a 
difference in nuance may be detected. At least, the 
difference weakens any argument that the second aco4arixc6, Sq 
implies any kind of incarnation of the Spirit. Gregory's 
point is that the Spirit is actually or personally present 
in a way he had not been before. 

96,1. Ep. 234, PG XXIX, 648. 

96,2 Cf. V. Lossky, The Mystical Theology of the Eastern Church, 
London: James Clarke, 1957, Chapter Four, 67-90. Lossky 

summarizes the distinction thus: 

"We are therefore compelled to recognize in God an 
ineffable distinction, other than that between his 
essence and his persons, according to which he is, 
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under different aspects, both totally inaccessible and 
at the same time accessible. This distinction is that 
between the essence of God, or his nature, properly so- 
called, which is inaccessible, unknowable and 
incommunicable; and the energies or divine operations, 
forces proper to and inseparable from God's essence, in 
which he goes forth from himself, manifests, 
communicates, and gives himself" (Ibid., 70). 

Jean-Philippe Houdret, in "Palamas et les Cappadociens, " 
Istina, 19 (1974), 260-271, takes issue with Vladimir Lossky 
over his claim (OP. Cit., 71ff. ) that the start of the 
distinction between essence and energies is in the 
Cappadocians. According to Houdret the key question is 
whether this distinction is only from the side of man or 
whether it is a real distinction in God. He considers one 
key passage from each of the three great Cappadocians, 
Theol. Orat. 4: 17 (Orat. 30: 17), PG XXXVI, 125BC from 
Nazianzen, Adv. Eun. 1,10, PG XXIX, 533C, from Basil and 
C, Eun. 11, PG XLV, 953B, 597D, from Gregory of Nyssa. In 
Theol. Orat. 4: 17, Nazianzen maintains that no mind has ever 
entirely comprehended (xeX&pqxev) or speech exhaustively 
contained (nsp%tXaPEv) the being of God (oýaiav E)coU) 
He continues: 

"But we sketch him by his attributes, and so obtain a 
certain faint and feeble and partial idea concerning 
him.... 11 

Houdret concludes that for the Cappadocians, the divine 
nature is one and simple, but because of our weakness we 
must express it in a multiplicity of notions. The 
multiplicity is therefore not in the known reality (i. e. the 
energies of God which must be distinguished from the 
essence) but in our limited and imperfect mode of knowledge. 
"Sur ce point si Important, nous devons constater le 
d6saccord profond qui existe entre la pens6e des P6res 
cappadociens et celle de Gr6goire Palamas. 11 The 
Cappadocian statements are susceptible to Palamite 
interpretation, but "replac6es dans leur context, ces 
formules Wont pas de contenu specifiquement palamite. 11 

Houdret is undoubtedly right that Gregory Palamas develops 
the distinction between essence and energies, but the 
distinction is present in both Basil and Gregory. Basil's 
reference to the energies or operations of God in Ep. 234 
may not be a Palamite distinction in God, but Gregory's 
distinction between the first nature and the "majesty" or 
glory seems to come closer to it. 

96,3 Orat. 28: 3, PG XXXVI, 29A. 

96,4 Gendle, op. cit., 330, 
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97,1 D. F. Winslow, op. cit., 128-129, 

97,2 Orat. 41: 12, PG XXXVI, 444D-445A: 

616C uolbco, JIET6( xpfcrTov ptv, 
XE i Tcn. )Axxoq st, 'tvcx G6 Týv 
Y&P, bcxxoq, &Xxoq otoq ýYd), 

uuv5sanoTe(aq, &XXI ot')x aTy(aq 
Oýx ýni C(, Lv axxo-Tpiov, &XXI 
Xey6ýcvov. 

tva FlapdxXn-coq ýýTv ýiý 
6po, ctýiav ývOuýinOffq. T6 
xaoiaTaTal. ToOTo R 
6vopa. T6 y6p, &XXoq, 

ýni 'C65v Oýioouaffiw ot8a 

According to Anthony Casurella, The Johannine Paraclete in 
the Church Fathers, TfJbingen: Mohr, 1983, it is regarded as 
self-evident from Origen's writings onwards that the 
Paraclete is the Holy Spirit (Ibid., 3) and that he was 
given in fullest measure on the day of Pentecost (Ibid., 
67). 

In Orat. 34: 13, PG XXXVI, 253B, Gregory in passing uses 
"another Paracletell again to mark the distinction between 
the Spirit and Christ, remarking: "other, that is, from the 
speaker, who was the Word of God (8nXa8ý &XXov uoý Xdyov-coq. 
6E06 Ro X6-yoq), " 

References to the Paraclete are not numerous in Gregory's 
works. In the Fifth Theological Oration (Orat. 31: 30, PG 
XXXVI, 168B) he warns against taking the implied distinction 
too far, speaking against those "who call him another 
Paraclete in the sense of another God Nai npoardTi ye &%Xov 
NaP&XXqToV, otov &XXOV 866v, 6VOý16(ovcEq). " Earlier in the 
oration there is an incidental reference (Orat. 31: 3, PG 
XXXVI, 136B). Also in the Fifth Theological Oration, 
Gregory gives us a rapid examination of the Paraclete 
sayings (Orat. 31: 26, PG XXXVI, 164AB). John 14: 16 reveals 
the unity of the Son with the Father: 

11 11 wi 11 ask the Father, I he says, I and he wi II send 
you another Paraclete, even the Spirit of truth. ' This 
he said that he might not seem to be a rival God, or to 
make his discourses to them by another authority. " 

John 14-: 26 indicates the same: 

"Again, 'He shall send him, ' but it is I in my name. ' 
He I eaves out the 'I wi 11 ask I but he keeps the ' sha II 
send. '" 

John 15: 26 and 16: 7 indicate the Son's dignity: 

"Then again, 'I will send' - his own dignity, " 

John 16: 7 also indicates the Spirit's authority: 

"Then 'shall come' - the authority of the Spirit. " 
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As to the frequency of references to the Paraclete in 
Gregory and the other Cappadocians, cf. Anthony Casurella's 
remarks (op. cit., 29) in reference to the orthodox writers 
of the period: 

"In the many works which have survived the vicissitudes 
of the centuries, citations of the Paraclete passages 
occur in rich and sometimes wasteful profusion. The 
adherents of the School of Alexandria refer to them 
almost with abandon. Of these, the blind leader of 
the School, Didymus, invokes them with the greatest 
frequency; some sections of Trin. and Spir. contain 
hardly a page without one or more references. By 
contrast, the writers under Antiochene influence are 
much more restrained. The same is true of those neo- 
Alexandrines, the Cappadocian fathers. " 

98,1 Gregory had spoken previously of the one essence (Pia oU'aia) 
of the Three (cf. Orat. 21: 33 and 35, PG XXXV, 1121D and 
1124D), but this is his first recorded use of O'PooOatov 
in reference to the Spirit, Cf. also Orat. 40: 41, PG 
XXXVI, 417B: Oe6v Tdc Tpia (yi)v aXXIXotq voof)Peva, ýxetvo Sid( 
Týv OPoouui6TqTa... Orat. 31: 10, PGXXXVI, 144A, T( obv; 
E)c6q T6 RVE6ýLU; II&VU YE. Ti otv, 6poo6cyiov; E'LnEp 8e6q: 
Orat. 42: 16, PG XXXVI, 476C, ntaTe6opev E'lq flaT9pa, xai 
Y16v, xai FIvEf)pcx c6 &, yiov, 6Poo6u(Tia TE xai 6P65ota: Orat, 
43: 69, PG XXXVI, 589A, el Pý a6pot T6 nVEf)PC( PET& HaTp6q Xai 
Yto[5, d)q 6poo6aiov xat op6Ttpov. 

98,2 A. Casurella, op. cit., 30. 

98,3 Marcellus was not strictly Sabellian, although with the 
general suspicion of Sabellianism in the East he seems to 
have been represented as such. His views are characterized 
by J. N. D. Kelly as "reminiscent of Irenaeus, Hippolytus and 
Tertullian and the 'economic Trinitarianism' associated with 
them" (op. cit., 241). The Logos, eternally God's self- 
expression, is generated Son at the Incarnation, not even 
then a second hypostasis, but an extension of the Monad. 
With the outpouring of the Spirit, the dyad became a triad, 
but the process will be reversed after the judgment, and the 
kingdom of Christ will end as the Son is reabsorbed in the 
Logos of God. Cf. Th. Zahn, Marcellus von Ancyra, Gotha, 
1867. According to Enzo Bellini, "Il Dogma trinitario nei 
primi discorsi di Gregorio Nazianzeno, " Aug, 13 (1973), 525- 
534, Gregory's Trinitarian thought developed in polemic with 
two opposing viewpoints, Arianism, and what is called 
Sabellianism, but is in fact the thought of Marcellus of 
Ancyra: 

"La rif lessione (e la formulazione) di Gregorio si 
svolge in polemica con queste due concezioni, con 
particolare riferimento alla prima, che - come sar& 
dimostrato dall'analisi dettagliata - si identifica con 
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11 pensiero di Marcello di Ancira, cosi come fu 
compreso da Eusebio di Cesarea e Cirillo di Gerusalemme 
e quale abbiamo fondati motivi per pensare che fosse in 
base ai frammenti dei suoi scritti che sono giunti fino 
a noi" (Ibid. , 528). 

Marcellus, as noted, had passed from the scene, but the 
continued activities of some Nicene rigorists who rejected 
the language of three hypostasels, and the continued 
existence of the party of Paulinus of Antioch fuelled the 
continuing suspicions of Sabellianism. Richard P, C. Hanson, 
in Studies in Christian Antiquity, Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 
1985,237, refers to Paulinus as "a Sabellian heretic", but 
in The Search for the Christian Doctrine of God, Edinburgh: 
T. & T. Clark, 1988, xix, he moderates this to "the near- 
Sabellian Paulinus of Antioch". Basil suspected Paulinus of 
being Sabellian (cf. Ep. 263 and Hanson, Search, 801), but 
Paulinus satisfied Epiphanius of Salamis in 376 that the 
charge of Sabellianism brought against him by the 
Apollinarian rival bishop of Antioch, Vitalis, was untrue. 
He did so by producing his subscription to the Tomus ad 
Antiochenos (cf. Hanson, Ibid., 642 and 658f. ). On 
Paulinus, cf. supra, 22, note 4. For Gregory's opposition 
to Sabellianism cf. Infra, 125ff. 

99,1 Cf. G. W. H. Lampe, God as Spirit, Oxford: Clarendon, 1977, 
68: 

"The story of Pentecost, however, is a theological 
construction in which the phenomena of the descent of 
the Spirit, the appearance of fire, the great sound, 
and the proclamation to all the peoples of the world, 
representatively in their own languages, are modelled 
on the Jewish traditions of the giving of the Law at 
Sinai, the parallels with Philo being especially 
close. " 

99,2 For Gregory's views of the bodily nature of man, cf. supra, 
78 and 79 (esp. 79, note 1) and A. -S. Ellverson, op. cit. 
Chapter 2, "Man as a spiritual and bodily being. " Cf. esp. 
Ellverson, 31,32 for the resurrection body. F. W. Norris, 
In Gregory Nazianzen's Doctrine of Jesus Christ, unpub. Yale 
Ph. D., 1970,143ff., sees two conflicting views of the body 
in Nazianzen's thought. It is viewed both as clay, 
weighing down the soul, a prison to be escaped from, and as 
something to be ruled by the Spirit and to be transformed in 
the resurrection. Specifically for Christ, "the body which 
Christ assumed was not discarded in his ascent to glory... 
When he comes again it will be in his body, the flesh which 
he now has with him in glory" (Ibid., 147). Gregory 
himself develops his doctrine of the resurrection body of 
Christ in Ep. 101, To Cledonfus (PG XXXVI, 181A): 
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"If any assert that he has now put off his holy flesh, 
and that his Godhead is stripped of the body, and deny 
that he is now with his body and will come again with 
it, let him not see the glory of his coming. For 
where is his body now, if riot with him who assumed it? " 

Cf. also Orat. 30: 14, PG XXXVI, 121C: 

"For he still pleads even 
for he continues to wear 
until he make me god by i 
although he is no longer 
mean, the passions of the 
as ours. " 

now as Man for my salvation; 
the body which he assumed, 

he power of his Incarnation; 
known after the flesh -I 

flesh, the same, except sin, 

For Gregory' s eschatology and his view of death and the 
hereafter, cf. Justin Mossay, "Perspectives eschatologiques 
de Saint Gr6goire de Nazianze, " Questions Liturgiques et 
Flaroissiales, 4 (1964), 320-339, and La Mort et llau-deM 
dans Saint Gr6golre de Nazianze, Louvain, 1966. For 
Gregory's view of the body as a hindrance to communion with 
God cf. further supra, 78f., esp. 79, note 1, and infra, 
118. 

99,3 For Gregory's distinction between onomata and pragmata, cf. 
supr-a, 50. Edmund Hill, in "Our Knowledge of the Trinity, " 
S, TT, 27 (1974), 1-11, refers to a leisurely or spasmodic 
debate over thirty years on the grounds for the doctrine of 
the Trinity. The starting point was Leonard Hodgson's The 
Doctrine of' the Trinity, London: Nisbet, 1943, in which 
Hodgson maintained that Trinitarian theology is not 
dependent on "the acceptance of the Bible as giving 
revelation in the form of propositions concerning the inner 
mysteries of the Godhead. " Rather Trinitarian theology is 
the result of rational reflection upon the divine revelation 
given in the acts of God to which the Bible gives witness. 
Maurice Wiles, in "Some Reflections on the Origins of the 
Doctrine of the Trinity, " J ThS, 8 (1957), 92-106, asks 
whether the full implications of this change in the 
understanding of revelation have been realized. He argues 
that no such Trinity of revelation can be found in God's 
dealings with mankind. Christian thought about God, at 
least as much binitarian as trinitarian, took on a threefold 
character not because the facts required it but simply 
because a triadic schema was present from the beginning in 
Scripture. In the fourth century however, faced with Arians 
and Macedonians, theologians (especially the Cappadocians) 
emphasized the unity of God, including the unity of all 
divine operations in the world: opera trinitatis ad extra 
sunt indivisa. The only difference to be discerned was in 
the internal relations of the Persons to one another. This 

produced the serious difficulty that, if there is no 
distinction whatever in the activity of the Trinity towards 

us, then we cannot have any knowledge of the distinctions at 

lift- 
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aII. Wiles concludes that the Cappadocian construction 
logically requires the foundation belief that the threefold 
form of the Godhead is a datum of revelation given in clear 
propositional form. We are therefore left with three 
possibilities: to revert to propositional revelation, to 
identify an inherent threefoldness about every act of God's 
revelation requiring us to think in trinitarian terms, or to 
see the Trinity of revelation as a valuable but arbitrary 
analysis of the activity of God which is not strictly 
necessary. H. Cunliffe-Jones, in "Two Questions concerning 
the Holy Spirit, " Theology, 75 (1972), 283-298, supports 
Wiles' choice of the third possibility, and begins to look 
for ways of differentiating the activities of the Persons of 
the Trinity meaningfully, which, he says, is essential if 
the doctrine is to be valuable. Bernard M. G. Reardon, in an 
appended comment, sees this disposing of the indivisa rule 
as a threat to the unity of God. 

Edmund Hill's answer was to accept the inadequacy of the 
Hodgson view of revelation in act only to support the 
doctrine of the Trinity. He opts instead for a view of 
revelation which he attributes to Barth and Rahner and to 
Rowley and Dodd: that God reveals himself to men by act 
and word, in the events of salvation history as attested and 
interpreted by Scripture. He then proceeds to an 
examination of Augustine to demonstrate that this is 
essentially the view of revelation assumed by the Fathers. 
In Augustine, the 'missions' of the Son and the Spirit, that 
is, the coming of each into the world in the Incarnation and 
at Pentecost reveal the 'processions', the distinct 
relations within the eternal Trinity. This appears to be 
the view also of Gregory of Nazianzus in this particular 
passage. He bases the eternal distinction between Son and 
Spirit upon their distinct actions at the Ascension and 
Pentecost as interpreted, he believes, in John. 

The argument of David Brown in The Divine Trinity, London: 
Duckworth, 1985, from the historicity of Pentecost to the 
distinctiveness of the Spirit is comparable to what seems to 
be implicit here in Gregory (cf. Ibid., 176ff. ). But Brown 
quite loses the paradox of the Three-yet-One which is 
fundamental to Gregory's doctrine of the Trinity (cf. infra, 
124M. Looking for logical coherence, he must opt for one 
side of the paradox, He opts for the Three in what becomes 
not an Arian but (despite disclaimers) a Tritheistic form, 
by advocating a development of the generic idea of unity 
found in Basil. 

99,4 Ora t. 41: 12, PG XXXV I, 445A: 

'Ev YX 6(yaa tqR, 6t6c Týv np6q -cbv A6-yov oixciwatv. 
flupivalq 6t, (qT6 n6Tcpov St6c Týv x0apatv ... ý 6t6( Týv 
o6aiav. Hp y6(p 6 E)E6q ýýi(2v, xai nbp XaTav(xxiaxov, Týv 

I- It ýIoxoqpiav, X, 6(v n6xlv ayavcwvý T OýIooucyý (P 
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(T'C cv 0)(())P 0 f) ýl 6v oq - 

100,1 ]bid. 

WO, 2 Ibid. C f. Ps. 104: 3; 
interjects the comment: I 
over tedious, " suggesting 
that his less sympathetic 
allegorizing to groan! 

148: 4. At this point Gregory 
hope I am not seeming to anyone 

perhaps that someone yawned, or 
listeners were provoked by his 

100,3 Ibid., PG XXXVI, 445B. 

too, 4, Pentecoý.; t was not associated wi 
Judaism until after AD 70 (cf. E 
third century the link had been 
the basis for Keble's well-known 

h the giving of the law in 
Lohse in TDN7), but by the 

made. This association is 
hymn: 

When God of old came down from heaven, 
In power and wrath he came; 
Before his feet the clouds were riven, 
Half darkness and half flame. 

But when he came the second time, 
fie came in power and love; 
Softer than gale at morning prime 
Hovered his holy Dove. 

The fires that rushed on Sinai down 
In sudden torrents dread, 
Now gently light, a glorious crown, 
On every sainted head, etc. 

100,5 C)rat. 41.13, PIG XXXV I, 448A: 

c uIT6 t IncTob x(xi bUTEPOV, 600(0ýtvou TE xc(i 
&vTt5oý6(ovToq, 6q T6v HaTtpa, x(xi uTt6 Tob RaTp6q. 

Gregory sees a prophetic declaration of the descent of the 
Spirit in I sa. 61: 1,11: 2 and 63: 14, Exod. 31: 3. ,I sa. 
63: 10,11 Kgs. 2: 11, Ps. 51: 12 and 143: 10 and in Joel 2: 28 
(cf. Acts 2: 1.7ff. ). G. W. H. Lampe makes use of the notion of 
the descent of the Spirit in his Bampton Lectures (op. cit., 
209f. ): 

"It is therefore, I believe, true, although to say this 

may sound paradoxical, that the central theme of this 
study of our experience of God as Spirit is Descendit 
de caelo, 'He came down from heaven. ' This is not, of 
course, meant as a reaffirmation of the traditional 
credal mythology of the descent into the world, from 

another realm or order of being, of a pre-existent 
Jesus Christ ... It is, rather, an assertion of the 

continual descent of transcendent deity into immanence 
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which is involved in the (possibly everlasting) process 
of' creation. " 

lie later explains: 

"The mythological picture of ken6sis (of' the Son), 
however, must be transferred to a much larger canvas. 
It depicts for us the Creator-Spirit's descent to the 
leve). of his human creatures, his age-long incarnation 
of' himself in human personality, and the continuance of 
his suffering at the hands of his human creation until 
the ultimate accomplishment of his creative purpose for 
them. " 

Clearly that is not what Gregory meant by the descent of the 
Spirit. Imbued with Greek culture and disciple of Origen as 
he was, one suspects that he would have found any such idea 
of an eternal process of creation too close to Origen's 
speculations and indeed perhaps too "mythological". For 
Gregory, the descent of the Spirit was not a process, but an 
event in the olkonomia. 

100,6 J ohn 13: 31 f; 14: 13; 17: 1 

100,7 John 16: 14 

The glorifying of the Spirit in the worship of the Church 

was of course the point at issue in Basil's defence in the 
De SpIrItu Sancto of the doxology glorifying the Father 

ýIET& Tob Yiob crov Tý nVE6ýCcTt Tý &Yiy. Cf. supre, 40, and 
esp. De Spir. Sanc., XVIII (46). 

101,2 Ora t. 41-. 11, PG XXXV 1,4 44B: 

vbv ýiEpta46q 'r 6v 1 f. nuptvwv yxwGa6v, 0 X(xi 
navqyupicoýIEV. 

101,3 Ibid. , 444C: ut)^yyt'v6ýiEvov TE xai cyuýnoXiTEt)6ýEvov. 

101,4 Orat. 41: 16, PG XXXVI, 449B. Cf. Gen. 11: 1-9. Gregory had 
just discussed (41: 15, PG XXXVI, 449AB) whether the event 
described in Acts 2: 1-13 was a miracle of speaking, or a 
miracle of hearing. Cf. supra, 55f. He engages in a 
little word-play on 'tongue' as speech and 'tongues' of 
fire. Cf. earlier in the Pentecost oration where he 

appears to be replying to a heckler (Orat. 41: 10, PG XXXVI, 
441D-4ý4A): 

"Honour the Day of the Spirit. Restrain your tongue a 
little If you can. It is time to speak of other 
tongues - reverence them or fear them, when you see 
that they are of fire. " 
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But the tongues of the day of Pentecost are not an ecstacy. 
Cf. the Last Farewell (Orat. 42: 22, PG XXXVI, 485A): 

"I should not be surprised if' I were imprisoned... or 
even be thought full of new wine as were in later days 
the disciples of Christ, because they spoke with 
tongues, since men knew not that it was the power of 
the Spirit, and not a distraction of mind (of) (ppev&Sv hu, cccalq). " 

102,1 Cf. Mgr Damaskinos, "La disponibilit6 au Saint Esprit et la 
fid6lit6 aux origines dlapr6s les P6res grecs, " Istina, 19 
(1974), 49-64, tracing the theme of "Paction unifiante du 
Saint Esprit" in Hermas, Irenaeus, Cyprian and Origen. 

102,2 Ora t. 2: 3, PG XXXVý 409C. 

102,3 The reference here is not Pauline but to the Epis. to the 
Hebrews 8: 2. 

102,4 Ora t 19: 8, PG XXXV, 1052C: 

ctq 6p-yov ictXEtov, Etq xaTotxqTýptov XptaToý, Eiq va6v 
&Y t ov, uuv Tt09 ýlc vo t, xat, auvappox0yo6pevot 'E 

cxpXtTExTov(a Toý RvE6paToq. 

Cf. Eph. 2: 20ff.; 4: 11ff. 

102,5 Ora t. 2 4: 2, PG XXXV, 117 2 C: 

, cqpýuetv Týv Cv6, clTa coO nvc6ýLacoq Ev To auvftuýio Tjq 

etpývqq- 

Cf. Eph. 4: 3. 

102,6 Ora t. 3 2: 11, PG XXXV 1,18 5 D. Cf. Rom. 12,5 and Eph. 4: 16. 
Cf. also Orat. 6: 4, PG XXXV, 725C: 

tI 
ot Tqq xeq)a>, qq, (Y6ýct S, v cyl)vapýioxoyouýle I xat 
uuýiPtPctC6ýevot xaT& ndfactv uuv6qetav Týv E: v flve6paTt. 

Also Orat, 6: 7, PG XXXV, 729BC: 

xcct siq r6v otxov xoD E)eob nopeu6ýEvcr ýv 6ýiovofq, xat 
ýf ctv apýoviav ýPpoaýtva 'Cýv 'EOU xahog xai TOO 
HVC6ýaToq. 

102,7 Orat. 34.6, PG XXXVI, 245C: 

... T& ýgv ydtp a6pcaa E6ny uuv6nEEcctt, yuXai R FNE: 16ýiart 
uuvapý16(ov-Tat. 

For Basil's idea that the Spirit is the "place" of the 
sanctified, cf. supra, 42, note 7. 
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102,8 Ora t-2: 2 2, PG XXXV, 432B: 

EI go Ix icyat TE 'E6V XPI(3-, Ebv Ev -Tatq x up 6iaI SI& [ob 
PVC64UT0q. 

Cf. Eph. 3: 17. 

10,21,9 Ora t. 2: 97, PG XXXV, 50OA: 

va6q yEv6ýLEvoq E)sof5 (6svToq x(xi C-L) vx oc T0txqTýpt0v 
XPIcTT06 ýv IIVEOýIcf-Tt. 

Cf. Eph. 2: 22. 

103,1 Ora t. 2 3: 4, PG XXXV, 115 3D- 115 6A. 

103,2 Ora t. 43: 33, PG XXXVI, 540C. 

103t 3 Winslow, op. ci t. t 129. Cf. V. Lossky, "Redemption and 
De i fi cati on, " Sob (Ser. 3) ,2 (1947) , 55, and The Mys tI ca I 
Theology of the Eastern Church, 166--167: 

"The work of Christ concerns human nature which he 
recapitulates in his hypostasis. The work of the Holy 
Spirit, on the other hand, concerns persons, being 
applied to each one singly ... Christ becomes the 
sole i mage appropriate to the common nature of 
humanity. The Holy Spirit grants to each person 
created in the image of God the possibility of 
fulfilling the likeness in the common nature. The one 
lends his hypostasis to the nature, the other gives his 
divinity to the persons. Thus, the work of Christ 
unifies; the work of the Holy Spirit diversifies. " 

Lossky regards the breathing of the Holy Spirit by the risen 
Chr istin Jn. 20: 19-23 as a"fi rs t commun i cat i on of the Ho Iy 
Spirit ... made to the whole Church, to the Church as a 
body. .a presence of the Holy Spirit which is not so much 
personal as functional in relation to Christ, by whom the 
Spirit is given - the bond of unity in the Church. " The 
communication of the Spirit at Pentecost was however his 
personal coming: 

"Then he appeared under the form of divided tongues of 
fire which rested upon each one of those who were 
present: upon each member of the body of Christ. This 
is no longer a communication of the Spirit to the 
Church considered corporately. This communication is 
far from being a function of unity. The Holy Spirit 
communicates himself to persons, marking each member of 
the Church with a seal of personal and unique 
relationship to the Trinity, becoming present in each 
person" (Ibid., 168). 

bb- 
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To say that the work of Christ concerns human nature while 
the work of' the Spirit concerns persuns is surely not 
adequate. Christ not only abl-. umes our common human nature, 
he comes among us as a Person to persons. Conversely, the 
work of the Spirit concerns not only each person, but, as 
Gregory teaches, the whole body of Christ. The Spirit not 
only diversifies: he also unifies. Further, to contrast in 
the way Lossky does, the insufflation of John 20 and 
Pentecost is artificial. Cf. John D. Zizioulas, Bein8, as 
Commun I on, London: DLT, 1985,127f. t and the earlier 
article, "Human Capacity and Incapacity: A Theological 
Exploration of Personhood, " SJT, 28 (1975), 401-447, esp. 
433ff. 

104,1 Cf. Orat. 6: 22, PG XXXV, 749B, quoted Infra, 114. 
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iff(d) The Gradual Revelation of the Trinity 

1,05,1 C)rat -3i: 21, PG XXXV 1,15 6C: 

lkiXiv xat noXXdxiq &vaxt)xXEVq qýi'N T6 &-ypa(pov. 

1015,2 Ora t-31-2 1- 2 4, PG XXXV I, 15 6 C-- 1.60C. 

1(. )5,3 Or-at. 31: 24-25, PG XXXVI, 160CD-161A. 

106,1 Ora t. 3 1.2 6, PG XXX V 1,16 1 C: 

3., Tob, c -L 6T ýq 0E OXO-Y i aq E I' X&C EtvE X(, ) K>, qv O, aov Ex 'UtN 

EV(XVTII(J)V. ýXýPUGLTE 
q)cxvEp6q f) Fla, \at& r6v flaitpa, c6-v 

Y'l bv &pu6p6, repov. E(pavtpwaE v Kca vý T6v Yt6v, 
uný5Etýe Tob OvE6ýaToq Týv Oc6TqTa, 'EýnoXiTEftTat vOv 

T6 llv; Er))ia, a(x(pEau6pcxv ý11ý. v Traptxov '[ýv E(XuTof5 8ýxwulv. 
06 Y&P ýv &cr(PaX', I-q , 4ýnw Tflq TOO RuTp6q OE6TqToq 

6ýkoX. o, yqOEiaqq, u6v Yl6v kxbýXwq xqp6TcEuOat: pq8t uýq 
ioO YlioO nupu6eX6Eicrqq, -c6 f]vEbpa c6 bcytov, 'tv' EITEW lut 

xcci ToX4qp6Tepov, EntTopTi(eaOat. 

Cf. (., arm, 1,1,3,15-28, PG XXXVI I, 409A. 

106,2 Ora t. 31: 26, PG XXXV Iý 16 1C- 164A: 

'I C(ý XUT6( ýigpoq npoaoýxcctq, xcxi d)(; EtTrEv Aab(6, 
&V(X06(TEo-t, xai ýx 66ýijq Ekq 86tcxv npoMotq xai 
npoxonocýq, u6 Týq Tpt6r6oq (P (YS qEx X64 4tE i Toýq 
XaP. 11 p O'U ýp01, (; . 

(FG gives the reading ýxOýiyq followed 
in the SC edition prefers x Xdýy; E i 
Gr6g, ofrp de NdZidnze: Discours 27-31 
250), Paris: Gerf, 1978,326: "Ge 9 26 
11histoire du salut et la doctrine de 
d1une importance capitale... " 

by Mason, but Gallay 
Gallay comments in 

(Sources chrd6tiennes, 
6tablit un lien entre 
Dieu. C'est un point 

Mgr Darfiaskinos comments on this passage, 

I'Le Saint Esprit qui habite 1'Eglise, la remplit et la 
c ondu itAIa per, f ec ti on par un process us ' d' add iti ons 
partielles' selon Ilexpression de Gr6goire de Nazianze. 
11 entend par 16 la montee dont parle David (Ps, 84: 6), 
la transformation de gloire en gloire, au cours de 
laquelle la 'Lumi6re de la Trinit6l apparait aux 
iII umi nes dans tout son 6clat. Ce processus 
pr6suppose, sans malentendu, que le Saint Esprit 
rev6le, dans chaque phase de P illumination, quelque 
chose de nouveau qui est necessaire au salut des 
homines. Ce qui est r6v616 par le Saint Esprit ni 
n1apparait 'tout A la fois' ni ne se cache 'JusquI6 la 
f in, . of (Mgr Damaskinos, "La disponibilit6 au Saint 
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Esprit et la fid6lit6 aux origines d'apr6s les Pbres 
grecs-, 11 Istina, 19 (1974), 49-64, esp. 51-52), 

lob Po-s-sibly, if the theory is viewed as an explanation of the 
lack of clear sta tements in the books of the New Testament 
about the Spirit's deity, th e third era ought to begin after 
all of' these were written. Yet, there is no clear point in 
the oikonomia from which to date this change and in any case 
Gregory Fjee,; the present day of the Church beginning at 
Pentecost. Cf. Gallay's comment in his long foot-note 
referred to supra, 106, note 2. 

1,07,1 Or-at. 31: 26, PG XXXVI, 164A: 

Auk 'u(XbTqv, otýlat, 'Iýv (A-lia-v, xcti '10ýq 4aenTatq xctT6( 
bu 6qýie Tn p Oq T Cov 6EX046vov 6uvd4ct 

nap(x4ETP064EVOV, ýv apXý Tob E6a-y'yeXiou, 4ET6c T6 n6(6oq, 
ýL, C'U& ul)-v &VO60v, -ucýq 6t)vd4ciq ýntTEX06V, ý4(pl)(J64EVOV, 

ýv yX6o-aortq nupivatq q)atv64evov. 

Cf. Ora t. 41 - 11, PG XXXV 1,444ABC (c it ed supra, 94- 96). 

1.07,2 Ora t. 31: 27, PG XXXVI, 164B. 

107,3 Ibid. , Jb4-BC: 

Hv utvu -C6 zcb-cqpt ... bc 
'10iq 
6t5 OCX CYF, 0-0 at bnb 
Tob, uwv Ev Etvat voý i (co 

I% OE: O. rn, ucxl upavou4EVqv Elq 
&. nox UT auT cxa Iv... 

ýiý 86vauOut -16, uE ýacruaXOývat 

... Kai no'(X I V, ndvua 
'COO I] VE OýUEoq 

xai a6, cýv uoO llvsý)pacoq uýv 
C, UUTEPOV... ýLET& Týv Tob ZWTýPoq 

107,4- Jul, es Lebreton, Les Origines du dogme de la Trinitiý, Paris: 
Beauchesne, 1910,89-90. Cf. Joseph Hergenröther, Die 
Lehre von der göttlichen Dreleinigkeit nach dem heiligen 
Gregor von Nazianz, dem Theologen, Regensburg: Manz, 1850, 
?0 21--205. 
. 4- 

107, b K). f-'. C. Hanson, "The Divinity of the Ho Iy Sp irit, ChQ, J, 
(1969), 298-306, Cf 300-301. For Basil's doctrine of 
)ecret supra, 45f. tradition, cf. Cf. also R. P. C. Hanson, 

"The Position of the Holy Spirit in the Trinity, " ChQ, 3 
(197 1), 270--316. 

107,6 F, W. Norris, "Gregory Nazianzen's Opponents in Oration 31,11 
Arianism. Historical and Theolog ical Reassessments, Papers 
from Th e Ninth In t ern at1 on aI Conf'erence on Patristic 
Studies, September 5-10,1983, Oxford, England, ed. Robert 
C. Gregg, Cambridge, Mass.: Philadelphia Patristic 
Foundation, 1985,321-326. 

107,7 Accord i rig to G. W. H. Lampe, the idea of the progressive, 
post-scriptural revelation of the Spirit's deity was a 
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"common explanation" of the "awkward fact" that "direct 
Scriptural evidence for the deity of the Holy Spirit as a 
distinct hypostasis was hard to find. " He gives Gr. Naz. 
Orat. 31: 22ff. as a reference (op. clt., 217). Yet according 
to D. F. Winslow, "Gregory appears to be the first patristic 
author to use this theory of 'progressive revelation' to 
express the novelty of a doctrine, a doctrine which in this 
case asserts the full deity of the Spirit" (op. clt., 125). 
fie refers to J. N. D. Kelly, who called it "a highly original 
theory of doctrinal development" (op. cit., 261), and also to 
R. P. C. Hanson's article, "Basil's Doctrine of Tradition in 
Relation to the Holy Spirit, " VC, 22 (1968), 241-255. But 
Hanson says of this section of Gregory that it Is "a f ine 
exposition of the gradualness of God's revelation, very 
largely borrowed from Origen" ( Ibid. , 253). Cf. A. 
Casurella, op. cit., 6, on Origen's view of John 16: 12, and 
op. cit., 13, on Tertullian's view. 

108,1 Cf. Irenaeus, Demonstration of the Apostolic Preaching, 
(trans. J. A. Robinson), London: SPCK, 1920,6: 

"This then is the order of the rule of our faith, and 
the foundation of the building, and the stability of 
our conversation: God, the Father, not made, not 
material, invisible; one God, the creator of all 
things: this is the f irst point of our faith. The 

second point is: The Word of God, Son of God, Christ 
Jesus our Lord, who was manifested to the prophets 
according to the form of their prophesying and 
according to the method of the dispensation of the 
Father: through whom all things were made; who also at 
the end of times, to complete and gather up all 
things, was made man among men, visible and tangible, 
in order to abolish death and show forth life and 
produce a community of union between God and man. And 
the third point is: The Holy Spirit, through whom the 

prophets prophesied, and the fathers learned the 
things of God, and the righteous were led forth into 
the way of righteousness; and who in the end of times 

was poured out in a new way upon mankind in all the 

earth, renewing man unto God. " 

Robinson draws attention to the similarity between 
Irenaeus's account of "the Preaching of the Apostles" and 
the baptismal confession later called the "Apostles' Creed" 
(Op. cit., V). The latter also bears witness to the same 
Triadic order (-c6(ktq) of revelation. Cf. Tertullian, De 
Praescriptione Haereticorum, 13, on the rule of faith. For 

an introduction to the Economic Trinity of Hippolytus and 
Tertullian, cf. J. N. D. Kelly, op. cit., 110-115. 

108,2 Cf. supre, 29f. and 29, note 6. 
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109,1 Mcalir-ice Wiles (op-cit., cf. supra, 99, note 3) argued that 
if revelation is not given in the Bible in propositions, 
then the events of revelation must be unquestionably of a 
threefold character to compel us to postulate a threefold 
character In God. He reviews and dismisses three possible 
thrc-. ýefold scherfias of' God's activity: creation, redemption 
and sanctification; the Origenist sch&ma of ranges of 
activity, all creation, rational life, the sanctified; and 
the Old Testament dispensation, the Incarnation and the New 

diiý, pensation. The Cappadocian doctrine, according 
to Wiles so emphasized the unity of external operations 
(opera tr-initatis ad extra indivisa sunt) that only the 
Internal relations. distinguished the hypostaseis, and they 
were deduced from the statements of Scripture. There were 
no differences in the relations of the hypostaseis to the 
wor I d. "The Cappadocian construction was built upon and 
logically requires the foundation belief that the threefold 
form of the Godhead is a datum of revelation given in clear 
propositional form. " 
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for Chapter 1V : THE TRINITY AND "HIE SPIRIT 

J. Lmll i cý I C)U, 11 Flatr i--it ic Li terature, 11 in The Pel ican Guide to 
fv] -)dc-r n Theolopy , ed. R. P. C. Hanson, Vo 1.2, Harmondsworth: 

'llill, 1.969' 93. Cf*. J. Hergenr6ther, Die Lehre von der 
Ii Chen Drele-inig-ke-i t nach dem he iI igen Gregor von 

dc: 2m Theologen, Regensburg: Manz, 1850,10. 

"Unter den grossen Kirchenlehrern, die im vierten 
J ý)hrhundert, das vorzugsweise das Zei tal ter der 
tr initarischen Kämpfe genannt zu wer-den verdient, das 
Dreýleinigkeitsdogma gegen die damaligen Gegensätze mit 
GT H- i s- t Lind Kraf t entwickelt und vertheidigt haben, 
ý3trahl tbes iD nders Gregor von Naz i anz mit 
unvergänglichem Ruhm. 11 

Gf. Stv Ii anos Hark ianak is, "Die Tr in i tatslehre Gregors von 
Na. z i ariz, " KI eronoml a, I( 1969) , 83-102: 

"Wer von diesen dreien [Basil, Gregory and Gregory) 
wehr und wer weniger dazu beigetragen hat, ist nicht 
leicht 7u sagen, weil man. den Beitrag des Einzelnen zu 
ei ner K, (--ýistlicfien Errungenschaft einer Gemeinschaft 
nicht irnmer an äusseren, feststellbaren Merkmalen 
irie-, sen kann. Wenn man aber trotzdem hier etwas 
ý-iummarisch reden dürfte, so könnte man sagen, dass 
Gregor von Nazianz im Grossen und Ganzen derjenige ist, 
dem wir die vollständige Trinitätslehre verdanken" 
(lbid,, 86). 

Hans voi--i Campenhausen, The Fathers of the Greek Church, New 
York, Paritheon, 1959,98. 

3J. Rousse, "Gr6goire de Naziatize, " DS, Tome VI, Paris: 
Beauchesne, 1967,943. Rousse quotes f'rom the French 
edition of von Campenhausen. 

112,4 (, lr-, g t. 38: 8, PG XXXV 1,320B: 

6ý-oO 6it *oTccv Einw, Xgy(, L) Ha-cp6q, xai Ytob, xai dyiou 
livEbýmToq: obTE 6ntp Tcriý, ua Týq OE6TnToq XEoýitvqq ... ot Tc 

f ý-V, Cbq TOOTWV (5pt(049vqq. OUT(b ýtv o6v T& 'Ayt(x T6)v 
&-Yi(, )V, a x(xi uotq acpa(piý auyxaX6nTEcat, xai bot6c(E-uat 

-up taiv ay t acy)ioýq, Etq 4f (xv (juv i oýu i xupt6TqTa xai 
0c 6-111 1ý LX. 

113,1 Cf. J. Plagnieux, op. cit., 37: 

"La R6v6ldtlon seule est A la base de sa th6ologie 
trinitaire: il ne le dit pas toujours ex professo, 
mais cela ressort de toute son argumentation: clest 16 

pour lul, verit6 primordiale, indiscutable. " 
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1.1,13'', Ora t. 31: 3, PG XXXV I, 136B. H. Pinault comments on this use 
of J ohn I: 9 Ue pl a ton isme de Sain t Gr6goire de Nazianze, La 
Rochp-sur-Yon: Romain, 1925,216): 

"I I faut convenir cependant qu' iIa parfois accommodO 
tý, js textes bibliques 6 sa doctrine, comme le Prologue 
de Saint Jean, appliqub a la TrinitL Lui-mOme avoue 
que cett(-. ý accommodation pourra paraitre assez 
dudac j. euse, udq oct')T(xq Ej Tpi6(5t (p(A)v6(q ý(pccpýL6(ov'uEq, 
X6v Ttat ISOXq '[oX4qP6-CEPoV. I Mais iý c6t6 de ce texte 

accommod6' Wen cite-t-il pas un grand nombre qui 
expriment nettememt 14A divinit6 de chacune des trois 
per 5onnes d j. vi lies et qui autorisent cette 
ac c ommoda ti on? A LI cours de ces cinq discours 
th6ologiques ob il expose sa doctrine trinitaire, bien 
des, pages essentielles presentent des analyses 
minutieuses et des interpr6tations savantes , mais 
fi(JEýIes7 des textes bibliques; quelquefois son discours 
es t ul-I v6ritable tissu de citations d'Ecriture, 
simple-i-fient unies par quelques mots de lui, Clest assez 
dire combien I'EvCýque de Nazianze a su donner un 
f on demen t scripturaire authentique et large A son 
on. seignement trinitaire et combien il slest affirrn6 
remarquable ex6g6te. " 

For- a precedent for this use in Orat. 31: 3 of' Ps. 36.9 one 
need I ook no fur ther than Or igen Is De Prf nc. 1, 1ý1. But 
01-i ý2, e n sees no reference to the Spirit here, but only to the 
Soil. " Sue, hist he mean i ng of t he expr ess i on, Int hy I i gh t 

we ýýee I ight, i. e. in thy Word and Wisdom, which is thy 
ýS, n, in himself we shall see thee, the Father. " Cf. also 
S, Upf-a , 6V, and inf'i-, q, 120, note 6. 

Cf. (', -? rat. 34: 13, PG XXXVI, 253A: 

ME., -Ccý I npbq -T6 (p6q XýYovToq: Ev uO 
I (po, Li (jou 6y6pEOu (p('ýq, Otov tbunEp ýv To flvEuýaTt Tov 

Yýov: 06 Ti &V y9votTo TqxauyýaTepov; 

J. Rousse (op. cit., 941) states that Orat. 31 "reprend toute 
Pargumentation d'Athanase, Lettres 6 S6rapion, " Certainly 
two of the axioms of the Letters to Serapion (cf, supra, 30- 
38) are f undamen taI to the Fif th Theological Ora ti on, 
II alne I Y, the unity of the Trinity and the Cr eator-creature 
disjunction, The other ax i om concerned with the 

relationships between Father, Son and Spirit and described 
s-ullra, 33ff., as a relationship of proportion or a series 
relationship, has an epistemological significance for 
Athanasitis, implying that our knowledge of God must be taken 
f rom the Son. In Gregory's Fif th Theological Oration, 
however-, the intra-Trinitarian relationships are not viewed 
as a serie, -; relationship or a relationship of proportion 
with the Son as the middle term. Rather, the relationships 
dre seen as the basis for the ontological distinction of the 

h. - 
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three hypostasei-s and their differentiation as unbegotten, 
begotten and proceeding. Gregory also has a different 
response to the "grandfather or two sons" argument. 
Athanasius replies with an argument about the use of 
lanp, uag-e, but Gregory uses the idea of procession to escape 
from the dilemma of' "two sons" or "grandson". 

In i-ii-Idition to this argument from the Trinity to the deity 
0f the Spirit in the opening paragraphs of the oration, 
G iregory also develop-as a line of argument to persuade those 
who already accept the Spirit'S existence as a distinct 
hy, postasis (5-6) and after defending the coherence of the 
doctrine, of' the Trinity (which is inseparable from the deity 

of the Spirit) in the central section of the oration (7-20), 
he argues for the Spit-it's deity from the oikojiomia (25-27) 
(hav i rig, first developed the hermeneutical. point that 
Scripture impl ies more than it expl icitly states in 21-24), 
from worship and baptism (28), and from the titles and acts 
attributed to him in Scripture (29-30). The oration 
c onc 1 ud es with an examination of the traditional 
illustrations of the Trinity (31-33). 

i(a) Faith is Faith in the Holy Trinity 

t 14,1 U. Emil. Brunner, The Christian Doctrine of' God, London: 
Lutterworth, 1949,206, for this view: 

" ']-'h e ecclesiastical doctrine of the Trinity, 
es-tablished by the dogma of the ancient Church, is not 
a Biblical kerygma, therefore it is not the kerygMd Of 
the Church, but It is a theological doctrine which 
defends the central f aith of the Bible and of the 
Church. Hence it does not belong to the sphere of the 
Church' s message, but it belongs to the sphere of 
theology; in this sphere it is the work of the Church 
to test and examine its message, in the light of the 
Word of God given to the Church. Certainly in this 
process of theological reflection the doctrine of the 
Trinity is central. " 

11.4,2 Or, a 1.1: 7, PG XXXV, 40 1 A: Gregory speaks of those who 
"would lead you away from the sound faith... ": 

X LX ýit vc ýq t'-)y I obq 
lla, cý, pa, xai Yý6v, x(xi ('Xytov 
xai Hvo(ýItv. 

3 Ora 1,6: 22', PG XXXV, 749B: 

ni CrT E co(; &RC(Yo6anq 
, Týq E 1. q 

p flvEOýla, Týv 4iav Oe6TnTa TE 

n&v'[Eq ýýV(A)ýEv Ev 

Tqv mxxýv T[ap(xx(xTa6ýxqv, 'ýv 

ILPO(JXL)VobvTF-q flaTtpa, xai 

c Evi flwbýaTl 
... (PL)), &Craovucq 

nocpcý T6V HC(Ttpcov EtxjTaýEv, 

Yi6v, XCCi ('X'YIOV IIVEOýU: ýv 
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Yý6 c6v naEtpa, kv flvet')ýaTt T6v Yi6v ytv6axovTEq, Eiq 
PEýanTfuýLeOa, E'tq & nEni(TTe6xcqiev. .. 

115,1 Orat. 40: 44, PG XXXVI, 421C, Cf. supra, 72f., where this 
passage was quoted to illustrate a slightly different point. 

115,2 Orat. 36: 100 PG XXXVI, 277B: 

... 
ý(kv Týv Etq FlaT6p(x, Xca, Y, 16v, xcxi &ytov HVEIDpa 

OýLoxoy(cxv axxlvý xai PEOafav quxdTTqTE ... 

115 ý3 Ore t. 2 9: 2 1, PG XXXV 1,10 4B: 

... exXXI ýýiE-lq yE u&CotýEv ý4tv al'lcotq uýv Tpt68a, xai 
6n6 Týq Tpt&8oq aq(ý(4eOa... 

Cf. Orat. 40: 10, PG XXXVI, 372A: 

x aT aTEaT ý uw e Tr6v(i) Np E (L)v xai crx op ni 6v, 'r Tp t 68 1 
'r 6r 6tXI upt v oq 

In Orat. 40: 17, Gregory urges parents not to give their 
children amulets or incantations, but to give them the 
Trinity "that great and noble guard (-T6 pd-ya xai xaX6v 
qOxUxTjP1oV). 11 

115,4 Orat. 40: 16, PG XXXVI, 380B. - 

I '9(L)q Et Xa-TnXOt)ýLCVOq, ýV npOBf)pOtq Ct -Týq EkEPE( aq. 

Etum ycvtuOat ac 8et, uýv abXýv 8taPývat, T& &Yla 
XC(TOTE, cEbcTat, Elq 'Edt 'A-Yla '[6V &-Yt'(i)V napCXX6)yal, pece, 
, uýq Tpt65oq -ycvta8ai. 

The imagery of the "porch of religion" makes its re- 
appearance in the writings of that eighteenth-century Oxford 
tutor in Greek and student of the Fathers, John Wesley, in 
his often quoted summary of Methodist doctrine: 

"Our main doctrines, 
three - that of Reper 
The first of these we 
religion; the next, 
itself" (Letter to 
Standard Letters, ed. 

115,5 Ora t. 3: 6, PG XXXV, 521C: 

which include all the rest, are 
itance, of Faith, and of Holiness, 

account, as it were, the porch of 
the door; the third, religion 

Rev. Thos. Church, June 1746, 
Telford, Vol. 11,268). 

naP' Otq lla'EýP blyofJ'ca'tt xat Yt6q i(T6CEE(xL, xa( 
&ytov uuvsot6((cTal. 

115,6 Ora t. 13: 4, PG XXXV, 856BC: 

A(8aUXE npoaxuvetv Oe6v T6v RaTtpa, E)e6v T6v Y't6v, E)e6v 

T6 nvEf5ýLa T6 &ytov, ýv Tptuiv 6nouT&aEutv, ýv ýt 
46 

66kn 

b. - 
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TE XC(i Xaýinp&rq-Tt. 

This is only the second occurrence in Gregory's orations of 
the ascription of the title 'God' directly and specifically 
to the Holy Spirit. The first is in the previous oration, 
12: 6, PG XXXV, 849C: 

dv fla'[pi navToxp6TOpl, xai T& povoyEv: Eý A6yy, xai rcý$ 
&Yfy HVE6ýcmt Xult eq I 

Cf. Altaner, Patrolog7 , 350 and infra, 187f. 

115,7 Orat, 21: 37, PG XXXV, 1128BC: 

xai T6v Xa6v T6v8e 8tet6yotq T6Xctov TEXEfaq xýq 
Tpid8oq npoaxuvq-rýv, -rq(; tv 11ccupi, xai Yio, xai 6ryfq) 
RVE6ýIaTt OE&)POup6vqq xai (Tepop6vjq. 

116,1 E. Bellini, 'III Dogma trinitario nei primi discorsi di 
Gregorio Nazianzeno, " Aug, 13 (1973), 525-534, Ora t. 3: 6, 
Orat. 12: 6, and Orat. 13: 4 (cf. 115, notes 5 and 6). He 
comments: I'Le dossologie trinitarie che prenderemo in esame, 
6 difficile dire quanto debbono alla liturgia allora in uso 
nella Cappadocia e quanto siano opera personale di Gregorio. 
Esse presentano la comune caratteristica di sottolineare la 
uguaglianza delle tre personell (op. cit., 526). 

116,2 Ora t. 19: 17, PG XXXV, 1064B: 

%E: t, voupy6ýiEv Oeý Týv AvEcytv, Týv ýfcxv nuTp6q, xai 
c Y't oi5, xai COY t, ou nVE UýC(TOq xat OECL)POMEq xai 

I C(Vt)lyOi5V'CEq TýV Týq BE6, cncoq 86tav ue xai Xaýinp&cnEa, 
bxt auTý ý 66ta, Xai ý Ttýý, Xai ý npOUX6VnCVlq E'lq T06q 
(AcZvaq cUjv cx'16vo)v, ' Aýijv. 

Cf. Orat. 10: 4, PG XXXV, 832A; Orat. 26: 19, PG XXXV, 125C; 
Orat. 31: 33, PG XXXVI, 172B; Orat. 34: 15, PG XXXVI, 256A; 
Orat. 45: 30, PG XXXVI, 664BC. On Basil's defence of a6v T6 
UyiT nVE6ýIUTt, Cf. supra, 40f f. Gregory uses variations oi 
this form in doxologies in Orat. 8: 23, PG XXXV, 817A; Orat. 
9: 6, PG XXXV, 825D (cr6v c@) &-y(ca xai (wonoto FNE: f)ýia-ct); Ora t. 
17: 13, PG XXXV, 98 1 A; Oýat. ý1: 18, PG XXXVI, 452C; Orat. 
4 4: 12, PG XXXV 1,62 1 A. Cf. also variant reading of Orat. 
16: 20, PG XXXV, 964A. The doxology which appears in Orat. 
33: 17, PG XXXVI, 237A (UIbV -1ý &Vdcpxq) llaEpi, xcci ccaonoI6 
HvE6ýiaTt) is a later addition. Cf. C. Moreschini, Gr6goirý 
de Nazianze; Discours 32-37, (Sources chr6tiennes, 318), 
Paris: Cerf, 1985,196. 

116,3 Ora t. 2 0: 5, PG XXXV , 10 72A: 

ppocrxuvooýlev odv fla, [ýPa, xui 
, r6cq ýigv t'S-L6, rqcaq Xmpi(ovTeq, 

Y16v, xai 'U-ytov nve5ýa, 
evobvTEq R Týv 6e6TqTa. 
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i, o r, the translation of t6t6TrjTc(q cf. in fra, i47f f. esp. 
149, Cf. also Orat. 18: 16, IIG XXXV, 1005A: "Eva ýItV E3Ebv 
F, i 66q v Tp 16(6 t RP0GXI)V0bjIIFV0V: Ora t. 22: 12, PG XXXV, 

1 41 1144(-" Tipc, (TxuvEN llaugpa, xai Y't6v, xai T6 HvEu-ýa To aytov: 
Or -a t. 23: 4, PG XXXV, 1153D: 'tv' b4o0u). m66v ýv ý. vt uT6ýiaui 

u6v RuTgpa, x(xi Ebv Yi6v, xai -u6 &ytov IWE64a: 
Orat, 23: 13, PG XXXV, 1165A, ' 18ob Týq Tpx6(8oq T& igpya, Týq 
6ýoiwq f)ýIN 60ýaCo)IGvnq TE xui nPOGXUVOU4ývqý: Orat. 24: 19, 
PG XXXV, I 193B: xai Týv Tqc, &yiaq Tpt6c6oq E'XXaýi4rtv ... 

ýV 

npoaxuvot)jiev, Y)v 5oý&(o4ev, uupnoXiTEu6pE8a, nPouxuvo0vTFq 

Flu'lepa ý, 
-V 

Ytro, Ytbv Ev &'Yý w nVE6ýIUTI: Orat. 25: 17, PG 
XXXV, 1221D: NUv H 6(60(CYXE TOG06TOV FibEVM p6vov, ýov66a 
9-v Tpi&6x, xcxi Tpt6ba ýv 4ovd5i npouxuvouptv ýv, Ttap&5oýov 
ýýXouacxv xai TT)v 51UýPEaxv xui Týv ýV6)alv. 

J- Rousi,. ýe, op. ci t. , 960. Cf. H. Pinault, Le platonisme de 
saint Gregoire de Nazianze, La Roche-sur-Yon: Romain, 1925, 

. 'iý'09: "La th6ologie trinitaire occupe--t-elle, dans son oeuvre 
une place capitale. 11 Cf'. also J. Plagnieux, op. cit., "In 
the preoccupat ions of our theologian, the Trinitarian dogma 
undeniably holds a place without peer, " Cf. F'. Trisoglio, 
"La poe-sia della Trinita nc-11' opera letteraria di San 
Gregorio di Nazianzo, " Forma Futuri, Tur i n: Bottega 
d' I-Irasm. , 1975,712-748, esp. 7 12: "Se per ogni cristiano 
In TrinitA e' il dogma fondamentale, per Gregorio di Nazianzo 
6. stnta anche Id passione dominante della sua vita 
spiri tuale, il tema centrale della sua attivita pastorale, 
jI rriotivo unificatore della sua elaborazione della fede. " 

blý 
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! V(b) The Beatific Vision: the Light of the Trinity 

11 /, 1 Gi . quotation from Orat. 31: 3, suprd, 113. 

2 (-I)r-a t. 8: ? 3, PG XXXV, 81 6C: 

Kpr ýom. 1) 4ýv oi)'-v Ei-) oi'äci Xai ýaxpý 'Ct)«Li(ý, rEpa -uä no(PövTa 
OC)t viiv Tä 6p(ýýEva, ýixoý ýopTa(6Vr(. üv, &yyý>, ü)V 

yor)E: icz, -r6(ýig OýPLXV£a, böýqý oewpia, Tfi v 'Es C'Z>, Xýg xai 

xýT1 eilo(PE uyoüalý T6V býjýItov voiýV X(Xi 
ýl. CxxFöýIEVOV 1: aýý alcrolcyEcrtv, &X/\' bxng '0 X (ý vot 

'UE Ycai xpaTol); idvýg, xai npouacrup(XITTOI)Cyflg 
fl)-LE:, výPau, - YUXUýg oXý) 'Eý q)ü)Ti 

ft 
-cýC, 0E6, tý, loý. 

Cf. fleb. 12: 22f, : &XX6c npoop-XýX60a-uE Zt(ýv bpEt xai n6XEi 
OF-06 (6)wcoq, I lep ougaXý 11 ýnoupaviy, xai 4uptdatv &-y-ytMOV, 
-a a, Vq YOP E-L ... Cf. also Rev. 5: 9; 14: 3 . Cf. also the lines 
from De Contemptu Mundi by Bernard of Cluny: "The shout of 
them that triumph, / The song of them that feast. " 

. 
11'/, 3 Ora t. 16: 1-1, PG XXXV, 945C: 

Tobý ýýv rä &(ppacy-Eov (pýK x 
cxc, xai ß cxcv 1Xtx1ý Oewpia Tptäöoý 

T pcxvdý, u g pöv uE xai xa6ap(ýTEPOV, xat Unr, 0' xý vot 

ýityvuýievr)C, e ýv ýlövrIv ýläXtu'ra ßoccii. Xcýav 06porviýV 

118,1 Orat. 43.82, PG XXXV I, 605A: 

()-1)VF- Jt ofK F- ÜOV'[ Eg cýv(, xy ý av xoci ýlax c(P £ av Tp t äö a, 
XLXOUP(ý-EE: p6v 

Täý t-, ýi(P6crEtg 

C J". Ora t. 11: 6, PG XXXV, 840B: 

xc(i -u&i ipwci crlq 4axapiaq xcci &pXt0j'q Tpt66oq, FA o'16' 
cpc(v6TEp6v 'cc xai XCXOLXp6TEPOV, E it q 

x(xi XC('cPE604Ev, xai ýv 6ýloxoyobýiEv 

ý)IRPOGOEV 6EOb X(Xi &VOP6)TI6)V 
... 

Cf. also Orat. 20: 12, FG XXXV, 1080C: 

c- )XqV '[I ) Ic, &-ytuq Tpt65oq 'uýv kXXOCýyV, UIqE(: Yc XCX 
0. 

Otcx, xai bal) . 
C, f .)1,1,1,194-202, 

PG XXXVI 1,984-985: 

&noTýiýtaq ýt6Toto 

ot, )P(Xvl otal vojýuul ýiku q)UEIVOýqo 
II Kai 4, c: ycpaw vooq a'tnbq an6npoet (Y(Xpxoq COýXEV, 

'ý, vO-cV &VC((TTýaCXq, (TXqVýq H 4E XP61YE 4UXOýalV 
06 P av t T) q, TptHoc, 6E (paoq nEPIXUýqEv 6IT(j)n&q 

b- 
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iýr, ob -ii (pa6tvrepov Et, aEvölaa, 
, Yytüpövou, ýUV6V rE agxar, xod 6q)PotaCov 'tEiang, 
lft V&Pxý iläv, [Eaulv, baa XP6vog 6Y6OEV E:, t, Pyet 
1 Ex ro5 öý xöcrýi(ý -u 1 E' Bccvov 

e xai xöcTýi(D, ý epoi ye. 

Ever since I first severed my soul from earthly life 
To live with heavenly and luminous contemplations, 
When I was carried by the Supreme Mind and set far from 

flesh, 
Thence made to rise, hidden in the secret places of the 

heavenly tabernacle, 
From that day, around me has shined the light of 
The Trinity, whose brilliance is beyond conception; 
Enthroned on high, pouring out the common and ineffable 

flame; 
That which is the source of all below which time excludes 

from above; 
From then I was dead to the world, and the world to me. 

118,2 Nicholas Gendle, op. cIt., 346, Henri Pinault, op. cit., 19, 
comments on the circle of ideas which Gregory derived from 
Alexandrian Christianity: 

"Ainsi, notre th6ologien rencontra dans ce milieu tout 
un ensemb Ie d' id6es que nous al Ions retrouver 
fr6quemment dans son oeuvre. Ces conceptions 
philosophiques et ces formules morales nl6taient pas 
proprement Papanage d1une 6cole. Elles 6taient 
communes, plus ou moins 6videmment, au gnosticisme des 
Basilide et des Valentin, au n6o-platonisme de Plotin, 
et Jusqu'A un certain point, A Penseignement chr6tien 
du Didascal6e, depuis C16ment et Orig6ne. Parmi ces 
i d6es, il y avait 11 opposition dualistique du monde 
sensible et du monde intelligible dress6s Pun contre 
Pautre, le m6pris du monde sensible et de la chair, la 
n6cessit6 de se purifier du corps, principe de 
d6cheance, et de se s6parer par Pasc6tisme de la vie 
sensible Jusqu'A Pimpassibilit6, la vertu consistant A 
vaincre Pinfluence pernicieuse de Id chair sur 
Pesprit af in de m6riter 11 union contemplative A Dieu, 
la '8E: 6^atq'. Tout cela, bien qu'avec des nuances, 
6tait enseign6 dans 116cole gnostique et dans celle de 
Plotin, comme au D6dascal6e Chr6tien. " 

On Gregory's view of the body cf. supra, 78f. , esp. 79, note 
1, and 99, note 2. 

118,3 Ora t. 18: 4, PG XXXV 989B: 

RFOOýLat 8' br, xai Tff npeor0e(q vbv ý&XXOV, ) np6Tepov 
'I st8auxaxt'a' bum xai ýIaxxov ýY-y I Cc t es as, T&q 

amýla'utx&q ngSýq 6(noc'retudýiEvoq, Xat 'Iýq ýnleoXo6unq x6v 
vol3v 'tX6oq &nnXXayptvoq, xai yoýiviý yu4v6q kvTuyXdtvo)v T6 
gpwký) xai xa6apwT&TT vot ... 
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Here Gregory seems to view the prospect of the naked spirit 
before God more positively than Paul (11 Cor. 5: 2f. ), who 
longed "to put on our heavenly dwelling, so that by putting 

IC it on we may riot be found naked (o6 yuýivot EupsOna6ýEOa). " 

Cf. Thomas Binney's hymn, "Eternal Light! " which reflects an 
imagery very close to Gregory's. Cp. esp. here the third 
stanza: 

'10 how shall 1, whose native sphere 
Is dark, whose mind is dim, 

Before the Ineffable appear, 
And on my naked spirit bear 

The uncreated beam? " 

On God as 'Mind' see John Egan, "Gregory of Nazianzus and 
the Logos Doctrine, " Word and Spirit. Essays in Honour of 
D. M. Stanley, ed. by J. Plevnik, Willowdale: Regis College 
Press, 1975,281-322, and Christopher Stead, op. cit., 228. 
Cf. also Orat. 28: 17, PG XXXVI, 48C: 

when that within us which is godlike and divine, I 
mean our mind and reason shall have mingled with its 
like, and the image shall have ascended to the 
archetype... 11 

118,4 Ora t. 2 1: 2, PG XXXV, 1084C. Cf. supra, 79, note 1. 

19 ýI Ora t. 21 -. 1, PG XXXV, 1084A. Gregory adheres to the dualism 
of the kosmos nodtos and the kosmos aisth6tos which 
Athanasius himself had discarded. Cf. T. F. Torrance's 
comment, quoted supra, 31, note 2. 

Cf. Orat. 28: 30, PG XXXVI, 69A: 

"Have you considered the importance of the fact that a 
heathen writer speaks of the sun as holding the same 
position among material objects as God does among 
objects of thought? " 

Browne and Swallow (following Migne) identify the heathen 
writer as Plato. Hardy and Richardson, in Christology of 
the Later Fathers, Philadelphia: Westminster, 1954,157, add 
refs. to Republic, 507,508,517. Cf. Gregory's previous 
quotation from Plato in Orat. 28: 4, PG XXXVI, 29C. 

The model of God as intellectual light, enlightening the 
understanding as the sun enlightens the eyes is found in a 
prominent place in Origen's De Principils in the opening 
paragraph of his doctrine of God (De Prin. 1,15 1). 

119,2 Orat. 40: 5, PG XXXVI, 364B. - 
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6c 6q 4EV ýGlt bq To &xp6TuTov, (P (- I xai &np6avrov, xai 
&Ppn, uov, ob-Te v6 xau(xXrlnu6v, ob-te X6, ycp 'IT6vt Tcdcynq p 
ýDWTtaTIX6V XOYtXqq (PUaE63q- TobTo ýv von, coiq, OT[Ep ý'v 
utaOj)Totq nXtoq: baov '&v xccOuxp6ýEOa, (pavTa(6ýevov: xai 
4, It OGOV CXV (pC(VTaUH)ýEV, &'yUlt6ý1EVOV 

... 4)(2q 6t Xtyb), T6 ýv 
HUT pi, xai ytý, xai &Y i (ý HVE6ýaTt OEOPOUýIevov: tv 

nxobToq kTT Iv 1) GU4ýpul'a, x(xi T6v L-kax4a Týq 
xa4Rp6TrjToq, 

Gregory proceeds immediately in this passage to speak of 
angels and men as lights also. 

Aj-i early example of this threefold order of God, angel and 
mai-i appears In the First Oration on Peace, where at the end 
of an important early paragraph on the Trinity, Greg ory 
speaks of' the Triad alone entering the Holy of Holies " and 
leaving all creatures outside and shut off partly by the 
f irst vei I and partly by the second, by the first, the 
heavenly and angelic host parted from the Godhead; by the 
second we men severed from the angels" (Orat. 6,22, PG XXXV, 
749D - 752A). But his most extended development of the i dea 
occurs in a passage in the Christmas oration, On the 
Theophany or Birthday of the Saviour (Orat. 38: 9-11, PG 
XXXVI, 320C-324B). There Gregory gives us an outline of his 
doctrine of Creation. He conceives of the angels as 
"secondary splendours (Xcxjinp6TqTEq 866, rEpat)" and thinks of 
them as "intelligent spirits (-voE: p6c nvE, 6ýic(-Ea)" or as fire of 
an immaterial and incorruptible kind. He comments: 

"Akin to deity are those natures which are 
intellectual, arid only to be comprehended by mind, but 

alien to it are all those subject to the senses ... 
(C)IxE'ýov ýiýv ^y&p OE6, unEoq, (A voEpcci (p6aEtq, xai v(, 3, S 

C, ý16vq) XqIETai ýtvov 6t nav T dncxcT tv, oCrC( I 6no' Týv 
PI (x If 

Aquiv. (PG XXXVI, 321B). 

On Gregory's doctrine of creation and man, cf. D. F. Winslow, 
The Dynamics of Salvation, Cambridge. Mass. Philadelphia 
Patristic Foundation, 1979, esp. Chap, III, " In the 
Beginning, " 45-71, and A. -S. Ellverson, The Dual Nature of 
Alan: A btudy in the Theological Anthropology of' Gregory of 
Naziarizus.. Stockholm: Almqvist & Wiksell, 1981. 

119,3 Orat. 21: 31, PC; XXXV, 1120A. 

119''1 Ora t. 27-. 3, PG XXXV 1,13D. 

120,1 Or-at. 31: 26, PG XXXVI, 161D. Cf. supra, 106, note 2. 

1 1-10,2 Ora t. 33: 1 1, PG XXXV 1,228C. 

120,3 Ora t. 39: 11., PG XXXV 1,345C: 

8EOf5 81ý bTaV EOWý EVt (PWTt ITEPI(YCY'Epdq)8nTE XUi 

hh- 
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Tptcri ýigv, xaTdt T&q i6t6*rqTcxq, E`(Touv unoaTdcactq, El 
Ttvt 9(Xov xaXetv, e"LTE Tcp6amna... kvi 8ý, xaT& T6v Týq 
oucT(aq X6, yov, ElTouv 6e6TqToq. 

Heinrich Dbrrie, in "Die Epiphanies PrediSt des Gregor von 
Naz i anz , 11 Kyriskon, MUnster: Aschendorff, 1970t 402-423, 
comments on the references in this sentence both to Plato 
(Letters, 341C) and to Paul's conversion on the road to 
Damascus (the same verb, nEptccuEp6c(p9nce, is used in Acts 
9: 3): 

"Gregor tritt nicht einfach in den nun anhebenden Rede- 
Teil, die napäöoutý ein; er lässt ihn mit einer Art 
Offenbarungswunder beginnen - ein Wunder, das über das 
Wunder von Damaskos noch hinausgeht. In dem 
Augenblick, da der Prediger Gott nennt, sollen seine 
Hörer den blitzenden Glanz eines Lichtes, das zugleich 
dreifach ist, erfahren. 8Eoe 81 bTav einü), ývi (pü), ri 
neptciciTpäcpolTe xat Tplai. Man darf dabei nicht 
überhören, dass Platons Aussage über die blitzartige 
Erkenntnis, die längst zu einem Wanderzitat geworden 
war, damit überboten und zugleich ausser Kraft gesetzt 
wird. Die Gottes-Schau, deren der Platoniker erst 
nach langer Vertrautheit und durch gemeinsames Bemühen 
gewürdigt wird, wird dem Christen sogleich - und 
obendrein in besonderer Differenzierung - zuteil, wenn 
nur die richtige x60eiputg voraufging und die richtige 
Belehrung folgt. Unter solchen Voraussetzungen 
vollzieht sich in jedem Hörer das Wunder von Damaskos" 
(Ibid., 405). 

120,4 Orat. 31: 3, PG XXXVI, 136B: (Mq, xat (p6q, xcti cp&5q: &W( Iýv 

q)6q, e1r, E)E: 6q. Gregory has just applied John 1: 9 to each 
of the members of the Trinity. Each is the true light, 
therefore there is 'light, and light, and 1 ight' (I Light 
thrice repeated' is the Browne and Swallow translation), but 
yet there is one light and one God. Cf. supra, 113. 

120,5 Orat. 31: 14, PG XXXVI, 149A: xai otov ýv fiXiotq cptaiv 
ýXoýigvotq &XXJXwv, ýifa rO (pvc6q ui3-yxpaatq. Cf. ,in Fra, 
138, note 2. Athanasius taught the coinherence of Father, 
Son and Spirit (cf. supra, 35, note 5) but had rejected the 

model of three suns in Contra Arianos 111,15, preferring 
the sun and its radiance: 

"For as the illustration shews, we do not introduce 
three Origins (1cpE: Tq lxpX6cq) or three Fathers, as the 
followers of Marcion and Manichaeans; since we have 

not suggested the image of three suns ftpt6v fiXiov), 
but sun and radiance (ýXtov xai &nafqaaýa). And one is 
the light from the sun in the radiance; and so we know 

of but one origin; and the All-framing Word we confess 
to have no other manner of Godhead (, Ep6nov ee6, rnToq) 

bl.. - 
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than that of the only God, because he is born 
(neTuxtvat) from him. " 

Gregory of Nyssa, by contrast, developed this model in 
A8-ainst Eunomius 1,36. Cf. infra, 122, note 3. 

120,6 Cf. Ora t, 44: 3, PG XXXV I, 609B: up t Xa)ind q. Cf. Ora t. 
34: 13, PG XXXVI, 253A, and Orat. 40: 340 PG XXXVI, 408C, 
where Ps. 36: 9 is used: "With David be enlightened, who 
said to th e Light, ' In thy Light we shall see Light, that 
is, in the Spirit, the Son. " Cf. supra, 67 and 113. 

120,7 H. Althaus, Die Hellslehre des helligen Gregor von Nazianz, 
MUnster: Aschendorff, 1972,159-160. Cf. T. ýpidlfk, 
Gregoire de Nazianze, Rome: Pont. Institutum Studiorum 
Orientalium, 1971,15f., who writes: "Les religions 
anciennes ont identifid le monde du divin avec la lumi6re. " 
With references to G. P. Wetter, Ph6s. Eine Untersuchung Ober 
hellenistiche Fr6mmig-keit.... Uppsala, 1915, ýpidlik 
instances ancient Babylonian religion, Egypt, Iran, the 
Vedas, and "chez Mraclite, Platon, Philon, chez les 
Gnostiques et les n6oplatoniciens Plotin et Proclus. " The 
symbol is also found in the Old Testament and the New, and 
"quand la tradition chr6tienne parlera de la Ilumi6rel, ce 
sera conform6ment a la tradition biblique et A la conception 
hell6nistique. Orig6ne, par exemple, recourt au symbole de 
la lumi&re pour expliquer la relation entre le Pere et le 
Fils, entre la V6rit6 divine et 11 intelligence humaine, 
entre Dieu et ses cr6atures. 11 8pidlik refers to C. 
Baeumker, Witelo, ein Philosoph und Naturforscher des XIII 

, Tahrhunderts, MUnster, 1908, the statement that 'Iles tout 
premiers auteurs chr6tiens se montraient plut6t circonspects 
a 116gard de ce th6me du fait que les gnostiques l'avaient 
adopt6. Nic6e devait modifier cette attitude n6gative... 11 

121,1 F. W. Norris, op-cit. (thesis), 103. 

121,2 Cf. supra, 113, note 2. 

121,3 Ad Ser., 1,19. 

121,4 De Spir. Sanc. XXVI, (64). Cf. also IX (23). 

121,5 Ora t. 31: 32, PG XXXV I, 169B: 

F16XIV ýXtov SVE6I+joqv, xal, &X-Ttva, xcci (p3q. ' AX, \d( 
X&vTauea ftoq ... ýý T6v RaTtpa ýgv o6at6uwpev, T6XXa R 
Pý unoaTýafi)psvo &XX& 5uvdpelq E)EoD noll(TOPEV, 
kvunapxo6Gaq, 06X 6q)EaT6)aaq. ObTs Y&P &xTiq, ObTE 

q)6q , &XXoq ýXtoq, &aXXI ýXtaxaf rtvEq &n6ppoiat, xat 
not6TqTEq 06CR666tq. 

Gf. B. S. Schu 1 tze, "Bulgakovs 1 Ute--d3i tel 1 und Gregor der 
Theologe über den Ausgang des heiligen Geistes, " OrChP, 39 

6.. - 
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(1973), 162-190. Schultze's article isa reply to 
Bulgakov's criticism of Western theologians' attempts to 
find a basis for the Filioque clause (that the Spirit 
proceeds from the Father and the Son) in Gregory's theology. 
Bulgakov criticized Palmieri who found a basis for the 
Mfoque in Gregory's use of the model of a source, a spring 
and a river in Orat, 31: 31 (A. Palmieri, "Esprit-Saint, " 
DThC, V, 1 (1913) 729-731), arguing that Gregory discounts 
analogies. In reply to Bulgakov, Schultze argues that 
Gregory does not totally discount this analogy, nor the 

accompanying analogy in Orat. 31: 32 of the sun, its 
radiance, and its light: 

"Nicht aber beanstandet Gregor am Vergleich, dass 
Strahl und Licht dermassen Ausflüsse aus der Sonne 
sind, dass der Strahl an zweiter Stelle steht und das 
Licht an dritter, weil der Strahl zwischen Sonne und 
Licht vermittelt: das Licht koramt von der Sonne durch 
den Strahl; mit anderen Worten: der Geist geht vom 
Vater aus durch den Sohn. Hierin liegt ja der Kern des 
Verleichesll (172), 

Schultze also sees the f 11 ioque impl. ied in Gregoryls 
explanation of Ps 36: 9 in Orat. 40: 34, PG XXXVI, 408C ('Ev 
Tý yoTi Kup(oo Otaaat y6q, 9v To flvE6ýiaTt Tob ecoU T6v Yi6v 
aby6aOnTt, T6 Tptaa6v 9&Sq xat &)AptaTov): 

"Im Zusammenhang ist mit dem Wort 'der Herr' Christus 
gemeint. Der bekehrte Christ soll im Herrn, d. h. im 
Sohn, Licht schauen, d. h. das Licht des Vaters (vgl. 
Joh. 14e 19); im Geiste Gottes des Vaters, im Heiligen 
Geist, soll er den Sohn im Strahlenglanz erblicken. 
Einfacher ausgedrückt: man soll im Sohn den Vater, Im 
Geiste den Sohn des Vaters schauen. Dieses Schauen 

setzt voraus, dass sich der Sohn zum Vater verhält, wie 
der Geist zum Sohn, wobei der Geist aber auch Geist des 
Vaters ist" (184). 

For comment on Gregory and the filloque cf. , Infra, 181, and 
note 2. 

122,1 Cf. supra 120, note 5. 

122,2 Orat. 40: 41, PG XXXVI, 417BC: 

01) (P06MA) T6 EV VOlaat, Xai TOVq Tptal nEPIUXýnOýat: Oý 

906rvo) T& Tpia SiEXe-tv xai E'tq 16 ýtv &va#poýLat. Nav 

ýv Tt T6v Tp%cZv qcxvTacr6cZ, ToUTo voýi(Cw T6 ndv, xai xýv 
64(tv nEnXýpcoýat, xai c6 nXETov 516(PU'YEV. 06X tx(j) 'r 0, 

ýLý YE 0 oq T06TOU xaraxapEtv, Iva 8 (&AS c6 nxetov 'r 6 
x6tgoptvT. '6Tav Tdc Tpia auvEXo Tg Oswpitý, piav 6pý 
Xaýln65a, OU'X ýXWV 616>, EýV ý 

ýLETpjcyat E6 (p(6Sq ývtý6ýicvov. 

b. - 
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Ca 1. vin quotes the f, i r-st sentence of this passage in 
In-stitutes 1,13,17 with the comment: "It seems to me that 
nothing can be more admirable than the words of' Gregory 
Nazian-, en. " 

1213 (-, f , B. Bobrinskoy, "The Indwel ling of the Spirit in Christ: 
' Pri euma tic Christology' in the Cappadocian Fathers, " 
5tVIad7hQ, 28 (1984), 49-65: 

"The theme of the triune light reappears, of course, in 
the thought of' St. Gregory of Nazianzen [-sic], but it 
is, conceived in a less hierarchict--il manner. Here the 
beholder who experiences the vision of God moves from 
the One to the Three and vice versa, utterly blinded by 
the three-fold Sun, without pausing at the mystagogical 
que-st ion of the how' and of the way of the vision. 
If we can express it in this way, St. Basil limits his 
perspective to the Trinitarian economy and the movement 
towards God. St. Gregory goes deliberately beyond this 
limit to explore new horizons; and in so doing, he 
leads the whole of the Eastern Church in Trinitarian 
praise" (Ibid., 58). 

James Mackey, in The Christian Experience of God as Trinity, 
London: sC 14,1983 t 148 t draws attention to the more 
elaborate development of the analogy of the three suns by 
Gregory of Nyssa in Against Eunomius, 1,36, The passage 
read 

"For once having taken our stand upon the comprehension 
of' the Ungenerate Light, we perceive that moment from 
that vantage ground the Light that streams from him, 
like the ray co-existent with the sun, whose cause 
indeed is in the sun, but whose existence is 
syrichronous with the sun, not being a later addition, 
but appearing at the first sight of the sun itself: or 
rather (for there is no necessity to be slaves to this 
similitude, and so give a handle to the critics to use 
against our teaching by reason of the inadequacy of our 
image), it will not be a ray of the sun that we shall 
perceive, but another sun blazing forth, as an 
offspring, out of the ungenerate sun and simultaneous 
with our conception of the first, and in every way like 
him... Then again, we see yet another such Light after 
the same fashion, sundered by no interval of time from 
that offspring Light, and while shining forth by means 
of it yet tracing the source of its being to the Primal 
Light ... it 

2,4 Oral- 40: 5, PG XXXVI, 364B, quoted supra, 119, and note 2. 

J-22,5 Ibid. 

1; --'3,1 C; f. S Upf-a, 118. 
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Orat. 12: 1, PG XXXV, 844B. 
48C , 

C; f. aI so Ora t. 28: 17, PG XXXV I, 

"What God is in nature and essence (Týv (pbaiv xai Týv 
C) ý CY I U'V) 0 no man ever yet has discovered or can 
di5cover.. In my opinion it will be discovered when 
that within us which is godlike and divine (T6 86oEt6tq 

, coo, Lo xcxi OF-ýov), I mean our mind and reason Oobv -rF- 
xui X6-yov) -shall 

have mingled with its like (Tý otxEiy 
and the image (Eix6v) shall have ascended to 

the archetype (&Pxý, Uunov), of which it has now the 
desire, " 

Nichol Gel-ldle (op. c! t, , 351 ) draws attention to Gregory' s 
poem, On the Soul (Carrn. 1,1,8,72-75, PG XXXVI I, 452A): 
"[Man] is an emanation of the invisible deity ... for in both 
the intellectual nature reigns supreme"; and Ibid. 1-3, the 
opening lines of' the poem, (446A-447A): "The soul is a 
breath of God (Ttqý 81LYTiv &qp. a 6eoO) ... It is light shut 
up in a cave, but it is nonetheless a light ((p6coq) divine 
and inextinguishable (&q)8tToq), 11 Gendle comments: "We are 
here dangerously close to a doctrine of a divine, eternal 
soul as a natural emanation of the One and imprisoned in 
alien matter. " By contrast, Gregory of Nyssa denied the 
general philosophical tradition that the voL)q was timeless 

and able of' itself to contemplate the eternal realities. 
"Alongside of this rejection of any doctrine of the divinity 
of the Mind, we observe a profound biblical development in 
his work away from metaphysical voqu6q/ataOnc6q and even 
&y6vvnToq/ycvvnT6q dichotomies to xTtUToq/&XTtGToq. The 

creation-gulf most radically indicates man's total otherness 
fr om God. " 

Orat. 23: 11, PG XXXV, 1161C-1163A. Cf'. J. E. Sullivan, Th e 
lma, ý, e of God, Dubuque: The Prior Press, 1963,182-183, and 
John Egan, "Gregory of Nazianzus and the Logos Doctrine, " 

kIOI-d dnd Spirit, ed. J. Plevnick, Willowdale: Regis College 

Flre, ss, 1975,281-322, esp, 312-313. 

J23,4 Vladimir Lossky j 
his cliapter "The 
making it clear 
Dionysius, the aL 
does not use th, 
apophaLicismi. I 
Nazianzen is the 
Consistent U.,: 7-: ýe of 

1) irit ua IIifei 
Ag, etoCo me this 
o f, t 1) e Tr inity-" 
darkness ass the 
218: 12, PG XXXV19 

ncludes passages from Gregory Nazianzen in 
Divine Darkness" (op. clt., 23-34) without 
that unlike Gregory of Nyssa and Pseudo- 

ithor of I]Epi ýiua ctxýq 6EoXo-yi. ccq, Nazianzen 

2 idea of divine darkness to express his 

jendle comments (op, cit., 346): "Gregory 

most Origenist of the Cappadocians in his 

ph6s language. For him, ddrkness in the 

sa necessary purgative stage, but in the 

will be dispelled by the eternal radiance 
For Gregory's use of the imagery of 

obscuring of the divine light, cf. Ora t, 
40C-4iB. 
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IV (c) The Paradox of the Three-in-One 

124,1 Orat. 25: 17, PG XXXV, 1221D: 

p, ovd5cx ýv Tpi6t6t, xai Tpt6c8a ýv pov66i npoaxuvouýAvqvi 
napMotov tXouuav xat Týv Staipeatv xai Týv ýVwalv- 

124,2 Ora t. 28,1, PG XXXVI, 25D - 28A: 

ý&, Uov St pfav ýx -rlq piaq OE6-TqTaq yEvtu6at Týv 
'ý X xaýiy tv ivix6sq alalpouptVIV, xal' (TuvanToptvnv 
8tatpET6q, b xat nap66otov. 

124,3 Ora t. 6: 22, PG XXXV, 749BC: 

npocTxl)Vouv, rE: r, fluT9pa, xcrt Yrt6v, X(Xt 8tytov llveülioc: ev 

YUS Täv HaTepa, dv ffvEüýtaTt röv Yiöv ytv(üuxovTe; .-. npiv 
auýä\VUX 8to(tpoevTeg t xat npiv 81(XtpEtv uuvänTOVTE;, 
ob, rE rä rpia üt)g hct (oü yäp ävurr6crrara, lý xcurä )itär, 

k, E: tVat 'CÖV lrX013'COV fiýIVV 9V 6V6ýiCtUtV9 &XX1 

ob npäyýtaut), xcci rä Tpia 9v. "Av -yäp Ou, x i)noiräuEl, 
&>, Xdc Os&rj-rt: ýioväg ýv Tpt&St npoixt)vouýigvl, xai Tptäg 
Etg poväöa &vcxxzgctxatouýigvn ... 

125,1 Ora t. 23-. 8, PG XXXV, 11 60C: 

'9v 6vla BlqpqýAvwq, xai 8tatpo6ýiEvtx auvqýlpývwq, Ell xat 
nap6t8otov ý&DTO stnetv ... 

125,2 Ora t. 31: 14, PG XXXVI, 149A: 

&), Xx &ýjtptaToc o ev pspcptcFýLjvoiq ci bet auvT6, uoq eknstvs 
q Oe6Tnc,: xai otov Ev ýXfoiq 'Cptaiv iXop6volq dAXjXwv, 

pta Tog T4)T6q u6yxpaatq. 

12 5,3 Ora t. 3 9: 11, PG XXXV I, 345D: 

AtutpE-tTC£t -yäp, iX8 tat P9T6)g, 1v4 oý, rog E1 no, xat 
Av yäp kv -iptcriv ul)Vdtn, c E'CCCI t plýi9v( 

xai 't ä Tpia ýV: Tä ýv otg fi GE6. Ulg, lý c6yE 
&xptßtu'repov ElnEtv9 ýi fi GE6TIg. 

125,4 Heinrich Dbrrie, op. Ci t. , 407. According to D8rrie, 
Gregory has adapted a phrase used by Athanasius to denounce 
the absurd contradictory position of Valentinus, Marcion and 
Mani in epist. ad Adelphium 2, PG XXVI, 1073A: 

"Gregor dagegen hat diese contradictlo zum Oxymoron 

umgebildet. Was dort den Widersinn der Häretiker 

kennzeichnete, wird nun zum Kennzeichen der tiefen 

Weisheit, die der orthodoxen Formel innewohnt. Die von 
Gregor gewählte paradoxale Ausdrucksweise «8tatpiTocý 
Stottpe: Z-rixt durfte sich tatsächlich mit einigem Recht 

6.. - 
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mit der Wirkung eines plötzlich erhellenden Blitzes 
vergleichen-" 

Cf. Basil, Ep. 38: 4, : "Marvel not then at my speaking of 
the same thing as being both conjoined and parted, and 
thinking as it were darkly in a riddle, of a certain new and 
strange conjoined separation and separated conjunction. " 

125,5 ora t. 39.11, PG XXXV I, 345D-348A. 

126,1. Or a t. 2: 36, PG XXXV, 444B. For the background of the 

sirrii le of the plant as used in Orat, 2: 15, PG XXXV, 424C- 
425A, cf. Manfred Kertsch, "Ein Bildhafter Vergleich Bei 
Seneca, Themistios, Gregor von Nazianz und Sein Kynisch- 
Stoischer Hintergrund, " VigChr, 30 (1976), 241-257, and the 

sequel, "Erganzende Bemerkungen zum Aufsatz, ein Bildhafter 
Vergleich Bei Seneca, Themistlos, Gregor von Nazianz und 
Sein Kynisch-Stoischer Hintergrund, " VigChr, 31 (1977), 298- 
307. 

126,2 Cf. E. Bellini's comment (op. cit., 528) on the three dangers 
considered in this passage: 

"Delle tre concezioni qui esposte, la terza (che 6 
anche la meno presa in considerazione) si riconduce o 
al grossolano politeismo popolare o, piO precisamente, 
a concezioni di tipo gnostico o manicheo, le quali 
presentano due (o pio) principi autonomi e 
contrapposti, se non addirittura in lotta tra di loro. 
La seconda concezione viene esplicitamente definita 
come Ila pazzia di Ario', la prima come 'Pateismo di 
Sabel I io' . La riflessione (e la formulazione) di 
Gregorio si svolge in polemica con queste due 

concezioni, con particolare riferimento alla prima, che 
- come sar6 dimostrato dall'analasi dettagliata - si 
identifica con il pensiero di Marcello di Ancira, cosi 
come fu compreso da Eusebio di Cesarea e Cirillo di 
Gerusalemme... 11 

126,3 Ora t, 18: 1.6, PG XXXV, 1005A: 

4ývu ýiev 866v Ei'66)q ýv rp, 66, npouxuvof)ýLEvov, 

Etq ýl i av Oc6, cqra cTuvuyoýLEV(X: X(xi OUTE 
10, zap EW (Cov, OUT E Eotq 'UP-, CY iv 'Apeiavi(wv, 

cyu(y, cEXXE: tv OE6, cnEa xat &vaX6Etv &Hwq, "ý uý xauaudpvEiv 
&vio-otq &XXoipt6Tnutv, ý ýEyýOouq, ý T6aewq. 

127,1 Orat. 21: 13, PG XXXV, 1096B: 

IAXXI et86q, T6 4ýv Ei'. q &p%646v ýva T& Tpia auaTtUEtv, 
&6E6TTjToq bv, xai Týq EaPEMMou xaivoTo4iaq, bq Tcp(ýToq 

II- OE6TqToq aucrToXýv ýnev6quE: TO R T6( TPI(X 5tatpEtV 

lpf)LTEgt , xaTovco4fjv BE6-Tquoq h(puXov: xat T6 kv xct, \(-Lq 

, ilý)PqLTE 
, 

OEOTnTt -Y&P: xai '16 Tpfa El)aEp8q ýafwev, 

16- 
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t6t6, cnut y6fp, ot'le E(, P, Egvl cyu. YxEaql 
6t aac ýj uaq , &XX Iýv bpotq ýIE t, vaq 'Cýc , (Puyeýv 'Iýv &ýiecpov bEi OdrEepa XX(UIV -Te 

d-TE Totq -rplai 

E UCTE ýEi CXq 'r 

xai &vrtoecrtv. 

For other examples of the balancing of the two extremes of 
Ariani sm and Sabellianism, cp. Ora t. 20.5,6, PG XXXV, 
1069C-- l. 072D; Ora t. 22: 12, PG XXXV, 1145A; Ordt. 23: 3, PG 
XXXV, 1153C; Ora t. 3 1: 30 PG XXXV 1,168D-169A; Orat. 
33: 16) PG XXXVI, 233D -236A; Orat. 34: 8, PG XXXVI, 249A; 
Orat. 38: 8, PG XXXV1,320B (Ij 6t6c C el v ýIovapxiav 
IIou8uV(0VTEq, q 816 'IfIv &q)eoviuv 'EXXqviýovcEq Orat. 
38: 15, PG XXXVI, 329A; Orat. 42: 16, PG XXXVI, 476C; Orat. 
43: 30, PG XXXVI, 537A. 

2 Cp. supra, 98, and note 3, 

127,3 Ora t, 2: 36 and 37, PG XXXV 
op, cit., b29f.: 

"Nella polemica 
'sabellianismo' e 
dottrina di Marcello 
la tonalit6 del pw 
facile scoprire un i 
termine uvva(pEuxqp 
impegnato a comba 
divinIA6. Gregor 
divinitA, ma ved 
'concentrazione' di 
et simpliciter la i 
volta che deve conda 
specificare di quale 
' divisione di Ario' 

444B and 445A. Bellini, 

antiariana con il termine 
imili Si indica comunemente la 
di Ancira; ma qui ii vocabolario e 
so la richiamano da vicino. t 
tento polemico contro Marcello nel 

se si pensa che questi era tutto 
tere chi divide (6tatpeO la 
o non vuol certo 'dividerel la 

un maggior pericolo nella 
ssa. Infatti, mentre condanna sic 
UV(Xf p, -Glq (o il uuvatpe-tv), ogni 
nare la 'divisione', si premura di 
divisione si tratta. Condanna la 

Questa concentrazione avviene 
in conseguenza al una xatvj 6tuNuaiq I aovuEutq ... 
Cirillo di Gerusalemme, non piýi di quattordici anni 
prima che Gregorio scrivesse questo discorso, chiam6 
Marcello di Ancira 'un'altra testa del dragone', che 
los6 raccontare che dopo la fine del mondo Cristo non 
regner, 6 piiý e os6 dire che il Logos, come 6 uscito dal 
Padre, cosi si risolver6 in lui e non esister6 pio 
(ý t EX06)V... d(VaXIAE: -tq) 1. In questo passo Cirillo usa 
lo stesso termine di Gregorio (non documentato nei 
framenti di Marcello) per indicare il risolversi nel 
Padre della esistenza individuale di Cristo alla fine 
del mondo... Eusebio rivolgo a Marcello anche l1accusa 
di introdurre in Dio 'una sostanza doppia e composta 
(6tnXýv uivu xai cyf)vOEcov o6ut'av) come unica via per 
evitare che il -yuýiv6q A6-yoc, (il Logos esistente nel 
Padre prima dell'incarnazione) sia unito e congiunto al 
Padre in modo da non avere una sua esistenza 
individuale distinta. ' Marcello - dice Eusebio - tenta 
di ridare vigore alle teorie di Sabellio... 11 

128,1 Cf, supra, 98, note 3. 

6. - 
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128,2 Orat. 42: 16, PG XXXVI, 476C. The Aristotelian principle 
that the virtuous is the mean between the extremes is 
referred to as a philosophical commonplace. 

129,1 Cf. F. W. Norris, op. cit., 104. 

129,2 Orat. 40: 41, PG XXXVI, 417AB, 

12913 V. Lossky, op. cit, 46. Nicholas Gendle gives this sentence 
as a quotation apparently referred to Gregory himself 
(op. cit., 345) rather than to Lossky, 

129,4 Ora t. 40: 4 1, PG XXXV I, 417C. Cf. supra, 122,2. 

130,1 Clement, Stromatels, V, 12. 

130,2 N. Gendle, op. cit., 306. 

130s3 op. cit., 305. 

130,4 Orat. 39: 12, PG XXXVI, 348C. 

130t5 op. cl t. , 345. 

6 

h, 
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IV(d) One Ousia in Three H7postaseis 

It is. true that Athanasius avoids a standard term for the 
Three. Augustine's famous comment about the term persona 
makes the point that the terminology used is not the basis 
of the doctrine of the Trinity: 

" Ye t, when the ques ti on is ask ed ,' What three? ' human 
language labours altogether under great poverty of 
speech. The answer, however, is given, three 
'persons', not that it might be spoken, but that it 
might not be left unspoken" (De TrIn., V, 9). 

31 2' For references to Godhead or deity ( theot6s) , cf . Orat. 1: 7, 
PG XXXV, 401A: výv ýLfav Oe6TqTa xai 56val. Liv: Ora t. 2: 38, PG 
XXXV, 445C: 4ý OE6, unuoq -mv &pXý xai &-yae6, uquoq: Orst. 3: 6, 
PG XXXV, 52 IC: &q ot xaxoi 5tatTqTai xai ýiETpqTai Týq 
OE6TqToq: Ora t, 6: 22, PG XXXV, 749C, 1 ýv -y6(p ol')X l)TrocrT6aE t 
&U& OF6TnE t; Ora t. 20.5, PG XXXV, 1072A, c6(q ýLtv i5t6, uq-ta(; 
Xwpi(owcEq, ývoOv-rEq R uýv OE6-cý, ra: Orat. 20: 6, PG XXXV, 
1072C, 4ý 0eoTjTo(; &V a'Lu I oq Eqq vYý (6 xai HVE U4aT I 
0EWPoU)I9vqq: Ora t. 20: 7, PG XXXV, 1073A, xai x=6 -T6 'Ev xai 
, uau, ub uqc, OE6-Tqroq: Orat. 21: 13, PG XXXV, 1096B, uý &, yEvvj-c0 Y 
-cýv B: E6-cn-ca nEpi-yp&xVavTEq, T6 -yEvvqc6v, oý 46vov 6t, &XX6t 

xai T6 EXnOpEuT6v ýt6pluav Týq Oe6TýToq 
... Týq ZU0EXX(0U 

x at vou oýt i aq , 
bq npiý), coq OE6, cq-coq uuuuoXýv bEEv6quE 

... xai u6 
&I 1 11 Fv xaX6q ý-cýpncvE, Oe6, cqcL y6cp: xai c& cpfa EuuEý6q ý6i8akev, 
Ut6Tqot ý6cp: Orat. 21: 35 (cf, infra, 133, note 2): Orat, 
23: 6, PG XXXV, 1157C: OE6, uq-coq Etvat apxýv, ý vlluý16-Twv: 
xai Bt& 6e6TqToq ýgunq E'X6etv Eni T& vuiuýioma, Iq TouvavT(ov, 
T06TWV "EVEXEV 6noGTýVat 8e6, rqTa: Ora t. 23: 7, PG XXXV, 
1160B, xcxi &vaýiwv OE6, uqcoq: Orat. 28: 7, PG XXXVI, 33B, Ti 
y&p nocc UnoXýyq u6 E)eLi3v ... Orat. 28: 13, PG XXXVI, 44A, 
)k BEý 'Cowrov &TEouc6v-iaq ýýi&q at')-c6 xa6' 6awu6 E6 Oetov ýx 

'106T(J)V t5eýv 
... Ora t. 30: 17, PG XXXVI, 125B, T6 6E: Zov 

axa, covol-lacyTov Ora t. 31: 14, PG XXXVI, 148D, Hýitv E'tq 
6E6q, 'o, ut ýia OE6, uq(; : Orat. 33: 16, PG XXXVI, 236A, &ptOýiý 
6tatpcTaýCq, xai ou' 6iatpeTaiýq eE6Tqut: Orat. 34: 9, PG XXXVI, 
249B, 71POGXUQýIEV 'IfIV ýI(CXV ýV TOtq TptGi 0E6, u nc a: Ora t, 
34: 14, PG XXXV 1,253C, &XXI abuýv xXtnuov 8; E6, crjTa... Týv 
OE6TnTa ýLaprupEt'a0at -cob flwý)ýia-coq: Orat. 34: 15, PG XXXVI, 
256A, 10, ce 6ý auv&yEt rýv ýtfav Bs6Tnra: Ora t. 37: 17, PG 
XXXVI, 301B, Mý TropvEf)cyquE n6pi Oc&cqca: Orat. 37: 22, PG 
XXXVI, 308AB, o, rav npocyMrcav, &XX6c ýLý Oe6TqToq, Stat'pEcytr, 

D: Orat. 37: 24, PG XXXVI, 308C, ýv H )-tý 69ýtjcrft ý6vov, cýv 
066TnTU (ý)1101)ýIEVOI: Orat. 38: 14, PG XXXVI, 328A, oi ntxpoi 
, cqq 8P-6, uqcoq Xoytucai: Orat. 39: 11, PG XXXVI, 345CD, xac6c 
T6v Týq o6u(aq X6yov, EITOUV 0E0TqT0q ... 'Ev y6cp E: v -cptcriv n 

x OE6, clq, xai ud( cpia ýv u6c ýv olq 066, uqq, E6 yE 
UXptýýUTEPOV EinEýV, OE6Týý (cf. supra, 19,120, note 3 

and infra, 133, note 1,134-, note I and 134, note 4): Orat. 
39: 16, PG XXXVI, 353B, Kai u6 HvE6ýor ýmpuupEt rýv ee6, uq-ca... 
El &ý 11 

. oyxotc, xai u, cuOýo-tq xpivetc, 0c6Tquu... Orat. 40: 37, 
FlG XXXVI, 412C, AuP6ý60cx BE&uý'Loq, X46ýiEO(x 'uob np6, uot) xai 
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&xPatýDVEG'[6-Tou (PwToq: Ora t. 40: 41, PG XXXVI, 417B, iýv ýiiav 
OE6, ErlTa TE xui 66vaýtv ýv -colq '[Pluiv: Ora t 40: 45, PG 
XXXVI, 424A, 'Ovoýia R xotv6v T(ýv Tpi6v 'tv, 4 Oc6Tnq. . ot)-Ewq 
bXD OE6TqTt auvTuucy6ýEV0q: Orat. 41.8, PG XXXVI, 440B, Miaq 
OE6TqToq, oý, coi, uýv Tpid6a 64o, \oyý(TaTc, Et' 006XE(TOE, 
ýiac, TOGEO)q: YGft 'Iýjv ee6q (Pwvýv ncxp& -Tob F]vEf)jia-Toq 61. itv 
atTý(JoýIEV: Orat. 42: 6, PG XXXVI, 465BC, 6tc(xon, 1o49vn 
0E6vjq ... co(; txv 46AtuTa xai OE6-Tnq 6Ppicy0ein xacayoý6vn, xai 
ýUonOCiq X'Cigtq 640-Vt)lia 0E6-cnuoq: Orat. 42: 7, PG XXXVI, 
468A, noXM)v p)pt6c8(, )v dpvot)46vcov 8e6, cqra: Orat. 42: 13, PG 
XXXVI, 472D, xai robq OE6, cnct TcoXE4of5vcaq ... Orat. 43: 30, 
PG XXXVI, 537AB, Ou y&p Be6TqTa TaMnTEf)oýcv. Tpia 4tv T(xtq 
i6t6TIatv, ltv R Týj OE6TITt uýpovTEq xcxi yiv6uxovTEq. 

131,3 The I itera I translation of k6aTuaiq into Latin is 
subst anti a. As I Ong as hypostasis and Ousia were 
identified, as by the Creed of Nicea (325) and by Athanasius 
and the "old Nicenes", this presented no problem. It was 
the- main Eastern (Origenist) tradition which spoke of three 
hypostaseis which conflicted with this. To the Latin West, 
they seemed to speak of "three substanceJ', which, to those 
in the tradition of Tertullian, sounded like Tritheism. 
Gregory describes the confusion this caused in Orat. 21: 35, 
PG XXXV, 1124C-1125A. Cf. Infr-a, 133, note 2. The custom 
of translating hypostasis into "Person" in modern English 
translation obscures the whole debate and it seems best 
therefore to leave it untranslated. 

131,4 In itself, the word may be translated 
"distinguishing characteristics", but when 
to refer to the hypostasels or Persons 
translation "identities", derived from the 
root, suggests itself as particularly suiti 
147ff. 

131,5 

132,1 

,, properties" or 
Gregory uses it 
themselves, the 

equivalent Latin 
able. Cf. infra, 

R. P. C. Hanson, "Dogma and Formula in the Fathers, " SP XIII, 
Part 11, Berlin, 1975,169-184. Cf. esp. 180. 

Orat. 29: 13, PG XXXVI, 92A: 

F-IRE: p ýlý 
&XI 0 E: t (X. 

132,2 

ýv 6v6ýLautv, &XX' ýv npd-pu(Tiv Lvutv ýýtv ý 

Orat, 31: 21, PG XXXVI, 157A: 

ýLlxp& nEpi npayý16T(J)v xai 6VO46T(A)V, xai ýLdxl(TTCX ncxp& Tý 

TfIq rp(x(pqq auvnftiq TIXO(TOTý(TavTEq. 

132,3 

Cf. , supra, 105. 

Orat, 31: 24, PG XXXVI, 160B: 

L- 
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Toaa6, uqq o6v o6(jqq Sta(popdcq ýv -coýq 6v6ýiacrt xai rotq 
np6. y4UCTI, nýSq 06TO Ub M(XV 80OXE6EIq Tý YP6ýL4CXTI ... xai 
auXXccOatq NoXou6stq, &TEiq T& np&y4aTa ; 

132,4 Ibid. : 

x(xi 716)q, T(ý cy6c XEY(L)V; Oý -y6tp Tob xgyovToq ýiaxxov ot 

X6yot, VI 'cob UyEtv cruvavcx-yxd(ovToq. l6anep o5v IvcabOcx 

06X &V Tex XEYOýiEva ýOXXov ýax6nouv, ý T& voo6ýiEvu. 

133,1 Cf. the comments of 
Hergenr6ther points 
relationship between 
hypostaseis in three 
hypostasis: 

Methodios Fouyas supra, 37, note 5, 
out that Gregory defines the 

the divine essence and the three 
phrases which do not need the term 

(Carm. 1,1,3,74, PG XXXV 11,414A) 
T& ýv otiq BE6Tnq (Ora t. 31: 14, PG XXXV I, 149A) 
T& &4 Oe6Tnq (Orat. 39: 11, PG XXXVI, 345D). 

The second phrase aI so appears in Ora t. 39: 11. Hergenrbther 
translates and interprets'these (op. cit., 41): 

"Es sind nämlich die Persoren: 1. das, dessen die 
Gottheit, 2. das, in dem die Gottheit, 3. das, was die 
Gottheit ist, oder mit andern Worten: Die Personen 
besitzen die Gottheit; die Gottheit ist in ihnen; sie 
sind die Gottheit selbst. " 

133,2 Ora t. 21: 35, PG XXXV, 1124D: 

Týg -yäp ýttäý oýuiotý, xai TiiýV TPI4SV ýnOcy'CäuEü)v \E'YOý19'Vü)v 
t ýlý v mp , tlil(ZV Et, )cyEßiýg (-rö ýLýv Yäp 'cýV gt')utv öq, \oz Tgý 

GE6-cq, Cog, tö öý 'läý liýSV EptýýJV . 
The whole point of the paragraph in which the formula occurs 
is to praise Athanasius for demonstrating that the meaning 
and not the terminology is what matters. The East spoke of 
one ousia and three hypostaseis; the West "because of the 
scantiness of their vocabulary" were unable to distinguish 
between ousis and hypostasis (using the same word, 
substantla, for both) and so spoke of three Persons. The 
result, -says Gregory, would have been laughable if it were 
not pitiable. The difference in words was thought to 
indicate a difference in meaning. The West suspected the 
East of Arianism; the East suspected the West of 
Sabellianism. According to Gregory, Athanasius conferred 
with both parties and after carefully weighing the meaning 
of the words (T6v vo0v T6v XEyoýývwv) he found they had the 
same sense (ut)4(ppovofJv-Taq> and so reconciled them allowing 
each its own terminology. 

On the origin of the formula, ýia ou'aia, cpEtq hoac6aEtq, 

cf. F. Dinsen, op. cit., 154f.: 

6h- 
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1 "Die Grundformel der Jungnizäner lautete. - ýiia oujia - 
TPEýý 6noaTäaEig. Sie begegnet ausser bei den drei 
Kappadokiern sehr oft bei Didymus von Alexandrien, 
einem ebenfalls wichtigen Vertreter der jungnizänischen 
Orthodoxie. Wer diese Formel prägte, ist ungewiss: 
Marius Victorin setzt sie in seiner Schrift Adversus 
Arium (2,4 und 3,4; geschrieben 358-61) bereits als 
bekannt voraus. Die Kappadokier haben sie sich 
jedenfalls zu eigen gemacht - und nicht nur dies-. sie 
haben ihren Sinn zu verdeutlichen versucht und sich 
darum bemüht, sie gegen die Altnizäner durchzusetzen. " 

134,1 Ora t. 39: 11, PG XXXV Iý 345C. Cf. supra, 19, also 120, note 
3, where 
I. 

the original is given, 131, note 2, and 133, note 

134,2 Ora t. 34-: 13, PG XXXVI, 253B: 

x(xi 6, cav ýLgv, Ey6 xcxt 6 fla-rýp 9v &ýisv, &vay%v6axlqt 

, o6a(aq evoncp%C6ýiEvoq bcav R, llp6q , u6 auva#q cqr 
I ocu, c6v ý. XEuaoýLEOcc, xai ýiovýv TEapl at'), r6 noiqu6pEOa, c6 

6tnpTlýitvov T6v 6nouTdcrecov Xoyt(6pEvoq. 

134,3 Ora t, 42: 16, PG XXXV 1,477A: 

, c6 ýitv tv, ytv6axovTEq ... T& H Tpia, Tazq 
bRo(Y%6Geatvj EtTouv npoa6notq... 

134,4 For references to ousla apart from those quoted thus far and 
on pages 135 and 136 infra, cf, Orat. 20: 7, PG XXXV, 1073A; 
Orat. 28: 19, PG XXXVI, 52B; Orat. 29: 2, PG XXXVI, 76B; 
Orat. 29: 10,11,12,13,15,16, Pri, XXXVI, 85D, 88BC, 89ABC, 
92A, 93B, 93C, 96A; Orat. 34: 9, PG XXXVI, 249B (-uýv 4iav 
xai 6TEtp n6fwca 'U& N-Ta o3aicxv); Orat. 40: 41, PG XXXVI, 417B 
(ATE &V6ýlaxov o5uiatq). All of these orations belong to 
Gregory's time in Constantinople. In his earlier years he 
spoke occasionally of the Godhead (theot6s) and the nature 
(physis) of God, but not, it appears, of the ousia. 

For references to three hypostaseis without a simultaneous 
refere nce to the one ousla, cf. Orat. 2: 38, P G XXXV, 445C; 
Orat. 13: 4, PG XXXV, 856C; Orat. 20: 6,7, PG XXXV, 1072D- 
1073A; Orat, 31: 9, PG XXXVI, 444A; Orat. 34: 15, PG XXXVI, 
253D; -11, PG XXXVI, 345C; Orat. 42: Orat. 39, 16, PG XXXVI, 
477A. Cf. also Orat. 6: 22, PG XXXV, 749C: 

ot), uE T& upfa &q ýva (ob -y&p &vun6aTaTa, xa-Tdc ýitdq 
bnO9T&9EWq, 6q EtVat T6v nXobTov ý4tv ýv 6Mýiaaxv, &XX" 

06 7Tp&, y4aa0, xai T& -rpia tv. 'Ev y6cp AX 6noaTdaEt, 

OCXX6( BE6TqTt. 

It has been pointed out that Gregory's insistence here that 
h), postasis should not refer to the One but only to the Three 

runs counter to the policy of toleration devised by 

k6. - 
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Athanasius at the Council of Alexandria (which is roughly 
contemporary with this oration) and expressed in the Tomus 
ad Antlochenos. Cf. Winslow, op. cit., 51. But Gregory may 
only be g , iving here the Cappadocian usage without 
necessarily condemning those who preferred the older Nicene 
use of hypostasis as an equivalent for ousid. 

134,5 C; f. suj)ra, 20 and 2 1, and esp. 20, note 8. 

135,1 Ora t. 28-9, PG XXXV 1,3 6C: 

AXX' &U6)ýIa, cov, OUIT(j) 4tv 066ý T06TC) Týq ot)uiaq 
41 nap a(T-c (xu ix 6v u E: xo(i nEpicxcix6v, cocr TEE p0 1') 8tu6 

-1 aygvvn, cov, xui c6 &vapXov, xcxi c6 &vaXXoioTov, xcci c6 
u(p8apTov, xai o'aa nEpi 8EoO, q nEpi BE6v Et"vcct XtyETat. 

Cf. also Orat. 29: 11 and 12, PG XXXV 1,88 and 89: God' s 
essence is proper to him and belongs to him alone 06 8t 
ý16vou beob xai 't8tov, T05TO o6uia), but it is no more 
defined as 'unbegotten' than humanity consists in being 
directly created like Adam. As that which is begotten is 
also human (xai y# T6 yEvvnBýv &vOpwnoq), so that which is 
begotten of God is also God. "What then is the essence of 
God Mq oUv o6a(a 8coD ; )..? To Lis it will be a great 
thing, if ever, even in the future, we learn this, when this 
darkness and dullness is done away for us. " The Eunomians 
argued that since the Son is the same as the Father xaV 
obuiav, then if the Father is unbegotten, the Son must be so 
too. Quite so, says Gregory, "if the essence of God 
consists 111 being unbegotten (E 't TEE P 06CT Ia E) E of), T6 
&-YP-' VVqToV). " But the difference is outside the essence 
(nEpi ou, U(av). 

n 135 t 4. Ora t. 28: 17, PG XXXV 1,48G: 

666V, 0' Ti nOTE ýLtV E'(YTI TýV T6(YtV Xai Týv o6aiav, ot')TE 
11 1 C, 

Ttq 66PEV &VOP6)TEWV n(OTEOTE, OUTE ýln SUpn. 

Gregory asks whether it ever will be discovered, and replies 
that in his opinion it will "when that within us which is 
godlike and divine (ýnEt6&v c6 OEoEtHq TobTo xai OEýov), I 
mean our mind and reason (vobv cE xcxi X6-yov) shall have 
mingled with its like (, c6 olxei(ý npoa). iýtq) and the image 
E: tx6)v) will have ascendýd to the archetype (, E6 &pXt-Tunov) 
of which It now has the desire. " Cf. supra, 123, note 2. 

1 135 
,3 Orat. 38: 7, PG XXXVI, 317B: 

6F, 6c, ýjv ýtv &Ei, 1. xcti ea'll, xai ýCTTCXI: ý16, \Xov 6t ýaTtv 

&Ei. T6 y6tp 12, &1 q v, xai Earrat, -iob xaO' q'ýa'q Xp6vou 
xai Eqq ýEua'rýq q)f)aE(L)q: 6 R ý)v &Ei, x(xi lob-10 

a ý, c 6 awc 6v 6voýid(Ei, cý M(t) I) CYE Xpqýa, [ cov ýni 'Cob 
k 
OPOI)q. "bxov y&p E'v 6'(xt)T&5 auxxo6w, 

x ýXEt u6 Elval , ýýTe 
&Pý&ýLEVOV, ý1ý TE 4, naua64: Evov, olov -rt ngxcxyoq 06aicxq 
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txnetpov xai &6pta-rov, n&aav 6ncpexn-tncov hvotav, xai 
Xp6vou xai T6aEwq.. 

Gf - Ora t. 28: 7, PG XXVI, 33B, where Gregory asks: "What 
then wi II you conce i ve de i ty to be M y&p Tioup- 6noXý%yý u6 
6E, ý ov) He dismisses the idea that God is a body, How 
then is he infinite Nai n6c, E6 &netpov) and limitless 
(&6ptaTov), and formless (=Xqýi&TtaTov), and intangible 
(U'vuýpý: q) , and invisible (&6porcovYiIII A body would also be a 
compound of elements (Ax oTotXsia)v) subject to dissolution. 
"But dissolution is altogether foreign to God and to the 
f Irst nature (X6atq R &XX6Tptov ndvTq E)Eob, xai Týq np6Tqq 
(POGE(oq ). 

135,4 Cf. J. F. Bethune-Baker, "The Meaning of Homoousios in the 
Constant inopol i tan Greed, " Texts and Studies, VII (1905), 1- 
83. In this early response to Harnack, Bethune-Baker 
comments on the translation of ousla (Ibid., 60-61): 

"In the phrase of the Creed ?x -Týq oýuiaq coU TEaTp6q 
there can be no doubt that oýafcx means the inmost being 

of the Father, his very self - The translation 
' substance' which comes to us through the Latin is not 
satisfactory: 'essence' hardly conveys to English ears 
the real meaning: and 'nature' though 'nature' is 

certainly included in the sense is quite inadequate 
by itself. 'Being' is the nearest equivalent we have. " 

135,5 Cf. suPra 14 for Basil's association with the so-called 
Homoiousians, and 24, note 4, and 38, notes 2 and 3, for the 
thesis of Zahn and Harnack. Cf. Adolf Harnack, History of 
Dogma, Vol. IV, London: Williams and Norgate, 1898,97: 

"The Nicene Greed thus gained an unqualified victory so 
far as its actual terms were concerned, but understood 
according to the interpretation of Meletius, the 
Cappadocians, and Cyril of Jerusalem. The community of 
substance in the sense of equality or likeness of 
substance, not in that of unity of substance, was from 
this time the orthodox doctrine in the East. " 

136,1 J. Lebon, IlLe sort du 1 consubstant ie 11N icäen, 'I RHE, 47 
(1952), 485-529 and 48 (1953), 632-682, quotes (48,633) 
from Zahn's Marcellus von Ancyra, 37, as follows: "Bei 
diesem ist auch die Wesensgleichheit vollständig an die 
Stelle der Wesenseinheit getreten, " and comments: 

"On sait que, pour Zahn, la Wesen-seinheit est llunit6 

num6rique de substance concr6te qulil trouve, A bon 
droit, affirm6e, entre le P6re et le Fils, dans 
116ýoobcytoq de Nic6e, tandis que la Wesensgleichheit, 

ou similitude de substance, est Punit6 seulement 

sp6cifique, llunit6 num6rique Wessence, de 06ai (x 

6- 
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abstraite, qul il appelle ausst 
g6n6rique. 11 

136,2 At least, it appears in Basil, Ep. 
Gregory of Nyssa), in the latter's 
XLV, 115-130), and in Nazianzen's 
153B. The generic understanding of 
expressed in Orat. 29: 13, PGXXXVI, 

Gattungseinheit, unit6 

38 (possibly written by 
On No t Three Gods, PG 

Orat. 31.19, PG XXXVI, 
ousia also seems to be 

92A: 

'$Our position, however, is that as in the case of a 
horse, or an ox, or a man, the same definition applies 
to all individuals of the same species Nat gx&TTou T&Sv 
6n6 T6 aýT6 et8oq, stiq X6yoq kuTfv) and whatever shares 
the definition has also a right to the name; so in the 
very same way there is one essence (ptav o6ufav) of God 
of God and one nature (xai 96atv) and name Nat 
xxqa, Lv). " 

136,3 Orat, 25: 16, PG XXXV, 1221B. - 

Kotv6v y(kp fla-cpi p9v xat Yi(3S xat &y(6) flveOpaTi, T6 ýLý 
ycyov6vat, xai ý 6e6, cqq: Yiý 89 xai ayto nvE6paTt, T6 
ýx Tob HaTp6q. IfStov H naýp6q p9v, q' a'yevvquia: Yiof$ 

9 fto q ytvvqatq: flVS6ýiaToq 69, h hnEpytq. 

137,1 J. Lebon, op. cl t. , 649: 

"Llerreur des cr6ateurs et des partisans de la thdorie 
du nLsonicdisme des Cappadociens... Invoquant une 
comparaison 6tablie par saint Basile (i. e. the 
comparison of divine ousia with human ousla), ces 
historiens ont n6glig6 de slassurer que le second terme 
en 6tait compris par les Cappadociens comme ils le 
comprenaient eux-m6mes. Mais ce dernier sens, inspird 
par Papplication post6rieure de la philosophie 
aristot6licienne A 11illustration du dogme, nous 
croyons qu'un examen aussi loyal quIattentif nous a 
montr6 qulil West pas du tout celui que tenaient les 
P6res susdits en vertu de leur mentalit6 philosophique 
plut6t platonicienne. " 

Lebon presumably has in mind the distinction Aristotle makes 
in the Categories between primary substance (protd ousia), 
the substance of an individual being, and secondary 
substance (deutera ousia), the substance shared in common 
among members of one kind or genus, being thus 'generic' 
substance. Cf. Christopher Stead, Divine Substance, Oxford: 
OUP, 1977,55ff. and 110ff., for the Aristotelian concepts. 
Cf. F. Dinsen, Homoouslos. Die Geschichte des Begriffs bis 
zum Konzil von Konstantinopel (381), Diss. Theol., Kiel, 
1976,156, where she writes of the Cappadocians: 

"Sie vergleichen das Verhältnis von einer Usie und drei 
Hypostasen in der Gottheit mit Vorliebe mit dem der 
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einen menschlichen Usie und drei Menschen, verstehen 
ousia und hypostasis dabei meist i in Sinn der 
aristotelischen Ideutera ousia' und lprotü ousla' 
0 eidos' und 1 atomon' ). II 

Gregory uses the phrase "primary substance (proti§ ousia)" 
but not in the Aristotelian sense. He speaks of God as h6 
protlý5 Ousia, the First Being, over against his creatures, 
Cf. Ord t, 34: 13, PG XXXVI, 253A. Cf. the judgment of 
J. H. Srawley, op. cit., 214: 

"But this theory [of Zahn and Harnack] appears to have 
gained ground from the weight of the authorities by 
which it is supported rather than from its intrinsic 
me ri ts. It introduces confusion into the careful 
language of Gregory of Nazianzus and Gregory of 
Nyssa... A careful study of the theological standpoint 
of all the Cappadocians (especially the two Gregorys) 
shows how vital to their whole view of religion was the 
belief in the unity of the Godhead. " 

A. M. Ri tter, in Das Konzil von Konstantinopel und sein 
Symbol, Gbttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1965,271, noted 
Lebon's contribution as of fundamental importance. Cf. his 
study of this question in "Excursus IV: Zum Homousios von 
Koristantinopel, " Ibid., 270-293. 

137,2 A. M. Ritter, op. clt., 285, comments that the Homoiousians 
would not use 4fa o6aia precisely because for them it meant 
one concrete being: 

"Wohl konnten die Hornoiusianer eine (abstrakt 
verstandene! ) egöTqý, ? xpx! und ßacit Xe ia der drei 
göttlichen Hypostasen bekennen... und sagen, dass Vater 
und Sohn X(Xcä rnv -cou livet)ýiaiog Evvolav (also 
hinsichtlich des Geistseins als Gattungsbegriff 
gedacht) identisch' .... dass sie lauý(pwvt'a h1 seien ... Bezeichnenderweise wurde aber di ese generisch 
verstandene Einheit zwischen den göttlichen Personen 
nie durch die Formel 1ýiýa oýjial ausgedrückt, eben weil 
auch für die Homoiusianer oýaia das konkrete Sein, 
nicht aber 'abstrakt' das Wesen ' Im Sinne von Wesens- 
inhalt' bedeutet haben wird. " 

137,3 George D. Dragas, "The Eternal Son, " AbS, 10 (1979), 13-54, 
also in T. F. Torrance (ed. ), The Incarnation, Edinburgh: 
Handsel, 1981,16-57, footnote 55. 

138,1 Ora t. 31: 13, PG XXXV I, 148B: 

lhxct R ýýi-tv 6 X6yoq En' cc6, r6 u6 xE(p&Xcxtov ... El 
E)E 6q ý ýDjaiý Xai 6E6q, xai Oe6q, n(ýq ot')Xi TpsVq OEoi; 

niýq o6 noXuapXýa T6 8oka(64evov; 
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138,2 Orat, 31: 14, PG XXXVI, 148D-149A (Cf. supra, 120, note 5): 

' Hýitv Elg 8E6g, O'Tt gýa 6E6, rng. - xai npbg ýv rä ýý aý, roü 
Tfjv &va(gonäv ýXet, Xli, ýv Tpia niuTE61, rat. oý yäps Tö ýlev 
ýl6U0v, -16 5ý ýv10v eE: 6g: ouý cö ýýv npöuEpov, rö öe 41 ua, cEpov. - oUý ß Ot), \l UE t repveTcit, 0 l') 8e5 uväýIE t 
ýEP i (ETo(1 

... UXX' ixIld pt aTog Ev ýLeýEptcyýLEvolý E1 sEt 

crl)V, Uöý16)g ElnEýV, 1 0E6, ung. - Xod o'i'ov ýv ýXfotý rplcriv 
ExoýIývotg &XXIX(, JV, ). iia [ob (pwTöý cyüyxpacrtg. löTav ; Itv 
otv 11pöý Týv 6E6T1Ta ß>, ýlfü)ýIEV, Xod rlv npiý, ctlv aiTiav, 

X(Xi VIV ýlovapxiocv, ýv fiýIýv lb (pav-ca(6ýLEV0v: bcav 
11päý X(Xi Tä ýx Týg 11p(ýTjý CtiTiaý 
d(XP(5vwý ýXEUEV b wl a xai 6ý086ýü)g pipf 0( 1ä 
np OCYX t) v0 ý) pEva. 

138,3 F, Dinsen, op. cit. , 160, points to the paradoxical nature 
of the doctrine of' the Trinity, To express the unity of 
ousia is to appear Sabellian: to express the doctrine of the 
three hypostaseis is to appear Tritheistic: 

'#Da eine solche 1 Dreieinigkeitl ein Paradox ist. . An 
den stellen, an denen hervorgehoben wird, dass die drei 
Hypostasen Vater, Sohn und Geist wirkliche und eigene 
Existenz haben ... scheint es, als werde die göttliche 
ousla von den Kappadokiern als Genus oder teilbares 
Substrat vorgestellt, die Einheit als eine reine 
gedankliche Einheit. Dort, wo das reale Einsein betont 
wird ... ist die selbständige Existenz der 'Personen' in 
Frage gestellt, scheinen die Bedeutungen von 
' Iglypos t as 1 s' und 'i di ot üsl i ne i nander zuf 11 essen. II 

139,1 Ora t. 31.15, PG XXXV 1,149B: 

06xi xc(i notp, gxxqat, qw(! ýEv &V, ýioc 060, unq, c'oq oi T& 
'16XE: 6)TEP(X ncxpl heivolq (Plx0ao(pobvCE: q, x0li nap, ýýilcv 
I 6cvDpcon6Tqq ý(a, T6 'yývoq C'Mav; 'AXX' bý(oq OEot noXXoi, 
xai 06X Efq, (i')q R xai ('Xvapa)ITC)I; AXX' LhEi 49v q 

xotv6, urjq u6 Ev 'EXet ý16vov Entvoi9c 8E(bpijc6v- -c& R xccOl 
F- I EXC(UTOV lixEtCYTOV 0'(Uý Xov xat T (ýs 

, Xp6vý), xai cotq 
TL6029t, Xai Tý 51)VdýtEt ýLeýiEpt(37ýt6Va. 

According to F. Dinsen, the only point of comparison in the 
analogy of the three men is that their humanity is common as 
the deity is common to the three hypostasefs. She writes in 
reference to ps-Basil, Ep. 38 (op. cit., 158ff. ): 

"In allen sonstigen Punkten besteht für den Verfasser 
von Ep. 38 zwischen der einen Usie 'Mensch' und den 
einzelnen Menschen einerseits und der göttlichen leinen 
Usie in drei Hypostasen' andererseits keine 
Ubereinstimmung. Dies zeigt der zweite Teil des 
Briefes ganz klar: Während Petrus, Paulus und Johannes 
'Brüder' sind, besteht zwischen den drei Hypostasen in 
der Gottheit das Verhältnis von Erzeuger und Erzeugnis, 
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geht die eine aus der anderen hervor, und zwar in einer 
ganz bestimmten Reihenfolge (-rättg): erst kommt der 
Vater, dann der Sohn und dann der Geist. Ferner ist - 
da die göttliche ousla unteilbar Ist und kein 8täuTl1ict 
kennt - die Einheit der Hypostasen ungetrennt, real... " 

She eventually concludes: 

"Die Einheit, die zwischen Vater, Sohn und Geist 
besteht, hat also nach den Kappadokiern mit der Einheit 
der Menschen... nur dies gemein: sie ist keine Einheit 
der Hypostase und damit der Zahl. " 

139,2 Orat. 31: 16, PG XXXVI, 152B: 

&XX& c6 tv haarov au'TiZv ýXet np6q T6 auyxe(ýLcvov, o6X 
JTTov ý np6q ýauT6, Tý TauTqS Tqq oýuiaq xai Tqq 
6uv6qiEwq. 

139,3 Ora t. 6: 13, PG XXXV, 740A. F. W. Norris, Gregory Nazianzen's 
Doctrine of Jesus Christ, thesis, Yale, 1971,56. Cf. Karl 
Holl, op. cit., 174: 

"Endlich ist nicht zu übersehen, wie Gregor den 
Eindruck der Einheit in der Trinität regelmässig noch 
dadurch zu verstärken sucht, dass er neben der TccuT6T1ý 
Týg ot')aicig die 6; jövotci, uüýinvota u. ä. hervorhebt, 
vergl. z. B. or. 1; M 35 401B or. 6; M 359 740B or. 
22; M 35e 1144C or. 29; M 36,76A. Die Tendenz, die 
alledem zu Grund liegt, ist unverkennbar: auf die 
Einheit soll etwas grösseres Gewicht hinübergeschoben 
werden, als ihr bei Basilius zugetellt war, Infolge 
davon nähert sich Gregor's Begriff von 6; iooüutoý wieder 
mehr dem des Athanasius. " 

139,4 F. Dinsen, op. cit., 157-158. 

140,1 Ora t, 30; 18, PG XXXVI, 125C- 128A: 

'Öuov S' oev ex T&SV fiýItv Eetx'U(ISV, 0 ýttv bvt Xod 6 E)Eögt 
ýlaU6V noý Tý; OÖ(Yiciý 6V6ýtaTix: Xod ToüT0V ýL6U0ve 6 Iv: 

ob pövov t)TI rg Mü)t3C7Et XPIýcriciýov ent, Toý bpoug 
... 1 

'COe'CO TCPOCFEtTrEV tUUTÖV. &XX' bT1 Xat XUPI(üTepCCV TO(ÜTIV 

E ýp iCrXOýIEV... IHýEtg se gücTtv ýfflýnToýýISV, Tö Etvat 
X(Xol ýc(UT6, xai Ou'X &xxe uuvözöeýigvov: Tö be 'äv, 'iötov 

bvTü)g GEOU, Xcu eMov... 

140,2 Ora t. 2 8: 13, PG XXXV 1,4 1 C. 

06 nve6ýa, xat n5p, xai y6q, ay6tnq re xai ao(p(a, xai 
Stxatoa6vn, xat vol5q, xai X6-yoq, xai -rck Totabca, alt 
npoaqyoptat Týq np(ZTqq T6acwq; 
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140,3 

Our mind longs to rise above these corporeal images and even 
the incorporeal, "for every rational nature longs for God 
and for the first cause, but is unable to grasp him... " 

Cf. Carm. 1,1,29, PG XXXVII, 507-508,16 n6vucov ýn6xEiva, 

where Gregory so insists on the ineffability of God that 
even 6 (0, V is inadequate, and he addresses God as the 
Nameless One, T6v ý16vov C'XxVjýaTov. An English translation 

pub Ii shed in B. P. Blackett, Trans Iat ions, London: 'rhe 
Latin Press, 1937,31, and in A. W. Chatfield, Songs and 
Hymns of the Earliest Greek Poets, London: Rivington, 1876, 
98-10J. Bernard Delfgaauw in "Gregor von Nazianz: Antikes 
und Christliches Denken, " Eranos-Jahrbuch, 36 (1967), 113- 
165, studies the poem for its evidence of the blend of Greek 

ajid Biblical thought in Gregory. While arguing that 
Gregory does not use 6 6)v in the poem lest it be understood 
more according to Parmenides than according to Biblical 
t1iought, Delfgaauw comments on the Theo]OEICdl Orations and 
specifically on this paragraph (Orat. 30: 18) where Gregory 
prefers this name to all others: 

I'Doch alle diese anderen Namen geben Gregor 
Aspekte, nicht das Wesen der Gottheit an. 
Wichtige für uns ist, dass Gregor der Ansicht 
es im Grunde doch nur einen Namen gibt, 
absolut ausspricht und sein Wesen trifft, s( 
Wort dies vermag. Und das ist der Nai 
(Ibid., 144--145). 

Cf. Orat, 31: 14, PG XXXVI, 148D-149A: 

$ HýOýv Efq 666q, bTt 4ia OE6, cnq: xai np6q 
TfjV &V(XTOP&V Exel, xb(V Tpýcf ntaTe6nTat. 

also Orat. 34: 9, PG XXXVI, 249B: 

best irwnte 
Das 

istg dass 
der Gott 
Dweit ein 

t ), ei 

lie 0 WV 

2 
Et aý, Uob 

.11 it p OLYX uva)ýIE V Env av V co-lq Tptai 0E 6T nTa T&q 
by6cyetq uob ývb; E)EoU ýv coýq cptai, Bt& navc6q ýv ro 
x6puyyt T6povTEq. 

140,4 

also Orat. 40: 45, PG XXXVI, 424A, where the unity of God is 

expressed by the common name: 

POCIETiorw CTE ýaa qE E 6(i)-v 
,E1q 

&yiou fl vE 6ýcvc oq bvojia 
OE6Tqq. 

J. F. Bethune-Baker, OP. Cit. 
those reluctant to speak of 
41: 8, FIG XXXVI, 44OB: 

mlaq 6Eo'Uq'[oq) (0 06"rot, 
ýOOXEGeEo ýIuiq 9606(oq: 
11VE64crCaq 64zv UIITýU04EV 

k, 

ovoýia Flcxcp6q, xai Ytob, xai 
R xotv6v ccov uptýSv ýv, 

58. Cf. Gregory's appeal to 
the Spirit as "God" in Orat. 

Týv Tpt68u 6ýoXoyý(YaTE, Et 5t 
xai uýv OE6q (pwvýv Tiap& uob 
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NOTES for CHAPTER V: FATHER, SON, AND HOLY SPIRIT 

J 4- 1,1 Cf. supra, 131, with note 4. 

V(a) The Distinct Identities 

1.41,2 Cf. supr-a, 134, note 4 for references to Ousid and 
hypos td-sei S. 

142,1 J-F. Bethune-Baker, op. ci t. , 75-76. 

142,2 V. Lossky, op. cit., 51. 

142,3 Lossky gives the reference PG LXXXIII, 33AB. 

142,4 G. L. Prestige, op. cit., 163. 

142,5 op, cit,, 172-173. 

142,6 op, ci t. , 174. 

143,1 op. Ci t. , 175, Prestige continues: "Hence, with regard to 
the Trinity, it never sounded unnatural to assert three 
hypostaseis, but it was always unnatural to proclaim three 
Ousiai. 11 

143,2 It was Basil, followed by Gregory of Nazianzus, who 
associated the term pros6pon with Sabellianism and with 
Marcellus. Evidence is lacking that the Sabellians 
themselves used the term. Cf. Prestige, op, cit., 161. 

144,1 Orat. 21: 35, PG XXXV, 1124D-1125A, Cf. supra, 133, note 2. 

14-4,2 Andr6 de Hal I eux, "'Hypostase' et 'personnel dans la 
formation du dogme trinitaire (ca 375-381), " RHE, 79 (1984), 
313-369 and 625-670. 

145,1 On Flaulinus of Antioch, cf. supra, 98, note 3. 

14-5,2 Orat. 39: 11, PG XXXVI, 345C. Cf. supra, 19,120, note 3, 
133, note 1. 

145,3 Cf, de Halleux, op. cit. , 650f. , and A. M. Ritter, Das Konzil 
von Konstantinopel und sein Symbol, Göttingen-. Vandenhoeck & 
Ruprecht, 1965,53-68. 

146,1 Ore t. 42: 16, PG XXXV 1,477AB. For other references to 
TEPOU(ýIlov Cf. Orat. 20: 6, PG XXXV, 1072D, xai c&q rpEý(; 
ugoo-T&UEtq 0,40XO-YEýV, E'VC ouv rpia np6aconu, xai tx&a-cov 
ýE, c& uýq 16-L6, unuoq: Ora t. 2 9: 2, PG XXXVI, 76B, 'HýiN R 

0 4ovapXta, 'C6 'Ct4&ýievov: ý10V(XpXicx 8E, 06X ýV ýV TEEPI'Ypdq)Et 

np6cy(wrov: Orat. 37: 22, PG XXXVI, 308A , Eiq ýv np6awnov 
Ouvýxpq T& Tpia, ýiýTc ýp-ydtun T pEýq 3AXoTpOTnTaq TOuEwv, 
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I Kcxi To 'tv ýTuxtvEwc6v, xax6q voo6ýicvov, xai cex upta xaXk 
Btuipo6ýEva, bTav npoa6nov, &XX& ýiý OE6TqToq, ý 6taipEutq A' 

In - 

146,2 J. fler-genr6ther, op, cl t. , 70: 

11 Es muss in der Trinität ein doppelter Unterschied 
angenommen werden: a) ein Realunterschied zwischen 
Pergon und Person, indem die eine nicht die andere ist; 
b) ein formeller Unterschied zwischen Person und Wesen, 
indem a) jede Person das Wesen ist, aber nicht das 
Wesen adäquat ihr allein zugehört (quaevis persona est 
totus Deus, sed non totum id quod est Deus), und ß) 
indem jede Person das Wesen ist, aber afficirt mit 
einem besonderen Merkmal (essentle cuin proprietate). " 

147,1 J. F. Bethune-Baker, op. cit, 78, cites for Origen In Joh. 
11,6 and I 1,2. H. A. Wolfson translates the latter 
passage (In Joh. I 1,2, PG XIV, 108C-109A) in The Philosophy 
of the Church Fathers, Vol. 1, Faith, Trinity, Incarnation, 
Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard UP, 1964,580-581: 

"Now there is that which disturbs many who sincerely 
profess to be lovers of God. They are afraid that they 
may be proclaiminp, two Gods, and their fear drives them 
into doctrines which are false and wicked. Either they 
deny that the hypostasis (U16TqTa) of the Son is 
differe'nt from that of the Father, and make him whom 
they call the Son to be God in all but name, or they 
deny the divinity of the Son, giving his hypostasis 
(t6to, uý, ta) and essence (oUaiav) a sphere of existence 
which falls outside that of the Father. " 

Origen here uses idiot6s as an equivalent for hypostasis, a 
usage to be followed by Gregory. Heinrich Dbrrie, op. cit., 
405, note 12, gives the following reference for the use of 
ldlottýs by Athanasius: adv. Ar, 3,60 PG XXVI, 333. The 
seiitence reads: 

Ka i To(5 flaE p 6q 
5; Fixvt)cyt u6v YI'6v ev 
ocý, 106. 

R ýv Yto tbt6-uqq xai 066Tnq 
, výS FlaEpi, xai c6 &Ei &6taipETov 

I 

H. A. Wolfson, op. clt., 339, gives the reference Adv. Eunom. 
11,28, IIG XXIX, 637B, for Basil's use of idiotC: -s. Idiot6s 
was a variation for, idion, as was idiazon, and idi5ma and 
such phrases as gn6rlstikon idiot6tos s6meion 
(distinguishing sign of property), epiphainomenon s6meion 
(evident sign), idion gnori I sma (proper distinguishing note). 
But Wolf'son gives references in Ep. 38 which is not thought 
to be by Basil himself. Gn6ristiM ldiot6s (distinguishing 
property) is found at Adv. Eunom. 11,28t PG XXIXI 637B. 
Basil also uses charact6r and morph6. 

147,2 Ep. 2 14: 4-, cf- Ep -236: 6. 
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147,3 Cf. J. H. Srawley, "Cappadocian Theology, " HERE, Vol. 3, 
Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1910,210-217, esp, 214, and H, A. 
Wolfson, op. cit., 339. Wolfson refers to Ep. 38: 4 (written 
by Gregory of Nyssa). 

147t 4 Cf. De Spir. Sanc., XVIII (46). # cot R tp6not) -Týq Undpkemq 
appý'cou. Cf . supra, 45, note 5. 

147,5 Orat. 21: 13, PG XXXV, 1096B: o'l, c&S ayEvvýu) cýv OL-6, cqca 
neptypdyavTeq, r6 yevvqT6v, o6 p&ov H, &XX& xat T6 
txnopEt)T6v ýt&ptaav cýq 6e6-Tlcoq ... : cf. Ora t. 2 9: 2, PG 
XXXVI, 76B: Kai ToUTo ýaTfv hptv 6 naTýp, xai 6 Yi6q, xai T6 
&, ytov llvsfJj. La: 6 ptv yevvývop xat npo5oXebq ... Tav H, T6 ptv 
ytvvnýaj c6 R np65, \qpa. . ., c6 &ygvvqcov eJudyopev, xat c6 
yevvnT6v, xai T6 ýx Tob HaTp6q exnopeo6pEvov... : cf. Orat. 
42: 17, PG XXXVI, 477C: T6 p9v oýv &ytvvqTov, xai T6 
, yevvq-r6v, xai r6 exnopeu-r6v Xeyda6o) cL- xai voEfu6o), elt -rý 
T(Xov 8qptoupyetv 6v6paTa. 

148,1 Ora t. 2 5: 16, PG XXXV, 1221BC: f8tov St flacp6c, ýitv, 
&-(yEvvquja, YtoD bt, ý ygvvnatq nve6paEoq 69, ýxnEpytq. 
Cf. Ora t. 25: 15,1220B: SiMaxov ýva ýgv e1'89vcxt 6e6v 

aytvvq, Eov, c6v llactpa : tva St yevvq-r6v Kf)ptov, T6v Yi6v 
6E6v ýLdv, bEav xa0l ýauT6v MynTat, npouccyopeu6ýiEvov. 
K6ptov R, bcav ývc& fla-rp6q 6voý&(qcat c6 ýgv 8td( cýv 
T6utv, T6 89 st& Týv ýLovapx(av. ýtv 69 nvefjpa 'dcytovt 

npoeX86v kx cof3 fla-cp6q, ý xat' npoV6v. - 6c6v, coti; 'vol-T&q 
voogat T& napaxe(peva (SC ed.: npoxeiýieval ... 

148,2 Quasten, op. cit., 250. Cf. Srawley, op. cit., 214. J. N. D. 
Kelly however draws attention to Basil's listing of three 
special properties, patrot6s, hulotds and hagiastik6 dynamis 
(sanctifying power) in Ep. 214: 4, and patrot6s, huiotgs and 
haglasmos in Ep. 236: 6. Karl Holl sees the difference from 
Basil in other terms (Amphilochius von 1konlum In selnem 
VerhiYltnis zu den grossen Kappadoziern, TUbingen: Mohr. 
1904,169): 

"Dieser klar hervortretende Typus der trinitarischen 
Formel underscheidet sich zunächst In den Bezeichnungen 
für die 18t6-rjreg der drei Hypostasen scharf von der 
Terminologie des Basillus. Erinnert man sich an dessen 
Sprachgebrauch, so fällt sofort auf, dass die von 
Basilius bevorzugten Ausdrücke narp6, rlg und u(6, clý In 
keiner von Gregor's Formeln vorkommen, während die bei 
Basilius im Hintergrund stehenden Termini &yEvvqaia und 
ygvvqatý; (und Ihre Synonyme) hier die geläufigen sind. " 

Gregory occasionally uses ut6Tnq (Orat. 31: 9, PG XXXV I, 
141C: Orat. 34: 10, PG XXXVI 252A, cf. infra, 160, 3) ) but 
not nacp6, cqq. 

148,3 Karl Holl, op. Ci t. , 171f., citing Orat. 30: 19, PG XXXVI, 
128C. - 
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Iblov H -roo ýtv &-Vdpxou, llaTýP; TOO H &V&Pxwq 
yFvvn6ýv, uoq, Y t" 6q cofj H &yevvý-ucoq npoEX06vcoq, 
npoV6vToq, T6 flwýýa T6 a', ytov. 

149,1 Ora t. 25: 16, PG XXXV, 1221 BC: 

ý l6tov 6t Oacp6q ýtv, q' a'y6vvnaicx: Yt'ob 6t, ý yývvqatq: 
IIVE6ý(XToq ft, I' hnsýytq. 

149,2 Ora t. 2 0: 6, PG XXXV, 10 72D. 

149,3 Ora t. 39: 11, PG XXXV Iý 345C. Heinrich Dbrrie comments on 
the use of idiot6s here (op. cit., 405-406): 

"Gregor greift dazu auf den bereits seit geraumer Zeit 
eingeführten, seit jüngstem viel diskutierten Terminus 
der tbt6iýg zurück. Die Missverständlichkeit, die 
diesem Terminus anhaftete, lässt Gregor behutsam bei 
Seite. Für den gegenwärtigen Zweck ist das Wort darum 
gut verwendbar, weil es die beiden kontroversen 
Ausdrücke 6n6cyracytý und npöcyü)nov umgreift (und dami t 
(-.! ritbeýir, lici-i macht), " 

Cf. Ibid., 411: 

"Nun erst wird deutlich, welche Einschränkung der zuvor 
eingeführte Terminus 'tÖtoTgý nach sich zieht; hier erst 
wird der jeden Tritheismus ausschliessende Gebrauch des 
Wortes präzisiert, wonach im Grunde weder von bnöcyTauig 
noch von npöjwnov die Rede sein dürfte. Hier wird die 
zuvor ausgesprochene Konzession, man dürfe die nun seit 
100 Jahren hergebrachten Worte 6yröuTacytg oder rcpöcyü)nov 
verwenden, recht drastisch eingeegt: Beide Termini 
dürfen nur im Sinne von 'besonderem Aspekt' verstanden 
werden. " 

149,4 Cf. Orat. 25: 16, PG XXXV, 1221AB (SC text): 

t IAXXa &Xq86q nauýpa t6v Fla'c6p(x... 'AXqM)c, ut6v u6v 
Yi 6v. .. 

'A%qO&Sq &'ylov 'C6 Hveýýicx c6 'a-ylov 
... 

150,1 Cf. C. Stead, op. Ci t. , 128f., who draws attention to the 
confusion caused in late antiquity by the semi-popular use 
of the Aristotelian categories by rhetoricians and lawyers. 
The prevailing confusion was seen particularly in the 
familiar distinction of ousia and symbeb6kota, 'substance, 
and ' acc i dents' , Where sYmbebi§kota was used to refer to 
all the categories other than substance, the impression was 
given that "all such predications are non-necessary and that 
none of them can be used to define a substance, so that 
o6aia can stand only for the theoretical concept of a pure 
subject of attributes. " In contrast to this popularized 
version there stood the Aristotelian theory itself. 
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"This teaches that the substance of natural objects is 
def ined per genus et differentidm, adding that a 
substance can also possess 'properties' which are 
invariant attributes which are distinguishable from the 
substance itself', since they do not form part of its 
definition, and also from its 'accidents' in their 
ordinary sense of variable attributes" (op. cit., 164). 

Stead adds a footnote on Basil (op. cit., 165): 

"Basi I repl ies E to the Neo 
lingenerateness' and Igenerateness' are 
the substance of God, but are 
properties'; in Aristotelian terms 
properties but difFerentia, marking off 
individual species? ) within a genus. " 

-Arians] that 
not internal to 
'distinguishing 

they are not 
individuals (or 

150,2 The phrase tropoi hyparxe5s appears, for example, in Basil's 
De Spir. Sanct., XVIII (46), and in Ep. 235,2. The phrase 
as such does not appear in Nazianzen's writings, but cf. 
tropos in Orat. 25: 16, PG XXXV, 1221C, Eit R -T6v Tp6TEov 
;P cniýrl, cEtc, (cf. Pinault, op. cit., 216); and hyparxis in Orat. 
32: 5, PG XXXVI, 180AB: 

Agov kva E)Eöv Ihrugpoc Ytvd)CyxlElv, &VUPXOV X(Xi bydvvlcov, 

xat Ylöv kva YEYEVVqpivov ýx TO£i nccTpög xcci nveeýicc kv 

e EX eF-0£ý Tgv t') nap ýtv EXOV, ilapcxxü)Pot£5v [la, [ pi ýlýV 
UYEVVI(3-£aC� Y£(2j H YE: VVICYE(üý : TÖC ft ÖC, \>, ä Xai 
cy13vopoV0V xat 

oýO6oýOV xai 

T. F. Torrance suggests (The Trinitdrian Faith, Edinburgh: T. 
& T. Clark Ltd, 1988,321) that Gregory avoided Basil's 
phrase, -ip6noq un6ptcoq, because "as he understood them the 
relations between the divine Persons are not just modes of 
existence but substantial relations which belong 
intrinsically to what Father, Son and Holy Spirit are in 
themselves as distinct hypostatic realities as well as in 
their objective reciprocal relations with one another. " 
That is to say, the phrase did justice to one side of the 
truth, the objective distinct realities, but at the risk of 
understanding them to be independent realities with mutual 
relations (and, presumably, a common ousia) rather than 
inter-dependent realities who are who they are precisely in, 
and only in, their relationships to each other. 

151,1 Orat. 29: 16, PG XXXVI, 96A. 

151,2 Orat. 31: 9, PG XXXVI, 141CD-144A. 

151,3 Cf. E. P. Meijering, "The Doctrine of the Will and of the 
Trinity in the Orations of Gregory of Nazianzus, " God Being 
Hi st ory. Studies in Patristic Philosophy, Oxford, 1975, 
103-113. 
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1) 1 Walter Kasper, 'The God of Jesus Christ, London: SCM, 1983, 15" t 
`80: 

"it was the brilliant insight of the fourth- and fifth- 
century fathers - an insight with a basis in 
Athanasius, and developed in the East especially by 
Gregory of Nazianzus, and in the West even more clearly 
by Augustine - that fatherhood, sonship and passive 
spiration are relational realities, so that the 
distinctions in God affect not the one divine substance 
or one divine being but only the relations in God, 
This insight was later incorporated into official 
church teaching. It led to the basic Trinitarian 
pr i ric ip1e: I In Deo omn ia sunt unum, ubi non obviat 
relationis oppositio (In God everything is one where 
there is no opposition of relationship). '" 

Cf. J, Quasten, op, cit,, 249: 

"71-ie doctrine of relations, which forms the heart of 
the later scholastic analysis of the Trinity, and which 
the Council of Florence (Febr. 4,1441) summarizes in 
the sentence: in Deo omnia sunt unum, ub! non obviat 
relationis oppositio, basically goes back to Gregory's 
sentence: There is complete identity among the three 
divine Persons except for the relations of origin, " 

The actual sentence in Orat, 34: 10, PG XXXVI, 252A (not 
352A, as in Quasten) reads., 

El 8t n6vTu bau E'Xet 6 Flc(Týp, Tob Yiob ECYTis TEXýv Tqq 

UtTIC(q : 116'VTU bt bcya Tob Y1406, xai Tofj BvEt)4(xToql nxýv 

Týjq t)t6, cqToq, mxi T6v becyoc (j(j)4ocTtxu)q nEpi at')ToO Xt'YETC(t 
I 8t& T6 ýý16v (Xv6p6mov. .. 

Moreschini prefers the reading TEXýV 'Cqq &'YEVVqG(aq tO TEXýV 

, cýc ", ul'aq (SC 318,216). The reference Quasten gives in 
., at 

Orat. 41: 10, PG XXXVI, 441C, reads: 

fl6v, [(x OGa 0 nacýp, cot-) Ytoo, nxýv Týq ayEVVIGiaq. 

1]6vTa baa 6 YI'6q, TOý HVE154aTOq, nXýV -YEVVýaEWq. 

Quasten's other references are to Orat. 20: 7, PG XXXV, 1073A 
and Ora t. 31: 29, PG XXXVI, 165B. 

152,2 Karl Holl, op. cit., 177: 

"Man wird es Jetzt nicht mehr zufällig finden, dass bei 
Gregor uitouTaatg und i5töTlg in einander übergehen, 
Nicht Schlaffheit des Denkens hat das bei Gregor 
veranlasst, sondern eine Abwandlung der sachlichen 
Vorstellung. Der Begriff der ist bei Gregor 
weicher als bei Basilius. Er nähert sich dem eines 
blossen Moments, eines Punkts in der Gottheit. " 
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V(b) Procession 

153,1 

153,2 

Cf. Athanasius, Ad Serap. 1,2 and 14 and Basil, De SpIr. 
Sanct,, XVIII (46). 

Orat, 29: 5, PG XXXVI, 80A. Cf. Athanasius, Ad Serap. 1,16: 

"And in the Godhead alone, the Father is a father in a 
strict sense, and the Son is a son in a strict sense; 
and of these it holds good that the Father is ever 
Father and the Son ever Son. As the Father could 
never be son, so neither could the Son be father. " 

153,3 Karl Holl, Amphilochius, 168-9: 

0. te Uberblickt man die ganze Reihe dieser Formeln, so 
sieht man, dass Gregor in den einzelnen Ausdrücken gern 
gewechselt und doch überall einen bestimmten Typus 
festgehalten hat. Die Variationen sind nur 
sprachlicher, nicht sachlicher Art. Das wird am 
deutlichsten beim heiligen Geist. Gregor hat eine 
ganze Musterkarte von Bezeichnungen seiner 18i6T1g: 
np6080ý, np6ßxqýia, ýXne)Ilytý, npo£äv, npoex06v, 
ýxnope16c7týtov, kxnöpeuutg, ýxnopEu-c6v, aber nirgends ist 
in den verschiedenen Umformungen eine Nuance der 
sachlichen Vorstellung angezeigt; es sind nur 
verschiedene Benennungen desselben Vorgangs. " 

153,4 Orat. 2: 38, PG XXXV, 445C: R 6q np6o5(b xai oU 6jaX6T(p 

153,5 Orat. ' 20: 10, PG XXXV, 1077AB: ýiqBg cog FM6ýia-Toq neptepydCou 
Týv np6o5ov. Ora t. 2 0: 11, PG XXXV, 10 77C, I Ax o f) eiq6, u i -T 6 
flvsOýia npoV6v ýx Tob HaTp6q; T6 bnmq ýiý noXunpayp6vst. 

154,1 Orat. 23: 7, PG XXXV, 1160A: -Týv Oauýiauiav np6o8ov. Ora t. 
23: 11, PG XXXV, 1161C, awrot St ýiiav xat rýv au'Týv et5tvat 
q)6utv OE6TnToq, &V#xcý, xai yevvýaet, xat TEpo68(p 
yv0picoýAvqv. 

154,2 Orat. 25: 16, PG XXXV, 1221A: To ýitv cýc, ut6, cncoq, -T6 H clq 
npoMou, xai o6X utl6, vn-Toq. Orat. 25: 17, PG XXXV, 1224A: 
Mý (popnel TEP006XXE t V. Orat. 42: 18, PG 

,q cýv np6o8ov... h ý1ý 
XXXVI, 48OA: np6o5ov &ppqTov. 

154,3 Orat. 29: 2, PG XXXVI , 76B: 6 ýitv yEvvý, Ewp xai npoOoXE6q. .. 
T6v H, T6 ýAv ydvvqýLa, T6 U np6pXnýia, ý ot')x ot8l 6nmq &v 

, viq w0w xaXtactev, aq)sMw nd(vcq TSSv opo)ýLtvwv. Ora t. 
23: 7, PG XXXV, 1160A: co Oco 89 &XXo ct ýEt(ov, YtoU 

TuyX&vetv HaTtpa, 6 npoaOýxn 86kjq ýuTiv, ou'X LTat'pEatq, wq 
H xai npoooxdoc IIVEUýC(Toq; (Mossay, in the SC ed. , makes 
this a statement rather than a rhetorical question). 
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154,4 Orat. 25: 15, PG XXXV, 1220B: 'ýv Bt flvEiýýia laytov, apoeX66v 
ýx ToO HaTp6q, ý xai npoV6v. 

154,5 Ora t. 30.19, PG XXXV I, 128C: ' ibtov ft 'Coý ýLýv bV6PX0L), 
11(XTIP; TOU öe bV6PX6)ý yevvloývcogo Yi(5g : Toi5 H «ylEvv1,16)g 

npoex66v10c" ý npoi6vTogt Tä HVEýýc( TÖ 'a'ytov. 

154,6 Orat. 26: 19, PG XXXV, 125C: rö bc-yývvqcov, xcxi uö ýyEvvý-röv, 
xai Tö nr)0£6v. Orat. 39-. 12, PG XXXVI, 348B: HvEibýa tu-ytov 

-16 nvE; ýýia, npo£äv ýlýV Ex roý flacpöý, OÜX L, £xrü 6ý, au wý 
Ot')8ý yäp 

154,7 Ora t. 25: 16, PG XXXV, 122 IB: I f6lov ft Flaup6q ýtv, 
&yEvvnoýa: Yl'ob 61t, n Ytvvnatq: HVEOýIaToq ft, fi hneýqftq- 

155,1 Ora t. 21: 13, PG XXXV, 1096B: [Arius and others.... I 0ý , 'I iý, j 
ayE: vvfl, c6) cflv OE6TqTct TEEplyp6TaV'EEq, c6 yEvvqu6v, ol) ý16vov 
6tp aXX& xai T6 ýxnopEuT6v ýý6ptuav Týq OE6TnToq ... 

15 5) , 12 Ora t. 39: 12, PG XXXV 1,348B: 

flvcoýla txytov (xxqMq c6 nvcbýia, npoV6v ýitv Ex Tob 
naTp6q, oux x 6q 5t, 065t Y&P yEvvq, [6qO dcx X, 
t- x nop 6 L)T 6q : cl, ftt ct xcxi xcavoco4ýaai nE: pi 6v6pau(x 
acqqvEtaq tvEXF-V. 

... OUTE T06 IIVE6ýLaTOq, q Stiq FI(XTtp(X 

ýlucccic(muov'r0q, 'ý Elq Y16v, bcl ýXnEnopeulcxt, xc(i bct 
E)e6q. .. q" y&p 'i5t6, cnq &xivqcoq. 

The parallel should be noted., Son and Spirit is each a 
npoVov, one who goes forth from the Father: but the Son goes 
forth 6Vx@x, filially, the Spirit ExnopEuu6(;, "procession- 
wise. " 

155,3 Orat. 29: 2, PG XXXVI, 76C: c6 &-yývvqrov El'a6yoýiEv, xai T6 
yEvv9T6v, xai T6 ýx ToO HuTp6q ýxnopsu6ýievov, 

155,4. Ora t. 29: 3, PG XXXVI, 77A: 

P(ixtv ýP6)Ta ýLE' xai TE&XIV &TEOXPIVOOýOci Got, 11 6, c e6 
Yý6(; -YE'Y9vvq'rat; . 

16'UE 6 lla'Eýp 06 'YE-Y9vvn'ral. [16TE H 

T6 HVEOýa ýXnEnOPEUTal; 16, cE 6 Yt6q o6x ýxTrEn6pEinai, 
IxXX& yE-ygvvqcat &Xp6v(j)q, xcxi bntp X6, yov. 

156,1 Orat. 31: 8, PG XXXVI, 14IB: 

flob ydp Oýuetq c6 kxnopEuT6v, Etnt pot, p6aov &vaTavtv 

Tqq uqq 81(XtpýUEG)q' xai nap& XpEiGuovoq 'ý XaTdc at 
OEoX6you, 'COC5 Yuwlýpoq fipiý5v' EI'(yay6pEvov; El pý Týv 

(p(OVýV EXEiVqV T6V MN ktEUEq E6 ocy yEXi co v 5t6( Týv 
'[pi'Uriv Uou Alcxeýxqv' T6 llvcbýcr rb ýiytov, irapd ToU 
fla-cp 6ý kxnOpEbETat: bx ae , '6(yov ptv ýXczeev 
hnOPEOE-Uat, 06 X-Cigpa: XC(O' bOrOV 5E 06 YEV Vq'c6v, 06X 
Y'l6q: XCXO' O'uov R &-yEvvýTou Xai 'YEVVq'Cob ptuov, 6E6q. 

Kch ob-cw crou L&q u(-, )v auXXo-yicypcr2v Npxuc, 6ta(puy6w, BE6q 
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&Vaný(pqvE, T6-v aiý)v 61alptcreov tapp6TEpoq. Tiq o8v q- 
ýxn6peuatq; Etnt ab -Iýv &yEvvjaýav Eob Hacp6q, x&-y6 
'Iýv YtYvqatv Tob Yýob (pucYlOXO-yýaw, xai 'uýv Exn6pE: uaiv 
TOO HVE64UT0q, xai napanxný(TiuoýIEV 841(pco Etiq 6E06 

jlucrTýpla nc(pax6nTOVTEq. 

Cf. also Orat. 31: 9, PG XXXVI, 14-ID: T6 Mý yEyEvvquOat, xai 
Tb yEyEvv ýu0m, xai T6 ýXnOPEOEGOM (SC reading). Cf. also 
Or-at. 42: 17, PG XXXVI, 477C, v6 ýitv odv &yývvqTov, xoci T6 
ycvvrj-T6v, xai u6 ýxnopEwr6v XEyta6w cE xai voeiu0w, and 
Orat. 42: 18, PG XXXVI, 480A: np6o6ov o'cppqTov. 

Karl [loll, op. cit,, 161-2, Stylianos Harkianakis criticized 
the first and third of Holl's suggestions (op. cit., 92): 

"Aber das ist bestimmt eine Übertreibung, die hier nur 
dann einen Platz hat, wenn sie das Mass der inneren 
persönlichen Anteilnahme Gregors an der bestehenden 
Lücke zu zeigen sucht, denn mit Sachen des Glaubens hat 
die Ästhetik nichts zu tun. Selbst die andere 
Hypothese K. Holls, dass Gregor gerade deswegen 
besonders Gewicht darauf gelegt hat, die Gottheit des 
Geistes unzweideutig festzustellen, weil sie 
unmittelbar mit dem letzten Heilsziel des Menschen 
zusammenhänge, was nach Gregor im Gott-Werden besteht, 
scheint nicht den eigentlichen Grund der Pneumatologie 
Gregors getroffen zu haben. Denn Gregor formuliert 
nicht was seinen Interessen entspricht, sondern was er 
als unzweideutige Lehre der Selbstoffenbarung Gottes 
betrachtet. Sonst würde man keinen Unterschied 
zwischen der Theologie Gregors und seiner 
'Wohneinrichtungl sehen können! " 

flarkianakis' comment is a useful corrective. Nonetheless, 

some allowance must be made for aspects of the revelation 
which Gregory was particularly disposed to see clearly. 
Even the aesthetic motive should not be entirely discounted, 
for Gregory was a rhetorician to his fingertips, 

156,3 R. P, G. Hanson, "The Position of Holy Spirit in the Trinity, " 
GhQ, 3 (1971), 270-316. Cf. 275. 

157,1 lb i d, 
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V(c) The Father as Origin 

158,1 Ora t. 2: 38, PG XXXV, 445BC. 

158,2 Orat. 20, - 6, PG XXXV, 1072C. 

158,3 Orat. 23: 6, PG XXXV, 1157C: 

o6x ýXouaav E6 pey&X(ov stivat #Xýv... Ka(Toi ba(p 

-Tiý&Tepov E)s6q vctuýi&Ewv, couoftcp pEyaXonpEntuTepov Tff 
np6, un a'tufq, 6e6, rqToq etvat &pXýv, ) xTiap&Twv: xat 616 
Be6TnToq ýAcrnq EXOeTv ini T& xTfaýaTa... 

Orat. 23: 7,1157D-116OA: 

Yloe Xod IIVIEüýlaToý. 
. . 

'ý &VCCPX(X 'IC£i3Ta Eicr(iY£tvg lý Eig 
ý. C9p(xv &PXýv &väystv... Ei 5e buov ; ýv stapný Töv YIÖV) 
lý 16 rivE5ýia, 06x unep cöv naT9pa alaEtg, oýös Tgr, 
alltar, anotev(ü(yEtg ... 

159,1 Ora t- 25: 15, PG XXXV, 1220C: 

Obx &vcxpXa yap, xcd &vapXd noq: b xai napd8okov. 06X 
&VapXa ýitv ydtp To atc(cp: ýx Beolb y6rp, xat r:, t pý peTI 
ab, c6v, ('o'q et n'Xfou (pc6q: ("xvapXa 89 To Xp6vy. 

159,2 Ora t. 32. - 5, PG XXXV I 180AB: 

UOV ýVa OC6V flaTtPU YIV&aXEIV, &VaPXOV, Xal' &YdVVnTOV, 

Oft Xi Yi6V ýVO( YEYEVVn46VOV ýX ToU flaTp6q, xai Rveb4cc 'dv 
ix eeou Tffv ýnapt%v gxov. 

Cf. Orat. 33; 17, PG XXXVI, 
&Vapxs 

... 

159,3 Ora t. 40: 43, PG XXXV I, 420B. 

236B: OU' )#F-Oao4a( ae, n6cTEp 

159,4 Orat. 29: 15. PG XXXVI, 93B. Cf. also Orat. 23: 8, PG XXXV, 
I1 60C: 

"But I, introducing the timeless, indivisible and 
infinite Origin of deity (6e6, cqEoq &pXýv), honour the 
Origin (&pXýv) and equally those from the Origin (T& dx 
'Iýq IXPXýq); this, because it is the Origin of such, 
those, because they are thus and such f rom such a one, 
divided neither by time, nor by nature, nor by dignity: 
One Being dividedly and diverse ones unitedly, if I may 

- not less praiseworthy in state this paradox. 
relationship to each other (, Eýq np6q &XXnXa aXtacoq), 
or thought of and understood singly. " 

160,1 Ora t. 2 9: 3, PG XXXV I, 77B: 
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UK oýV oý ut)Vävapxa, EI (Yt)Vat8i('x; lÖTt 9'XEýOEV, Elt 

xai )lý ývr, ýXEývov. Tö ýiýv yäp &vapXov, xai &'1'btov: 
A8 , 16 H at lovt oý nävlwg &VUPXOV, Ewý txv Etg 3cpxýv 

ava99pilTat T6V flalýPLY. 06x bvapxa 0ev lý atTi(p: 84xov 
0- -16 a", utov, [ ý] 0' näv-cü)g KPECT 0 1. wD ßüTEPOV Tüýiv 4, v guTiv 

at, utov: 03öý yöcp to5 (PW'Eög, fixtoý, Kai &vapX6 nü)q 'cý 
xpövqý, xav uü ýop; iox6, uin -loüg txn/\OUU'[ýpouý: oý yäp thö 
xpövov -cä ý't ýv ý XP6vor,. 

Cf, Orat, 30: 19, PG XXXVI, 128C: 

I i6lov R 'rot) ýLtv &v6pxou, llaTýP; 'COO R &v6tpxcoq 

yEvvqO6v, roq, Yt6q: TOO R &-YEVVýTwq npoEX06vToq, 
npotowcoq, c6 HvEb4a u6 aytov. 

Cf, also Orat. 20: 6 and 7, PG XXXV, 1072C-1073B: 

11 ... neither is it necessary to be so Father-loving as 
to take away his being Father (for how indeed can he be 
Father if the Son is emptied of his nature and 
differentiated as a creature? ); nor so Christ-loving 
as not to safeguard his being a Son (for how indeed can 
he be Son if he is not referred back to the Father as 
Cause (at'llov); nor to lessen the rank of the Father 
as Origin (, cýq &pXýq), that is as Father and Progenitor 
(YEVVýTopl); for he would indeed be an Origin (&pXý) 
of little and unworthy ones if he were not seen as the 
Cause of their deity (OE6, uý, uoq ý)v a', Lctoq), that in the 
Son and the Spirit ... According to my reasoning there 
should be then one God referring to one Cause (atTtov) 
both of Son and Spirit ... The identities (15t6TnTeq), 
first of the Father, both unoriginate (&v&pXou) and 
Origin (UpXjq) of purpose and speech (for he is Origin 
(&pXqq) as Cause (6q al-cýou) and as Source (6q nn-yýq), 
and as Eternal Light W`q &Ufou (p(zu6q)); then of the 
Son, on the one hand not at all unoriginate (&v6rpXot) 
ýi ývo66 ajA, 3Sq ), on the other, Origin of entire things 
(&Pxýq H T@)V 0hov) ... Therefore the Father is 
unoriginate (&vapXoq) ... For the Son, if it so be 
that you take the Father as Cause (Actov), is not 
unoriginate (avccpXoq), for the Father is the Origin 
(&pXý) of the Son as Cause (d)q cxtcioq); but if you 
think of the origin by time (&n6 Xp6vou voq-q &PXýV)' 
then lie is unoriginate (&vapXoq), for the Ruler of time 
does not originate in time (oýx &pXETai -y&p t'M6 Xp6vou 
6 Xp6vcov &(Yn6Tqq). 

The phrase Oc6, uýToq ý)v cxt'-utoq in this passage calls for 
comment. Gregory does not use the phrase ot')aiaq L)v alTioq, 
and it is scarcely likely that he would have done so if 
this implied a plurality of otaicct. Perhaps then OEO-iqq is 
to be taken here in a looser sense, meaning " status of 
deity. " On the other hand, Gregory may have in mind the 
idea of the Father as the Cause of the one o6aic( common to 
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all of the Three. For an modern exposition of this latter 
idea, cf. John T. Zizioulas, Being as Communion: Studies in 
Personhood and the Church, London: Darton, Longman and Todd, 
1985. Zizioulas sees the idea of the Father as the source 
of the divine ousla as a fundamental break with ancient 
Greek thinking, allowing Christian thought to attain the 
insight that the Person of God the Father and not impersonal 
ousia is the ultimate source of all that is. Thus for the 
first time a true understanding of the nature and value of 
personhood was attained. As T. F. Torrance points out, 
however, to speak of tracing the being, and not just the 
mode of being, of the Son and Spirit to the 6n6aTacrtq rather 
than to the oua(a of the Father is a "strange lapse from the 
Nicene doctrine that the Son proceeds from the being of the 
Father Qx cqr, obafaq cofJ flacp6q), " (T. F. Torrance, The 
Trinitarian Faith, Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark Ltd, 1988, 
318f. ) Cf. further infra, 177, note 1. Cf. infra, 164, 
note 3, on Athanasius' hesitation about the idea of 
causality within the Godhead. 

160 ý2 Ora t. 3 4: 8, PG XXXV 1,2 49A: 

OE 6q ... 
ýv rptcri -cotr, ýLey((TTO Iq 'taca-Tat, a I"[ 19, xai 

8nýitot)PyOt xai 'c0, e%onotSS: To [Iccrpi Xtyw, xat r6 Yto, 
X(Xi 'E6 &'Y((, o rlvef)ýIacl. 

II 

Cf. Basil, De Spir. Sanc. XVI (38) quoted supra, 46, note 4: 

Týv npoxa-uapTlxýv a%T(c(v T6V ytvoptvo)v, T6V RaTtpa, Týv 
8qptoupytxýv, T6V Y16v, Týv EcXstontxýv, x6 HvEOpa. 

Both Gregory and Basil here have the Father in mind as the 
ultimate source of created things. 

160,3 Ora t. 34: 10, PG XXXVI, 252A: 

Eit R ndvra bua ýXst 0 flaTýp, cofJ YtofJ ýaEt, nXýv Týq 
7 atTfaq C SC ed. : ayEvvqaiaq] : n6tvTa 8d baa Tob YioO, xat 

Tog flvsuýiaToq, nXýv Tqq ut'6, rnToq, xai xav bua awpaTixaq 
nEpi (xt')Toib XtycTai 81& T6v eý6v 8tv6p6)nov, xai Týv ipýv 

UmTnpiav... 

160,4 Ora t. 31: 14, PG XXXV I, 149A. 

161,1 A. J. Mason, op. cit., 163. 

161,2 Ora t. 2 8: 6, PG XXXV I, 32C 

"Now our very eyes and the law 
v6ýoq) teach us that God exists 
efficient and maintaining Cause 
cruvexTtxýv at-ciav) of all things. " 

of nature (6 Tuaix6q 
and that he is the 

(nolnTlxýv TE xai 

161,3 Ora t. 28: 13, PG XXXV I, 44A. 
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161,4 Ora t. 2 9: 2, PG XXXV I, 76B. Cf. Orat. 40: 41, PG XXXVI, 417B: 

"The Three one God when considered together with each 
other, each God because of the consubstantial ity Oidt 
Týjv 6ýooua16TnTa), one God because of the monarchy (Si& 
Týv ýIovapx(av). " 

162,1 Orat. 23: 8, PG XXXV, 1160C: 

Tpt6c8a reXe(av Ex 'reXe(63v -rpl6v, ýiovd8oq ýtv xivnee(unq 
8t6c -r6 nXof)(T-, ov, St)6(Soq H l')TEEpPa6E((Yqq (ungp ydtp Týv 
t)xnv xat T6 Et8oq, Et &V Tdc G&ýaTa), Tpt&80q 8t 
6pta0efanq 8idt T6 TtXeiov, np&Tn y&p 6nEpPa(vct 8udc8oq 

uuvOeutv, tva ýiý, rs u-cevý ýLtvn CýI OE6, rnq, 
&nelpov #nTal. 

162,2 Ora t, 29: 2t PG XXXVII 76B. Bernard Schultze, in "S. 
Bulgakovs 'UteAitell und Gregor der Theologe Uber den 
Ausgang des Heiligen Geistes, " OrChP, 39 (1973), 162-190, 
discusses in 175f, the interpretation of the Monad-Dyad- 
Triad passage in Orat, 29: 2: 

"Auf den ersten Blick scheint der Gedankengang des 
Nazianzeners sehr klar zu sein; schaut man aber näher 
hin, so entstehen gleich mehrere Fragen: Was ist mit 
ýiovdcg (ohne Artikel) gemeint? Was bedeutet än' 
&pxýg? Ist ýioväý die eine göttliche Natur; ist es 
der Vater zusammen mit der einen göttlichen Natur; 
oder ist es die ganze in der einen Natur geeinte 
Tp t ... Heisst sodann än' &pXýg 'zu Anfang', 
'ursprünglich', oder aber bezeichnet es den 
'Ausgangspunkt', die 'Ursache' in der Dreifaltigkeit, 
den Vater, mit dem dann Auäý und Tptäg (beide wie än' 
&pXýg ohne Artikel) als verbunden zusammengestellt 
werden? " 

Schultze prefers the interpretation that Mov6cq refers to the 
Father, Au6q to Father and Son and Tp%6r, to Father, Son and 
Holy Spirit. He interprets &nI &pXýq to mean "from the 
beginning", but also to include the meaning "from the 
Father as Principle. " He is thus able to derive from this 
sentence what Bulgakov does not see here, namely that 
Gregory implies that the Spirit proceeds through the Son. 

163,1. Ora t. 29: 2, PG XXXVI, 76BC. 

163,2 J. Dr8seke, "Neuplatonisches in des Gregors 
Trinitatslehre, " ByZ, 15 (1906), 141-160. 
Picavet, "Hypostases plotiniennes et trinitd 
Annuaire de I 19cole pratique des Hautes 9tudes, 

sciences relig., 1917/18,1-52, which includes 
the Cappadocians but with very little on Gregory 

von Nazianz 

Cf. Francois 
chr6tienne, " 
Section des 

a section on 
Nazianzen. 
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163,3 Henr iPi naul t, op. ci t. 1 230-233. Cf. 231: "Qu'il Y ait 16 
allusion 6 une doctrine n6o-platonicienne, cela ne nous 
parait pas niable. Glest aux Enn6ades m6me que Gr6goire 
semble se r6f6rer. " Plato originated the analogy of the 
bowl (Timaeus 41D), but Plotinus developed it and Pinault 
identifies Ennedds V, 1,6 to 9 and V, 20 1 as the passages 
to which Gregory is referring when he speaks of one of the 
Greek philosophers in his Discourse on the First and Second 
GaU-SeS (TtEpi ILP6)'101) UtT(01) X(Xi BEWVýPOU), Pinault concludes 
(232): 

"Toutefois, si Gr6goire fait ici. allusion 6 une 
conception plotinienne, il ya loin de IA, 6 une 
influence n6o-platonicienne profonde. La doctrine de 
'ce profane' est signal6e, mais nullement adopt6e. 11 

rilosera pas, d6clare-t-il express6ment, faire sienne la 
formule de ce paYen, par crainte de faire entendre que 
la g6n6ration du Fils est produite comme malgr6 la 
volont6 du p6re, par une n6cessit6 contraignante de 
nature. Clest que Popposition de la thbse n6o- 
platonicienne et de la pens6e chr6tienne lui 6tait 

apparue tr6s nettement. " 

Cf. ]bid., 226 on the differences between the Trinitarian 
thought of Gregory and the three hypostaseis of Plotinus. 

On the ref erence to Plot inus in Ora t. 29: 2, John Whi t taker, 
in "Proclus, Procopius, Psellus and the Scholia on Gregory 
N az i an z en, V! gChr, 29 (1975), 309-313, confirms Pinault's 

I f indings. According to Whittaker, the phrase O'tov xpaTqp 
'Etq 6T[Epp6t) is a reference to Plotinus, Enn. 5,2 L III , 1, 
7ff. , the only instance in which Plotinus employs the verb 
d 

uTrEpp9w to describe the overflowing of the One. Gregory's 
ýv otiq ncpi np6Tou aiTiou xai 66uT6pou TtXoaoTEZ is a clear 

enough reference to the subject matter of Enn. 5,2 1 111 . 
It seems therefore safe to conclude that Gregory's u6v nap' 
'ýXXnat T%Xoao(pna6(vccov Tic, is an indirect way of referring 

specifically to Plotinus. xpaTýp Ttq, however, is Christian 

and therefore Gregory's addition. This last comment of 
Whittaker is at odds with Pinault. 

164-, 1 Claudio Moreschini, I'll platonismo cristiano di Gregorio 
Nazianzeno, " Annall Scuola Normale Superiore d! Pisa, 3 

(1974), 1347-1392. Moreschini notes that Pinault's reply to 
Draseke was in fact based on two German studies: R. 

Gottwald, De Gi-egorio NdZianzeno Pldtonico, diss. Breslau, 

1,906, and C. Gronau, De Basilio, Gregorio Nazianzeno 

Ny-s, -, --; enoque Platonis ifflitdtoribus, diss. Gottingae, 1908. 

Moreschini concludes (Ibid,, 1391): 

"Abbiamo di fronte, quindi, anche in questo caso, una 
reinterpretazione del pensiero di Plotino ... ; Plotino 

aveva detto: I'Uno, immobile, produce il molteplice Ol 
Nus); e Gregorio corregge; il Padre, muovendosi (e in 
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questo movimento bisognerd vedere il movimento per 
eccellenza, cio6 la generazione), produce la diade, 
finch6 tale movimento-generazione st ferma nella 
Trin it&. 

CI 6, pertanto, Plot ino, in questa speculazione di 
Gregor J o, come pensava iI Dr8seke; ma si trat ta di un 
Plotino rielaborato. " 

1,13 4- ,2E. P. Meijering, The Doctrine of the Will and of' the Trinity 
in Lhe Orations of Gregory of Nazianzus, " God Being History. 
Studies in Patristic Philosophy, Amsterdam: North Holland 
Publishing Company, 1975,103-113. 

164,3 Cf. E. P. Meiiering, "Athanasius on the Father as the Origin 
of' the Son, " lbid., 89-102. Meijering notes (89): 

"It is well known 
Father as the groun 
hierarchic conception 
Platonic influence. 
states firmly that the 
&pXý in the Father. " 

that Origen' s doctrine of the 
d of divinity represents a 
of the divine which betrays 
It appears that Athanasius too 
Son and the Spirit have their 

FI-om Athanasius' statements in Contra Arianos I, 14, 
Meijering notes that he wrote of the Father as Origin of the 
Son in order to avoid a divine ou'a(a or &pXý out of which a 
theogony has taken place. From 11,57 he concludes that 
Athanasius does not mean that the Son is caused in his being 
by the Father (i. e. that the Father's oýuia is the cause of 
the Son's otlaia and so superior). To speak of the Father 
as &pXfl of the Son therefore does not imply superiority for 
Athanasius, because it does not mean a divine theogony or 
three oýaiat, The Father's Aaýa is the &pXfl of the Son so 
that there is only one divine o6aia and one divine #Xý. 
'ApXýj is used as a synonym for divinity, and within the one 
&pXij, the Father is the &pXý of the Son. Athanasius does 
not call the Fattier &pXý eE6TqToq (as Origen does), but #Xý 
of the Son and Spirit. As to how it is logically possible 
to say that within the divine &pXý which is the Triune God, 
the Father is the apXý of the Son and Spirit, Meijering 
points to Athanasius' answer in the fact that without the 
Son the Father would be imperfect and in the traditional 
image of the well (source) and the river. In another 
article, "Cyril of Alexandria on the Platonists and the 
Trinity, " Ibid., 114-127, Meijering seems to show Athanasius 
as more hesitant about causality. He notes that Cyril of 
Alexandria accepts the Cappadocian thought where it 
amplifies Athanasius (e. g. 4ia oýuia, '[PEIq 690aT6aE1q) but 

returns to Athanasius where they have modified his thought: 
"Whilst the Cappadocians positively teach that the Father is 
the cause of the Son and as such more than the Son, Cyril, 
j ust like Athanasius, only occasionally admits that the 
Fattier is the cause of the Son" (114). Cf. also supra, 
160, note 1. 
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165,1 Cf. suprd, 27-30, 

165,2 Ora t, 31: 3 1, PG XXXV I, 169A. 

66' 1 Ibid., 169B. 

166,2 Ora t. 31: 32, PG XXXV 1,169BC. 

166,3 B. S. Schultze, op. cit. (cf. supra, 162, note 2). For this 
argument that Gregory does not entirely set aside the 
analogies, cf. 173f, Schultze wishes to use the analogies 
to prove that the filioque is implicit in Gregory's thought. 

166,4 Ibid. , 172: 

"Nicht aber, beanstandet Gregor am Vergleich, dass 
Strahl und Licht derinassen Ausf lüsse aus der Sonne 
sind, dass der Strahl an zweiter Stelle steht und das 
Licht an dritter, weil der Strahl zwischen Sonne und 
Licht vermittelt: das Licht kommt von der Sonne durch 
den Strahl; mit anderen Worten-. der Geist geht vom 
Vater aus durch den Sohn, Hierin liegt ja der Kern 
des Vergleiches, " 

Similarly in reference to the other analogy Schultze writes: 

"Dieser Zusammenhang zeigt sich in Bilde dadurch, dass 
die Quelle aus dem Quellgrund hervorgeht wie der Fluss 
aus der Quelle; oder, anders ausgedrückt, dass der 
Fluss durch die Quelle aus dem Quellgrund 
hervorsprudelt. Theologisch bedeutet dies im Gedanken 
des Nazianzeners, dass sich der Geist zum Sohn verhält 
wie der Sohn zum Vater; oder dass der Hl. Geist vom 
Vater durch den Sohn ausgeht" (Ibid., 171). 

Schultze does not seem to take into account sufficiently 
Gregory's reservation: "But I was afraid in the first place 
that I should present af low in the Godhead (rhysen tind 
theotiE-itos) incapable of standing still. " Schultze notes 
one of the inadequacies Gregory finds: "Der Verleich lasst 
im Dreifaltigen nur das Dynamische hervortreten, nicht das 
Statische, Best8ndige, als ob Gott in stdndigem Wechsel 
begriffen wdre" (Ibid., 17l). But it is not simply the 
dynamic concept, but the concept of "flow (rhysin)" to which 
Gregory objects. 

166,5 Orat. 31: 133, PG XXXVI, 172A, 

166,6 Ibid. Gregory 
31: 32) which was 
"A ray of the si 
the movement of 
mid-air, and the 

also considers another analogy (in Orat. 
not a long-established and traditional one: 
n flashing upon ra wall and trembling with 
lie moisture which the beam has taken up in 
, being checked by the hard body, has set 
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up a strange quivering. " But this seems to illustrate how 
something may be many yet one rather than the intra- 
Trinitarian relationships. Gregory rejects it since it 
suggests instability in God and also a cause prior to God. 

167,1 Cf - supra, 34f,, esp. 34, note 7. Cf. also C. Stead, 
op. cft., 262, where Stead classifies under four headings the 
analogies used by Athanasius to explain the term homoousios: 
(1) human paternity, father and son; (2) continuous natural 
processes: (a) fountain and stream, (b) source and ray of 
light, (c) vine and branches; (3) two men simpliciter; and 
(4) mind and word. On the three natural processes Stead 
comments ( Ibid., 263). - 

"All three convey the notion of a common stuff (water, 
light, vine-tissue) emerging in markedly different 
forms. They also convey the notion of organic 
continuity, indeed of one-way communication: the 
stream comes from the fountain, the ray from the 
source, and not vice versa; and the vine analogy is 
probably to be understood in the same way... 11 

167,2 Cf. Orat. 32: 5 (supra, 159, esp. note 2), 40: 43 (159). 29: 3 
(160, note 1), 30: 19 and 20: 6 and 7 (160, note 1), 29: 15 
(159, note 4), 29: 5 (153). 

167,3 Ora t. 2: 38, PG XXXV, 445B. 

167,4 Ibid. 

167,5 Cf. Orat. 29: 5, PG XXXVI, 80A (Cf. supra, 153). 

168,1 Orat. 31: 9, PG XXXVII 141C-144A. The onomata are due to the 
pragmata. 

168,2 F. W. Norris, op. cit., 98. 

168,3 Orat. 29: 8, PG XXXVI, 84C. This is the passage to which 
Norris refers. 

169,1 L. R. Wickham, op. clt., 261-262. 

170,1 Orat. 29: 10, PG XXXVI, 88A: 

t, 
au, rg ydtp (pl6utq yEvvý, copoq xat yEvvýpaToq, TabTbv etvai. 

T& yeyevvqx6Tt XaT& Týv (p6utv T6 ytvvqpa ISC omits T6 

yivvqpal . 

170,2 That we need to think of the Holy Spirit as a distinct 
hypostasis with a distinct relationship to the Father is, in 
Gregory's view, the result not only of his distinct name but 
also of the revelation of the Triune God in the oikonomia. 
Cf. supra, 94-99,105-111. 
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17111 Again, cf. supra, 94-99,105-111. 

172,1 Ora t. 4 1: 9, PG XXXV It441B. 

172,2 Ibid., 441C. 

172,3 Ibid. 

172,4 Orat. 41: 10, PG XXXVI, 441D-444A: "Are you labouring to 
bring forth objections? Well, so am I to get on with my 
discourse. Honour the day of the Spirit! Restrain your 
tongue a little! " The Anastasia apparently at times 
resembled Speakers' Corner. 

173,1 Orat. 41: 11, PG XXXVIO 444ABC. 

173,2 Ora t. 41: 14, PG XXXV I, 448AB. The preceding paragraph is 
devoted to the descent, pouring out and sending of the 
Spirit throughout the Old Testament and reaching its climax 
at Pentecost. 

173,3 Orat. 25: 16, PG XXXV, 1221B, cf. supra, 154. 

173,4 Orat. 31: 8, PG XXXVI, 141B, cf. supra, 155f. 

174,1 Ora t. 3 4: 8, PG XXXVI, 249A. Cf. supra, 160, note 2. 
Another unusual triad of titles, this time with an unusual 
application of archd to the Son occurs in the Last Farewell 
(Orat. 42: 15, PG XXXVI, 476AB) in a summary of the doctrine 
of the Trinity which he gives to the assembled bishops of 
the Council of Constantinople and the imperial court as well 
as his own flock: 

"The Unoriginate (&vapXov), and Origin (#; (ý) and the 
One with the Origin (, r6 ýLecdc clq &pXýq), is one God. 
For the nature of the Unoriginate (, Eo5 &v6cpXou) does 
not consist in being unoriginate (, c6 &vapXov), nor in 
being unbegotten (T6 &yývvqTov), for the nature of 
anything does not lie in what it is not, but in what it 
is... And the Origin (&pXý) is not divided from the 
Unoriginate (, cog &vdpXou) because it is the Origin (TO 
apXý EtVal) ... Again, the One with the Unoriginate (T6 
IiET& To0 &v6pXou) and the Origin (%at rýq &pXýq) is not 
anything other than they are. Now the name of the 
Unoriginate is 'Father', of the Origin, 'Son', and of 
the One with the Origin, 'Holy Spirit. ' And the Three 
have one nature, God. And the union is the Father 
(19vouiq ft, 6 flacýp), from whom (6k ot) and to whom 
(np6q bv) run those who are from him (&v6yeTa% Td( 
tkýq), not so as to be confounded, but so as to be held 
(&q ýXEuOai) without distinction in time, will or 
power. " 
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The application of archg to the Son is highly unusual for 
Gregory. It appears also that here for once arch& refers 
not to internal causation, but to external causation or 
creation. In other words it is the equivalent of the title 
d6miourgos for the Son. Yet since the Father is the one 
"from whom and to whom the order of Persons runs its course" 
(as Browne and Swallow translate it), the idea of the Father 
as Origin of that internal causation within the Godhead is 
also present. 

Cf. Orat. 29: 17, PG XXXVI, 96C, where Gregory lists "great 
and lofty utterances" of Scripture on the deity of the Son. 
The first is John 1: 1, where Gregory identifies God the Word 
as "He that was in the Beginning/Origin (0 kv &pX5), he that 

was with the Beginning/Origin (' ýIETdr Týq &pXýq) and he that 0 
was the Beginning/Origin (n' apXý). " 

I 
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V(d) Paradox and Procession 

175,1 F. W. Norr is, op. cit. (thesis), 116. 

175,2 Jbid. , 118. It is not correct to state ( Ibid. , 117) that 
Gregory "avoids the term arch6.11 

175,3 Cf. supra, 12 4ff. 

17 6,1 F. Dinsen, op, cit., 160: 

"An den Stellen, an denen hervorgehoben wird, dass die 
drei Hypostasen Vater, Sohn und Geist wirkliche und 
eigene Existenz haben ... scheint es, als werde die 
göttliche ousla von den Kappadokiern als Genus oder 
teilbares Substrat vorgestellt, die Einheit als eine 
rein gedankliche Einheit. Dort, wo das reale Einsein 
betorit wird ... ist die selbständige Existenz der 
'Personen' in Frage gestellt, scheinen die Bedeutungen 
von 'hypostasis' und lidiotäsl ineinander zu f"liessen. " 

1,76,2 According to E. P. Meijering, Athanasius retained a modif ied 
form of the Origenist doctrine of the Father as archC5 in 
order to safeguard this very point. Cf. E. P. Meijering, 
"Athanasius on the Father as the Origin of the Son, " 
op, cit,, 89-102, esp. 89: 

"It is well known that Origen's doctrine of the Father 
as the ground of divinity represents a hierarchic 
conception of the Divine which betrays Platonic 
influence. It appears that Athanasius, too, states 
firmly that the Son and the Spirit have their &pXý 
in the Father. The present paper intends to show to 
what degree. Athanasius has adopted and to what extent 
he has adapted Origen's views on this matter. " 

One reason for Athanasius' retaining the idea of the Father 
as the Origin of the Son (Meijering notes in commenting on 
Contra Arlanos 1,14) is to avoid a divine obaia or &pXý as 
such out of which a theogony has taken place. 

177,1 Cf. John D. Zizioulas, op. cl t. (supro, 160, note 1). 
According to Zizioulas, the development of the Patristic 
understanding of being as communion required a departure 
from the monistic ancient Greek ontology in which the being 
of the world and the being of God formed an unbreakable 
unity. The creation of this new ontology, the greatest 
philosophical achievement of Patristic thought, was achieved 
not so much by academic theologians, such as Justin Martyr, 
Clement or Origen, but by bishops, pastoral theologians such 
as Ignatius of Antioch, Irenaeus and Athanasius who approach 
God through the experience of the ecclesial community of 
ecclesial being. 
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"']'his ontology, which came out of the eucharistic 
experience of the Church, guided the Fathers in working 
out their doctrine of the being of God, a doctrine 
formulated above all by Athanasius of Alexandria and 
the Cappadocian Fathers, Basil the Great, Gregory of 
Naziarizus and Gregory of Nyssa ... The being of God is 
relational being... It would be unthinkable to speak of 
the 'one God' before speaking of the God who is 
'communion', that is to say of the Holy Trinity. The 
lioly Trinity is a primordial ontological concept. --" 

Communion thus becomes an ontological concept, but: 

"' Commun i on I does not exist by itself: it is the 
Father who is the 'cause' of it. This thesis of the 
Cappadocians that introduced the concept of 'cause' 
into the being of God assumed an incalculable 
importance. For it meant that the ultimate 
ontological category which makes something really be, 
Is neither an impersonal and incommunicable 
'substance', nor a structure of communion existing by 
itself or imposed by necessity, but rather the 

pe r-son... The fact that God exists because of the 
Father shows that his existence, his being is the 

consequence of a free person; which means, in the 
last analysis, that not only communion but also 
freedom, the free person, constitutes true being" 
(Ibid., 17-18). 

177,2 

177,3 

Cf. supra, 30ff. 

No t that that was held in that way by Origen or the 
Origenists. Cf. G. L. Prestige, op. cit., 193: 

"Ousia was applied by the Stoics, who were 
materialists, to their conception of the material 
content or substance of God ... Origen (c. Cels. 3.75) 
reminds us that the Stoics had taught the existence of 
a corruptible God and had described his ousla as a 
mutable body. Though rejected in this crude form by 
all Christian teachers, this kind of thought continued 
to have a certain influence on theology. The being or 
substance of God, without being considered as material, 
came to be regarded as something which could, at least 
by a sort of metaphor, be thought of as in extension. " 

According to Prestige, the orthodox doctrine as expressed by 
Eusebius was that "the whole ousia of the Father became by 
derivation the whole OUSId Of the Son" (Ibid., 194). 
Athanasius seems to think of the Father's ousia as "the 
divine stuff of which the Father consists" (Ibid, ), but: 

"The Father's ousia is the Father himself, and not an 
attribute of the Father ... therefore the being of the 
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Son, if he proceeds from the Father's being, must be 
the same as the Father's being, and not inferior" 
(Ibid., 195). 

177,4 E. P. Meijering, op. cit., 95-96, 

178,1 Cf. H. A. Wolfson, The Philosophy of the Church Fathers, Vol. 
1, Fai th, Trini ty, Incarnation, Cam. Mass. Harvard UP, 
1964,335: 

"Moreover, from the statement that the Son was 
'begotten. , of the ousla of the Father' it may be 
further gathered that, again, like Tertullian, the 
Greed does not conceive of the substratum as something 
underlying both the Father and the Son but rather as 
something which is identical with the Father, so that 
it is the Father who is the substratum of the Son. 
When, therefore, the Creed adds the statement that the 
Son is lhomoousios with the Father', it means thereby 
that the Son, because he is begotten of the Father as 
his substratum, is one with the Father in the sense of 
oneness of substratum. " 

178,2 E. P. Meijering, op. cit., 96. 

178,3 Ora t. 2: 38, PG XXXV, 445C. Cf. supra, 158. 

178,4 Orat. 23: 6, PG XXXV, 1157C. 

178,5 Ora t. 2 0: 6, PG XXXV, 10 72C. Cf. supra, 158. 

179,1 E. P. Meijering, "The Doctrine of the Will and of the Trinity 
in the Orations of Gregory of Nazianzus, " op. cit., ill. 
Meiiering compares the Trinitarian doctrine of Nazianzen 
with Athanasius' doctrine of the Trinity on the one hand and 
the Neo-Platonic speculations about the divine Principles on 
the other with special attention to the function of the 
will. For Athanasius, free will implies changeability, 
therefore the Son cannot be the Son because of a decision of 
the wi 11 of the Father. Gregory attacked the Neo-Platonic 
doctrine of the Principles (in Orat. 29: 2) because he 
believed it implied that the eternal generation was an act 
against the will of the One. He believed that what was 
done under necessity was not lasting whilst what was done 
out of free will was lasting. Athanasius says that God 
generates the Son "by nature" which transcends free will and 
necessity. The generation is therefore not against the 
Father's will, but God's will must be identified with God's 
nature. For Plotinus, the second Principle was caused by 
the eternal generation of the One (not by the will of the 
One) and hence is ontologically inferior. For Athanasius, 
the Son is the eternal will of the Father by nature and is 
thus co-eternal and homoouslos with the Father. For 
Gregory, the Son is caused by the eternal will of the Father 
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to generate and Is thus co-eternal and homoouslos, but the 
Father is greater as generator and eternal cause of the Son. 
It is this position between Athanasius and Plotinus which, 
Meijering says, seems logically untenable. 

179,2 James P. Mackey, op. cit, (supra, 37, note 6), comments that 
whereas Athanasius relegated the traditional emanationist 
imagery to the status of a mere illustration ("in the older 
subordinationist model, this imagery [image and radiance, 
fountain and river] was more than illustrative of a faith 
already established; it was the very analogy of God's 
presence and action"), the Cappadocians seem to rehabilitate 
it (Ibld. p 142f. ). He comments: "It is difficult to rid 
oneself altogether of the suspicion that the old 
emanationist model is emerging periodically still to help a 
new schema to overcome weaknesses in itself which it cannot 
itself outgrow" (Ibid., 149). Although Gregory Nazianzen 
is suspicious of the traditional images, he does indeed 
rehabilitate the Origenist triadology, but only as held in 
tension with the Athanasian model as one side of a paradox. 

179,3 T. F. Torrance, in "Toward an Ecumenical Consensus on the 
Trinity, " ThZ, 31 (1975), and with a similar ecumenical 
concern, advocates the abandonm(-nt of the Cappadocian 
doctrine of Cause within the Trinity (Ibid., 340): 

"We have to remember, as Hilary has said, that 
revelation is not of the Father manifest as God, but of 
God manifested as the Father. This may well provide us 
with a further point of ecumenical convergence, as it 
might serve to cut out the false problematic which gave 
rise in different ways in East and West to the 
difficulties in respect of the procession of the 
Spirit: if we could agree that while the Son is from 
his Father, i. e. from God who is his Father, and the 
Holy Spirit proceeds not from God his Father but only 
from God who is Father, then we might come closer 
together. For the Orthodox, however, that would mean 
accepting Cyril of Alexandria's rejection of the 
Cappadocian modification of the Athanasian doctrine of 
the Trinity, when in their determination to reject any 
tritheism that might be apparent in the formulation 
'one ousia, three hypostaseis' they spoke of a causal 
priority or superiority of the Father over the Son and 
the Spirit. " 

17914 T. F. Torrance, The Trinitarian Faith, Edinburgh: T. & T. 
Clark, 1988,321. 

180,1 Cf. supra, 155f. and the criticisms of Holl by Harkianakis 
In 156, note 2, Harkianakis did accept the polemical value 
of the term (op. cit., 94): 
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"Theologisch-inhaltlich war zwar mit dem von Gregor 
geschaffenen Begriff der ekporeusls nichts Im Grunde 
gewonnen, aber, wie die verschiedenen Forscher an 
diesem Punkt bemerken, es war ausserordentlich wichtig 
für die Polemik gegen die Pneumatomachen, dass man 
jetzt eine bestimmte eigene Bezeichnung hatte, um die 
Seinsweise des Geistes von der Zeugung des Sohnes, 
mindestens terminologisch zu unterscheiden. " 

181,1 On Gregory's introduction of the term "the Proceeding One" 
and its adoption at the Council, cf. A. de Halleux, "La 
Profession de 1'Esprit-Saint dans le symbole de 
Constantinople, " RThL, 10 (1979)p 5-39, esp. 31ff. 

181,2 B. S. Schultze, OP. Cit. (Cf. supra, 166) argued that the 
Filioque was not only implied by the traditional images but 
by such passages as Orat. 29: 2, PG XXXV1,76B, 6%6( robTo 
pov&q &n' #Xýq sIq 5u6c8a xivnOetua, pdXpt Tpt65oq gaEq: 
Orat. 40: 42, PG XXXV1,417D, ) T6v Yt6v Ttpvmv &n6 ToU 
RaTp6q, 'ý &n6 Tob YtoO Tqv o6aiav Tob F1vcf)paToq: Orat. 
40: 34, PG XXXVI, 408C, "Ev Tý ToTi Kupiou Odaaat y6q, ýv Tý 
IM6ýiavL Tob) E)eofJ T6v Y't6v aý-y6uOqTi: Orat. 41: 9, PG XXXVI, 
441C, 116vTa 6ua 6 naEýp, ToO Yiob, nXýv Týq &ye: v'vqa%'aq. 
rl(xvT(x o'cTa 6 Yi6q, TOb RVE6ýUXTOqj nXýV Tgq YEVVýUECDC,: Ora t. 
32: 10, PG XXXVI, 185B, Tý flve6ýiaTt Tob aT6jiaToq aýTo(i. 
Schultze emphasizes (Ibid., 189) "dass die Trinitlitslehre 
der grossen Kappadokier wie schon die des Athanasius in 
keiner Weise abgeschlossen ist, sondern dynamisch nach 
vorw8rts drgngt. " Cf. P. Godet, "Gr6goire de Nazianze, " 
DAC, VI, 1839-1844. Godet thought that the filioque was 
presupposed in Orat. 42: 15, PG XXXVI, 476A, (&vapXov, xai 
&Pxý' xai T6 ýIeT& Týq &Pxýq). 
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NOTES for CHAPTER VI: THE DEITY OF THE HOLY SPIRIT 

VI(b) The Open Confession 

187,1 Ora t. 12: 1, PG XXXV, 844B. Cf. Carm. 1,2,34,154, PG 
XXXVII, 956A : 8eoZ Te ýiý udPEtv ault9utav. 

187,2 Orat. 12: 2, PG XXXV, 844B. 

187,3 Orat. 12: 3$ PG XXXV, 845B. Cf. supra, 78, note 4. 

18714 Orat. 12: 4, PG XXXV, 848AB. Cf. supra, 77, note 4. 

188,1 Orat. 12: 6, PG XXXV, 849BC. 

188$2 Orat. 13: 4, PG XXXV, 856B. Cf. supra, 115, note 6. 

188,3 Ep. 58s PG X XXVII, 116AB. 

188,4 Ibid. , 117B. 

189,1 Orat. 43: 68, PG XXXVI, 585D. 

1.89,2 Ibid. , 588AB . 

189,3 Ibid. , 588BC . 

189,4 Orat. 43: 69, Ibid., 589A. 

191,1 Orat. 32: 5, PG XXXVI, 180AB. 

191,2 Orat. 33: 16, PG XXXVI, 236A. Cf, supra, 71 and note 4. 

191,3 Orat. 21: 33, PG XXXV, 1121CD. 

191,4 Ora t. 21: 34, PG XXXV, 1124B. 

191,5 Orat. 41: 16, PG XXXVI, 437A. 

191,6 Ibid. 

192,1 Ora t. 41: 7, PG XXXVI, 437C. 

19212 Orat, 41,8, PG XXXVI, 440A. 

192,3 Ibid. 440BC. 

192,4 Orat, 39: 16, PG XXXV 10 353B (c f- supra, 90): 

"And the Spirit bears witness to his [Christ's) deity, 
for he descends on one who is like him... and like a 
dove, for he honours the body (for this also by 
deification is God) by being seen in a bodily form... 
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But if you are to judge of deity by bulk and weight, 
. ýind the Spirit seems to you a small thing because he 
cýjme in the form of a dove ... 11 

Ol a /,. 4C): 4 1., F'G XXXV I, 4-17B (c f. supra, 129): 

L 1-1 f-, oiie Godhead and power f ound i I-1 the Three 
u ]-I j 11 edIa i) dc(. ) Inprisingth (-- Th ree distinctly ... the 
ifif I III te Conjunct ion (a i) ý. L q) u 1' cx v of the three Infinite 
Oil uach God, when considered in him': Delf (E X COT OV 
xU01 6 (x u, C 6 6t-. '6)Po64Svov) ... the Three one God when 
coiItc, in 1) 1atedt oge they-, each God because of the 
consubstantiality (txEývo 6t6 uýv 6ýLooi. )(Tt6, cq-Ta) , one 
God because of the monarchy. " 

192,15 ('. )ral. 25: 15, PG XXXV, 1.220B. 

19,3, .1 Oral. 34-: 8, F'G XXXVI, 248D. 

193 , Ore --3t, 34: 9, PG XXXVI, 249B. 

193,3 Orat, 34-: 11, PG XXXV I, 252B. 

193,4 Orat. 34: 12, PG XXXVI, 252C. Cf, supra, 68, note 2. 

19-3,5 Ibid. 

1'-) 3, G Ora t. 3 4: 14, PG XXXV I, 25 3C. 

1.93,7 1b1d. 

193,8 Ora t. 34: 15, PG XXXVI, 256A. 

193, C Ora t. 3 1: 10, PG XXXV 1,144A. 

AV; E)z6q -u6 IWEOýia; Fl&vu yE. 
EtnEp E)e6ý. 

194,1. Ora t. 31: 3, PG XXXV 1,136B. 

Ti otv, 6406(ylov; 

194, Orat. 31. - 5, FG XXXV I, 137B. Gregory actually begins further 
back with the question whether the Holy Spirit exists at 
all, but refuses to enter into discussion with those who 

, -iy existence and effectively begins w the question ý -1 ci ith 

whether the Holy Spirit is a self--e', xistent reality or exists 
In s-ornething else, that is, whether he is substance (ousia) 
or accident (symbeb6kos). The fact that he uses ousid here 
(becat. v-e lie Is using the conventional language ousia and 
s. vmbebekos which originated with Aristotle), and does not 
u se does not affect the point that tie begins his 

argurnent here from a point more suited to the Origenist 
ý-- ( 13 6 Iva 01- three hypostaseis, namely the independent 
existence and reýality of the Holy Spirit, rather- than from 
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the more Athanasian starting point, the unity of the Triad 
in the one God. 

194,3 Orat. 31: 9, PG XXXVI, 141C. Cf. supra, 151. 

194,4 Ibid., 144A. 

194,5 Cf. R. P. C. Hanson, "Dogma and Formula in the Fathers, " SP 
XIII, Part 11, Berlin, 1975,169--184. In the course of 
establishing the fact that the Fathers have a flexible 
attitude to terminology Hanson comments: "Like his friend 
Basil, he (Gregory] appears deliberately to refrain from 
applying homoousios to the Spirit ... 11 (Ibid., 181). This 
useful reminder of Gregory's fluid terminology and lack of 
rigidity, also draws attention to the rarity of Gregory's 
use of homoouslos for the Spirit. That does suggest that 
he normally refrains from using it. Nevertheless, unlike 
Basil, who never used homoousios at all in reference to the 
Spirit (cf. Milton V. Anastos, "Basil's KATA EYNOMIOY, " 
Basil of' Caesarea: Christian, Humanist, Ascetic, ed. P. J. 
Fedwick, Toronto: Pont, Inst. Med, Stud. , 1981,129), Gregory 
uses it deliberately and publicly here in the most prominent 
possible place at the climax of the Five Theological 
Orations. Cf. F. Dinsen, op. cit., 161: 

"Der Terminus homoouslos begegnet bei allen dreien 
Jedoch relativ selten: Basil verwendet ihn noch am 
häufigsten; er scheint es auch als einziger noch für 
erforderlich gehalten zu haben, sich für den Terminus 
(die Sache Ja ohnehin) auszusprechen; Gregor von Nyssa 
gebraucht das homoouslos nur im Zusammenhang der 
Polemik gegen Eunomlus und Apollinaris - um ihre Thesen 
ad absurdum zu führen -, nicht dort, wo er die 
orthodoxe Anschauung darlegt; Gregor von Nazianz ist 
der einzige von den drelen, der den Geist explizit 
homoouslos nennt. " 

194,6 Ora t. 3 1: 11, PG XXXV I, 145B: 

"Will you, then, give up your contention against the 
Spirit, that he must either be altogether begotten, or 
else cannot be consubstantial (6ýoo6atov) or be God? " 

Orat. 31: 29, PG XXXVI, 165C, where Scripture is said to 
attribute to the Spirit so many titles and divine actions 
(which are quoted), 

"to manifest, as I take it, his consubstantial ity (ToU 
C Oýoouaiou). 

Cf. Orat. 41: 12, PG XXXVI, 444D-445A; 

"Another Paraclete that you might acknowledge his co- 
equality (6poTtp(av) ... For 'another' is said, I know, 
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riot Of different kinds 
ýVýV 6110OUGi(OV) 

." 

but of things consubstantial 

U. Or'Jit. 40: 4.1, PG XXXVI, 4-17B: 

one God when contemplated together, each God 
(1,0 f the consubstantial ity (6ýioouai6'1n1a), one 

Gud b(-ý(--ause of the monarchia. " 

It; -, --j h (-! r, e 11 hat in contrast to Orat. 3 1: 10, the Spirit 
(Filorw) with the Father and Son) is said to be God because he 
is con,, ýubstantial. In Ora t. 31: 10 he is said to be 
consub, stantial because he is God. Cf. also Ordt. 42: 16, PG 
XXXV1,4-76C: 

" We be Ii eve 
consubstantial 
(466o((D. 11 

j. n Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, 
(6ý10obcyl a) and of equal glory 

cr 
. -), ) ,If, ')i ýi t, 2 1-22, PG XXXV 1,157A: 

"Put since the fact that Scripture does not very 
cleai-ly (ýLý Mav ua(p6q) or very often (). q6t noXX6cxiq) 
write of him as God by name (6vo4ucyci) beco mes to you 
an occasion of blasphemy and of this excessive 
wordiness and impiety, we will release you from this 
inconvenience by a short discussion of t hings and names 
(npuxyýi6Twv xai 6voý&Twv) and especially of th eir use in 
Holy Scripture. Some things have no exi stenc e, but are 

,:; pokc-n of; others which do exist are not spoken of; 
-ior are c-; oyfic . neither exist I spoken of; and some both 

exist and are spoken of. " 

G r- L-ý, g oryi-, III(. -) St interested i 1.1 the second cI ass, and 
pa rtic ul ar Iy instances the facts so important to his 
opponent, --i that God the Father is "unbegotten (&-YtvvnTov) 11 
and " unor ig. i nate (&vocpXov) facts not stated in Scripture 
but imp) ie. d. 

11 Is it not evident that they are from passages which 
imply them although they are not stated'? " 

Cf. ý, upra, 132. 

195,2 Ore3t. 31: 25,27, PG XXXVI, 16OD--164C. Cf. supra, 105ff. 

195,3 Or-at. 31: 29, PG XXXVI, 165A-168B: Luke 1: 35; Matt. 1: 20; 
John 1: 32,33; Matt. 4: 1; Luke 4: 1, 14; Matt. 12: 28; Ac ts 
1: 8,9; 1 Cor. 2: 11,16; Rom. 8: 9; 11 Cor. 3: 17; Rom. 
8: 15; John 14-: 17; 15: 26; 16: 13; Isa. 11: 2; Ps. 143: 10; 

I: 10 , 121 R (: ) r1l. 15: 26, 1 Cor. 12: 11; Phi 1.2: 1 1 
Cor. 3 3: lit; Ma t t. 12: 31 Luke li: 2 0 (Matt. 1 6-8) Acts 

3 (Heb. I '-': 29) John 3: 5; Rom. 8: 111 Cor. 2): 10; J ohn 
1.4: 26, J oh 11 3: 8; 1 John 2: 27; John 16: 13. P S. 143: 10; 
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Aci. s 2, -', Ac : t, -l 20: 23; Isa. 63: 10; Acts 9; 1 Cor. 
2: L 0, Jh r) b: (-): 3 ; Rom. 8: 10; 1 Cor. 12: 11 EPh. 4: 11 ; 

C -, ) John 14: 16; Mat t. 12: 3 1,32; Acts 5: 3,4. Also 
IY and Wisdom 7: 22-27. 

4 Ora t. 3 1.: 29, PG XXXV I, 165AB. 

Hanson, in "Basil's Doctrine of Tradition in Relation 
toheHo1y SP irit, " VigChr, 22 (1968), 241-255, draws 
attention to a divergence of' approach here between Basil and 
Gre. 

191 ory. (Cf, supr-a, 40, note 6 and 46, note, 2). Since 
Basil felt he could not meet the demand of Eustathius of 
Se 1) atef or a full documentation from Scripture of his 
doctrine of the Holy Spirit, "he took the alternative course 
ofdeveIo 1-. ) 1. ng to an extent not previously achieved the 
support which extrýi--Scriptural tradition could give to the 
Church' s doc tri ne" ( Ibid. , 253). Hanson traces the 
development of Basi I's view of tradi t ion from the posi t ion 
in the Adversus Eui-jomiurli, written in 364, that Scripture is 
14 doc tri na IIy suf fic ient" thr0 Ugh a readiness to 1-1 s e_ 
Christian tradition to argue theological points, until he 
takes "the quite new step" in his "greatest work, the De 

jri tý u Sanc to, of developing the doctrine of secret 
t rad iti on" which Hanson calls "a startling innovation" 
(251). Nazianzen's approach is compared: 

11 1t is instructive to compare the manner in which 
Bas!. 11. s great friend and fellow defender of Nicene 
orthodoxy, Gregory of Nazianzus, deals in one of his 
works [the f if th of -the 777eological Orations] with 
exact)y the same problem... lie is just as aware of the 
difficulty of the problem of finding Scriptural 
evidence to support the doctrine of' the horl7oousid Of 
the Spirit as an hypostasfs within the Trinity as was 
Basil, but he solves it in quite a different way. He 
argues f'i rs tLhat we are bound by the logical 
consequences of Scripture, even though they are not 
stated in Scripture. " 

11 a 1-', - 0 1-1 c0lic I udes thaL " the twentieth-century reader is 
ike Iy to c onc I ude that Gregory's method was a much 

prefer-able one to Basills. 11 

19 -5, )6A. M. R1t ter, Das Konzi I von Konstan t inopel und sein Symbol, 
G8ttiii, --en- Vandenhoech & Ruprecht, 1965. Ritter deals with 
this at length in Exkurs 111: "Zur Interpretation von 
Gregor. Naz. Carm. Hist. XI (' Uber sich selbst '), V. 1703- 
1.796 253-270. Cf. the Eng). ish translation by Denis 
Meehan in Saint Gregory of Nazianzus. Three Poems (The 
Father of the Church. Vol. 75), Washington: CUAP, 1987. 
Ritter' s interpretation of this section of' the poem was 
rejected by Christoph Jungck (cf. Christoph Jungck, Gregor 
von Nazianz: De Vi td SUd. Ein Ieit ung, Tex t,, Ubersetzung: 
Kor,, 7mentar., Heidelberg: Winter, 1974), but supported by A. de 
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Halleux in "La profession de PEsprit-Saint dans le symbole 
de Constantinople, " RThL, 10 (1979), 5-39. Cf. esp. 20. 
For Ritter's later comments, cf. "Zum Homousios von Niz8a 
und Konstantinopel: Kritische Nachlese zu einigen neueren 
Diskussion, " Kerygma und Logos, Festschrift f Or Carl 
Andresen, ed. A. M. Ritter, Gbttingen: Vandenhoeck & 
Ruprecht, 1979,404-423, esp. 414f. Anthony Meredith 
argued in "The Prieumatology of the Cappadocian Fathers and 
the Creed of Constantinople, " ITQ, 48 (1981), 196-211, that 
the creed reflected Basil's "minimalist" position on the 
confession of the Spirit's deity, and that Gregory of Nyssa, 
who represented his brother's position was therefore more 
influential at the Council than Nazianzen. In the judgment 
of A. de Halleux, however, it is probably not possible to 
determine exactly the influences on the wording of the 
creed (op. cit., 23). 

" Les historiens du symbole de Constantinople ne 
semblent donc pas encore en mesure de percer Panonymat 
des r6dacteurs de la clause pneumatologique, et il ya 
fort 6 parier qulils nly parviennent jamais, dans 
1'6tat actuel de la documentation conserv6e. 11 

195,7 Ep. 102, PG XXXV I It 193C. 

196,1 Carm. 11,1,119 PG XXXVII, 1029-1166. Ritter examines 
lines 1703-1796 (col, 1148-1155), a section which begins: 

K&xe-tvo 81 otov; xýv yXuxetav xal' %Aýv 
flnyýv naXcct&q niuTubq, ý Tpt68oq 
E'l. q ýv auvý-ys 'cýv uEP6cuýitov (pf)utv, 
'Aq ýv noOl ý Nfxata q)povTtaTýptov, 
Tcc6Tnv k6pow aXýiupatq ýntppoattq 
T6v &ýiqtMtow &OMmq OoXouýLtvnv, 
O't calbua 8ot6(ouulv, otq xcxipEt xp6TOq, 

Waot pýv 6vTeq, aapEvtaT6v 51 ci 4taot, 
Kai pý npo5ýXwq xXýucwq ývavTiccq ... 

Ritter concludes, op. cit. (Das Konzil), 258: 

"Der Streit zwischen Gregorios und der Konzilsmehrheit 
und der Anlass für des Nazianzeners Polemik hatte, so 
lehren die Verse 1703ff., mit dem Palladium der 
Orthodoxie, mit dem nikäischen Glauben zu tun, der 'die 
anzubetende Natur der trinitarischen Gottheit in eins 
verband', was meint, der - mindestens implizit - 
bereits die rechte Lehre von der Einheit der Gottheit 
in der Dreiheit der göttlichen Hypostasen enthielt. " 

196,2 R it ter, op. cit. t 259. 

11 Wenn Gregorlos nun im weiteren berichtet, der 
nikäische Glaube habe auf der Konstantinopler Synode 
'Zugüsse', also Zusätze, erhalten, so konnten dagegen 
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seinerseits nach dem, was wir eben hörten, an sich 
keine Bedenken bestehen. Wohl aber gegen die Art 

Zusätze! Sie waren nämlich seiner Meinung nach 
ungenügend, ja, sie dienten eher zur 

Tr übung' der klaren Quelle des nikäischen Glaubens, 
alý, dass sie das zu deutlicherem Ausdruck gebracht 
hiltten.. was darin -- für den Einsichtigen wenigstens - 
bi--ýreits impliziert war, 

Hier nun erhebt sich die entscheidende Frage: Auf 
we 1c 1-) f-, uns bekannte Konzilsentscheidung könnte sich 
die, 

-::, e Beschreibung und diese Kritik beziehen wenn nicht 
allein auf das der kirchlichen Überlieferung als Werk 
(lie--z, er Synode geltende Symbol, nämlich C? Gilt doch C 
nicht nur seit alters als namentlich pneumatologische 
'Erläuterung' und 'Ergänzung' des 'Nicaer)ums', sondern 
erwe, Isen sich auch seine 'Zusätze', gemessen an den 
Des j. dera L en Gregors, in der Tat als 'ungenügend', 

als Werk von 'Unentschiedenen"" 

Gregory Is opponents at the Counc iI were not the Macedon ians 
(as tl'C--' I" lelurl)a toillach. i came to be called) but those who 
wished to compromise (perhaps to please the emperor) and 

, he I make L assertion of the Spirit's deity less than clear. 
Ritter deduces from lines 1774--1776 (PG XXXVII, 1153A) that 
Gregory iegarded the acknowledgment of the Spirit's deity as 
necessary to salvation (Ibid., 265). The lines read: 

FIP6(: YBEV ()DýUET' Etq aV(A) nq-Y&SV q)691q, 
Kai nfjp 056f)aEt -Týv ývawuiav (pop&v, 

I 'H it npo56)aco Eýq ý4ýq aco-cqpiaq. 

Meehan t ran-. 1 ates th is (op. cl t. , 126) : "Water shall f low 
upwards or fire take the opposite course before 1 yield up 
one whit of my salvation. " 

-1 196 Carm. I I, 1 14, PG XXXVII, 1244--1250. The quoted lines 

are 34-36 (1247A): 

'rö (ikxoüaao t), (ýg 6F. 6g, nä>, tv >, e-yw. 'Eýoi eEög cylb, xai TPý-iov ßoü), E)eög 
Toü, cl F-cr, [, L. 

Cf. Ritter, op. cit., 260. 
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VJ (c ) "You tire illy God! 11 

I i-j , /s 1Cf, SLIpra., 31ff,, 46. 

I. (-ý7 ,2 ('f s upra, 31f, and 35,43f. 

t97 ,ý Cf ý:; upra, 46. 

. 
19/, 4 

198,1 Cl , supra, 4-5f'. 

19 8,2 Cf . -upra, 12, also note 1, 

1.98,3 Cf. supra, 148f. 

This wasc ironic because of Arius' s professed concern to 
safeguard monotheism. Cf. the Letter of Arius to Alexander 
Blf; hop of Alexandria as found in Athanasius, De Synodis, 16 
and Epiphanius, Haer. 69.7; and printed in Christology of 
the Later Fathers, ed. E. R. Hardy and C. C, Richardson, 
Lomlon: SCM, 1954, : 332-3: 34 and A New Eu: ý; ebjus, ed. J. 
Sileven, son, London: SPCK, 1957. 

C Uip comments of G. W. H. Lampe and Alasdair Heron from 
their- quite different perspectives. G. W. H. Lampe, God as 
I; pirlt, Oxford: Clarendon, 1977,35: "In Hebrew religious 
I a. rig u ag, e 'Spirit' is one of those bridge' words which 
expre. ss -the idea of God' s outreach towards, and contact 
wi th, the created world. " Alasdair Heron, The 1101y Spiri t, 
London: Marshall, 1983,7--8: 11 ... rUdch is used to speak of 
C)LA as preseýnt and active in the world and in particular 
among human be i ngs ... The ruach of Yahweh is not 
deta, hri b1e, as it were, frora Yahweh himself: it is his 
living impact here and now. " On the New Testament and 
Christian tradition cf. James Mackey's comment quoted supra, 
86, note 1, that the problem is not the deity of the Spirit; 
but the distinguishing of the Spirit from the Father. On 
t 114--:! ea r 1. y Fathers, T. F. Torrance c ornmen ts ("Spiritus 
Creator: A Consideration of the Teaching of St, Athanasius 
and St. Basi I, Theology in Reconstruction, London: SCM, 
1965,209--2.28): 

11 1' tissi gn ifi cant that i ri the ear Ii est t rad iti on of 
the Church there was little or no controversy about the 
deity of the Spirit. It was everywhere acknDwledged 
that God is Spirit and taken for granted that the 
Spirit of God is God. " 

Cf. J. Ay-mi tage Rob i n-son inhis iiitroduction to -S' t. 
I t. en a G. Us: The Demonstration of the Apostolic Preaching, 
London: SPCK., 1920: 
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" The 
wi th 

concern of Irenaeus, as of Justin before him. is 
the Father and the Son; and he writes always with 

s mind. it 
ieity of the 
s the Spirit 
necessary to 
is God': the 

the heresy of Marcion in the back of hi 
would seem as though no question of the 
Holy Spirit occurred to him. The Spirit we 
of God and the Spirit of Christ. It was 
insist that 'that which is begotten of God 
uoaneaa ot Tne bon requirea proot. but to say triat 
'the Spirit of God' is truly God would have been to him 
a tautology. The thought of the Spirit as God did not 
as yet involve any such distinction as could seem to 
conflict with the unity of the Deity" (Ibid., 61). 

199,3 Cf. supra, 191f. 

199,4 K. Holl, op. clt., 162., 

"Denn die Abweichung Gregor's von Basillus in unserer 
Frage wurzelt schliesslich in seinem um eine Nuance 
kräftiger entwickelten Spiritualismus. " 

200,1 Ibid., 162f. -. 

"Dem entspricht es, dass Gregor bei der Auferstehung 
eine Vergeistigung der uäp% annimmt, die an eine 
Auflösung wenigstens hart herankommt ... Es ist für den 
positiven Aufbau der Theologie Gregor's von grösserer 
Tragweite und steht mit der uns beschäftigenden Frage 
direkter In Beziehung, dass Gregor auch in seiner 
Psychologie sich noch enger als Basilius an Origenes 
angeschlossen hat. Denn auf den Einfluss des Origenes 
ist es zurückzuführen, wenn Gregor (ohne Trichotomist 
zu werden) Innerhalb der yuXý den voüg als das Geistige 
im engeren und eigentlichen Sinn auszeichnet. Das 
spiritualistische Interesse ist damit noch schärfer 
zugespitzt als bei Basilius. 11 

200,2 Ep. 101, PG XXXVII, 181C: T6 y&p &np6aXnnTov, a8Ep6nEUTOV- 

200,3 Carm. 1,2,10,651, PG XXXVII, 727A: 'Ex6qp(atq cE rob vo6q 
np6q vo'bv pd^Yav. orat. 12: 11 PG XXXV# 844B (cf. supral 
187). Cf. C. Moreschini, "Il Platonismo Christiano di 
arpcmrin Na7ian7pno. ll Ann. Sc. Nov. Suz?. de Pisa. 3 (1974), 

1347-1392, and esp. 1382-1383 for cp. with Plotinus. 

200,4 Cf. supra, 65ff. and 117ff. 

200,5 Cf. Ora t. 42 *, 17, PG XXXVI, 447C, quoted in note 67,5. 

201,1 Cf. supre, 66, and 122f. 
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